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CHAPTER·1.

GENERAL ORIENTATION

1.1 Jntroduction.

The study on "The School Curriculum and its Relevance

to Black Societal Pressures" is in the field of

Philosophy of Education. Some educators may not see

how relevant this study is to Philosophy of Education

as they maintain that language analysis should be the

primary role with which philosophy of education

should be concerned. Their contention is that

deliberate education should be more precise and

scientific, and analysis offers one way for doing

this. According to them many educational problems

are largely language problems. If these can be

solved then education problems may'then be solved. To

this viewJI Reid in Archambault (1972) replies that

analysis is a legitimate part of philosophical

analysis - a part only, and a culture wholly devoted

to analysis w~uld be decadent. He argues that if

analysis loses the sense of the whole it ceases to be

an intelligent analysis. This conviction is made

clear in the assertion that:-

"analysis without synthesis is blind,
or at least pointless or feckless." (p. 24)- >,

Philosophy of education should be understood as the

use of philosophical instruments. the application of

philosophical methods. to questions of education. as

well as the relation to education of the relevant

results of philosophical thinking. A philosophy of

education will be a more worked out. systematic

philosophical treatment of those aspects of

educational theory that are s~scePtible to

philosophical treatment. Philosophy of education is

conceived of by Kneller (r972) as seeking to

understand education in its entirety. interpreting it

by means of concepts which shall guide chqice of

educational - ends and policies. Philosophy of

education/ •••
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"educatltin depends on foimal philosophy to the extent

that problems in education are of' a general

philosophical character~ Criticism of educational

PQliciesor> suggestion of new ones cannot be gott~n

into prior to such general philosophical questions

-as:

'the nature of the good life to which education

should lead;

the natu~e of man himself. because it is man who

~s being edu~ated;

.
the nature of society. since education is a

social endeavour;

the nature of ultimat.e reali-ty. that all

knowledge seeks to, penetrate .
.

Kneller (1972) maintains that. nothing contributes

more to. continuous.· patient and careful reflection

"than. the treatment of'"an educational problem in its

metaphysical dimensions. - Pnilosophers of education

draw on established branches of philosophy and bring

them together in ways that' 'ar'9 relev-an t to

educational issues. In the same tone the importance

of philosophy in determining curriculum trends and

decisions-has. been expressed by Hopkins who is quoted

by Dol~ (l982: p, 25) as maintaining that:"

"There is rarely a moment in a sctiool day when
a teacher is not- confronted. with occasions

. where philosophy is a vital part of action.
An inven:ory of situations where philosophy
l'faS not used in cur r i-culum and teaching would
lead to a pil~-of chaff thrown ou~ of educative
experiences."

This thesis

.educa tion as

is

a

founded

specific

on Oakeshot~'s concept of

h~man engagement. This

notion is important becaqse it should be recognised.

that the neonate does not grow and develop by

re~cting to the environment like a biological

organism, He must be welcomed. be led. 'be brought uP.

by an adult. and be ini~iated into the world to be

helped to par ticipate in it .. This adlil t has a goal

of / ...
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of which he is forever cQn~cious.

'A human being is the sojourner in a world of meanings

riot things.' I t is .a. \'lor Id of occurences in sonlC

manner recognised. identified. 'under stood and

-responded to in terms of this understanding. It is a

world of sentiments and beliefs. 'I t includes

ar tefacts that 'are. expressions which 'have meanings

and require to be 'understood in order to be used and

enjoyed. Laok of this_ understanding presupposes

being a -stranger to the human condition. Human

conduct subscribes to . procedures composed of rules

and rule-like considerations. to which "human beings

should" subscribe if there" is ~omething they want to

say or do. In Oakeshott's words (1972: p.18-19):
- ~ .

"Bei~i human is recognizing 6n~self
to be related to others .. :, in vi~tue of
participation in multiple.understood
relationships and.. in the enjoyment of
understood historic languages of feelings.
sentiments, imagini~gs. 'fancies~ desires.
recognitions. moral ~nd religious beliefs.
intellectual and practical enterprises,
customs. conventions, procedures-and .

. p~raC.tices, canons. maxims iUld pr inciples
of conduct. rules which denote obligations
and offices ~hich specify duties,"

Education ·th~n is important for a human neonate

because of his·huma~ condition that demands that he

be. "initiated. into an',' inherit~nce Qf human

·achievements of under starrding , conviction, belief.

and a1:titude.This inheritance is comp<?sed of states

> of .mind that may be .entered· into only IOn an education. .
·endeav-our.

,
To - be human. lnvo 1 ves engaging in.

activitiei. kn6wing and ':being aware nf,what one i~

.doi~g and why. initiation intp this condition can

pnly b~.ih ~n ~niagement i~ which ~he child learns to

. under stand..

Education i~ not a transfer 'of rhe "'lsd.om of ear lier. .
'. g~rierations to the ,child. ',nor "is' the .child to be

adep.t/;:~
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Education

gamut. of.

-~-

.
mimicking c\lrrent adult perfomances ..

does ~ot involve internalising a whole· .

ready-made ideas. images. senti~ents.

beliefs. anxieti"es, aspirations and .expecta tions of.
adults. It demands "ac4ujring the abilities of

. "

looking. listening. thinking, feellng, imagining.

believing. understanding, deciding. choosing and

"

·wishing. Th~ child should develop the ability of

throwing. back upon the world his own version of a

human:being-in-conduct, which is both a self

disclosure and a self-enactment.

Educational engagement between the adult and child
.

rests on the belief ~f the worth of what is to be

conveyed to the child.· The.only essential medium

through which this spectrum. of knowledge can be

transmitted to a child is the curriculum. Such a
" .

curriculum, if it must be-efrective,should bear the

background of a child.

The adult must be an active interventionist in the

'education activity .. He must explain, instruct as

well as guide an~ stimulate the child positively.

What children are taught is to be seen worthy by

them. To foster' this, it must be of such a kind that

it can by degrees be made their own. Instead of

remaining an alien school matter. it must become

deeply· formative of, chidren's ways of thinking,

feeling, and acting. To accomplish this objective the

teacher must find the right ba~ance ~etween pressure

and permissiveness, between. freedom and authority •
• 10 ••.

between' self-expres~io~ and s~bmission' to. ,

disciplines. This help-enables the ,child to find the

best in himself in terms of wh~t society thinks to be

tha best in theif culture.

1.2 St~tement of jhe Problem~

Continual' curriculum' revt'ew is a principle that is

likely- to' direct' and· influence all "innova tiol1 andl. or

reform! ....
, .

"

/
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reform. of .educational structures. contents and
methods as well as teacher upgrading and teacher

training. Education authorities and researchers as

well as' teachers "are paying more attention to the

application' of this principle in the preparation and

implementation of educational and curriculum reform.

It is proving to be'a complex undertaking. yet one

can no longer say that continual curriculum review is

merely the ideal of cer tain philosopher s." There is a

continual need for:

continual evaluation of the curriculum content in

relation to the requirements, of society at large,

the requirements of the working world,

educational counselling and vocational guidance;

assessing the effectiveness and efficiency of the

current curriculum as one of the early phases in

leading the child" to respon,sible adul thood; and

evaluating achievements in the' development of

methodologies for curriculum work in the

perspective of child education.

One of 'the prerequisites of curriculum evaluation is

finding out the extent to which what is taught in

class is "co-ordinated with life as it is lived at a

given point in time. Co-ordination is only a Means

to .cl~ar the ground " for -the child's le&rning

throughout his life. It applies primarily to the

services established to support such learning, but it

• may also include specific references to learning

opportunities and influences of a spontaneous nature.

This prerequisite has been harped on at all times by

educationists. Ingram (1979) points'out that long

accepted educational principles ~emand that school

and family co-operate, that the succes~ive grades and

levels of an education system are articulated with

each other. that educational services provided by
<

diffe"rent ministers are. 'co~ordinated, that the

.variou~ subjects or learning"areas of the curriculum

are integrated, and that the parallel streams of

secondary/ ...
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secondary education have equivalent value.

Black society, like all societies, is in a state of

continual change. The function which rhe school is
- ----- -

called upon" to perform in~~ changing world is both.
"important and decisive. No longer should schools

prepare pupi~s by giving them knowledge and skills

for' living in a comparatively stable society. A more

serious consequence of current and future societal

changes is" that they place new and intensified

demands on individuals. Societal transformation

profoundly influences an individual's view of his

world and of himself. thus Jeading to many and

divergent types of efforts to ~lnd meaning, emotional

security and self expressio~. As an example of aJ

sociatal changing feature that affects individuals is

the Christian influence which is fast declining in

the same manner as strong adherence to conventional

standards in matters relating to sexual conduct.

Even obedience to an arbitrary authority is being

eroded. "This results in the building up of feelings

of guilt generated by the monitoring power of the

- conscience. Social "education . needs to be

restructured to take into account new forms of

conduct allowing for greater diversity of values and

behaviour than are permitted by traditional norms and

ethics. What i~ necessa,LY is fi school curriculum

that snaIl serve as g vehicle bY means ot which rapid

chang-es in society can be mediated, - through the

educational system: The questions' then posed by this

study are the following~

\'Iha t are the societal pte"ssures fel t mostly by the

black society, and does the" present school

curriculum address itSelf to these?

'Flowing from this question~subsidiaryones asked are:

.. Does ~he present curritulum 'as it is meet ~he

active and creative needs of the'children?

Doesl· ••
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Does the current curriculum help children to ·develop
. .

constantly broadening '~nsights and deepening

generalisations about problems of significance to
~ .

them?

Is knowledge gained at school constructed in such a

way that sUbj~cts reflect social behaviour and

social norms?

Is the current curriculum knowledge of such a nature

that it can be used by children to improve their

lives?

To what extent does the curriculum succeed ·in

offering pupils systematic' .citizenship education.

including the analysis of issues and societal~

problems in terms of values involved and

consequences of alternative decisions?

Does the curricUlum develop social competence in

interpersonal relations. group participation and

intergrqup relations by affording them a chance to

study and interact with individuals and

multicultural groups differing in race. national

origin. sex. age. and other characteristics? .

To what extent does the current curriculum infuse

into pupils knowledge"about problems associated with

population implosion. such as those i~volved in"

acute· environmental and ph}"sical determination;

problems of deviant behaviour such as delinquency.

crime. alcoholism and drug addiction; issues of

faillily disorganisation. and reorganisation; economic'

problems of poverty and unemployment and many other

related issues '?
~

An understanding of these complex culture - building
.
issues should be pursu8d as a means of resolving their

attendant problems. With necessary facts. perspectives

and 'alternative cour.ses· as elements of the cl!rricu}.um •.
~ch901s can play a-vital r61e in helpin~ the person to

acquire an understanding oJ- the child's relation with

the universe and his place in it. It.is the aim of

this thesis to ·explore possj bla ways of upda tine; .the

cur r iculwn/ ...

..
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.cur r iculum so that it may accora;:lOda re the. pressures and

anxieties 'of the p~esen t b~ack society .. The 9JLest is

for a school curriculum that, is relevant ~o the life of-.- - -- - - -- --- --
plac~ people as it is~' lived at ,this modern

technocentric~

1.3 Motivation fOf. Stud~

Curriculu~ review takes place continuously as a

particular society looks airectly at and contemplates

on the possibilities for imrroving upon present

.circumstances. Society translates iLs apprehension,

insight or discernment of the gap between present

realities and envisioned possioilities into, goais.

Society shall then assign responsibility for achieving
"

these goals to educational institutions. Education of

blacks is, at the present time, in a state of turmoil.

Comments one hears from public speakers and reads from

the press ,all reflect- an anxiety engendered by a

feeling tha,t the educational system. is not "delivering

the goods.~ Pupils' petitions to their headmasters keep

the public always un~ettled: strikes, school violence,

stoppages and vap.dalism abound. This necessitates a

concerted study of the curriculum as the aspirations

and desires of people are reflected in the school

curriculum.

One major goal of cutririulum planning is to select

knowledge reflecling the societal image in all of

.decisio~~~aking processes. Therefore, careful study of

"the ongoing practice in education, as a minimum, should

make blacks more self-conscious about how they

currently make curriculum decisions.

Curriculum decisrons have not taken into account the

experience of the pupils who arc at the viewing end of

the complex educational endeavours. There has been a

neglect of the curricular experiences as seen through

the eyes and mind of the gupil. Cognisance has-not

~een "taken of what any givan group of' pupils haVe

been exposed to, let alone how they feel about it. The

pupil is virtually assumed to be iristrumental to

societal/ ...
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induktrial, and

is that pupil~
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The dominant view among political.

educational ieaders and policy makers

should"be brought up and nurtured to

make the country more ·powerful and productive. Plato

in his Republic, for examp~e, wants children who are

mentally acute to be trained in the dialectic so that

they can become - rulers in the state. Those not

intellectually endowed would end up being soldiers or

employed in mundane jobs. However, education should

enhance personal powers of knowing, building individual

autonomy and.initiative, developing self-awareness and

understanding, nurturing diverse interests and talents.

Tyler and Goodland (in-Goodland et al 1979: 203) put

this idea succinctly when they write:-

.. - ..
" .... persons dis60ver, create," and express
meanings; they are choosing and self-assertive,
using logic and intuition in reflecting on life
and its meaning•..•• Individuals learn what

·has personal meaning for them, and their
knowledge is an act;ive creation."

So it ·is-important that consideration be given to the- -
level ot th~ personal meaning the p;esent c~rri~~l~m--:

has· for the pupils. ,

personal side of what
Focus is on knowledge about the, .

pupils derive from their

schooling. This very pertinent, if for no other

reason, .causa tion for st r ikes and school violence should

be highlighted in the educational system of blacks.

The quest

'society is

,
for illiproving the ~uality of life for blacK

almost a slogan in every administrator's

-lips at preBent. Many blacks are being upgraded in

their jobs and they ~hemselves are con~inuallY pushing

up their levels of expectation and aspiration. The net

result· of all this is the pressure"of demand on the

educational services. This then "calls for a need to

look into how styles of teaching, quality of learning

materials, and the organisati~.m of the school itself
.-

may/ ...
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may ~e updated to the greateYt benefft for the ~ood of

all involved and concerned.

In black society ther~is a tising trend of being in

statu 'pupillari longer. and'a't the same, time the number

of drop-outs is also increasing. There are a number of

economic. and social pressures that acco'un t for this.

However. a clos~r a~tentio~ sh~uld be taken as to how

the curriculum may be updated to accomodate these

trends.

Children now~days seem not to be able to relate

themselves to ichool-bouhd learhing'and are intolerant.
of school rules and regulattbns that are contrary to

their personal ·inclina.tioIls and persui.ts. They take'

less anq Less kindly to.a regimentation 'which confines

them in a submissive r61e. School girls complain when·.
they are expected to w~ar their hair sh6rt. school boys

are not happy with wearing shorts even if that is their

scouting uniform. school pupils will aiways get a way.
out to embellishing their ·~~hooL uniforms. a regulati?n

demanding pupi].s to communicate' ifi the official.
languages whilst in school premises becomes abrogated

through disuse. Students. in boarding s~hools complain

if they are expected to be in doors at particular

hours,
. .

,-'{;U r r ~ cuIUIn.

e •. . . ,.

e'

, ..

. ...-
There is a ,neea o.f :lqokl.ng into thE?' sCtlool

'·,(cU:rr".tc~him i".:.. ' " ., \,' . 'e:.

'., .

,
,Some· members pf the pUb~ic are cQmplaining tha~

aJlthor i ties are not par'ti~Uiarl~- r igoro-us enough in the. ..
selection' of pupi]s' to be enrolled. In the Ilanga

(J\in~. 18 ~ 20. 1984) a ·.coIl1p.la~n,t is r aisect, a'bou t mar r ied

': couples. and' . pupils all in the same school. These

'married PQople . irifluence' ':the youth v.dv,erselY. The
, .

c?rreSpondent writers:

"Ngakho-ke. lababan t.u. f}se"be.z-ishayela iml thetho
:'e yabo <rbafuni uku.lalela abakutsh,elwa abaphetheyo,
·bes~ 'bexbu~ana' .en~zipgane· .ebezifaka umoya ..

'e wokungalalel i. ,J{waI{uf·ancle bahenendawc, yabo
" -bpdwa lababan iu abimje ~~ . (p. 6).' .. ~... .

.~."
'."
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.
.(cur~iculum iaken in its broadest sense). so that this

untenable ~ituation can ~e improved.

Some

that

h'eads

members

people

deep

of the black community are complaining

involved in black education keep their.
beneath' the sand and d~ not realistically

get to grips with the simmering unrests. These unrest

inciCIen ts s'eem to be the order of the day 'in some black

schools. Thabo Moeketsi in the City Press. (June 10th

1~84) writes that:

"While it is clear tha~ a storm is brewing
in schools elsewhere, I urge those involved
l'iith our-' education. from the
government downwards. to work towards a better'
perspective of our education. It would simply'·
be living in a narrow-minded dream world to

. think that having shut the trouble-torn schools. :
has solved the problems." (p. 6). '

It is the light of this thinking that this thesis

addressed itself to .the problem of the school

curriculum.

1.4. Definition.of Importarrt Concepts.

1.4.1 ,School Cur r iculum>~

The standpoint that is adOPted in this study pertains

to the school curriculum as a v,ital par.t 'of the.
educ~tion sy~tem~, Tfie curriculum is one of the

dominant areas

system' of the

.
in which'

school and

the values and the power'
, ,.

society ~ome r~gether.

: Education is understood by modern eduqationists like

Redden and Rxarr (1955), .arid . others a~. an order"lY,

de1ibera~e•. purposeful and sustained effort that
"

takes place in a ~ariety;<?~ settin'gs and through the
, . .

'transmi tefforts of' many different 'persons, to or"

I

develop knowledge, concepts.' skiiis, attitudes or

. habits, This rfs'done's6 that th~ recipient is best

fit ted, and guided to tak'e. hi~ place'. in society as a

jesponsibl~ - and . c<?mp~ten,t 1ndh~i?ual.. The, value of

theeducatio~al.,~niagem~nt-dePends;. in a' largo.. ~

measure •. upon the quali ty of the- o~por tuni ties foe. . .,. '"
, .

learning/, •• ,

"
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lea~ning that are provided~ Our" task here is t6 find

oul what are the educational experiences that are
.

provideq ~y the "curriculum in schools for' blacks.

Are these the best as far a~the black community is

concerned i.e. do these experiences meet the present

aspirations. expectations and anxieties Of blacks as

a people? Are these experiences in line with the

belief and value systems of the biacks?

The word curriculum derives from curricle - meaning a

short running. The Latin verb currare means to run:

The Oxford"_English Dictiona~y (1978) quotes Sir T.

Brown who wrote:- .'
..

"Upon a curricl~ in this woilddepends
a long course of the next." (Vol.ll:1271).

a Latih root meaning"Curriculumlt

"racecourse."

comes

anq

from

figuratively the school's

curriculum has represented something like that to

most· people. It is. viewed as. the .relatively

".standardised ground covered by pupils in their race

#' .

towards the finishing line- (a diploma) (2ais."·1976).

There. ar~ many competing definitions that hav~"been

formulated py curricularists. Lewfs and Miel (1972)

identified definitions or c~rriculum in the following

categories

.course of ~tudy;

~ntended learning outcomes~. . .
-intended opportunities for engagement;. .. .....
- ~ learning ~ppo r tuni ties 'pr ov ided;.

learner's ~ctual engagements; and

learner~s actual "experiences.

They. defined curriculu~ as

·"a set of in.te"ntions. about.opportunities
for engagement of·person-to-be"educated with
"things (all b~arers of Jnformation, processes.
techniques,' and values) in" certain arrangements

"of t"ime and space. " . .( p. 27.) . < •

. ..
Tanner' and.~ Tanrler ..( 19S0:. 3fi) traced the history of

cu r r iculUI;1!." ••

-'
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curriculum definitions showing that

Hc~rriculum has been. variously defined a~

1) the cumulative tradition of 'or~anized

knowledge; 2)' modes of thought;
3) rac~ experi~nce; ~j guided e~perience;.
5) a planned learning environment;
&) cognitive! affective content and process;
7) an instructional· plan; 8) instructional
ends Of outcomes; and 9) .a technological
system of production."

The first three aspects ~f this definition relate to

the function of the school as an agent to socialise

and provide custodial care for children. The school.

through its- curriculum. is viewed as transmitting

configurative cultural elements. These are cultural

effects that are specific to the

the .. child himself is a member.

soc~~ty of which

Included also is the

wisdom of the past for a people. Children should be

imbued with beliefs. values. norms. mores. traditions

and behavioral patterns held in high esteem. Lawton

(1971 ). for example. sees the curriculum as

representing a selection from ~ulture. The education

endeavour. therefore. shall include the inculcation

of knowledge as well as .the generation of skills and

attitudes. It also imbues the child with cultural

norms and values.

The next four aspects pivot around all of the planned

experiences of the children under the school's

guidance and teacher tutelage. Included here are

considerations of syllabuses. teaching methos. school

size and organisation. time tables, school terms.

school architecture. all school activities as weil as

planned school services such as the'library, health

care. asseoblies, the food services. field trips and

a plethora of other variables. The curriculu~ then

-consists of the ongoing experiences of children for

which the school accepts responsibility.

The'ctirriculum cannot be as wide an~ compreh2nsiv~ as

life· itself and it doe~ not need -to. because a

curriculum/ ...
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cUl:riculum is only a gUid~ to self-help. However. it

should represent a certain life style that has been

organised. systematised, edited and simplified. It

i's concerned wi th helping children achieve self

realisation and autonomy in a responsible manner ..

This is achieved through active, meaningful

pa~tiriipation within the school. As an institution

that reflects and serves society, the school should

introduce children to educative experiences aimed at

perpetuating the structure and functions of society.

The curriculum serves as the operational medium

through whicH the sch901 displays and coordinates the

patterns. of transmissicn. translation, and

transposition of educative experiences for whi~h it

assumes responsibility. (Shepherd and Ragan 1982).

( ---
Confining oneself to cultural selection and planning

of educative experiences is not sufficient. The so

called "hidden" or "covert" curriculum should be

taken cognisance of also. ValIance as cited by

Meighan .(1981) views the hidden curriculum in terms

of the non-academic consequences of schooling that

occur systematically but are not made explicit in the

official rationales for educational institutions.
. - -"

-
For purposes ef this thesis the term turrlculum is

conceptualised as a sequence of potential influences.

enlightenment and insights that are overt and covert,

which are made up from the reconstruction of

knowledge and experience. This knowledge and

ex~erience are systematically developed and organised

under the auspices of an educational system, with the

aim of enabling the learner to find for himself a

niche in societal life. K~owledgG and experiences

-are based on theory, research an~ past professional

practice on the part 0f educator.

There has been a great discussion in recent times

about! ...
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about the need for a new curriculum that wIll suit
the anxieties and pressures of blacks as a people.

The reason for this i~ that many educa~ors. parents

and children have for some time been dissatisfied

with curricula followed in modern~ch60ls and

. colleges' in which blacks study. Dissatisfaction

arises from the fact that many pupils seem to finish

school as malfunctional illiterates who are misfits

ifi society.

Schools have been generally believed. by black

society rightly or wrongly. to be institutions. among

other things; for

- giving pupils knowledge and

increased productivity in

professions. improvements in

ability to participate in

government organisations;

skills leading to

occupations and

health and the

community and

Conveying useful knowledge and skills;

infl~encIng pupils' attitudes. especially to

create a habit of or positive motivation'towards

vocational persuits and community projects;

developing qualities of character conducive to

social stability and worker welfare •. such. as

moral rectitude. perseverence, accuracy.

creativity, self-reliance and co-operation and

developing loyalty to the national ideology.

conscientising children to use the general

education programme efficaciously and to maximum.

benefit-for themselves and the general community.

However, general discontent with the school ~urricula

is freely expressed lfi the pr~ss and public

.platforms. by educators and parents, also by the man

in-the-street. The main criticisms are:

the standard of performance in public examinations

is at a very low ebb;

standards/ ...
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.standards have been seriously relaxed - pupils are

not· learning as much as they used to. ther~ is too

much 'pla~ing about;

~ the curriculum is old-lashioned and makes pupils

despise manual work;

pupils are not taught enough ~at~ematicsf science

and technology;'

Arts. langua~es and literature of, their people are

cursorily qandled;

pupils are not taught to b~ worthy responsible

-citizens. to have resp~ct for themselves and for

others;

pupils are not encouraged to think - only to

memorise;

disciplin~.and morals leave"much to be desired;

the curriculum concentrates too much on the

cognitive skills." that is to say. on the mental

pro~ess of learning, to the detriment of the

affective. aesthetic ana spiritual aspects;

that schools give children too much freedom and do

not foster respect for' authority" and subjection to

pedagogic guidance as well as control; and

"that theedu~ation syst~m ~s a whole is not suited

to the challenges and aspirations of children in

schools.

All these ~re seiioui accusations. The-most serious

of al.l a're· "the last throe·.- The present education

system is seen as too cognitive and is an imposition

which throws overb6ard the values and ~odes of conduct

hel.d in high esteem by the community. It does not set

high store to need for seif-determination and self

direction. Manr people se~ th~ problem of the sehoo}

cur r i(';u'lum" . ill blaek .. school"s as essen t laIly one .of

boredom. with and a,J.ienation·from the traciitional

contents, structure of the cur.riculum as well as

t r adi t ional/ ...
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traditional modes of ped~gogy. Such,' boredom and

alienation is most visible from the perennial

challenge and resistance.' to $chool au~bority. This

resistance is evidenced, among other things, by a high

drop~out ' ra·te, high failure". rate and outbreaks of

school violence and school vandalism resulting in

everything" but education'.

Concern about this unsalutary and untenable situation

evokes notions of Hrelevancett, notions frequently

utilised in discourse but ~ccompanied by uncertainty

as to the pri~ciples being invoked or the means of

their realisation. Many concerned people appear to be

convinced that the school curriculum is not

sufficiently relevant without being very explicit as

to what "being more relevant" will involve. They

appear to feel an intuitive sense of disjuncture when

they think of education as "not relevant".

Knamiller (l9SZ) points out two different sets of

meaning or relevance, namely the "outside observer's"

meaning and the "inside consumer's" meaning .. The

outside 'nh~~rv~r is not nart of the dissatisfied

com~lainin~ society. For him educational relevanc~ is

~ rlireci assault on the basic needs issue and even

unemployment. Thus, agriculture and homecraft.

traditional building trades and craft industries,

simple accounting and financial management together

\'li tll learning to plant trees. being; awar e tha t

drinking water should be boiled and. immur.izations

~hould be kept up to date and other self-reliance

topics, should form a major part of the school

curriculum.

Conversely, the "inside consumer" view ideas of

community leaders. parents. teachers "and parents in

the community that is directly ~xperiencing the

shortcomings' of the e.ducation system. They have in

sight educatiorial. ~elevance. thaT. is an indirect path

.to improvifig life. For' them ~uccess in the

traditional academic curriculum leads to a modern

sector / ...
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sectof wage-paying job and mo~ey-generating occupation
with money flowing back to enable the family to

improve "it~ lot. The role.of schooling is held so

strongly by the vast consumer majority that parents

'are pre}:>ared to strain "their hard-earned money to help

their sons and daughters to gain a college or

university certificate, in order to try for a modern

sector job.

Black pupils are emphatically opposed to sitting for

examinations that are different from those of ot~~r

racIal or national groups. . An examination set

especially for black pupils is suspected of being of a

lower standard and would be much less ~ikely to. assure

the candidat~ admission to foreign colleges and

universities. After al~,this higher education leading

to modern-sector-cmployment-goal of schooling aspired

for by the "insider" is also _the main aim of the

"outside" observer. Schooling that contains little in

·~erms of skills. abilities, competencies and attitudes

necessary for the modern technocratic age is seen as

irrelevant. Technical ~ducation. - call1ng for the

focus of. education to be on modifying the natural

world for production and on solving. not only economic

problems but also social problems. is not found in

conventional school science curricular used in black

schools.

Within the present study. a dominant ideology of

relevance discerned in most statements •. pronouncements

and views connotes:

s0cio-historical

societal life;

and cultural experience of

relevance

society and

inclusion

to the conditions of contemporary

economy hence calling 'for the

of sociology. economics. computer

studies. technologyetc!;

relevance/ ..•
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. . relevance to a paq:'icular abi"li tyi:category~. of
.. "" .. -

pupils t especially' the less .able;

relevance to being responsible and. competent

citizens; .'
curricula

modernise
··.and

and

pedagogic change designed to

make more efficient the educative

experience of the children.

Hopkins . (1941) warns that the school must be

.concerned . wi th exper ien~es or high educativequallty

since it should aid "'each individual to raise the

level ,of 'his experiencing in all "aspects of living.

He lists the following criteria for testing incipient.

experiences to ascertain as ~owheth~r they w~rrant

study through the school. Theexperience

must begin w~th and continue to grow out of the

realfel t needs ·of pupils;·

must . be managed by all of the' people;· concerned

-pupils, teachers, parents, and. others -through

a ~process of democratIc interaction ;.
, ,

must be unified through evolving purposes of

. education;

must aid each individual to increase his power to
make intelligent c!loices;

must aid each individual t.o mature his

experiences by making progressive improvements in

the logic of such expe~iences.;

must increase the number and. variety of interests

'which' each., individual consciously shares with

others;

must help each individual buiId and refine old

meanin&s; .

must offer opportunity for each individual to use

an ever-increasing variet~ of resources for
"

learnin~ activities compatible wIth the variety

of re$OlH ces;

must/ •..
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. must aid each Individual. creatively to
~~ "

. reconstructandexpahcrhis"bestexper ience in the

developing situation~,

,
havemust ",some dominating properties that

.. .- ..
'character ise' it as a whole and which usually give

.it a name; and.

. must close with a satisfactory emotional tone for
each participant .

.. The issue of relev~nce·b~coII+es very·pertin.ent when
educ~tionists. paren t;s'.teachers. pupils and

community leaders findthat:-

certain important
available at all;

~re .not usually

connections are. not . made between subjects and
pupils' experience and existing anxieties.

pressures and preqccupations;
',-

materials within 'subjects may be given

disproportionate pZiority (forexampl~. European

conq~ests -and achievements to the exclusion of

the ~on'tributions . made .- by" blacks tasocial

history. and the development of the entire

cotintr.y) ;

wrong -treatmerit within ~ubje~ts often pre~aili'

(for ·example. the history of the country taught
~ , -

. solely from' the poiI!tof view of _w(li tes );.
..

; ,~upils have areas"·" of knowledge and' experience
not covered bysubjeci expertise ·(for example.

traditional meth?ds uf cure. and indigenous

theories of disease causation):

certain important skills or criteria, which ought
~

to ,entGT ," into all or "most subjects are wrongly

regarded.. as the responsibiLity of oneflarticular

- subject. (for -example, . morality. imagination.
'.' -.

social . implications. . 'm?s~ery 'of langu{1ge.

expression and communication);
< •

conn9ctions/ ...
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not

open

of

connections are not

subject matter and

world; and finally

knowledg'e is

provisional.

evidence. some

themselves.

made between the proscribed

the current predicament of the

~r~sented as permanently

to re-interpretation and new

which might come from pupils

In the context of this thesis. therefore. the school

curriculum is relevant when its goals relate to a

particular society and its values and the goals relats

to the individual child - his talenti. needs. interests

and abilities in a changing society. Aims and

objectives lnthe school setting should bave a bearing

on social forces, values and needs of the community.

also to the needs for the individual development

revealed by study of particular children. and the

significance of knowledge for interpretive use in

society.

1.4.3 Black.

This term has evolved over'a number of years from others

such as Kaffir, Native. Bantu. Non-white. then black.

The first three terms have fallen into disrespute because

of the political and social connotations. These

conqotations were negative. and blacks have been voicing

their complaints. At present the denotation 'black' is

largeli accepted by those people who consid~r themselves

black and has also been p romulga ted < by governmen t

gazette to be used i~ the place of other apparently

derogatory terms. The term "Kaffir" in Arabic refers to

a non-believer. Traditional blacks were believers in

Umvelinqangi. But whites spoke of kafflr wars. kaffir

beliefs all in_8 negative way. "Black" replaced non-whites

since the negative prefix was not applicable in the same

way to refer to ~roups wh~ wer8 not black as non-Blacks ..
It also replaced the term Bantu. mainly because it wa~

considered offensive and inappropriate. To a black.

speaking/ ...
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Bantu" and "many Bantus" is

intolerable.

For purposes ,of this'stuc!Ythe term "Black"shall be used

to reierto a people of Negroid stock having the stem 

-n'~u common in thei r language, and descendence in Af r ica.

Their physical features include short coarse black hair,

brown eyes, thick lips and broad flat noses. Most of

their cultural artifacts are characterised by roundness

and circular i t'y.

1.4.4 Societal pressures.

These are life pressures felt by society. These

pressures make them demand that schools bring out

individuals who shall help them cope with these lift:~

pressures. Hutcl1ins (1968) succinctly points out that

no educational system can escape from the political

community in which it operates. He continues to declare

that:-

"The system must Teflect what the political
community wants it to do. The system can set
out formally to change the community only if
the community inclUdes change of this kind
among its aims." (p.ix)

When Hutchins speaks of aim~ he is in reality speaking

of the curriculum. for only in the curriculum can aims

be expressed, reflected and mediated to pupils in an

educat.ive endeavou.r. The curriculum, it must be

remembered, is a courseway leading pupils carefully,

through to adulthood.

Tartner

precisely

and Tanner (1980) expres~ this view very

in their argument that, when the school

divorces itself from contemporary problems and issues it

is failing to meet its responsibility to children as

citi7.fms. The future having its roots in tte present,

and the rising generation re;>resenting the future

SOciety. the s~hool that holds it~clf oblivious to

prublems and issues in contemporary life, is denying its

children educative experiences e~sential to the building

of a better society.

The/. :.
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of the.school and the model of curriculum
a particulaf time are reflections of the

demands and expectations of the larger society. The

tendency is . for the educati6nal system to respond to

whatever pressures are most dominant. Einstein as early

as 1950 pointed out that:-

"the aim must be the tr aining' of independen tly
acting and thinking individuals who see in
the service of the community their highest
life problem." (p. 32).

Dewey (1897) declares that education is the fundamental

method of social progress and reform. He warns that the

only sure method of socia1 reconstruction is when

individual activity has a responsible ~haring of the

social consciousness.

Doll. (\982) r igh t ly believes tha t society may be

r~garded as the ultimate source from which ideas about

the curriculum are to be derived. According to this

view,' the school owes its existence to the society that

frustrations, anxieties, progress, aims and general

. .

has foster~d it,

outlook of society .

and the school should por tray the

In short, the school should reflect

society and if possible deviate but for the betterment

of a child.

From the foregoing it can be concluded that experience

and current observations supply curriculum workers with

several strategies to use ~n dealing with.society-wide

and ,community influences, pressures and demands.
, '

Consequently, curricularist~ are expected to be open-

minded about societal influences, demands and

pressures. 'Schools belong to the society which

employs prafessional personnel to· administer and

operate them. They must. however, listen to what

citizens are saying and are demanding for they are

their extension. . .

turricular~st~ should prod 6itizens who have ideas to

,advance them. Dialo~~lle shoUld be encouraged.

Curricularistsj ..•
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Curricularists should have an ear to views of

community leaders and pup~ls. over and above parents

and children.

Gurricularists must fUl~y consider feelings of

society about the education endeavour and should act

. according to their best diagnosis uf those feelings.

Though society may appear complacent about schools.

they take great interest in them and are very

concerned about what goes on inside school premises.

This concern is seen during times of real or imagined

crisis. when they become apprehensive. worried and

anxious. An efficient and effective curricularist

should be a troubleshooter of dissatisfactions.

Curricularist~ need to be sensitive to the dynamic'

nature of their work. As such they have real

responsibility for encouraging teachers to move

outside their own milieu. in order that they may

learn from other institutions. agencies, and

individuals and may contribute to them.

Curricularists must realise that they are deep in

politics. They are continually involved in strategic

. planning requiring balancing of pressures and co

operative policy making. They are iflBvitably

concerned with pressure groups, which fact demands

that they must clearly identify the societal focus,

develop curriculum proposals, see that these are

implemented in school work and evaluate the outcome

of interventions.

Curricularists must find specific goed traditions to

be strengthened and used. These need to be highly

placed in the agenda of educative experiences the

school provides.

Social and cultural forces have a strong effect in the

making of curriculum decisjons. Some of these forces

create major educational problems. For example,

edu6ation in values and in career choice reJate closely

to beliefs held by people in communities and the wider

society/ ...
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s6ciety. Curricularists should reckon ~ith societal
forces and relate them ~o the ~~ucatlon endeavour in ways

that shall be of maximum benefit to c~ildren as the
,

'precious clienteJe of the schools.

A stud~ of literature shall be under taken. with a view

to extracting a conceptual fram~work and a theoretical

background within which the problem may be undertaken.

This literature provides the articulation of factors and

influences of learning for an overall netY/ork of learning

opportunities and services. As a consequence each facet of

the overall educational endeavour maintains. its specific.
function. At the same time the facet gains ,a relative r61e

within the. overall system as well as a sequential value

derlved from its being an aspect .of tlie education activity.

It -is believed that· literature study \\Till provide an

understanding of the kind of 'factors, approaches and

procedures g~nerally recommended by both theorists and

those with .exper ience . in the practical planning of

education in education systems,

- .
A ~tudy shall also .be undertaken of the" public
press in order to assess the opinions and views of people

who are

education

closely follol'ling even ts and !~appenings in

of blacl~s, . The aim is to ex t r ac t ideas and

sensi tive ar'easof concern In the. education fOf blacks. This

must'be we·iglled uF! ag:ainst 3 comr:rehensive scientific theory

defiV~d :from the theoretjcal bac~gfound is propounded and

r:e<;ommended . by

.in. phi 1050phy

sei~ntists 'iri edutatjon,- especially
. "...

educB.t ion.

Infor'mal discuss~ons slrall be 'g~tten' into ',vi th school.
inspect~rs, parents bf school~going pupils and teachers

in orc;er to supplement ,views an.d iele'as der lved from public.
statorneiits and th(~ press; . This is'done also to check and

"exa~ine idea~ developed duri~g the. liter~ture study.
~ ,

The per,spect'ive ?-dop~ed here- see_,s education in terms of the
/

func t 10ri$! .. -. , "
t

-.
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functions it fulfllls.· and the relationship of a school

system to the overall social system has to be appreciated.

Johnson (1968) describes ~ social system as being capable of

solving four functional problems, namely

pattern maintenance and tension management;

adaptation;

goal attainment; and

integration.

He further declares that the social structure solves

problems when the action which should be undertaken is in

conformity with a social norm or value to make some

contribution towards meeting the needs of th~ system. This

need is described by ~urphy (1979) as imperative for the

survivar or equilibrium of a system. He maintains that

"The idea of 'system' underscores the interdependence
of parts and ti.eir contribution to - the whole while
the specification of needs. requisites, or imperatives
separates the crucial from the non-crucial features
of s y s t e rir •". ( p . 9 )

1.6 Limitations of the Stuc!y.

The approach of the pres~nt study is that a more urgent need

is to encourage involvement of people (parents, teachers,

pupils and community leaders) who will take a broad vi~w and

provide imaginative and stimulating leadership to the school

community when it comes to curricula issues. The primary

task these people should grapp]e with is not only to set

goals and objectives, but also to define the mission of the
,.

education enterprise. This task should be performed as a

co-operative exercise. However, parents, learners and

community leaders have not as yet been accomodated in

administrative structures that are geared at making their

voices seriously heard within the school system. With

learners in particular, tho Students' Representative Council

is s~ill in its infancy and most education administr8ctors,

educationists and teachers have no~ ret clarified their'

minds/ ...
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minds as to the purpose and function of such councils .

.The paradox, is that in order to achieve a wider utility,·we

must be prepared to be theoretical. seeking a co~ceptual

framework within which practical ~xp~rien6e may be evaluated

and understood.

Curriculum research is value-free. Values are regarded as

variables rather than as fixed and given. Thus the

researcher· may be in a po~ition to indicate consequential

results that are likely to follow from the adoption of one

strategy or style rather than the other. He is not expected

to leg-itimatly offer an opinion as to which goal or mode of

proceeding is morally better. But the practising
. .

administrator or teacher, with· problems to be tackled in the

'here and now' situation cannot be value-free. He has

constantly to commit himself to specific goals and definite

courses of action which imply value judgements.

A further constra1nt is the type and-extent of curriculum

intergration involved. Integratioh. as Ingtam (1979)

observes. can "be both vertical and horizontal. Vertical

integration ~n the one hand is integration over time and

involves the articulation of teaching and learning

~xperiences at different stages of dev~lopment. On the

other
.

hand, horizontal integration aims at harmonising

various dimensions of the home. school and the media of mass

communication. This research concen~rates on the horizontal

integration of the curriculum.

The range of literaturG refered to is determined to a large

degree by the intensity of the problem. No research so far

has been scientifically conducted on the school curriculum

in the education of blacks. ScientifIc theory and

methodology regarding black education has still to be mapped

out.

For interest t s sake the educational metilOd.s and techniques

used· in the education of blacks have boen borrowed from the

more developed statos, primarily the United Kingdom and th~

United States of America .. lbey ~eem to ha~e worked there,

thaugh! ...
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though they have not been 3naly~ed tritically ln their new

setling to find out how universally applicable they really

are. It is very likely that deep cultural ~nd philosophical

issues which are both pertinent and germane may not help

the black child to maximally actualise himself in a wcstern

based currlcu.luIii.

1.7 Programme ot Study.

In chapter 11 attention is given to the school curriculum in

the context of macro- and micro- social ar·rangements. This

presupposes that the education activity is an aspect of

social interaction influenced by othet social institutions.

In its functioning it must, at all tirnes,direct itself t9

societal aspirations. expectations Bnd anxiet{es of society.

Ihe school as an existing institution has to adapt itself

to internal and external demands and to social interaction

with the other societal structures. The theme is one of a

correspondence betw~en the s~hool system and the wider

society. Cha~ges in school structures and in teaching

styles' are rel<!ted to the belief system and value system of

society.

However. in contempora~y society goals of the educational

system. are fundamentallY contradictory. There is

considerable argument for the promotiorr of egalitar~anlsm

and fostering personal development whilst at the same time

there is a recognition of the need to equip the child for

the position he shall occupy in the social, occupational and

political order. The curriculum.should be such that it is

geared towards managing this pedagogical paradox. This is

usually resolved' according to lfargreaves. (1978) through

ttguided" choice in the school cur r iculum., In that )'lay a

desire to give pupils a measure of choice and freedom in the

interests of their personal deve16pment Is reconciled with

the necessity to impose work requirements in order to fulfil

the in tegra ti ve demands of rcqui red' se.ts of k.lio\'~leclge,

skills and co~petences

,
der i\'ed· ~xt8rr:aily from. the \,[ider:

• 0. .
society, and internally w.ithiOn tIle cdycatioi1 system.

Chapter/ .•.
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In ch~pter 111 analysis is given of somo aspects determining
the nature of the curriculum for blacks. In traditional

life education~as organised to ,bring forth persons who

shared a common _ cuI ture. 'and as a consequence were more

uniform in the _ perception of their world. A child's life

was' ordered around adult activities. Social activity was

permeated by religion .. Customs were reinforced by reUgiou5

sanctions, 50 thatfailur~ to adhere to ihem was morally

condemnation.

Ihere was a demand 'for new skills'~nd
------:-------:.::.-.-_-=--~-_...:--..:..:..:..-~--.

From time blacks made themselves avallable for employment in

industrial concerns, industries sprung up under the

influence of·wh~tes.

~et~c~. Formal schooling liecame necessary. Schools

were ini~iated first by iel!gious organisations to

fa~ilitate ev~ngelisation, -but soon the state took control

of them. The need to civilise blacks determined the school

curriculum and teachJng methods.

Indqstriali~at~on also saw the emergence of a force of

blacks, who became increasi'ngly vocal in their deJr.and.:;; for

poll tical r ig-h ts which they 'belie;;ed had been denied them!)y
. -

whi tes., Aspect s of the social' s true tu·r e tha t g r ca tly

influence the modern school curriculum are.,·mainly, changing

econ6mic relations in t~e transjtion fro~ an agrarIan to an

industrial
.

economy: The shifti~g of· power ielatlon~ both

within ~nd- between power groups r~latod to :those changes~.
Fi'na'lly -shifts iri' g-roup i.deology also exerts its influence.. .. ,... ~ ... ..

. For examp~e, Nkuhlu" (1983) wr rtes o.f education -that must be
aimed_ at increasing. the knowJedge ~nd ~Kills of, the. ~.. .
communi ty as well :as a-t crea tlng 3. t t1 tudes tha t will enable

: .c

'individual ..,members Q'f • the community - to cope hith

expected. to _.carry in a modeln
- .
ell tQ' h'avc' fhe· _- same aim and

.are

- .

they

"

-responsibi,lities

Does . fhe ... nh.ing.. , . ..

interpretation of this obje6tive 0f educatio~i..' -

. Gocie ty.:

.-i

. .
Con f.l"i c t. be lween. the _idEwlogy of the. r lilo (s and tha t .of the

.. ~ ...". . '~ ..
.. ruled. has· had ,an impact of the. direc"tion t.hat eclu·~a!._i..on of

.. 1". • • .. .. , .. .. • . ' •

, blacKs must take.·~' The mo'dern blacks h~\Te teen sociali~,:_'rJ.. .. . -.,-
_into/ ...
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into a developing cultural tradi~ion espousing a particular

.ideology 0 which colour s thei r invol vemen t in, and thel r

attitudes towards particular sqcietal structures~ school

included. Tappe~ and Salter (1978) point out that the

development of political discontent amongst school children

is a severe embarassment not only °to the school author i ties

but also to those theorists who hold that the school forms

part of a harmonious learning experience producing largely

harmonious results. In South' African schools for blacks

this political discontent is showri amongst other things by

the strikes and episodes of school vandalism and violence

which have been escalating since 1976.

Chapter lV addresses itself. to the actual black societal

pressures and how the curriculum can be remodelled to take

these in~o account. Luthuli (1982) argues that the entire

South African blacks have not...QnJv jnherited school systems

and school curricular which are white-oriented, but also

aspirations and aims unrelated ~o a black philosophy of

life. This leads to school training that is unrelated to

the actualisation of these people's particular skills and

aptitudes in line with society's demands. These skills and

~ptitudes become . im~erative if the deSired economic

development is to be achieved. as well as to reorient the

-social. political and educational changes necessary for the

improvement of the quality of life of the blacks.

The model adopted is based on the cosmonomic idea used by

Stone (1974) in establishifig universal charaGteristics of

the ~ducational system. He postulated a connection betweSn

<wha t he called the uni ver sal st ructure and the norma ti ve

nature of the ed.ucational system.

Chapter V is a discussion of' the place and task of a black

curricularist. A dict~m espoused by the majority of the

modern people is that "Each people' must shape their

destiny." Even in education there is a need for blac!<

curriculum speciali~ts to help. chart the way for the

education of blacks.

should / ...

in ..thi's -chapter then tho level they



should occupyy and the job they are expected to do is
explored. At present there are education departments. but

there arc- no experts in curriculum planning and curriculum

development who are black. Thi~ is lamentable in view of

the present outcry about the inadequacy of education

undergone by blacks.

Chapter Vi is

recommendations

an overview of the whole thesis and the

and their educational implications. It is

hoped that these suggestions shall throw light on certain

aspects of societal pressures, anxieties and expectations

blacks have about education of their children. and the

constructive role that a black curriculum expert may play in

helping the society of blacks to realise their goals~

'.
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CHAPTER 11

THE SCHOOL CURRICuLUM IN THE CONTEXT QE MACRO- AND MICROSOCIAL

ARRANGEMENTS.

2.1 IntroductiOn.

The stance adopted in this chapter"·is that of viewing the

knowledge imparted to pupils in terms of its definition by

the school system and the society at large. The school is
-------- ---

an agency of society. As such it is ~upported and

sustained by societal communication network, societal

material endownments and is strongly influenced by societal

ideologies. Within the school and in-the wider society

there are different communities of people. These people

compeLe and collaborate with one another in particularizing

and concretizing their boundaries as well as defending and

circumscribing these boundaries. From their members they

demand allegiance. Musgrove (1~6S) points out that even

innovation which appears to be essentially intellectual in

character can usefully be examined as the outcome of social

interaction.

~eddie (1971) remarks that there is a need to examine the

linkages between schools and other institutions, and to

attempt understanaing the nature of knowledgo in other

societal areas. The origins of these categories mostly lie

outside the school and within the structures of society

itself and the widerdistriburi6n of power. Being aware of

these categories ana the various communities in socities as

intere~ted parties, leads" to an understanding of the

conflict over the·curriculum.

The assumption that the school is an autonomous social

institution is debated by Eggle~ton (-1977). In his

argument he points out that the no~ms and power system of

the school must either reflect what i~ acceptable to the

normative and power structure of society, or else challenge

these structures through a resp6nse that must take them

into account. From all the above arguments the fact of the

lllatter / ...
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matter Is that the school has an una~oidable relationship
~.

with the wider society .. The normative and power systems of

the school are. not only ~ar t of the miGrosystem of the

sc'hool but also of the macrosyste'!ll of the \'lhole societV.

Frei~e is quotad by Eggleston (1977:11) as saying

"It is impossible to think of education without
discussing economic and political power ... if
you describe to me the stuctlue' 'of power
in a society, the relations of prodution, I can
describe to you the 'system of education."

In this chapter attention is paid to the nature of

curriculum, exp~rience of teachers and learners, its

availability' to them. their response to it and 'the

consequences for them.
,

2.2 ]~e Inter~ction Systems QL'~hg School.

The. concept' system is defined by Montello and Wimberly

(1975: 12) as

"a multiplicity of parts, elementi, or components,
which interact with one another and work together
f·or some common purpose."

.
The'differe"nt constituent parts of a sy:stem are often

.system~ unto themselves
.

and are therefore called

It· is a

form as ,a
'.,

'PrinGiples

subsystems.

Bonde'sl.o as cited QY the WorI<. C'ommittE}e oh Ed\lcation ~ystcm

Pla~ni~g (1981) gives the following characteristics of'a

s-ys,tem

'A sy~tem is ad eniity.of rel~~~d 'matteis, ,i.e, it i~
\, .

~ompo~ed oi related subsection; to form ~,unit.

unfi Qf's~ba~ctidns ~hicn derives its final. . .
unit Srom prinGiples Df:61ass~fication,

ihat ca~ be'distingui~hod aie the objecti~e. ,

Ior t'he development,. o"f eXistence. ·of. "a system. the... .. . ...., .,

concn tions w,i th will'ch: the s'ystem h~s to 'COffiFly and the. ~ .."

limits ~ithin ~liich.6r th~ ~ledds i~'w~iCh the system

, has' to func tion" '". . .
... .r ... •

·A· system' r€n~4)als, aef.i!! Cte -rela flans 6,eCween both the. .
s"ubsections m~tually'a·s W~.ll as:' .the subsections ·and the '

s.yst em/:......
.,



syste~ as a unit .
.

A systen's activities progress in an orderly manner

towards a -definite objective~ which must be realised.

Interaction systems overlap and interlock with each other.

Together they' constitute the la~ge and complex pattern of

reciprocity, mutualne~s. interdependence, interrelation and

correspondence.

In the school system the following mlcrosystcm may be

identified:

2.2.1 The ~aching svstero~

This system- is concerned with im~arting to pupils

knowledge society defines ~s required to be trans~itted

from- generation

modification. In

to .generation with only gradual

pre-industrial societies the church.

community and family ensured the storage and transmission
":;: .

of ~nowleqge to' the not-yet-adults. These institutions

transmitted appropriate religious 6e11efs. stratification~

prln.ciples •.agrarian and military skills~ procreational

and child·-rearing practices;' often holding initiation

ceremonies to mark· successful' transmission of the most

central aspects of knowledge.

As," a result ~f .industriali.s-&t~on,.urbanisation,western

tech~ology~ Chrlstiahisation. monetary economy and oth~r

c9mmuni~y and·family became

agenc~ to supplement educativean .
the. church.

app~ared. Therefore the ~ch601' and its

:were called 'upon "td . become. an essential

in 'the. transmission. and. legitimation of
•

influenpes of

. New cieflni tions' of l't'gi t-lma te kn'owledge more

~o ~he.mass socie~y rather tha~ to the 16cal
. ".

relat'ed . forces
•

necessar.y.

appropl"iate

community

cur r iClJlU!!l

instrun!en t

,Schools had to be ~anned by teachers

was to impa~~ ·more . than mere ·book

knowledge.. in

industr ialised.·
'.

whose main- task

were becoming

i

, !r.nowledg-e to the' "children'.. Th';Y h'ad - to lnculcald

at-titVdes.· . dEH'.-elop. -ha.bi.t's . and" ~kills, strengthen

10yalt,ies •. ,prOl~ote allegiance alHJreinforce moral- codes.

T I" ,.._ 0 .. ~ .
, .



To have 'this establishment called the ,school well

organised to execute its task. 'a curriculum had to emerge

with modifications from time to _time.

2.2:2 The· ~..!Hriculum system.

This system defines the presentation of knowledge. the

cOntent of matter to be learned, the pattern ot learning

experiences. both instrumental and expressive. to be

receiv~d by children within the school. This pat~ern of

. learning experiences is one that responds to the societal

view of the nature.

knowledge and is,

(Egglestort. 1977).

distribution and availability of

therefore subject to change.

Experts in

learning.

which to

education.

different fields work out basic minima for

In this way a yardstick is constructed by

ensure that every pupil has received adequate

Once basic minima have been fixed in depth

- and, breath .syllabuses are worked out at different levels

to lead,Pupils to them.

2.2.3 J'~e .. examina t ion }IT_S tern:

Objectives are many and varied. Examples are

of a body of knowledge; or development of

skills such as thinking or problem solving;intellectuetl

set

Assessment

has been

achieved. '

transmission

helps

as

the

the

teacher to ascertain whether what

objective of the course has been

...

or 'developmen t of ~ t ti HIdes cmd values.. . Of COUT se,

assessment of such different categories shall require

different forms 'of measurement.

Ass~ssment 0f pupils' scholastic at~alnment is used to

make the decision about who is to be prompted to the next

level. As part of th6 process. examination results

(testg included) and teachers' judgements have been

turned in fo a gr ading sys tern ln which all learner oS are

classified annually or more frequently. In this instance

schooling is viewed as haVing a graded set of learning

tasks, and a mixed group of pupils to be classified at

each/...
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each major time unit in the" school. system. Examinations

and, other assessement pr.ocedures are used to make

critical decisioni about e~ch pupil's worth.

Pupil assessment

learning. Bloom.
is alsO used to improve teaching and

Madaus and Hastings (1981) point out

the fol1owin~ aspects:

acquiring and processing evidence needed to determine

the learner's .level of learning and the effectiveness
.' .

of "learning and the effectiVeness of tenchlng;

aid in clarifying the sign'ificant goals and

objectives of education. and as a . process, for

determining the extent to which students are

developing in tl1ese desired ways;

a system of feedback corrective to determine at each

step in the learning-teaching activit~ whether the

endeavour is effective or not." I"f not. what changes

must be gatten into to ensure. its effectiveness;

a tool in educational research and practice for

finding out whether or not alternative procedures are

equally effective in achieving a set of educational

erids.

Assessment can occur pre-course. in-course and post

cour se. "

Pre-course assessment helps the teacher to diagnose the

relevant.characteristics of pupils at the time they enter

the course or programme. Teachers should be able to

determine \'I"hat the le&rner" has brought to the learning

task that is relevant. He must also ascertain special

problems the pupil may have" in relati6n- to previous

related learning. The tea~her ,should know the pupils t

readiness for the learning tasks: H~ should know their
-capability when t~ey st8rt a course. He should know and:

ascertain speed ~f each child and the class "as a whole.
~ ,

He should bo able to determlnc'the special preparation

and o'rientat.i.on 'that~ shalL be necessary before .pupils

begin the sequence of learning tasks.

In-coU!"se/~..



In-course assessment

way certain ,selected

to the learner's final
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stimulates regular study. In this

a5S~gnments and tests con~ribute

marks: ·thus allowin~ apPal tuni ty

for practice and some degree of ,encouraging student's self-

determination. In-course assessment, enables the teacher

to assess the learner over a wide period. It covers a

wide spectrum of course objectives. including those in. .
the affective do~ain. such as attitude, and perserverance.. .
(Cliff a~d Imrie 1981).

End-of-course assessment limits the assessment procedure

examination of a set duration, say t~oto, an

hours. This type

normally

of examination is not very

pedagogically effective as-the candidate is required to

answer questions within a very. restricted time. 1t.-

requires the candidate to rely ~n memory.to an extent

which is not consonant with' a true-ta-life situation.

Where pupils are assessed solely by means of an end-of-

year examination. teaching and learning become

directed towards the goal of getting the learner through

the e~amination to the exclusion· of all else. In black

education standard nine exte~nal examinations were

presenting a scare ,to both pupils and teachers till they

were. scrapped. Now it'is the standard ten certificate

leading to tertiary institutions.

It is -co~cerned with the establishment of behavioural

norms,' appropriate and ethically found~d patterns of

conduc t and disctpl'inary' .proceciures by teac!'ler s . as well

as pupils. The·contr~l sy.stem .is tied up with discipline

ef(ectiv€;nes~. This _contro~ system, is de~,igned to aid

learners deve16p s9cia1 behaviours and atti'tudes for

appropriate participation In the societal culture.

Aff~ctiveness generafly tmpli~s the achievemerit of one or

mbr-e desired expectations.'· Furtwengler and Konnert

(1982) £uggest threecateg6rle~ or dimonsions integral to
J. • :;>.' "

the. concept of· discipl,ine 'effecti veness':.
".

Roles/ .•.
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Roles of individuals \'Iho are involved in some phase of

helping students learn'social skills. These roles

include those ofthe~princlpals. teachers. pupils.

parents and any other individ~al wh6 is involved in

attempting to achieve this aim. They designate this

~im~nsion as position effectiveness.

Unit effective in promoting sI{ills of competence among

groups within the school community the roles of whom

can' have an effect on the 'developmc-n t of pupils'

social behaviours and attitudes. Representative

groups would be the school ad~inistration. the

guidance and counseling depar~ment, advisory

committees. the school board and "the students'

representative council or a body of~ ~refects and

monitors,

. -The last dimension~ the discipline organisation

effectiveness, refers to the current status of

elements of a school that are designed to accomplish

the development of appropriate social behaviours of

the young.
(

When principals. teach~rs, parents and pupils in a school

perceive that most of the expectations of individuals.

groups and the discipline' organIsation -arc 'being

achievect~ a relatively high l~vel of discipline

effectiveness exists in that school.

A teach~r's employment is subject to the terms of his

contract based on common law, statutes a~d a myriad of

regulations mad~ uP-der the authority of those laws. A

teacher is In loco parentis and. whilst a child is in hls,

care, some of the privileges .of the natural parent are
<-

transferred to him in orcle{ that" he" may efficiently

execute his dutj.es and tasks; "Bartell. {1978) points out

that a teacher must assume certain responsibilities and

mUs t recognise that these obl)..ga ttons, pat tly legal and

par t ly moraL res t upon hiT:'! ~n ,cver y aspec t of hi s \'10 rk.

Should the actions of the tcac.her show that" he is

overstepping/ ...
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overstepping his limits. or his behaviour is contrary to

rules established in terms of ethically accepted norms,

then he himself is liable to disciplinary action by the

headmaster, or school committee OL courts of law.

There is a growing .need for gui~ance and counselling

activities in schools. Among other things this system

concerns itself with work in the curriculum, conducting

placement. follow-up and follow-through activities and

conducting community outreach. In addition,·this system is

expected to continue guidance functions. teacher and parent

consultation as well as testing.

As elementary school children move through the elements of

fantasy they eventually develop tentative commitments to

fields of work and to self-perceptions. The school

counselor becomes important to provide career development

and guidance.

In schools fOL blacks this system is all the more important

because of the social and attitudinal handicaps blacks have

suffered in the past and are still suffering at present.

Blacks share problems of rinemployment, menial jobs.

inadequate education and few successful career models.

Blacks have encountered the most pervasive barriers to

career development. Discrimination with regard to college

admission have been very pronounced in the past years and

still operates in more or less subtle ways. Catholic

private schools for black children favour Catholic

children. Comffiunity secondary schools and boarding schools

set a high stoie to children who have an average mark of

fifty perc8nt or above in other previo~s examinations.

Children folloWing the stream of natural sciences or in

some

those

cases

in

the

the

commercial stream are more preferred than

humanities stream. These conditions make

progress on the Job difficult or impossible. and they also

limit, op~ortunity for the type of exploratory activity for

-necessary· for career development. Therefore black pupil;,

need an understanding of the opportunities. problems, and

dehlap.ds/ ..•
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demands of' various jobs, and occupational ,~oals with a

realIstIc expectation "of what will be encountered. They

also need related services. lns~ruction in personal care

and g~ooming. advice on clothing. and many others·to enable

them to cope successfully with job demands and human.

relations, in the wrirk setting Is all ~he more ~mportant.

2.2.6 The Information reference ~ystem.

This system pertains to the establishment and running the

Information Reference Bureau~ Such a bureau is based on

the conviction that p~ople (pupils. teachers and members of

the public) can enhance their understanding of reality,

amongst other things, as a result of their own activities.

In-class work by teachers and tutors is important. It may

be logical. dYnamic and explIcit. but it cannot constitute

the be~all and end-all of knowledge. That is not the hub

of education that the child needs to receive at school.

Classwork and in-class activities must be coupled with

involving pup~ls in self-paced and self-directed work.

Beggs in Davis (1971: 11) puts it very succinctly when he

writesl

"For generations W"1.~ have taught as we were taught.
Yet we know this makes for less efficient learning
than when students are highly involved and active
in the learning process ..... The demands of this
at.;e require better and !l1(He learning."

The establishment of an Information Reference Bureau is a

step in the right direction.

The major purpose of this bureau is to serve the

established aiills of the total educational endeavour by

Providin~ a rich variety of materials. I"ecordings, still

and motion pictures. filmstrips, and other ~udio-visual

~aterials and resources, for use by teachers and pupils

as individuals and in groups. So this bureau must

locate. gather, provide and co-ordinate a school's

P.iatorlals for learning and tho equipment required for

US6 of these materials.

Offering/ .•.



offering leadership In developing techniqties for use by

teachers and pupils;

making available facilities, - services, and equipment

necessary for the selection, organisation, and use of

instructional materials: and

furnishing 'facilities for an assistance in the

production cif instructional materials· and diplays.

An Information Reference Bureau should serve as a centre of

collected print and non-print 'materials and equipment so

selected and arr~nged, located and staffed as to serve the

needs of teachers and pupils and to further the pUI~oses of.
the school ..Lohrer in Davis (op. cit.) points out that each

school de~elops i 1:S ovm philosophy in terms of communi ty:

needs. of teaching methods used, and of the needs of the

boys and girls in that school. She continues to say:

"The library program and the instructional materials
that supplement the teaching program reflect the
philosophy' of the school. th~ teaching methods of the
facul ty, "and the suppor t given by the school
administra'tion and the school board." (p.53)

For the bureau to function effectively its staff and the

teaching personnel should work co-operatively. The staff,

according to McGinnlss in Davis (1971: 17) can assist

teachers by

acquainting them with sources of materials and keeping

them. ·lnfornlf.~d. about ma teT 1.als appropr la te to thei r

'teach lng purposes; ~ .

·,pro·viding· professional ma!l;l ials cover ing developments

,in their s~ecial teaching flelds as in the general area

of' eeluca-tioD;

co-operating actively in the communication-arts

progr amme in such fields as reading. readiness.

.individualised reading, developmental and remedial

reading, an~ viewing skills and appreciation;
".

:working \>'i th. them' to lmplement a·pl~nned.

.
sequential

- .
programme of ins t r \.l·C t ior: on." the' use the bureau.

libr~HY/...
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supplies are so used that

to further learning is
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liprary ~esources. integrated with classroom teaching;

serving as maierials and resources specialists in

curriculum planning and team teaching as well as

continuously consulting .with individual teachers about

materials. special needs of students. and class groups

project.

encouraging wide use of the library's reference and

bibliographic services.

2.2.7 The administrative system.

This system considers that

teachers, school administrative personnel and labourers.

as well as community representatives (e.g. school

committee, parents' committee) join in the improvement

and maximisation of learning opportunities;

available resources such as

facilities. equipment, and

provision -of opportunities

ensured;

all concerned are given greater opportunity of

benefitting from school provisions;

learning opportunities provided

accordance . wi th the policy set

enactments and court decisions.

should be handled in

up by legislative

Gulick in Gulick and Urwick (1937) defin~s administration as
POSDCoRB. an acronym representing various types of

administrative actions such as indicated below:

Planning which involves a definition of goals and

objectives, that is. working out in broad outline what

needs to be done and that which should be done so that the

school goals may be re81ised;

.. Organising, consistir.g of determin.ln;; activities to be

performed so that objecti'ves of. the insti tution are

realised; thus grouping of act~vities in an interrelated

manner, assigning these ·resp0nsibilities as well as

asseQbling the rescurces;

Stafflng/ ...
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Staffin~entailing recruting and bringing in trained and

competent personnel to man ail available positions as

well as vacancies;

Directing) whlchinvolve~ the ability on the part of the

administrative head to motivate, educate, guide and

communicate to subordinates, individuallY and in groups,

throughout their e~ecution of their assigned ,roles;

Co-ordinating, that is, ensuring that each activity

engaged in is harmonious with others and is executed

without inteference with or from others, in order that a

unified effort is assured;

Reporting, entailing informing officials and officers as

to what is going on in the institution;

BUdgeting~ involving receipts and expenditure in a

school.

2.3 School System and Societal Systems.

2.3.1 Introduction .
.

A . school system deinands that t·hrough human activi ties or

actions of teachers and other school personnel involved ih

the teaching subsystem reality is'opened up, or the content

of life is uncovered. This reality is rr.ade accessible to

the learner, with the objective that the total formative

influence for the better. which the total environment of

persons and objects, nature as weil as culture, are fully

experienced by the child on his way to becoming an adult.

A school system is in a~tual fact a subsystem of an

·education system which in itself is a subsystem of a.
societal system. This presupposes that the tas"k of the

school system and its functions should be v ie\'/ed in a fairly
,

wide social context - seeing its links with other societa!

systems such as the family, the local community, the

econamic, political and legal systems. On reflection,

society should come to a fuller understanding of the values

as well a$ priorities it considers ap~ropriate to guide them

i.n formulating education: priorIties and mapping out

educational procedures and practices. Shaw (1981) at this

point/ ...



point suggests that systematic philosophical studies help in

cl.ar iiying JIld..lo r concep ts . tha c bear upon scuca t land-I and

educative actIons. Those involved in education should

undertake some systematic analysis of such generally used

terms like ·'education. " "discipline." "l.earning. ·f

"teaching.""freedom." "comprehe~sivs ~chooling" and others.

They should consider educational alms dnd objectives in

terms af their lived-experience and philosophy of Life. For

example Ndaba (1975: 292) argues that the image of adulthood

as the desired end for a child is.defined in.terms of his

society's culture and the philo~ophy of. life that underlies

the educational thought. He ther~fore recommends

~ResearCh in depth into the aim of education :or
the KwaZulu community should be undertaken as
soon as possible." (p. i92)

From the foregoing it is concluded that the school should

not f-unc-tion in a way tha t is a 1: var lance wi th societal

pressures. anxieties and aspirations of the community of

blades. It Is one institution society has designed and

defined in te~ms of its felt needs. It has to fulfill

societal functions in terms of societal dictates. The norm~

and power system of the school must either reflect what is

acceptable to the norma~ive and power struct~re of society

or else. challenge these structus through a response that

must take them into account. Eggleston (1977) concurs when

he points out that

" .... the school has an unavoidable relationship
with the ¥ider socie~y.... the normative and power

- systems of the school are not only part of the
mIcro system of the school but also of the macro
system of the whole society," (p. 11).

The Catholic International Eaucatlon office in its document

to be used as a guide for new States in-Africa (Lumen. Aug.

1961 p. 9) states that one of ~he duties of a ~ational

system of education is to prepare children for the tasks

which face them in the future.

~ .... these will require breadth of view, goodwill.
contac: and collaboration with- men ef every race
and tong~e. differing ::~m the~ in th~ir religions,
beliefs and philoscphica: cancepr~ons""

rn/ ... ".
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In a ~ultinational Bnd oultiethnic .society like the Sou~h
I

African society this principle is all the more pertinent

an effort has to be made of giving to ~~e youth or a

nation the conscicusnes~ of its unity. Youth should be

aware" and apprecIative of :he fact that they are part of a

society" which they cher ish as well as. seek to serve to the

best of their ability, while respecting ~ersonal

convictions of others.

At this point it is then expedient to go into the

·intEgration of education w:th the political centre and

also to a ~lurali:y of social institutions as products of

the interaction between dominant and assertive groups.

The following societal syscems shall be considered with a

view to highlighting the interrelatedness of each with

education and the educational system.

the political system

the religious system

the economic system

the family system

the education consumer system (chIldren) .

.An analysis of these.societal systems shall point to the

climate of the educational ideology presently in vogue.

This current ideology is pertinent if the relevance of the

curriculum to societal pressures of blacks has~ to be

taken ~nto account.

2.3.2 Lhe Politic~1 SVs:effi.

Ponton and Gill

politics is not

(19°2) h-'• _ y _ ar gue L_a i: :..ne

so ordered and regular

real world of

as the concept

system implies. Ra~her it is a mesh of several dIfferent

sets of loose intBflocking ordered' arrang~ments at onc and.
the same time. In vle~ing a politica~· system one is

concerned with the way in WhlCh it handles stress from its

environment

cultural.

the social system with its economic.

religious and ethnic dlillensions. Therefore the

political system should be seen as an information ~

processing system with the main problem for government

being the steering human e f f.o r t s

tow"ards! .•.
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towards society s goals.

politics are inIricacely intertwined.Education

Persons

and

eng-aged in educational decIsion-making are

involved in political activity. They arecertainly

dire"cting and contro.ling huma.n behaviour. Public

education is a component of national. homeland and

provincial government. It is governed by for~al laws. and

its finances are derived from the power of the government

to "tax the public. borrow from the public and other

governments resources "for the benefit of the public.

These arrangements make a political pow~r to have its foot

deep in the educational system. This concerns at the

macro-level the . highest level of control structure

including administrative and management services. support

services. - . . 1IlnanCla_ services and the provision of the

necessary educational infrastructure. including planning

and research. To this effect Eggleston (1977": 11) quotes

Friere who says:

"It is' impossible to think of education without
discussing economic and poLitical power .... if
you describe to me the structure of power in a
society. the relations of production, I can
describe to you the system of education."

rn the report by the Work Committee on Educational System

Planning that was instituted by the Human Sciences

Research Council for Investigation into South African

education (1981) it is stated that the Government as a

provider of schools was at first unwillingly brou~ht into

the area of black education. Political motives hastened

the process. Stemming from political policy and re-

inforced by the findings of the Tomlinson and Eiselen

Commissions. active steps were taken to set up new

education

group.

subsystems to provide fo r .each popula tion

Lodge (l98J) believes that when the ~ationalist Government

accepted the need for intervention lts concern was to

atts~Pt to control the social consequences of educatIonal

expansion/ ...
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expansion. He quotes Dr. ·H.F. Verwoed. then ~inlster of

Nat~ve Affaires as sayIng

" .•.. good racial rela:ions are spoilt when the
correct educatlcn is nor given. Above all. good
racial relations ~annot exist when the education
is given under the control of people who
create wrong expectations on the part of the
Native.himself. if such people baileve in a policy
of equality. if. let me say, for example, a
communist gives this' training to Natives."
(1983: 115)

In 1949 Eiselen was com~issioned¥to produce a blueprint

for 'Education for Natives as a Separate Race'. The

El.selen Com~ission .:"eport was published in 1951. Its

guiding principles Included:-

the reconstruction and adaptation to modern requirements

of 'Bantu culture';

the centralisation of control;

the harmony

institutions.';

of schools' and 'Bantu social

increased- involvement in education through parents'

cOl!lmlt1:ees;

efficient use of funds; and

an increased expenditure on mass education.

Communlty participation in school boards and school

committees would serve to make the system legitimate.

Central dictation of syllabuses would help ensure

production of skills appropriate to a suoordinate r61e In

the community.

In 1953 the Bantu
direct control of

Ed~caian Act was passed transferring
education frqm the provinces to Ihe.. .. ~

Native Affairs Depar tmen t. All schools had to be

registered. all state-aided schools had to be staffed by

government-trained teachers. and all would have to use
-

official syllabuses. ~rom 1957 mission schools could

continue only if they were regis cered but would not

receive subsidy. Syllabuses for primary schools outlined

in 1954. stressed obedience. communaL loyalty. ethnic.and

na tionall ... '.
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national diversity, acceptance of allocated social roles.

PiEty, and identification with rural culture.

Since 1953 statutes for the education of blacks have

undergone changes. all in an attempt to accommoda:e

societal changes and demands. but full control has always

rested in the hands of a Minister and a central department

only for blacks living within the body politic of "white"

South Africa. It is .provided by the Departinent of

Education and Training under the provisions' of the

Education and Training Act No.90 of 1979. This is'

distinc t from the education provided for the black

national states. which have their own departments of

education operating in terms of their o~~ legislation.

Introduction of new legislative measures fanned distinct

differences in the way in which the subsystems of

These subsystems are based on population

educational

controlled.

provision were to function and to be

groups served. Thembela (1978) points out that all

governments and politicians seek to use an educational

system to promote their political ideas. He adds that in

South Africa the prevailing political system is reflected

in the educational system of the country. which in turn

perpetua~es the political order.

In the light of the discussion above Evetts, cited by
Eggleston (1973: 11) is right when he writes:

't.~ll educa tional theor ies are poll tlcal theor les.
All educational arguments and ideas contain
value-assump~ions and include visions of
utopIas . •,

Educational theories are formulated by people who live in

& a 9articular point in time. 7he£B theories are arrived at

in· terms of the experiences. aspirations and anxieties

peopLe become aware of at- that period .. They are aimed at

reconstructing the educational system'and its approaches

so that the educa~ional 3ystem measures ~o the demands of

the time. The educational system is supposed to actualise

socle tall . ..



societ?l expec~ac:ions as it car;i.>:3s out lts tasks. aut

these expectations are dynamic and value-Laden. ~helr

devel.opment and s~stenance varies according to the

strategies pursued to challe~~e _ the monopoly of the

educational ownership group in dUY given national state at

a particular polnt in time. Should a new group oecome

assertive and eS!Jcuse a diffGrent set of value-

assumptions. it shall. amongst other things, seek

educ~tional control. This control shall be contigent upon

the consistent pursult of a new ~oal. a goal consistent

with the utopia of this assertive group. So educational

reconstruction and restructuring aecomes a wave. ~ew

theories of education consonant with a new societai mood

and.emanating from a new awareness of the concern to which

the society should strive will mark the new approach to

the task of the educatIon system. Archer (1984: 61)

explains this idea succinctly when she wr i :es:

•• ..... 1t must be recognized that actors and
groups of actors can change the goals they seek
to attain ..... chere must be good reasons why
a particular goal is highly likely to be
sustained by a group and thus lead to the
predicted consequence."

In the South AfrIcan case the Nationalist Gove~nment found

out that :he black educated in the pre-1953 era was not

the person they would have in their midst. Educational

theories and approaches had to be formulated to promote

ethnicity and in-group consciousness. '[he ~eport of

Education System Planning (op. cit. p.43) states it very

clearly-that:

" The educational beliefs and policies of the
dominant political authority ~x~rcise considerable
influence on the design and fun~7:ioning of the
educational system for which that a~:horlty is
responsible."

as t h "" no t -ye t -adul ts Jlust be politically.. ~
Civics concentrates on :he nature and

of the politicaL system of a caun try as wellfunctioning

as/ ...

The political factor in education also influences the

curriculum

socialised.
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place and role of a citIzen in tnis

states the marxist approach

system. [0

is followed

throughou~. South Africa is a country that sets high

store ~o ethnic and cultural diversity. So there is ~

subject~ like Race Studies inwnite schools wh8re children

are taught about the dIfferent racial groups in the

country with reference to their origins, way of ~ife and

geographical locations.

Truter (1981) points out that the historical development

of education for blacks' policy decisions are politically

motivated than pedagogic.

"Die stelsel wat in die vyf~igerjare tot stand
gekom ~et, het ingeskakel by die politieke
toekomsvisie Vir Swartes.dog suiwer opvoedingsdoel
van ~anwesig en. daar was nie sprake van pedagogies
verwe~plike verpolitisering van die onderwys nie.·'
(p. 109).

In a number of countries in Europe evert in Romanov Russia,

Pietist Denmark and Tokugawa Japan early education was the

concern of . religious communities or institutions.

Education was a private encerprise and control derived

from missionary ownership. Prior to the emergence of

state systems religious communities had a Virtual monopoly

of ecucational policy and educational resources in the

sense of providing its physical facilities and supplying

its teaching personnel. All religious communities were

concerned with protecting their do~ination in instruction.

Services rendered consisted in religious socialisation and

a supply of ecclesiastical recruits. So education was

mono-lncergrated" to the religious system. Connoted by

this concept is the idea that 8ducation could be

interdependent with any other parts of society but ~t was

interrelated to only one. nnmely the religious system.

The education~l system thus had low autonomy for internal

deter~ination of its opera:~ons because of its dependence

on the religious system.

Dependence/ •..

Archer (1984: avers that:



'"Dependence on a single supplier of resourCes
makes education extreosly v:..:tnerable and highly
responsive to control ~y the ownership ~roup."

In the South African situation the issue is the same.

The· .[Irsl: schools wer>; built by missionarIes. ror

examp·le Reverend Champion opened the first school

sponsored by the American Mission in Southern Africa on

7th ~arch. 1837 next to the Umlazi River: The mission

schools at basic education so that pupils could

read the Bible. The flrsl: ever legislation to be passed

in Natal in iespect of education o£ blacks was ordInance

No. 2 of 1856. Amongst other things this orainance

stipulated that the :eachers of every school to be

established be appointed the person under whose

superintendence and management the school was placed.

The teachers were to be removed by him at pleasure.

Subjects to be taught at such schools were to be

religious education. industrial t~aining a~d instruction

in the 2nglish language. Apart from emphasis on the

religious aspect and the evan~81isation task the

'curriculum concentrated on rural education. The schools

were meant to prepare pupils for life in the country

side. and subjects focused on a~riculture. horticulture

and manual work. Curriculum included domestic economy.

cookery and needlework for girls.

Missionaries looked at their 3chools as their property.

They supplied the teachers. They decided on the

philosophy of life IO be pursued. ~o them all education

must be based on Christian ceacning. Sducation forms an

integral part of the preparation of human beings to cope

with the problems of 11fe. but the Christian concep: of

life. This concept of life subcrdinates other interests.

embraces

eternity.

the prime inter8~t of preparation for

22) argues that:

'·The Church has a pre-eminent right ()f education
by reason of the e:;:press mission and authority
to teach all nations given her ~y !~e Divine
Founder."

:Msimang further quotes a memorandum presented on behalf

o i /' ....
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ofrne ·Catholic Bishops of 30u~h Africa to the Commission

of enquiry on ~ative 2Cuc2tion which stipulates

empha~ically that the aims of educacion are supernatural

as well as natural, forming a harmonious whole. They

cannot be in conflict with one-another.

"In terms of ~he Christian dispensation, which
is a ~istoric face, there is ~O true education
unless it be Christian. The Christian education
embraces the whole man, bodY and soul, with all
his faculties, natural and supernatural."
(Msimang 1950: 22) (emphasis in original)

When the South African Governm&nt decided to take over

full control of education and withold sUbsidies to church

schools. church authorities found themselves in a

quandary. They immediately saw ~n that the erosion of

the Christian character in education and the denigration

of the work they had involved themselves in over a

period of years. They were not prepared to accept

concessions of the Bantu ~ducation Act of 1953 in

relation to the sort of provisions to be made f0r the

Christian

schools.

instruction of the children in community

To them the official Christian instruction of.

syllabus to be drawn up by the Bantu Education Department

'would be strictly undenominational.

Archbishop Whelan, O.M.f. (1954: 2)

In the words of

"Undenominational Christianity means 'no particular
form of Christianity' and when there is
no particular for~ of Christianity then there
is no Christianity at all."

If schools run by the churches continued, they would be

privat~ schools debarred from sharing in the benefits of

the public revenue of the country. Thus parents would

pay taxes for educational purposes. but they would be

denied all financial assistance of the sort of education

they would want the children to have .. In this context

Whelan (1954) quotes Pope Pius Xl in his Divini Illius

.\{agis-tr i p. 54 who protested:

"It Is unlawful for the srate to claim such a
monopoly of education and instruction that
families are :Jhysica.L1.y or morally constrained
to send their children to State Schools. against
the/ ...
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the dictates of a Christian consclence or
against their legitimate preferences."

The vehemen~ loud protest of the churches made no ~mpact

whatsoever on the gov~rnm~nt. It gained monopoly of

education and instruction. Private schools became too

few and expensive for the average black parents or

guardians. So they were and still are constrained to

send their children to State schools. Teachers who were

educated in private church' SChOOLS were no longer allowed

by the South African government to teach in State

schools. For a Christian parent wanting his child to

rEceive education that had a christian philosophy of life

as its foundation having to send this child to a State

school created a crisis in his christian conscience. but

the Government could not care less. Secularization of

schools became the order of the times. Msimang eiblct)

comments that:

"We have to remember the fact that secularization
in education always coincides with the decay .
of chr1stian culture. Whenever the Stare arrogates
to itself fu~l fights over education. then it
inevitably seeks to take over full rights of
other aspects of human life." (p. 22)

2.3.4 ~he Economic $vstew.

The stance that has been adopted by Western countries,

South Africa included. is that providing schooling

opportunity for children affects to a greater extant the

level of economic growth and soci~l progress through its

link with technology. The race of technological grow~h

determines the ra~e of economic growth. The latter is

dep~ndent on the level of schooling.

South Africa is a capitclist country and education is

within the capitalist economy plan. The evolution of the

blacks and their integration into the capitalist economic

system has been slow.

rn pee-capitalist Sou~h Africa, che basic productive unit

was the family. WQrk was self-directed. The individual

had considerablcl leeday ':'n ,jeciding on his working hou·rs.

the/ •.. '.
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the ~cmmodi:y or article on which -':0 concentrate and how

it would ~e produced and what shape or form it would

take. Autonomy was the operative concept.

Produc.tive skills were imparted to the offspting. On

account of -.:he fact that substantial skills required were

virtually consistent from generat~on to generation. and

since the transition from the world of childhood to the

world uf work did not call for the child's adaptation to

an entirely new set of social relationships. imparting of

skills to children was a simple task. The child learned

the concrete skills and adapted to the social relations

of production through learning by doing within the

family.

The coming of the missionaries ushered in the era of

churches and church schools that served as a major

soclalisation institution outside the family and peer

groups- The· churches sougrlt to inculcate accepted

spiri£ual values and attitudes. In the church schools

children learned craft skills. Schools tended to be

narrowly vocational. restricted to preparation of

children for a career in the church.

WhItes came in large numbers into the life of blacks and

extended capitalist modes of pr-::duction. and particularly

the factory system. were concentrated on. The relevance

of home industry was undermined. Production was carried

on in large industries and organisations in which a small

management group directed ~ork activities of the entire

labour force. Agrarian families were uprooted from the

land and mass labour ~igrations to places of employment

ensued. Rapid economic changes led to frequent shifts of

the occupational distribution 'of labour force, and

const~1t changes in the skill ,requirements for jobs.

Mass education became one strategy of che country's.

solution to the economic demands of the time. An ideal

preparation for the world of work was found in the

school's emphasis on discipline, punctuality, acceptance

of authority outside

accountability/ ...
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accountability for one's work. Opening up schooling for
all jem0nstrated that one's ppsitlon in the so~ial

division of labour could be justified as a result of

one's own efforts and talents, and def~nitely not birth.

"The curriculum itself was made to embodY the capitalist

outlook. Issues of capital, profit and loss, basic

principles of nanking, book-keeping and accounting,

industrial development, time-consciousness and many

others became included in the curricula.

A number of questions are being asked that relate to the

education system itself. Some of them are the folloWing:

Is education profitable for society as a whole to merit

higher government spending?

Does education help in making labour more productive, and

thus contribute to economic growth?

Is it warranted to constantly upgrade jobs and demanding

specialised skills for a job which was initially carried

out by semi-skilled workers?

What is the rate of return on a technikon diploma or a

university degree?

At present a number of private sector organisations are

.sponsoring education programmes and sponsoring

individuals to move in for higher education.

A system of stratification is now favoured in some

quarters. There are the so-called A streams. B streams

and C streams. The A stream follows a curriculum

tailored for those who would later have the opportunity

to make sense of book learning either at University or in

white-collar employment. Vocational scnools and tracks

are geared towards the lower B stream candidate and the

C stream pupils. Comprehensive schools offer various

streams for pupils to follow, all in the same premi3es.

The capitulation of schools to busIness values and

concepts of efficiency has led to the increased use of

intelligence and scholastic achievement testing as

unbiased means of measuring the product of schooling and

classifying children. So i~ becomes possible to ch~nnel

pupils/ ...
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pupils to certain types of·schools. The Report of the

Subcommittee on Technical and Vocational education (1981)

which was part of the Human Sciences Research Council

investigation into educ31tion called for a system making

provision for .a separate comprehensive junior secondary

school (Stds. 5 to 7) specifically aimed at preparing the

pupils for differentiation at senior secondary level.

There is even a suggestion for streaming to be considered

in the more difficult subjects

"in the case of environmentallY handicapped
oupi 1 s (wi th . regard to socio-economic and!
or cultural environment) who could otherwise
experience difficulty in completing their
primary education." (p.40) (emphasis in the
original).

Certainly most blacks will fall under the category of the

environmentally handicapped. Once they get into such

s~hools their chances of rising above the level of lower-

skilled workers shall be gloomy indeed. Incidentally the

paucity of financial support fur the education of blacks

militates against small classes. against a multiplicity

of elective subjects and specialised personnel and

'preclude the amount of free time for the teachers as well

as a flexible educational environment. In such a system

of education equal education opportunity for all is but

an empty slogan. Social inequality through

differentiated educational facilities and resources is

perpetrated. Whites have a digproportionate share of

political power. The South African government has

capacity to dete~mine accepted pattern of behaviour and

procedures. They define the national interest and in

general)control the ideological aftd Inscitutional context

in which educational decisions are made. It is

underscandable then thac resO-urces are allocated

unequally among schools for different population groups

and between levels of schooling. This has an effect on

curricula. methods of "instruction together with the aim

of education es?oused by the main education ~ody.

The/ ..• ..
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The family is one of the primary groups of society. It

is important in that the human child is for a long time

dependent for- its biological and early emotional survival

upon adult family members .. The family is asocial group

in which one or more dependent children, own or adopted,

are being cared for ~nd nurtured. It is characterised by

common residence, to a great extent by common lineage.

and economic co-operation.

There are two main types of family. namely the extended

family and the nuclear family. The extended family, or

kin-group, includes a span of three or illore generations

within the total household. [t is common in the rural

-areas as people build their own dwellings and there is

enough living space for all. The nuclear family is

composed of the father, the mother and the children. Tt

1s prevalent in the urban areas. since township houses

built for the people by municipalities have only two

bedrooms.

people.

There is no space to accommodate very many

~oreover these dwellings are supposed to be

~ormitories for urban workers. The senior citizens in

the extended family will mast likely be people who are no

longer in active employment thus considered redundant by

to~~ship authorities.

The family. not only permits some safeguarding of the

child during its period of biological immaturity. but

also provides for the child's primary socialisatl~n and

initial education. Morrish (19'78) feels that

.socialisation in the family is much more than merely

house training. learning a few.rules and accepting or

rejecting familiar sanctions. He sees it as the

beglnnlng of that internalisation of the culture of the

family's society that will keep in progress throughout

the life oI the individual. unless he suffers so~e

partial or total alienation from that culture.

The family is imrortant in the education of the child

bec,~use
I

I •••
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oecause parents choose the desired educational experience
for their chIldren. This is part of caring ~hich is the

outcome of· the endless human interaction, blunt and

subtle, that form~ the substance of family environment ..
As Bertrand Russel (1926: 9) pQts it

"In addressing p·arents one JIay assume a
sincere desire for the welfare of their
offspring, and this done in conjunction with
modern knOWledge suffices to decide a very large

.number of educational problems.~

Archbishop Whelan (1954) draws heavily on the Encyclical

of Pope Pius Xl, Divini 111ius Magistri, in his defence

of the parental role in the education of their offspring.

Parents must energetically resist any invasion of their

rights in this sphere.

stating that:-

The encyclical is quoted as

"The responsibility and consequently also the
right of educating children comes to the family
direct from the Creator. rt~ .. cannot be
surrendered: it is .•. prior to any right of
the civil society or the state and for that
reason.may not be infringed by any power on
earth.~ (p.l)

It is this inalienable right of parents in deciding about

the education of .their children which is at the root of

the school committee system. Parents of children in a

school meet as a group to elect a body of peole who-shall

represent them in decision~making meetings on issues that

touch on parents directly. This body acts as an overseer

for parents on what goes on in school. They should

ascertain as to whether the school policy, school

administration and school practice are for the greatest

good of the children. Amongst other things these parents

are involved in disciplinary matters, they are involved

in the arrangement of school functions rike the parents'

day or speech and prize giving day. When the school is

going- out on a !our on an educative trip they should be

present to hel~ teachers with arra~gements of !he nitty

gritty and general supervision of sehDol pupils. This

direct/ .•.
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ctfrect involvement of parents. will help diffuse the

unrest in children who are oversen~itive. For example in

19&4 unrest started at Kgothalang Junior Secondary School

when children confronted teachers with claims that

certain· promises were not fulfilled during the trip.

They complained over sleeping on the floor of a church

hall when they reached Cape Town - as a result some fell

ill. They alleged that they were forced to eat stale

food. and said the stu..dy tour turned out to be a walking

tour of the city. In the light of these circumstances

one seems to wonder where the school committee members

were. and what role did they p·lay in the bungled-up study

tour. Police had to be called in and used batons

and teargas to disperse students when their moods turned

ugly. A sour situation indeed! (City Press, September

·30. 1984 p.3)

Parents pay taxes ·for educational purposes in community

schools. It becomes imperative therefore that they be

allowed to say what sort of schools they will want. That

this spirit has been awakened in parents of black

.ch~ldren is evidenced by the newly-formed National Ad Hoc

Co-ordinating Committee of Parents that was established

in 1985 to co-ordinate nationwide discussion on the
~. . - -

possibility and desirability of establishing a permanent

national parent body. This Committee also set itself the

task of liaising with different parent committees and

student bodies to ensure co-ordinated response on the

draft Students' Representative Council constitution.

(Rand Daily Mail. Friday January 4. 1985 p.12).

and Parents' Committees should work

teachers in a number of spheres and

areas. Among other ~hings they should consider:

acquainting the public on accomplishments and problems

of the school through talks in public meetings and

giving relevant information to media of mass

communication;

conducting/ ...
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conducting polls of parents and the general public on
school issues;

providing resource help as

consultants in cur~iculum ~rea~;

interviewees and

providing volunteer services in school;

assisting in identifying needs ~f children and how to

work.towards fulfiling those needs;

apprising school officials directly on public

feelings and attitudes on the school;

acting as a think-tank with teachers on problems of

child development in order that co-ordinated efforts

of home and school might work for the benefit of

children;

helping establishing secur i ty and main tenance of

support agencies and groups interested in local

educational improvement;

serving,as a clearing house for ideas in planning and

evaluating educational goals. organizations. process

and products in the school.

"It is a pity that in schools attended by blacks children.

the school committee system and! or the parents' committee

system is not functioning as efficaciouslY as

pedagogically warranted. The general public parent body

is never properly informed by the school authorities what

actually is happening inside the school fence. This

becomes a secret of the headmaster and other school

personnel. Funny enough some of these top secrets are not

even shared with senior officers in the educational

system. This is confidentiality taken to its most stupid

extent. It is the parents who decide that their

offspring must go to school. It is the parents who

finally approve of the school that their children should

attend. It is the parents who are liable for the fees

that have to be paid directly for the education of their

children. an obligation they fulfill in th8 f~ll

knowledge/ ...
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knowledge that what goes on inside the school fence is
for the up.liftment of their children. up to a point that

they become effective community members .. Van der Stoep

(1972) argues succinctly that the school situation is a

redesign of the original educational situation in the

family. The school is thus a secondary model of the

educational situation in the home. The complexity of

modern cultur~ made the home to be a very weak

educational agent. It could no longer completely and

adequately perform didactic acts in accordance with new

social complications and intricacies. The school was

created as a ~ontinuation of the original (home)

educational situation. To add to this view. Smith and

Killan (1973) maintain that when the school is examined

as the world of the child it must always be emphasised

that the school really extends, supplements and

formalises the education in the familY situation. Yet

the family is still the primary educational insitution.

In other words the school is a reconstruction of the

family situation. For this reason the public in general

and the parents in particular must be consulted and be

informed timeously and periodically about what goes on

inside the' school fence. Grapevine and second-hand

information gives rise to ideas that are not conducive to

school progress and thild advancement.

Lack of adequate information always raises its ugly head

during times of school unrest and crisis in the education

system. After a serious school strike and episodes of

school violence and vandalism one immediately finds a

spontaneous parents' body demanding audience with the

headmaster and oth~r school personal. sometimes demanding

audiences with the highest autharities in the

educational system. This has happened in the case of

strikes in some of KwaZulu schools. in Soweto, in

Pretoria and even when the University of Zululand

authorities decided to close the University because of

unrest. The National Ad Hoc Co-ordinating Committee of

Parents! ...
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Parenes committees are a newly-created body trying to respond

to the continued crisis in tha educational system. These

spontaneous parents' committees have not made much

headway i~ the tasks they set for themselves because

invariably

shoulder.

school administrations give them a cold

The reason for that is that the way they are

constituted does not give them any legal standing. and

they do not have any administrative force. After all

even if their intentions were good they are by nature of

the circumstances meanlgless. Their lack of knowledge

make them ineffective during the crisis times. What is

significant is that they have called themselves crisis

commitcees.

Carmichael (1969) calls this "top secret" attitude of

teachers "cloistered dedication". He admits that it has

admirable aspects. but involves too narrow a concept of

the educational task. He writes:

"The teacher must extend his compassion beyond
the pupils to include the parents. He must
welcome natural parental concern. which
reflects desirable interest, and strive to
direct that concern towards the child's profit
and happiness .•.........
To advance learning in a social vacuum is to
practise an irrelevance." (p. 53).

Carmichael
children's

states that where. parents are indifferent to

futures the teacher must encourage and inform

them. This way they shall be weaned away from an

unambitious stance. Indeed. black parents do have this

unambitious stance which may be a result of them not

having gone far enough in school. Sometimes they may
~~,

find that they have been side-tracked by the school

system itself which has ignored them all the way

throughout the years. They are remembered as parents

when teachers demand fees. uniforms or fares for tours

and educative trips. Even speech and prize-giving days

are not informative enough. The headmaster reads his

report on carefullY selected issues, the erudite guest

speaker reads his speech which is In academic parlance.

car rying! ...
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carrying little meaning to either children or parents.·

and the res t· is en ter tainmen t. No ques t ions are asked

and no discussion follows through the report. If a

parent's child has not received A's or is no dux of the

school. going to that function is a serious waste of

precious time. The function is al~o usually arranged at

a time and day when parents are involved in their own

private persuits.

2.3.6 The Social Svstem.

For purposes of the study Sprott's (1967) definition of

society shall serve. He views society as a collection of

individuals who share a belief that they are co-members

share a belief that they are co-members of the

society;

share beliefs about the structure of the society. the

d~fferent activities to be carri~d out for the

benefit of at least some. if not all. members of the

collection;

share beLiefs about the standards of appropriate

behaviour,;;; and

interact in terms of these beliefs.

Connoted in this definition is the subjective expression

of the "we" _attitude. So in understanding the concept of

social system one has to come to grips with those

features of social life that provide for stability.

cohesion and integration of a people. ~ Society itself

exists as a framework in which the conditions for

individual man's existence are made possible. It is

crucial that social organisation be seen as a system by

which individual group members be" related to the social

Whole. The educational endeavour as 'a socialising

experience is one way of relating individual not-ye~

adults to the social Whole.

:Members of a society are ~ocially conscious of their mode

of life. and are united by a common set of aims and

vall:Ies/ ..•
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values as-well as their rights. duties and obligations as
full citizens. - This aspect curs out children as they do

not share this consciousness as yet. It is one of -the

tasks of education to prepare them for full membership

to ~ society that hes a have a set of techniques for

bringing up and educating their children.

Society should be seriously considered in education

because it is the society's - ideology that shall be

- reflected in the school eurriculum. Meighan (1981:161)

defines an ideology of education as:

"the set of ideas and beliefs held by a group
of people about the formal arrangements for
education, specifically schooling, and often,
by extension or by implication, also about
informal aspects of education, e.g. learning
at home."

A number of classifications of education has been

a t.temp ted. But for convenience, only one shall be

considered as it' contains elemen~s which are prevalent

when blacks view the whole question of their education.

This one· is by Raynor (1972). He gives four ideologies

of education, namely:

Aristocratic which views education as a means of

preparing a young person for his social role as a

gentleman and as a leader, so education is seen as a

means of confirming a person in the social status quo

into which he was born, Blacks who have achieved in

society have a tendency of sending their children to

elitist schools, mostly private schools. In Nongoma

there us€d to be a special school for the sons of

chiefs and headmen. The education they received there

was geared towards preparing them for the role they

are to play in society.
.

Bourgeois considers the examination system as the

principal means of selecting the individuals who are

to fill the elite roles in society. So success in

education is seen as the means by which a person

achieves/ ...
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achieves the right to hold pres~ige positions in work

and public life. Schools e3pousing this ideology are

very selective when considering new applications. A

mediocre student has a very slim chance of being

. admitted. The general Pliblic who view education in

these terms will go to any extent to see children

passing the examinations. Rigorous coaching of

pupils for examinations and getting prior knowledge

of examination questions by underhand means are all

offshoots of this ideology. Teachers will go through

past examination question papers, work out answers in

detail and force pupils to memorise these answers.

When a new textbook has to be decided on, it shall be

in terms of whether the author or authors are

examiners in the subject or not. So a racket has

crept up in education of blacks of examiners writing

out books. because the books shall surely have a

market if the authors are still &xamlners. A
certificate is a passport to lucrative jobs. This in

the end. is no education in the true sense of the

word.

The democratic Vlew - concerned with the problem of

distributing education to everyone as a fundamental

right. regardless of his social background and

without concern for the social position he will

eventually fill. The child's full development is the

centre of the educational purpose. In the educatIon

of blacks this is seen in community schools. If they

do· any selection of applicants they must do that in a

way that is as discreet as much as possible not to

earn the wrath of the whole community. Even when the

class(ooms are full to capacity the public asks the.

schools where Lhey think tneir children should go to.

The job market does not need them either. Support

programmes are -considered so that even the IBss

intellectually endo~ed pupils make it.

Recently there has been an increase in inspectors for

psychological/ ...
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psychological services. GUidance teachers are now

emerging from colleges of education, a step which was not

considered as late as ten years ago. Apart from giving

access of schooling to children who would like to study

after hours, there are a number of teachers "running

additional classes during unscheduled times like evenings.

week-ends and during school holidays. as many school.

children as possible should be educated. Parents are

even prepared to sacrific~ something from their pitiably

meagre incomes towards supporting the bUilding of extra

classrooms and paying for extra teachers- the privately

paid teachers.

Proletarian sees education as concerned with

education's purpose as fitting the mass of young people

for the kind of work and life-style of the subordinate

groups in society. It holds that the education offered

should be utilitarian. practical and relevant. When

missionaries were still involved in the education of

blacks they saw to it that aspects such as manual work.

agriculture, -building, sewing and many more were included

in the curriculum. They did not aim at equipping/lacks

for clerical work at best. Blacks were not to go for

white-collar jobs that would be law and medicine.

When the State took over running the schools it at first

neglected vocational training, leaving it for those who
~

passed their Standard Six and Nine with a school-leaving

certificate. But South Africa has.suddenly realised that

it is being affected by manpower shortage. It can no

longer attract oyerseas whites for all the positions in

skilled j9bs and the whites presently available are

moving up their job ladders. So blacks should be trained

in sufficient numbers to man the jobs in which whites are

no longer available. The Gonsequence is comprehensive

schools offering technical education at the secondary

school level over and above academic training. More

vocational and industrial schools and technical colleges

for blacks arB being opened. Ten years ago anN.T.C. V

qualification ~as inconceIvable for a black.

from! ... '.
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From this analysis it is clear .that a multi-faceted view
of education is adopted by society and children~f blacks

are channelled into a school system that best fits into

the ideology held by the state. The ideology has had

con~iderably damaging influence on some· forms of

curriculum revisions and on primary and secondary schools.

The i~troduction oi 8untu-Both~ i~ a case in point for
Kwa-Zulu schools. Kwa-Zulu-has come up with the Inkatha

syllabus which has to be-followed in schools within its

sphere of influence. They would like to have.children

socialised into their idea of good citizenship.

~he societal idea of education is important if one has to

appreciate the fact that every. child is educated not

merely for his own good. but for the good of society as a

whole. The decision to provide and enforce a minimum

period of school attendance is a political decision. It

is precisley the function of political institutions, Mays

(1967) argues positively to make these sorts of

decisions as .expressions of the general Will. and

translating them into' legislation with full legal

sanciions behind them.

Another aspect worth consideration is that schools are

expected by society to transmit the main cultural values of

that society. According to Mays (1967) the term culture

in social sense is used to mean the whole of a society's

sys~em of acting, thinking, beha~ing and belieVing. It

involves techniques on the one hand and values on the

other. It touches oh such different forms of activity as

the way in which the community conducts its marriage

ceremony and the ways in which social status distinctions

are drawn between individuals or between groups. It is

above all concerned with attitudes. ideas and beliefs

about right and wrong. good and bad. pardonable and

abominable. It is the non-material aspects of culture

that are of particular interest to educators.

Culture! ...
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Culture is an active process. It accumulates and it
becomes diffused .. Through increasing contac~ with other

societies. the culture of any particular society changes.

South Africa is a multi-national heterogenous society

and the question that should be pondered on is "Wha~ lS

it that is desirable for the not-yet~adults to know and

to be taugh~?" The answer to this question comes up

after examining the nature of this society - the way in

which it changes both in its form and in the status of

its social principles and objectives. the development of

the child in that society; the past. present and future

function of the school; and bearing in mind all these

things. the nature and content of the curricula as well

as methods of ertculturation to be employed. ~orrish

(1978) puts this idea very succinctly when he says that

it is the living activities and the thoughts of members

of society ·which must be analysed in order to fully

elicit the culture of any society. Education viewed as

the transmission of culture is action. for life and

living. For Morrish. the object of education is to

provide not-yet-adults with the means for understanding

their society and its structures. and to open up for them

a way of creating meaning out of their environment and

their relationships.

~Culture is not merely ~ransmitted. it is madA·
l! lS not simply historical and related to ~.

t~e"past. it is functional and vital concerned
Wltn the present; it is not the collective
catalogue of discrete objects. ideas, mores .
and pieces of knowledge. it is a configuration
of the total social inheritance and way of
life. (~orrish. 1978; 60)

In the case of blacks. therefore. it is imperative that

they are seen as distinct from other national groups. but

forming a substantial element in the broader South

African society. Education should transmit the best of

the past and demonstrate its function in the present,

its possibilities for the future and ultimately seek to

provide a total" view of society and its purposes. This

"d· I1 ea, •••
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idea is in keeping with ~ays (1967:38) contention that

"One of the principal functions of education'
is clearly the transmission of the mainstream
of national culture to the generation~
Teaching. hence, has certain elements of
training and indoctrination laid down for it
by the nature of the wider society within which
it has tooperate.H

It should be conceded at this point that there is meaning

in a blanket term such as the South African way of life

and the narrow conceptuftlisation of a blackman's way of

life. From this it logically follows that educational

institutions must incorporate many of the general and

p.articular values in their, internal organisation, and

these attitudes, values and . norms shall have a

preponderant

arrangements.

influence in scholastic affairs and

2.3.T The Education Consl.llller System.

The education system should take into cognisance beliefs.

aspirations. expectations and meanings children have
.

about the school.

Children should

After all children are people too.

not be regarded as closed-circuit

recipients of only that which the State and the education

system choose to communicate. Children should not be

confined_ ~o the expression of those sentiments that are

officially approved. Lip. Sharp and Oscanyan (1980)

have discussed some of the expectations pupils hold about

the school system.

Children frequently
relevance, interest

complain that their courses lack

and meaning. It is meaning for

which children thirst and have a right to exp~ct from

the educational process.

In the education of bl~cks this search for meaning.
becomes obvious if it is conceded that the language

.
used in textbooks and by teachers is interspersed with

concepts· that are ~ot found in the life-world of the

child. Failing to get at the root of these concepts

leads the child to rote memory. Some teachers do not

understand/ ••. ..
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'under stand these concepts·
complicates the matter further.

themselves. This

Homeland educaIion systems have adopted English as a

tool for instruction . Unfortunately in ~ost homes

. for blacks vernacular is used in ordinary social

intercourse. Therefore, these children never gain

competence in the language. -This has been recognised

by the Mobil Tuition Programme (Energos 1985) which

runs a coaching prog~amme for children in the Reef.

This programme addresses' itself to the language

barrier. The Faculty of Education of the University

of Zululand (1985) notes that the 1983 Matriculation

results revealed that Standard ten pupils find

difficulty in reading and understanding instructions

and questions asked in various examination papers.

As a result only 4,5percent acquired matriculation

exemption. Meaning is lost all the way.

Some of the material referred to in some subjects is

completely foreign to black pupils, for example
problems oh papering the walls of a building for rural

children. That gives difficulty.

To blacks acquiring a certificate Is associated with

a lucrative job. But it does seem that some do not

see any meaning· in "their education if one reads

statements made by black children who were

respondents in Gilbert's (1982) research. Some of

the remarks are:

"My matric will not mean that I have the same
ability as'a White matriculant."

"The subjects that [ do have no relationship
to what I will need to get a good job."

"Bantu Education is not the same as that
of whites." (p. 25-)

Gilbert points out that there appears a section of

pupils who will not be happy until they are assured

that when they are finished with their schooling they

will be able to compete on equal ~erms with other

.race groups.

Discover:r / ••• '.
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Discoveri. The meanings children hunger for must be
discovered by themselves, by their o~n involvement in.
dialogue and inquiry. So children shoUld be helped

find the meanings lacking in their life.

In the education of blacks this is an unsurmountable

task because teachers are saddled with big numbers af

children and their classes. Therefore keeping a close

eye o~ individual children is well-nigh impossible.

further, a~ present not enough guidance teachers have

been educated in colleges of education and

So in many schools teachers do hot

to help them aid children in

their life. This lack of

people

universities.

have· resource.

finding meanings

stimulation doe~

in

contribute to the high rate of

truancy and eventual droppi~g out of school.

sensitive

Rich

life

and

of

significant experiences. Children crave a

rich and significant experiences. They are

to conflicts and ambiguities and are

resolute in pro~ecting their own integrity.

In a research study undertaken by Zondi et al (1985)

in the Umlazi Township more than fifty percent

respondents in the sample stated that pupils were

forced to take subjects they did not like or towards

which they had no inclination. If children are not

taught subjects they are interested in, a negative

attitude towards the subject can prevail.

Children should be afforded the opportunity to

actively explore the world around them. Pringle

(1974) notes that·new experiences enable the child to

learn one of the most basic lesson.s of early life:

learning to learn: and learning that mastery brings

joy and a sense of achievement. The resultant

exultant utterance of "t can do it for myself"

illustrates the link between emotion and learning,

between! ...
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cognitive and affective experiences:

must be encouraged ~o ask ques~lons and

explore ~he environment. In this way new experiences

shall be assimilated into his ever expanding

cogni tive gr id. Those who have been deprived this

chance will enter school inadequately prepared to

benefit from the
.

experiences~ that school can

potentially give.

. Need for adventure. Lipman e~ al (1982: 9) demand

the child's entire school experience which is

"chockful of opportunities for surprise, with
the-tension of exciting possibilities, with
tantalizing mysteries to be wondered at
as well as with fascinating clarifications
and illuminations."

They are

lockstep

critical of a school day comprised of

routines in which children are benevolently

imprisoned. "They view ro'utine as inherently

meaningless and a matter of rote whereas adventure

-would s~rve as an antidote to problems of truancy,

delinquency, and in-school res~lessness"

In education of blacks this spirit of adventure and

experimentation is a far cry. In her study of the

teaching of ecology in Senior Biolog~ ~akalisa (1985)

found that in many schools she Visited children were

net taken even around the school grounds to study

first hand the ecosystems, let alone going to nature

reserves; though these have people employed to a~t as

guides and. provide educative explanations.

Laboratories in most schools were empty of the

necessary equipment and some were even used as staff-

rooms. Natal is~ rich with historical sites, but

seldom if ever do histo~y teachers arrange history

tours. The most favoured teaching aids in schools

for blacks are the teacher's voice, the chalkboard,

and the· stick. No specimens are collected and

classrooms ~re decorated with tattered charts teachers

brought/ ..•
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brought back from their college years. They are
never changed and some have qecome irrelevant. The

.
libraries are in the same pitiable state. Relevant

periodicals are nOL subscrkbed to by schools and

books on the shelves are covered with dust and most

were donated second hand by well-meaning white

teachers.

Need for praise and recognition. A child with a

posiLive view of himself and his abiliLies as well as

accomplishments shall masimally benefit from. and

conLribute to a formative school-experience. Seeing

himself as a valued recognised member of society

helps him cope with t~e pressure of school life. So

teachers should see to it that they recognise good

work by children.

In the education of blacks. we find a problem of

teachers who are unable to motivate their children.

If writcen work has been given to cnildren, they mark

t~at the~selves. Some teachers have eVBn gone ~o the

extent of demanding that children buy marking pens to

mark their own' work. Teacbers simply read off

answers to children. For one thing the inspector may

overlook the fact that it is the child who marked

his own work. Therafter all.go to the next exercise.

The teacher has not ascertained if there is a common

problem that calls for a more detailed explanation.

A child may be worried as to why the teacher's answer

is the acceptable one and not his. The teacher is

too much in a hurry to look into that. Needless to

say that children have a good latitude of complaining

up to a point of taking up arms against ·teachers.

Attitudes and Motivation. Pupils' attitudes to the

curriculum partly operate at a level that is

defini tely' remotely related to the control 'of the

They relate home
.

factors. school. to and environment

including the degree to which the parents of the

pupils I ...
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.
pupils are interesLed in the -work of the schoDl.

Mohanoe(1983) mentions instances of parental pressure

on children for overachievements particularly when the

father has achieved. This may ~ill the child with

anxiety if he finds that he is not living up to

parental expectations. If the school and what it

stands for comes in between himself and parental love. .
as well as parental appreciation-he tends to reject

the school. Some parents are lukewarm and

indifferent to their child's achievement efforts.

This leads to discouragement and poor school

attainment.

At present

members of
there are all sor ts of complain ts by the

the public. The~e are heard loudlY in

busses. trains, taxis. the market place~and media of

mass communication. Children hear all these. and

through their gullibility accept all as statements of

United Democratic Front, Black Parents

fact.

Yesizwe.

OrganIsations like Inkatha Yenkululeko

- Associatton. African Education Movement, Congress of

South African Students. National Union of South

African Students. South African Students' Movement

and many more do utter statements that denigrade

education efforts made for blacks by the State.

These -statements- may evok~ doubts in the minds of

children as to whether the schools are actually

helping them to be worthy society members. Then the

ground becomes fertile for boycotts.

Sometimes there are pupils who choose to remain aloof

from the efforts the school makes on their behalf,

such as organising field trips or arranging inter-

school sports. These attitudes may be passed on to

other pupils and predispose. them to follow suit.

Occasionally! unsuc~essful perfo~mance in the

primary school may condition a pupil's attitude

before he gets to secondary school, so that even the

prospect of a new beginning fails to arouse his

interests·f·.·

'.
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in t~rests 0.

Of the facLors that are school-based irksome routine

may be considered· as one. An unpopular subject such

as functional mathemaLics taken daily and taught by a

- cold and aloof teacher may become an intolerable

imposition on a particular pppil. He shall simply

opt out of the ·lessons physi-cally.by dodging as many

periods as those that shall not put him into conflict

oftentimes with the subject teacher. or

psychologically by not paying too much attention to

what is being taught. Such a pupil may feel he is

getting the worst of the timetable lottery. and there

is no hope of his being persuaded that his week is

not getting off to a bad start. A regularly

recurring situation of this nature renders itself

open to pupils' reaction.

Pupils' needs and expectations also have relevance in

this context. A child's expectations of the

. educative endeavour must be recognised in some way.

before he becomes disillusioned. He may not see

continuing in school as a profitable and worthwhile

exercise. The implications of this in curricular

terms can be far-reaching. Provision may be fairly

straightforward for. paper-qualification-hungry

children. but some children may have a variety of

needs important to them and preponent in their minds.

In this case one cannot ·speak of an obviously

straightforward goal or objective. Flexibility in

the curriculum becomes important should the variety

of pupil expectations be satisfied.

The pygmalion effect is another factor. Teachers

tend to be closer to pupils who meet teacher

expectations. These children then do better in their

classes. The converse is also true. Pupils tend to

try to catch expec~ations of their teachers. Maybe.

too little is asked of may children for whom the

present! ...

'.
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pr~sent ctirriculum lacks any reaL challeng~. The
present~ curriculum is cognitively. loaded and

achievement in academic terms is defined in cognitive

terms. . There is a pressing need to do an in - der.> th

. exploration of the world of work, industry and

commerce. to find out what challenges it can offer

and what incentives it can provide.· This knowledge

may aid c~rriculum planners and designers to effect

relevant meaningful changes in the present

curriculum.

There Is a well-publicised need for improved

standards of literacy and numeracy. Children

themselves recognise this, not doubt primarilY with

an eye to employment, but also for general living.

These two elements have to be mastered if a

satisfactory curricular superstructure Is to be

built. Confidence inspired in pupils who can

recognise that they are making good progress in these

. areas of the curriculum is likely to be so motivating

thatth~ir attitude to school work may be positively

influenced for the rest of their school life.

Many changes in organisation and methodology are

creeping into the education of black children, away

from the normal class unit and straightforward 'chalk

and talk' -which have been an accepted norm in the

past. The adoption of group and individual work, the

use of assignments and projects, the provision of

school guidance and out-of-school activities, for

example, have introduced methods and approaches that

now make much of school work more meaningful. But

the teaching task has undoubtedly been made more

difficult. Success depends to a very. large extent on

the ability, training experience, and will La make

things work on the part of individual teachers. One

has still to ascertain whether children stand to gain

most with the introductton of every new approach or

piece of educational technology.

COIrLmen t s / •••
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Comments made above indicaLe that the consumer system
has .to be considered seriously if.more appropriate

curricular modifications and improvements have to be

effected. It is children who are being taught and

not subjects. These .children are living human beings

who have a world outlook shaped. among other things

by their own aspirations. expectations and needs.

These must be taken account of.

2.4 The "Hidden" or Informal Curriculum.

The hidden curriculum is defined by Meighan (1981: 52) as:

"all the other things that are learnt during
schooling in addition to the official curriculum."

The notion' of the hidden curricu~um comes from various

analyses ranging from the observation and interpretation of

everyday commonplace events in classrooms to the function

of the education system for society and its economy. Some

of the analyses have been micro-social. stressing how

?articipants create patterns and consequences in their day

to-day constru~tions and reconstructions within the school.

An example of this approach is found in Jackson's (1968)

co~cePtualisation. He uses the term "hidden curriculum" to

describe the unofficial three R's of Rules. Routines and

Regulations to be learnt by children in order to survive

comfortably in most classrooms. Children must also learn

to cope with the delay. denials and inLerruptions that go

together with learning experiences at school.

Delay occurs wtten children wait in the assembly. wait in

corridors and p~ssages. wait for their turn to use the

apparatus) wait for the lesson to start. wait for the

teacher to be available for teaching or consultation. or

wait to be invited to answer a question-

Denial occurs when children are forbidden to talk among

themselves. cannot ask questions. cannot pursue a chosen

activity. or cannot have a turn to 'use apparatus because

time has run out .

.Interruption/ ...

-.
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Interruption occurs when the bell rings in the middle of

an activity, the head teacher ·comes in to check

something from the subject teacher. the equipment is

needed somewhere else. or the teacher is called away

during a discussion.

Jackson (1971) concludes that for most children some of the

time. and for otheL children most of the time. the classroom·

comes close to resembling a cage from which there is no

escape. A harrowing experience indeed!

In the light of this experience children devise strategies

for survival. Some of these strategies. Jackson argues.

avoid or reduce confrontation with teachers. These

strategies include 'resignation' or ceasing to hope that

school makes.sense. and 'masquerade.' or faking involvement.

Another set of analyses have been macro-social. stressing

the patterns of society and its economy that forms a

framework for educational activity and powerfully influence

the system of ·schooling. Writers of this persuasion argue.

that the hidden curticulum varies in content according to

the social class of the pupils and/ or that the same

elements of the hidden curriculum have a different impact oa

pupils of different social-class backgrounds. (Hargreaves.

1982). Social class is about. the social structure of

society and the differences between individuals and groups

in occupation, social position. income. property and power.

This is the view espoused by Bowles and Gintis (1976).

Bowles and Gintis (1976) aTgue that s~hools through the

hidden curriculum maintain and render legitimate. as a fair

and natural process a stratified or cLass-based society that

Is. In fact. profoundly unequal and unfalr- They aver that

schools are hierachical organisations with dominant teachers

over subordinate children in the same way .as dominant

managers over commercial organisations. One can argue that

pupils ~re future managers and ~orkers. It would seem that

the day to day life of people demands this subordination.

There/ ...



There is a close correspondence between the social relations
of school and those in the world of work. It is this which

constitutes the hidden curriculu~ of schooling. The school

system. though allegedly fair and meritocratic. helps to

ensur~ that some children move into occupations of dominance

and others into positions of subordination. This is

evidenced by the way. they reward ~nd promote children.

Reconstructionists.

teachingcriticise current

Ozmon and Craver

methods

(1981) observe..'

as reinforcing

traditional values and at~itudes as underlying the status

auo and resistance to change. Teachers who accept textbooks

and ~eaching aids approved by the state without question

are par ty to a "devious kind of indoctrination." These

study materials

"are approved because they are non-controversial or
contain distortions popular to the dominant culture
such as subtle economic, racist, or sexist ideas.·' (p.
(p. 138).

Further, Bowles and Gintis (1976) maintain, that there is a

close· correspondence between the social relationships which

govern personal interaction in the work place and the social'

relationships of the educational system. Children destined

for higher education, and thus for professional and

managerial roles. are. as they progress ~hrough the

education system. subjected to social relations with their

teachers which emphasize autonomy, independence and

creativity. On the other hand of the scale, children (maily

from the working-class) who are destined for low-level

manual occupations are subjected to custodial regimes

emphasizing obedience to rules and passivity. It is they

who are to become the docile work-force.

Hargreaves( 1982) • concentrates on "the effects that the

hidden curriculum has on children. He argues ostensibly

that it destroys their d~gnity. This destruction is so

massive -and pervasive that few children subsequently recover

from it. This destruction is particularly, but by no means

exclusively. affectl.ng working--class children. rlli~eracy

is / ...
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is very high with blacks and blacks form a very big bulk of
low-level emp~oyees. One can clearly appreciate the impact

of the hidden curriculum to them.

To have dignity, these authors explain, means to have a

sense of being worthy, of possessing, creative, inventive

and critical capacities, of having the power to achieve

personal and social change. When dignity is damaged, one's

deepest experience is of being inferior. unable, and

powerless. This assault· on the children's dignity is not

intended by the teachers, the vast majority of whom seek and

strive hard to give their pupils dignity.

ValIance (l974) defines the hidden curriculum irr terms of

the non-academic consequences of schooling that occur

systematically but are not made explicit in the official.

rationales for educational institutions. Hargreaves (1982)

sees· the hidden curriculum as destructive of the dignity of

the child. The present researcher, therefore, argues that

the destroyed dignity is at the root of the strong and

influential .'delinquescent subculture' (Hargreaves 1967) in

schools for blacks. This subculture is in the forefront of

riGts, school vandalism and school violence. In the schools

for blacks there is a strong contingent of children whose

opposition to schooling expresses itself in an aversion to

school routine and discipline,_ as well as lack of co-

operation with school authorities school committees.

principals. prefects, inspectors and even the directives

from the education department. In this contingent sexual

exploits. breaking of rules. smoking, indulging in alcohol

beverages and drugs, truancy and a high ra~e Of absenteeism.

debauchery and lasciviousness are espoused norms. Th~se

children ate always exporing means "and ways of generating

chaos and violence. They are prepared to seize up to any

opportunity that comes up in the same way· as a crow whops t6

a worm moving about in the graveyard. Needed at present is

concretizing conditions under which the dignity of the blacK

child~



child can be restorod and nurturod wIthin the oducationul
system.

Whenever there are a number of "interestod groups to a
situation, institution, Qrganlsation or a~y societal body

the incidence of conflict is always great. ThIs is caused

by th~ intermingled sets of expectations,· aspirations.

attitudes. opinions and beliefs about the goals. aims.

objectives and policies that relate to the societal body in

question. Each interested group espouses partIcular ideas

which may vary to a major or minor extent from those held by

other groups. Each group shall make its own demands. ~n

this subsection some areas of conflict over the ~urriculum

are highlighted and discussed.

Policy making Is perhaps the most difficult kind of
curriculum decision-m&klng because everyone clamors to

participate in it. All citizens, as well ~s professional

educator~. feel that they have a stake in the educational

endeavours. If it is conceded that education. as Young

(1914) explains, is not a product like cars or bread, but a

selection and organisation of the available knowledge at a

particular time, which involves conscious or unconscious

choices. then it ~s understandable that curriculum policy

maKing should involve professional organisations, legally.
constituted groups like state and local bodleH of education ••

taxpayers, parents and the students themsolves. Saylor.

Alexander. and Lewis (1981: 59) maintain that:

nTh"e challenge of cur r Iculum planning is to
determine orderly processes whereby the wishes
of all concerned may be considered in the final
determination of curriculum policy by logally
constituted authorIty."

However, conflict does arise if "the wishes of all
concerned" are conSidered.

2 • 5 • 1 Con f 11c.I 0 ver .llli1 ~tiQll§' Qf. k.-IJ..U.l..cJJ.J..UJl l-"JlQ.'iLlft.'~fu..

A number of writers on the curriculum have demarcatod
• "1 /

curr~cu~um •..
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curriculum knowledge into a number of sub-flelds.
such taxonomy was developed by Phonlx (1964).

categorises six "realms of meaning," namoly

One
He .

visual arts, the arts

Symbolics (ordinary ~anguage. mathematics. non

discursive symbolic forms);

Empirics (physical science, biology, psychology.

social science);

Aesthetics (music. the

movement. literature);

Synnoetics (personal knowledge);

Ethics (moral knowledge);

Synoptlcs (history. relliiion. philosophy).

This taxonomy may not be acceptable to all curriculum

planners. but if adopted conflict would immodiately arise

when areas of concentration are considered. For example.

ho·t much a tten t1(>n Is paid to aesthetics In the educa tlon

of blacks. Music is. to a great extent reduced to choral
,

singing only; though there is an inspector for creative

arts. pupils. buy articles from· experts of handcrafts

during examination time. Teachers .connive at that.

'Should these be.so'neglocted?

Morai knowledge is very important for effectIve purposeful

social ·life. But most black teachers do not concentrate

on this area. because it cannot ba fully oxamlnod. If a

pupil has been taught all thQvlrtuos of boing' good. how

can the teache~ ascertain boyond riny shadow of doubt thet

the child ·has internalised those virtues 1nto his self

system? He cannot:

Speech and Drama is one area of knowledge that is almost

completely ignored in the schools for blacks. This is a

very sad state of affairs since t~ere are few playwrights

and actors who are black and would like to make thoir :mark

in the cultural life of blacks. Even the public of blacks

has received' productions of black playwr 1 'tes wi th

acclaim. for instance Gibson Kente's plays, Khaba Mkhize's

and many others. To sharpen theIr ~kllls in thIs.aroa

blacks have to look up to organisa tions. the t are not PC'.! t

off ..•
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of thelr educational systom. The Fumlu Contra In SC't/otO

started to .help blacks 1n tne ar~a of creative and

exp ressi ve ar. cs. There ·is ·a move now towa rds lncl uding
. .

Speech and Drama In the currtculum of university trained

teachers so that they would"help black childron In this

area.of knowledge. However~theseteachersaro few and far

between Colleges of Education need to consider a move

towards this direction as well.

Synnoetlcs 1s ano"ther problem area. Black tOllchors are not
educated in this area so that they are not abl~ to lead or

"guide pupils to knowing themsolves fully. So all talk

about education for solf""rollun<.:o, sulf-octuullsat!ol) and

personal autonomy remuln~ only nn Idlo ~roum in tho

education of blacks. l'hor~ uro ut prU~Hlnt no fully

qualified school psychologlsts, school counsollors and

school social workeis. No wonder that when pupIls arc

gnawed by personal frustrations and anxieties they resort

to, acts of school vandalism and Violence. Aftor all they

are alone in the struggle of realising their potentialities

and .forming a positive solf-concept and achieving an

untarnished self-identity. This area of.knowledge cannot

be examined at the end of the academic year. At present

blacks are too examination and certlficatoconscious, a very

pitiable state of affairs.

Another set of categories for p~rviewlng knowledge is found
in the work of Tykociner (1966). He suggests twelve basic \

areas of knowledge together with the knowledge categories

that lie between these areas and connect them. "

Terms and definitions included In Tykociner's taxonomy are
the following:

Knowledge Is ~he to~al!ty of information prosorvod by

culture.

Science Is the sum total of recorded systematIzed

knowledge thus far accumulated by the

human raca.

Zetettcs/ .•.



ZeiaslS Is a purposeful activity aIming at thu
extension of the fIeld of knowledge and
and experience by

(a) discovering now facts and phenomcn~

(b) formulating'generalised rulatlons,

(c) inventing mental and matorial devices

for complementing human abILIties.
, . .

(d) designing Visual and audItory

patterns of aesthetic s!gnIficf.lnce.

Below is given the twolve basic areas of knowlodge.

Ihe Arts. These are tho results of creative activity

(Zetesis). When th~:ie 'are evoked by inspiration,

unique objects of aesthetic quality are produced.

Artists and writers concerned with symholIc patterns

forming -images that evoke aesthetIc emutions, enrich
our expe r lence.

This area includes architecturb, choreography..
dramatics. graphic arts. industrial design,

landscaping, literature. music, painttng, sculpture.

Sj'mbollcs Q.i [nfQrmatl.Q.n..:. This area reprosents the

results of a chain of developmonts which led from

primitive attempts of communication ~y signs and

~estures to articulatod language. Elontunts In this"
area are arbItrarily selected to facilitate the
process of reasoning. Rigorous consistency of its

symbolic structure Is the predominan t factor. It \

includes linguistics, mathematics. logic, . and

information theory. All these sciences supply

symbols, abstract concepts and rules of oporation for

the purpos~ of ordering and communicating information

in a consistent way.

Hylenergetlcs- sciences dealing -with matter and
energy. The area of syste~atised knowledge, often

referred to as the physical sciencos. has the
following bas'lc scIences: phys tcs, chomis t ry.

astronomy/ ...
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astronomy. geology and mineralogy. Hylon~rgotlcs Is a
combination of the Greek word hl.1.!h signifying
'matter' and enorgon. signifying 'work.' It means
"study of states of energy and mutter convortibl~ to

each other. tt This is an' area embracing tho knowledge

of both the microcosmos and the mncrocosmos. It

concentrates on the multitudeS of phonomena activated

by aggregates of nuclear particlos. atoms. and

molecules from the tiny crystallino units to the

immense units embodied In the earth, the solar systom,

and the galaxlos. All those units act sin~lY and in

their entirety as sources of kino tic radiant energy

whIch they interchangS.

~ aiology Area. Sciences' In this area are called
the "life sciences'" and are unified by the principle

of evolution. Concentration Is. in many aspects of

the living world as manifested in processos of growth

and reproducfion, subject matter rangIng from the

simplest units of life as they a~poar In single cells

to comRlex org~nisms of the plant and animal kingdoms

in an immense variety of forms and functIons. Basic

sciences in this area include "botany, taxonomy.

and zoology.

IM Psychologic.al Arou1- PJ.lycholoL;Y stur tod off as the
science of the sou 1 (psycho) • ! t duvoloped in to

speculative invostl~ntlon~ of tho humun mInd and ha~

ramified Into a numbor of sub-fhJ1ds through modern

research. Such ~ub-fields are nouropsychology~

parasychology. space ~sychology. etc.

~ Soclo1o~~ Area. This area deals with collected
and systematized material .relative to the ph~nomona

and condltions which produce, susXain or change the

many various forms of individual and group lIfe.

Sociology is the basic scienco in this area. Sub

divisions of the social scien~es showing tho inheront

interrelation of their subject matter with other aroas

of science are:

Sociology/ ...
'.
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Sociology: th~ study of relatl~ns botween human
beings. individually and In groups;

Collective behavloral studies roiatod t6 group and

socIal psychology;

Human ecology conne~ted with anImal socIology and
ecology;

Demography: the study of vital processes and of
the dIstrIbution and composition of
population aggre~ateSt supplies the

nocessary data for tho study of human

ecolu~y nnd socin i 1n 11 tl tu tl ans.
Social instilut!uns, thoir HUuoLllros, .statics,

and dynallllcs, fOlm lho conti"al part

of the subject nlutter treated by
sociology.

Ethnology - related to cultural anthropology.

f;xellgmQlogy: Scien~..s Deal!np; ~.lhs1 Eost. This
term is of Greek origin meaning "unfoldlng.~ The area

Includes sciences dealing with evolution, history and

other branches of the humanities. It is an area that

binds the science of history, evolutIon, and .cosmogony

by their common objective, namely; to outline st~ge5

of development and to remove gaps in knowledge which

hinder the formation of a consistent perspective of

the past.

Exeligmony is divided into three main groups:

Group I embracesexeligmology of tho world at large
as related to the cosmos and early forms Qf 1i:e.

It includes cosmo~ony, geogeny, blogony, origin and

development of species, evolution ~nd prehistory of

fiQ.m.Q sa1) 1sW s •

Group 11 rgfers to oxcligmology of aggregates of

human beings divided into the moro general pnrt

studying the chain of development stnrting from the

members of'tho humnn s~oclos, fnmlllos,gro~ps, ~nd,

so on, up to the rungs of the evolutlo~ury ladder

towards/ •..
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towards a 'florId communit:i. The second part of the
second group embraces .. the biography of a

partiCular individual; the ~istory of a particular

family. generatiQn or dynasty; tho history of a

particular populatlon,.othnic group, community,

state, or empIre, and culminates in tho history of

a particular f£deration of nations.

Group III

and its

histories

and so on.

embraces the oxelIgmology of socIology
culture. It could also deal with

of partIcular scIences, technologies,

j

Pronoet!cs-Sciences Relatcq IQ Sustaln.lng ltQmun Life.

It seeks to answer vital questions whIch human beings

encounter throughout their lifo. How dons one provide

tor the needs of one's self, ono's- familY, the

communIty. the. state, the country, and society as a
whole? How do humans survive amids t dangor s to \'lhich

they are subjected b~ their inveterato onemies:

-hunger, exposure, illness, ignorance, aggression,

boredom, degeneration and extinction? How can one

make good usc of natural and human resourcos, so as to

create conditions 'conducive to a more secure, healthy,

and peaceful future?
-

The name pronoetlcs is of Greek orIgin denoting
"foresight" Impleme~ted by planning. Basic sciences

include agriculture, medicine, national dofonce and

technology.

~·Regulatlve ALQa (Social ~k~

This area is concerned with systems of laws, rules,

procedures. inven to r ies, indices, and ·lnducemen ts

designed to· enable socIety as a wholo to oporate by

balancing multifarious actiVities and interests of

individual gTouPS and instItutions. The maIn basic

sciences in: this areu uro Jurisprllr.lorwu, political

science. economics, managemont ahd admJnlwtrctlon.

The/· ••
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The Diss~minatlve Areo.

Human species dIffer from the rost of living cro~turos

In' the ability to . transmit from gonorutlon to

generation knowledge accumulated througbout ages of

~ulturil development. This area contaIns those

sciences which are related to various phasos nnd means

of disseminating knowledgo,. developing skills,

conserving all records and making thorn uvul1able for

Infor~ation as well as further rosoarch. These

sciences help us to share and utilise our cultural

heritage, continuIng to develop tho work of our

predecessor s. Basic I sciences in this area are

education, educational psychology, vocational

guidance, library science,' journalism, mass

communication.

The Wider objectivo of thIs area is to propare the
. younger generation for creative activitIes by

. developing interest and skills necessary for tho

growth of arts and sciences.

Zetetics.

For modern socIety incronsln~ in populntion and scope,
new problems cont1nun11y ariso. Thoso roqulre more

khowledge than presently available. Soluncoii which

study - howknowlodc-o· can-be Increa:wd In quality and

quantity are zetegony, t~xilogy, problomatology, the

study of zetes!s, general methodology, the study of
. -

environmental. conditions and incentives, oducation for

zetesls, organisation and development of research

centres.

As a whole, the role of zetetics is to bring together

all the areas of knowledge, tending towards their

growth and unification. ~t le~ds to tho intoerative

area.

'The Integrative Area-
•

The culminating process in the search for truth or
objective reality is the integration of ull available

knowledge/ ... -.
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knowledge Into one conslstenF systpm. ThLs ropresents
an a11 e~~raclng sYnthesls·co~talnlngno~ only a total
picture of the world in wh~ch people live, but also a

clear understanding of their role and tho alms of

their living as well as their strIvIng, their

anxieties and pressures. Such httempts ara implied in
zetesis.

Integrative . scioncos
classes, naIllely:

mny bo dlvldud inLu thraG

philosophical, which spuc!allsos in attompts at

creating a cons~stent. universal system of
abs tr act ideas;

aspirational. embracing a large varloty of

ideological patterns Ieflecting the hlghOst human
aspirations, and including all the theologies;

general systems. whIch studies tha general
properties of every kind of system.
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who wanted to teach what tbey
best curriculum an academic,

general education found in Europe. Lugnrd, the. first

governor of Nigeria, sought a school currIculum that

stressed the importance of moral· training, manual work an"d

the adaptation of education to African customs. Dlakemore

and Cooksey (1981) quote Alb~rnet~y who writes that the

ideal studonts from Lugard's point of view..

hshould not be so highly trained that they
threatened to take OVQ.r the rosponsibl1i tios
of British officials or native authorities."
(p. 149)

Agriculture and other praotical subjects wore introduced
into the curricular of middle, technical and trado schools

during the colonial era. Theso chungos wore soon

forgotten. Blakemore afid Cooksey (198L: 152) poInt out
that:

"The decisive factor in the rejection of adapted
eclucation was .the attlt..ullil Qi~ uruJ ll.11donts.
who werG not interestod in it and percoived that
education of the academic type was essuntlul if

. they were to gain the h'~allh onr! ~J]clul ,. Lu.tU:i
Qf ~ Western~

(Emphasis by the present rosearcher).

A schoolcurriculuffi may be defined as the knowlodge taught
in school lessons or included in some way In the tIme

table. In addition to this official curriculum there is

also the hidden curriculum --the hIdden aims of schools or

teachers ..Teachers teach the official curriculum but also

react and reflect in some way to what thoy ruach. These

reactions will se part of the hidden currIculum. and

reflect some other understanding of tho knowledge they

impart. . ThIs understanding may be at varianco with tho

official curriculum. It would be noteworthy to know to

what extent these aspects of tho hiddon currIculum are

contributory to the escalation of school vondalism and

violence in the schools for blocks in vo~uu lhuwu doys. A

teacher- or head-te,achor Dlny proDlolo IduuH of tho

Bun tu/Botho philosophy and encou ro~o Inko lhu 0 ell vI tIes

whilst/ ..•
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whilst at school. Out
actively involved in

organisation· -actlvi ties.

of behaviour?

of
th/)

Huw

the school chlldrun see him
UnLtotl Domo~rutlc Front

do children Vlow thIs type

In the ed'.Ication system for blacks thos-e .children. Who are

advised to follow an industrial co~rso ur to go for

vocational training are mostly those whoso scholastic

attainment is below average. Not much effort is gotten

Into to help iuch childron to improve tholr academic

performance. The message here is clear to children,

namely, industrial training

knowledge areas that cas,t

collar work and lower white

and vocational education are

one into tho limbo of blue

collar Jobs.

,

2.5.2 ConflIct concerning cQnten..t dlstrlbutlQu,

OrlQnsky and Smith (1978: 337) argue that wIth many

teachers and school admInistrators •••.•
- .

"a little soul-searching willfQ!cQ all oducntors
·tQ realize tha t the con ten t taught In mCJs t
classrooms is not relovant to tho Ilvos of tha
the lear.ners." -

The univer sallsat10n of odllCIJ tion Llnel tho fUf<aU; for open

access to all types of (Hlucntlonul Instltullocu, hns led to

a growing heterogeneity of the chIld populatIon In ~chools

-
- a heterogeneity that mirrors the diversity of our larger

society. The concomitant .diversification of the

curriculum reflects not only the growth of knowledge and

the changing conceptions of knowledge, but also the

heterogenous character of the child population. SO,I

general education for all becomes the accopted norm, and

equal opportunities for alf irrespective of sox or racial

group or religious ~ffl11atlon Is a mattor of policy •.
General education, then. is regarded in the Report of

Harvard Committee (1945: 51) as

"that part of a student's whole education
which looks first of all to his lifo as a
responsible hum'an beIng and ci tlzon. ,t

It is that part"of the curriculum dosignod to provido a
common/ ••.
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common univers~ of discourse, un~arstnndlng, and
competence. It concentr3tos on human"huritoga os well as'

pertinent problems of man and socioty. That snld, Doll's
(1982) '. assertion that how Wf~ organIse £ubJoct mutter for
teaching and learning doponds vory much

"on m.u. v lew of the UIjOS. 0 f ~ubJoc l IIl1ll to r In
curriculum plonnlll(!." (p.t;Jfi) (Emplll.l!lllol Ildc:locJ.)

"Our" in this case POSI,lS pr oblarn.s bOCUUNO . tn lh l u con tox t .

curriculum dosl~ners uro Lnvolvnd, but mONt curriculum

users are excluded. Undor currIculum users ono has to go

through the whole lIne of poople actlvoly Involved in

education down to teachers, parents and chIldren. Their
• J

views on the curriculum may not synchronise with those of

officially designated curriculum planners. SOfie of the

points of views given by Doll. 1982 are:

accepting the "don't" skip a thIng, everythingt~

important point of view; or.

thinking that the training or discipline obtained

from studying the subject matter counts mo~ti or

-saying that only "hard" subject matter is worth
learning; or

holding that the process of learning subject matter
is more important that the substuntivo outcomes of

learning It; or

believing that subject matter Is worth loarning only

if it proves useful in n very practIcal way,

The same points of view hold when puopllJ look at tho
subjects offered in a particular school. Non-oxnmination

subjects are in most cases i~nored by tcachers or given ~o

less competent teachers to fIll up for the toqulred numbor

of minutes in their duty loads. Vernacular also falls

into the same category whon teuchors mlst£ll~onty convtnco

themselves that chlldrun are adept enough at Lt to be ablo

to work on their own. Great focus is on "status subjects"

lIke physical science, mathematics. English, and Latin (if

it is offered). Extr~-mural activities may be viewe~ ass

bother by some curriculum user~. hence some chlldron beIng

selected/ •.•
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selected to conduct tho day-ta-day practIcos, with no
supervision from the teaching staf~ and ffinny pupils
physically absenting themsolves without b~lng punIshed.
Tnere 1s no roll call or work schedules.

Views held by curriculum users on content dlstrubution
differ from groups to groups, schools to schools and areas

to areas. but they. run. through all aspects of the

curriculum. Goodland (1979) argues thut curriculum

planning goes on wherever there are pooplo rosp6nsible

for. or seeking to plan, an educational programme. When

the state legislators state that all-education Hhould have

a Christian character, or that vernacular should be used

as a medium of instruction up to standard n1rlo they are

engaging in curriculum planning. When tho Kwa-Zulu

education department decrees that Good CltIzenship

should be taught from the viewpoint of Ubuntu!Botho

philosophy in all schools under ~ts jurisdictiun they are

involved in curriculu~ planning. When 100«1 school

committees decide on the number of outgoing sporls visIts

as "against tQe incoming visits they are invulved in

curriculum planning. When school staff <.:locIde to use

radio and television broadcasts as a basis for interesting

children in current events. they are involved in

curritulum planning. When individual teachers decide to

use selected scientific Journals and porIodicnls for

enriching their subject offerings, they are Involved in

curriculum planning. When children decide which sports or

in-school actiVities should be introduced In tho schools

they attend they are involved in curriculum planning.

Then, there is & personal curriculum unlquo to each

student.

Conflict on content dIslribution nL all NUl:lulul lovols

will always arise when Inturustod partlos QttowlJt La find

answers to questions such as the followin~:

What ate children and Jouth taught at school?

How much time is devoted to what topics?

When and for what time periods ~o ~opics reuppoar1

What is done with them the second or third tIrnu that was

not/ •..
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not done the first time these topics wore Inlrouucod?

2.5.3 Conflic~ ~ ~~~

Since th3 role of a teacher In on edu~atlonul ·Jnstitution
is to educate children to n c~rtaln lovel uf achievement

evaluation becomes an Integr~l part of tho fJdllcatlonal

endeavour. Evaluation serves a number of purpo~os, among

others, to control entry to the institutIon or to

particular courses, to predict successor faIlure, to

classify students, and to dlscribo children. It may also

be an invaluable indicator of tho students who need extra

help with their learning. Areas of conflict pertain to

asking whether evaluatio~was roally nocessary at a point

at which it was done. askIng whethor the ovaluation

iechnique does really achIeve what it purports to achieve

impeccably. asking whether the ovaluators ara actually

competent to the task they have taken UP01\ themsolves. or

has been thrust upon tholll. ask.lng whethor tho ovaluation...
t~chnique used at a cortaIn clu~s Joyol ~UH luully the

best over other possible appLicablo tochnlquuij.

Following is - a discUNB 1on 0 { Home 1H~UUS 1nvol ved in
evaluation. Let it be omphaslsed that ovaluation goes

hand in hand with the allocation of marks. These marks

become a basis for many diverse docislons that

particularly affect the porsonal life of n child. Doll

(1982) conceives of evaluation as a broad and contInuous

effort to inquire into' the effects of using educational

content and activity according to clearly defined goals.

Evaluation Is expected to go beyond simple mousurement and

also be.yond simple application of tha ovaluators' values

and beliefs. It relies upon a varioty of tochnIques and

approaches used according to carofully ascribed purposes.

At the societal level blacks on tho wholo .aro disturbed by
a high failure rate of childron at the standurd ten level.

According to K.k. Andrcw, a PFP membor for Cape Town

Gardens. (Hansard No. 14 of 1984 7-11 Muy Col. 6296) In..
schools under the Jurisdiction of tho Deportmont of

Education and Training, nnd considorlna unly full tlmo

pupils/ •••
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pupils" of those· schools. Lt appoor3 thut only (Lfty-two
percent passed standard ton at tht-) ·ond of l'JSJ. Uf those

pupils only twelvo porcent obtalnucl mutl Jculatlon•
exemption. He 1J01nt8 OUl that I.hf~ rOl1 rlHlOnL8 a crisis

si tua tion. I t was thu (out lit 'W<;COf,;:i I vu Y'll) r In whlch

abolEt fIfty percent u'f the puplLs hut.! fuLlud their
matriculation examinatIons.

For the indivIdual students and theIr families falluro
often comes as a nasty shock after enormous fInancial and

other sacrifices have boen" made. Andruw continuus to say

that he fails to understand how only fifty percent of

these children. all of whom were capablo of passing
J

st.andard nine, were indeed unablo to get through standard
ten.

~There must surely be something seriously wrong.
which requires investigation It also,
however. requires urgent action Whites would
not put up with such a situation. Thorofore
I do not believe thut Black people should ba
made. to put u~ with it either." (Cols. 696-697)

, There are a number of reasons gIvon by the public for this
state of affairs. These ara found 1n the pross columns.

Some complain about -Che qualifIcations of somo of the·

m.arkers. It Is sometlmos found that thero aro markers who

are not adequately competent In that th\)y have not

mastered the content of the subjoct thoy nru marking

because they do not tench that partlculnr closs or

subjec t •

The. time taken over marking is shbrt and markors must be
very fast. There is no accommodation f(}r strain and

fa tigue. Unde r such cl r CUI!IS tunc;os ro1s tllko~ u r 0 bound to

crop up.

In schools staffed by blacks somo teachors Lonch subjects
In which they are not adequate~y qualifleu. A toachor who

has a matriculation or standard ten qualIfIcatIon may be

found- .teaching that subjoct at standard ton lovel. This.
is a teacher who will1faJl to see his syllobus from above.

He also finds difficulty in coplne wIth syllabus

revisions, whIch. In most cases, call for lliorO In-de~th

'Work.

The/ ••.
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The Department 'of EducatIon and Training dc(;lc!ud that as
from 19~4 the external. standaru eigh t -Jxamlnu Uno should
be offered to pupils only as an inturnal examInatIon. Thu
argument advanced by tho Du~urtMent·{Eduuumus, .juty 1983)

is that since answers of all the pupils are murked under

the .vigilant eye oitho same uxaminer. tho snme standard

for all the pupIls could bo maintained. Thu examInation

thus provides a ·usoful pattern agaInst which the

proficiency. of a pupIL could be measured, and schools also

were 1n a positIon to assess tholr own achlevumonts. But

the problem with this urfongenlf..'nt Is glltllrlng tho nutional

standard. If two chtldron come from two different
J

schools, having wrltton separately-sot Qxomlnotlons one

cannot say. at anyone poInt; that the two chIldren are

comparable in their achlevement. This doflnltely will

affect the seloction doci510ns when chi LdrtHl want to

proceed to standard nlno in a dlfforont ~chol)l,

The~e are varIous (acots to tho examining process. The
qu~stion paper must cover the Whole ~Yllubus In such a way

that the marks allocated to each section are more or less

in proportIon- to the perIod allocation asslgne~ to that

section In the syllabus. This Is well said, but there are

many black teachers who find.dlfflculty In l,olng through

the officIal syllabus timeously to gel tlrn~ for adequat~

.revision. One wonders jf thoy wIll satIsfy the stated
"

conditions adequately.

Another stipulation Is that quostion pupors mUHt contain
questions whIch tes t knowlodge, inslgh t .uncl 0 pf/llca t Ion.

Approximately fifty percont of lIlo m~rks uro qssLgned to

basic knowledge of thu c;onll.lnL of ttlll UYL1/1IHI~, uO that

the average pupil Is lrlvo.r1 a gl)od chnru:o or lll\ilslng tho

examination If he hu~ dunQ hIs duty. Twunly parcont of

. the total tests the application of knowtmlgo uDd InsIght.

and are the marks. which the A~level candl~ates must obtain

in the examination. to attain eIzhty porconl. Vory many

teachers wIll h"ave 1 to be trained In ttltJ skl11~ to make

such" decisIons practically meaningful. Co~nls8nce should

be taken of the fact that there are many tonchors who get

into/ •••
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into the' teaching profes.slon frf:l~lh frolll colluf.';o. Th€:lr

heads of departrnent.s onl.l hone/mllsters IIlUY Ju~t be as

inexpe r lenced. PIf;tclrlt~· tho fa t-u 0 f thfl ul Hl:k child

completely into the hands of u - greenhorn l~ tlardiy a

commendable exercise. This bedevIls the wholo lJvHluatlon
system.

One of the many stlpul~tlons is that th~ subj~ct teacher
drafts his own ~uestlon paper or does it ill 'co-operation

with a panel of teachers. Th0 head of dopurtlllont 'of tho

subject concerned checks the question pupor ond tests it

against the norms or standards expecto~ of· a final

examination. Thereaftec, the prlnclp&l controls and

approves the question papor. This is n tn~k foc mature

and competent people. That thEHO LHt) toucher!; who nr~ not
competent.in.tho·educatlon s.ystom of bInclui cnnnut bu doubtod.

However, this is stl!1 u nO\f vontllrt) puel nnn should

closely watch whethor Lho uVBluutlon wy~I.CJII1 will not bo

deleteriouslyaffectod. Only tjmu will loll.

One other issue of conflict OVor uvuluatlon IN on Its uso
for . purposes' of awarding Dla{ks.· ThIs over shadows the

ftinction of· helping children wIth tholr learning. Tho

teacher needs to provide short-term goals. such as tests

fo~ the children. lnese should be spaced at appropriate

points throughout the course and they would thus have a

great effect in Influoncin~ the do~ree of offort a child

would put into a subject.

That beIng the case one would expect teachors not to boo

tardy with their marking. Test results ~ould ha discussed

wIth the children so that they can .be soen as sorving n
~

supporting funct!on in learning. However. there Bre still

a great number of black tea~hers who do not return pupils'

books In time and who summarIly gloss over the fleid that

was covered by the test. Even remur~~ on tha answor

books. if they .are there. are vague ond du not give any

direction to the child. These :eachors forgot that

knowledge requIred to cornplotu an asslgnumont may be a

po.werful stimulus .for further effort. ThIN stimulus mdY

provid~ •..
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provide a significant contributLon lo dov~L~plng and
maintaining. a strong 1nLfHf)~t In lhH Hllh.JfHll. Not

checking pupIls' wor({ ut uL.l IN lllur'Ulslonally

unacceptable. A teuG!lur'Jil r tHi(ICJIl He tu u dJt Id's work

should be both posltivu untl HUPl-jorU\'e ClJllIllh.H11.1a lnvuluablo

tn helping to improve child performance.

There Is also the dangor of over-ovaluatlon. as 1n weekly
tests and assignments.. This may become too mochanical

thus failing to challenge pupils. This thencally for a

value judgement on the part of the teacher to provide the

appropriate amount of evaluation for its posltJvo effects.
"

The work-load resulting In a programme of progressIve
evaluation for' teachers of large classos should also bo

taken Into account. This Is pdrticularIy portlnent for

black teachers where a large class of over forty-fivo

children Is more of a rulo than an exceptIon. Large

numbers militate agaInst El teacher's thorou~hness in his

ma~king. He is thus not in a good'position to dingnoso

areas of misunderstandln~ and difficulty, thus ho'll not

fully succeed- to iden tify children wi th speclf lc problems

so that remedial work can be undorlaken.

Another area of conflict in evaluation Is ttlO moaning of
the marks obtained by 8 child. partlculurly when ono

"grapples with the issuo of vstabllshlng child obll.lty In a

particular area. or ascertaIning \Yhat tho chIld has

actually learnt or the Issue of certlflcutIon of •

competency or of controlling ontry to succosHlvo lovels of

instructIon. KnowledlW und unclerstandfrllt. (.to not le.nd
themselves to clear doflnitlon and •. harlclI, it 15 very

difficult to establish unequivocal critoria of

achievement. The flna~ mark received bya child conceal~

his misunderstandings, inadequate study skills and

potential limitations. To have moaning Ior such

interpretation. any child's score needs to bo related to

the content of the ti~k. Ant scoro given doo~ not signify

a definite amount of knowle.drro, and hence, has 11ttlo

relevance for content or absolute flamoworl~. ThIs score

hides/ . : .
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hides the fact that teachers set dlfforatlt standards.
Marks of children from two dlfferbnt schools are not
absolutely crimparable. nor are marks from" two different
teachers comparable.

The issue addressed above also rol~tos to tho meanings
people attach to certificates. In .an addross at the

Lamontvllle Community Centre, Dur.ban, 1~ 1980 Luthul!

argued th~t the standard gix school-leavIng cortifIcate

was introduced to m~I{Q pupIls have sOIll\lthifllS ut hand so

that they thought thoy wore already counlod among the

learned because they had graduated and could produce a

certificate. Wh8:t a slnl~ter ldotlve! Tho hurm that this

certificate did for the black· community wus lhnt it made

pupils strivo for tho standard ~LK certlficuLo, yet such

did not offer oxpectod roturns. On thu sLllndard eignt

examination Luthuli (1980) arguod that thl~ oxamination

was calculatedly geared to produce "immuture goods" to go

and serve others in order to perpetuato immaturity and

inefficiency. (Hard words these are!).

Fur the r •. the tlepar tnton ts handllng the s toradu cd 0 i~h ts did
not realise that this cortiflcuto bocamo an end on Its own

- .because of this; parents and teachors allko bocame

involved in a racket for examination questIon papers.

Children were geared to looking for tho cortlfIcate by

hook or crook, and th~y often got it by croo~,Luthull

lamented about the chaos thoso childron brou/.fht to their

places of employment and to InstltUtlona of hlv;hur lovel.

Amongs t the r eosons U'l vuu fa r bl llck ch Lld 1all to- a 1m fl t

standard ten Is giving lJluclLPulJ!t.ll: conCldurl(:u lo competo. .
with any other racial group jn tho land!· ThiN vluw 1s not

entertained by -this ·researcher, sinco condl tions under

which black pupils obtain tholr standards ton cortificates

are so· inferior that they cannot be compurod to that of

schools_ of other racial groups. Amongst olhor things the

.Faculty of Educatio'r~of the University of Zululand has

completed a research project. portaining to English as

medium of instruction 1~ black ~chools because the 1983

examina tion/ - ..
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examination results rel,'ealod thut Ntonclurd tun puplls find
dl.fficulty in reading and unr!orstandlntt instruct.lons and

questlon~ asked in examination papers. As u rs£ult 67,14

percent faIled the examinations and only 4.5 percent

acqu~red matriculation exemptlon. Findings point out to

the t~achlng of English as very inferior. With whom arc

these children going .to compote Ip an opon lIIurlwt?

The views of Hartshornet a momber 6f tho Do Langu
Commissipn of Education and a former sunlur off1c1al of

the Department of EducatIon nnd Trainln" uro Insightful on

this matter. He is quotod as Buying

"Black matric rosltlt~ will not Inwrovo lIntll
there is one single oduc& tJon sys t.UII\ III thu
coun t ry and blucl~ edllC:ll t 1un I H. tlll'olll1 0\1 t f r 0111
the cold"
(Rand Dally Mail, ThIHS. Jon. 6. J~.nH p. J)

He believes bo th tho b lacl~ toudw r s anti thu pup 11 do no t

produce their best bocuuso they work undur u system In
which they did not bolieve. It is now a psychological

issue. Until both a block teacher and a pupIl accepted

the·systom. they will not release their best.

However. Nienaber, the deputy-director has different
ideas. He is reported In the same paper as arguing that

improved education facIlities and opportunJtlDSt as well

as Improved socio-economic condItions have rasulted.in a

lowering of the drop-out rnte and in a greator porcentage

of pupils progressing to the senIor clnssos. He Is \

quoting ftn annual growth rate at secondary school level of

fifteen percont. "as compared With three percent at primary

level. Up to the mid-seventies tho pupils ill standard ton

constituted a highly selected group roprORutltlng a very

small percentage of the secondary enrolmont. Tho greatly

increased humber of candidates represents a much wider

cross section of the socondury school population. Because
more pupils of avorage or ~evon slightly bolow uveragl3

abilit1 progressed to senior classes. thoro WON a decrease

in the pass r~te as the number of condldutos incroused.

Nienaber counts other factors jnfluencln~ blllCk standard

tent •••



ten results as tho In.stHloIU:u of Illltny i:illldl.mtt.l le) In(<o nIl
their subjects 011 tillo

) hlutwf ",ludo. Jn~l.lrrL(;luflt stucJy
opportunities and facl11t.los aCtor ~}ichool huUlW.

The government has reJectod the idea of tyIng black
education °into the goneral epucation structuro in the

country. If one accopts NLenllbor's tOflsonlng then the

problem of the high failure rate in black uducation will

be with blacks for a considerable number of-years to come.

Measures to stop the downward trond In pass porcontage and

to improve tnequality of education are not communsurate

with the increa30 of tho school-going population. Tho

insistence of many chIldren to take most of thoir subjects

on the higher grade springs from their gnawing dosire of

improving the worth of their standard ten certificates.

It shouid be conceded hore "thot thoy aro rIght. Many Job

opportunities and training ccntros now~om~nd a standard

ten certificate, unlIke during days of yarD when a

standard eight certIficate would do. Some organisations

even demand a stpndard ten cortiflcato frum n person

applyIng for a night-watchman's· Job. ThuL agnLn makes

sense if we take into account tho fuct thot training

security Dlen has become so involved that lhoy should be

able to deal wi th probleltls· tha t ar Iso bocauso of tho

rising spate of urban terrorism. The clrclu is ropeating
\.. ~:~

·i~self. It ends up boJ.ne- equatod to tho COlll/llon dubate of

an egg and a hen. Whh:h of thoso·two COIIIOS fIrst'l

.
The following Goodland's (1979) model of currIculum study

embraces at least three kinds of pheno"mona: Tho first one

is substantive, dIrecting attention ut goals, subject

matter, materials and many other aspects that are found In

any school curriculum. Three types Qf goals may bo

identified, namely instrumontal gools, oxpro~slvo goals

and normative goals. Instrull10ntlll goal" aro realised when

children use the school as a monns of enHlIr ing SHlccess for

themselves in the open world. 'fhLs lIlay Invulvo acquiring

skills that wlII enhance thalr markot vuluu In tho

compB tl t 1ve / ••.
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competi~lve Job world snd p~sslng examination In flying
colour 5. thus lencling . thorn EJ ras tlgl;) in t!lt) l r :\ucle ty •.

Goals tha t help exp fOSS un 1ey .incl consensus r II flue ted in

expressive activlties like celobrR~lun of Shaku's day

activities, school assambllos ~nd speech-and' prize giving

days are expressive. Norms aro bolicfN or stnndfJlds of

how behaviour ought 'to bo which tOftClllH HI tl.H Li1 In tho

children they t~ach particular beliofs an~ utLltudes.

They aIm at achieving normative goals. Domand that
children should be punctual, clean nnd voll kompt, time'·

conscious, be honest, po trio tIc to tho 1r I;Uun l r Y shows•
consciousness of normal1va ~()u1.!:l on the Jlur t ut' Cl toucher •

• J

The second kind
political~social.

processes throu~h

over others in

prevail.

of phonolllonon In curriculum study is

Concofn hero Is about all thnso human

which suma Interests cornu tu prevail

terms of end~ that should eventually

(b) ,

Cc)

The third' phonomenon 1s .tochnical-profolHdonal that
examines those pr OCOSSlJS 0 r group (mgi noo r Inr:, lOl~1st lcs

and evaluation through \"/hich cur r iculn 0 r El imp roved,

installed or replaced.

In the operational phose t1\oso phonomonu uro In.!:iopara1.>lo
and curriculum study attains meanlngfulnnss 11' It focuses

on their interrelationship.

Educational doclsion-U1llkjn~~ Is VUfitod DB puop 1u who aro

directly involvod In thn or.IUCil t lorlUl ilY~ llJlII IIllel who hovu

an interest, however tnngvutllllly, .In odllcntlonl\\ 1Il0tt(HS.

Curriculum docislon makIng Involvus mak~nrr JUljcemonts and

pointing out action to be token rogardlng tho goals,

content. methods and' means of oducation. ~lJsh (1985)

maintains that curricula consist of five wl.doty agreed

upon dimensions or components; namely

(a) a_ framework of assumptIons about tho l~arner and

society:

aims and objectives;

content or subject matter with its soloctlon. scopo,

aneli ...
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and sequence;

(d) mtjdes of transaction. for example. Dl~[h0c101()gy and

learning"environments; and

(e) evalua t ion.

Being. aware that there aro mnny poop le fnt~rilsted in the

education system In terms of whitt it should offor, mindful. .
of the five dimensIons stutod above. ono fLndN Goodland's

definition of the currIculum as a sot of lntondur! learning

outcomes appropriate.

According to Goodland thoru Hro throu 1.)vu!H nt which

cur r icula of in ten tlon Si IJ r t' c1tlvtllo!loc!, tH11IIU 1Y liocJo t al

level. institutional lovol' IInd lhu Insl.fllc.!\ 10111\1 1«.)vo1.

. These levels shall bu dl!-iUflUwcl 1n t.,rlllJ; Ill' (wnfLlcts

generated inlho educ;ulloll of bLnl'lHi' Hlllnl, lI\1l1rt frolll

the formal curriculum lhnt hl15 guined ot'fLchnl IJpproval

from the officers in lho upper E)chelons of tbo-systonl.

there is also a per~elvod curriculum that muy t,o ospoused

by 'varlous interested pursons and groups, '1'huy dlffor on

what they thInk schools shou.ld toach nnd how. 'nwn thero

Is the operational curriculum refl(lctlng what !~OOs on hour

for hour and day by daY In a sc:hool und n classroom.

Bec8yse of these three types of curr'lc;ullIlII-jnlorested

parties In .. the,educatlonal,systom·thoy Shllll nut always .viow

. what "the schools are for llnd What they uto c1olnlJ: in. t1113
~

same light.

2.5.4.1 The soclelal leyel.

The societal level of docisIon ~aking rofors to thoso

decisions made by porsons or agoncies removod in tIme

and place from" tho individual 1011rnll!. Socletal

decisions take place In a political context.

Legislators considur it tholr. duty and rO!i\HHl1{lbllity

to for mula te and rov15.0 tha oduca tJ un po U ey th rough

bills enacted in to law. Those' bi 11 s unr! Iwl!S(1quon t

changes in. pal icy g 1ve aIr QC tion to co r tu Ln c10e 1s ions

that those in the 'lower rung of thEJ eclucnt l,oHUl system. ..
may take.

A number of acts hU\,f) twon prOlliUllf.nlflc.! hj' UIO SOl,lth

Afr iean/ •.. '.



Afr lean govEJr nlnen l. Th'J.!ottJ UC t~ lJ f fo(; lod Lilo udul:u tion
of blac.ks diroctly. In 1~22. the gU\,\lfnmont of thl}

Union of. SOllth Af I 1ca 1'£1 sscd tho Flnnnc la 1 r~(Jl F1 tions

fourth ExtensIon' /\c;t, f\JrbLddlng dltoc;t. tl1xnt.!.on of

blacks by the provinces. In 192:) tho S~llllO governmont

passed an act establishing the Nat.lvo Dovolopmnnt Fund

to provido for education. gene.ral ndVHI1C0ll1ont, and

welfare of blacks; The Minis ro r .0 f Nfl t l vo Af Cui r s was

to decide how much of the monoy would go to each

province. During the years 1927 to 1931 whon th(lro was

a sharp drop in tho nu t lonnl Income, Ut l.>nnlsu t Ion of

blacks increased sharply. Blacks crlud out for more
J

schoo 1s in the urban or eas t.o combl.l t. no{;] e~ t of

children and juven 110 . d f.Jl1.n'1uency. l>o~ l res for

education by blacks and tho 1 r OlF,lds fo r ec.1\1cn t!on could

not be satisfied by the funds nvnl1u~10. Tho

contributions were then made directly by Parliament

after 1945, but that did not sl1tlsfy thH lItL~u of blacks

for education. Lodge (1983) mentions. umunR~t other

things. that teachors woro poorl:-- pal-I! and many

u~derqualifted, imbulance in tho numher of primary and

secondary schools. an undorflnBnced systom, ovorc.rowded
~lassrocms, oveH/orkoc! teachers, anel VOl1 allgur puronts

for. children to bo In ~chool. Some purUlllH o\'on w8nt

to the exton t of os tab!l sh ltl~ th(;ll r own j ntlopemlen t

schools. "Shantytf socondary schools oxlstot! In 1948 in

Orlal'!do, Western Native ToY/nshlp, Ilrnkpnn and

Atteridgeville. In Alcxandro and Indopondent primary

school named aiter Halle Selassie, was founcl\Jd In 1950.

The Nationall~t governnront accopted th() nuad for

intervention

"but its concern was not so much wLth mOQtlng
African educational neods, but rathur In
attempting to control the social consoq\luncos
of educational oxpansion. (Lod~u, 1983t 116).

In IJ49
with a

Separate

basis/ •.•

the Elsalon Comml~slon was Gol up to come up

blueprint 1 for 'BducatJon for NRLlvo~ as a

Race.' F!rHllf1~'1oi u1" ttds \,(JUl!lIl.!i~l.nl\ ""HO thu

'.
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pasis of the Banlu EduClJtl<.~~ A(;L .. ofl'Hi~l. 'In soctlo!l

fifteen of the Act. tho Mlnlstor of Hqnlu Educ;utlon Wl1S- . ~ -. .
given' wide ).lowers. Ho 'could 1nt(:r b·fJlJ frol/l ttino to. .
.time by regulation'pruscribo; Lho cOUrSfJN of Jnutructlon

to . be givon in flcholils i" cloyldo upon lho IIIEHllunl' of

lristructlon~; lay down thl;i "coudltlon"s 'of s~rvlco of

. te.acher.s. and the concU"t1ons of udmiss tau Ilnd oxc.l.uslon

of pupils; provtdf~, - for rcllLt~ious- Jn~lruGt'lon iT}

schools; as' W'ell as onsur 0 the t adv 1hJl r y hcfurds, on .

. b~ack' educa tlon~er.tJ t\S tllulJ shn<;,l. I

Acco t"ding. to Jonos' ill R.c;;l;O - (1'970) VIlJ Oc!Ul:ll tion 0 f

black's as guided. by. tha/Natio-Il1111~t gOVUIlIlIlont 1s basod. . -
on the 'policy that wu's adopted by the In!-:lituta of

Christian:-Nad.onal Education' (I:C.N.E.)_ p\lu'11shed 1n
. -

1949. To ~lve the spirit of this policy 0 fow oxtracts.
from it as -quoted by Jr;nos shall sufflcu. ·'l'hl.s policy

expresses' the bellof. -Jhnt lho tusl< ur wti1 to South

. Afr ica wi th refaronca :to n. black J.B to l/111ko hini a

.christian and to assist him cyltutnll~•• ThIs cBllin~

-and- task -is. ba~ed 00. thl';)' threo pr IncJplos of

"guardIanship'. no lavt:31110go. uud ijOlt r Ul~n Uon. "
(Rose p.36) "..

. .
. "In llccor-dnncu wIth tlWo!ill pr.JUtdn1oij wn

bollovo thut. lhH. udll\.lIHOf\ of tho IHlll\'o
sholJld -be bUliOd un tlvj )Jl'o 1.1tId .wor Icl VlllW
of tllG EurollfJlIll; IlIl.Iro pHI L"lcuIur ly llllll (If"
the Door niH 1on . Mi ttw I;tHllo'l Ern tJIHIUIl.

lfuardlqh 'of Lho nnllvo ... If- (I~o.su:p·.J(j).
'.

From- the forog-olng .1 t Is c)eor that OthlCn tlonuJ polic.y. .
~ict&ted f~om ~ubove WllS not· goar~d to .ruoetln~·

-a.spirations and expctctatlons of qlacks. Thal resulted. .
in conflict. As Nkomo (1981: 127) obsorvo~

"Exclusion from pollcrmaI<.lng has oll/Jon<.lored
protest ancl ro·sJstnncQ • .,.,hlch OXJ,OllCls 1.0 thD
educatIon system." . ~

He further explaIns that oppo~ltlon to Ulscrlrnination

in education was'first exprossed in 19'4;]. wllOn African
"1

conferences. attonded by govornment officials and

African leaders and held In Oloemfontoln and Pretoria.

demanded! •..

-.



demanded that Uniop
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•
GovernmtJnJ;

"
tuJ<o

:

full control of. .'

Afr lcaf! ()dllcl.\.t10n pol J.cy '. 'rho ctomupd: WIlS not 11113 t •
.. . -..

Voclferous_ protests. grooto~1 i~l'l Dun ttJ t~.d~I;Hl tlon Act'. .
when ~t flas introduced in 1903. Its o~pruRsod aim was

to' educato' blacks ac~ord1rH~. lo their uLhfl\() idontitios- .
and t9 J1rov Ide bus ic' .111.0 r ocy and 1l't!ll1o.r 11 r;y skill's

" "

needed by -a bur geolllng oconomy, LO cl in) (up, (.i It,) no'tos

~h~.t -~entral dictation" or flY J"rllb"usus 'w[;t-ri;1 t)nHure tha

product~ion 'of skillu LlJ)llrnJlrlu~u "to "l1:uulJllrdlnolu rolo"·

in th.u .9conomy.. ". HYllnht for" pr Jllln~ Y L:choolH

outlined In 1954, struKliud oboeJlonco, (loiinIlUl\ul loyalty,
.. ... • #

, . J • •

dthnic and national dlvorslty, the idoDt!flcallon with. ....
rural cuI ture. Cr 1 t lcs saw the Act us on·o f f~)1 t

'~y the dominant whIto r~r()up to-conlUJl \:ho
developmon t of Af r Icons " and "tha r ohy ·ll.l s too'r
tllot development in II dlfocflon that ",aula
ensure perpetu!ll poonnl~e."· (Nkolllo p. 12'1)

. Conflict- between tha govornment pol1cy-m~klng bodies. .
and the black populaco over "education culmInatod in,
1976 Jiots. The Cillio' Commission .that Invostigated

the nature of the r Jo ts nnd. Utl r-os ~ tablod lhu 1r repor t

in Parliament on rho twenty-ninth of February, 1980,..
They found amongst 0 ther' things " tha t among tho blacks,

especially In Sowe to; thore was: cons ida r abla •

Cli~satisf8ctlQn . wi th black" education, f liosJdos' the

.objec tion 'to . Af r.llHwns I tho ro w~s" "f.lJ'S·Sll tJ s (ne lion wi t h"
~ . . .'

". the- standard of education,' .the. ql!a-llt,y of' lOl\e:hing, tho '. .~-

school bllIldin.gs and equlpmoc t •.

·In 1979.the Education and 1'r.ainlnlt Aut. 19'/9 was. .
adopted by Parl1olJlont.· It repeaTed uf1. oKlst~ng. - .
legislation relat,lng' to black . od~n?tl()n P!()\lI~lgatod

between 1953 and 19'/8 •. Among'st othor .thIngs it

stipulated that 1t shall ba .tho fluwllon of tho

Departmont under tho diroction and (~()tlLrol -of tho

Minister to perform 1111 tho wor[{ l\O(HlIHHlfY for or. ~-. .
incidental to the ~onernl odllllnistrn1.lon nf education -

, for blacks. Th~ Dopurtmont may orgonl~o Lls pctlvities

or any part thereof 1n regIons and l"nspoeJtJon circuits

determined/, ••

0"

..
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determinod by thu ~lnJstor lrom. tJmo lo time.. .
Notoworthy . In thf~ Ar;t' 1~ -'that oCCecllvu control .of. . "

schools Is' still v.estQd' 1n 'tho'Stnto department .. But

1s • st1ll room' fot c?nsultatlon .wl th pnrents on .
•• • r

ma t ter s as usa of m~ LIlOf tonu:ue bJ.lyond standard.
two and. Introduction of Gonipulsory .schdol· attondanco. . ... -"

and., freo tuition.' Thl's shall b~ dorio through par.ent-. "

tdachers' asso~latlons, local o!"~4rnostlc cprnmlttcos or
cou!lclls. Howevor, tho Mlnlst~r" /I1/JY" Cl t 'l:Jny tin1u

dis~stablish any'cbun<;.L.l., committee,. or auy othor body.

On this' issue ono mny ,obsor ve thll t 'iJ .Lh(H~o bodios ne t
, ,

con t r a'ry to gove rnment p,oJ ic~' or ospnu~w an ldeolol~Y
,

that is not consonant to g~)vornment. thJnldnu', it runs a •. '

'great rIsk of b~ing dJsostublished.

At tbis tl.lflu thoro wus II gcnOrlll (~OI1(:orn" with ttw
tenu~e of event~ in'South Afrita. Jp Hoplombor 1980. .
the Report of "tho Notional Manj)OWEH COnlllllut;lon on High'~. .
levol Manpower in South Africu" (tho R~yndors Report)

was published. Accordlnw to Behr (r9S+) this report
divided fhe popu lo t.ion In'to {o'ur Iwe L()-(~conomlc

classes: - . . .

" .

~lass I was the axuc~tlva group. CIUN~ 11." thu" hIghly

~killed group, 'Class III,·tho"so!llj~kl1l0d, and Class. ,-,-.
IV, the unskilled a04 under~employod. In 1918 thesa

classes w~re In 'ttrG "ratios (if 1:5q9:28 showing" that. ....... . .. .. ... ..

. the economy just 'could not po'r form as well nsthose "0,[, .. ~ . -...,
the develppod" CO UTl t r le s 10 th1J \\0 rId. The· couo t ry tlQuld'

not be able" to reuliso dovelopment p~t'fJnt1,ul and offor. "

" its people an ocCiJP!U"Olo.. S"la~dard of ~.l.Vlng"if it

persls~ed In; trylnB' to recnil t,. high-loval' monpowo"r
• & '

mainly from the whlt& poputatlon group. Thorefore in

.June 1980' the Govormnon t roquostod ttl~ BUlllun Scloncos

Research Council to conduct nn In'-dopth lnvosll.gatlon
"

into _ all facots of odttclltlon, olllbrncfntr u11 pupulation

groups. For th4s purpollu Lhl' Ha Llll\/A'fJ (lullllnluulon tIllS
",

appoln tfJc1. .

In rfJsponstl to tho roporl of 1.1111 (:tJ/IImlsJiI,on thu

Government/ •••
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Governlllen t publ;1shUlI a Whl tt.\ ,PUPOt J.n Nuvo/llL,qr twon tr- .
third, 1983. The GovqrnmC(lt rouff.1rm.ot:! thn t J L'· stij,nd.!i

by the; pr Inci'ples .of tho Chr Ist1;5n chlJr ne: tur and tht)

broad nationn 1 cii/Huctor .~f cduca t1on., 1t remained

c con~lnced ~hat the - prlnclplo of .lI1oLhor tongue. . .
educa t Ion .1s p.edagOL{lC!ll..lY vafld! bn t app I ue la tos t~n t,

in. the- case of eer Inin IHTpulllt.Jon group.v LIJIB Issue in. . .
teachlnlt may givo, r..J.so to pur ticulllr IHoblollls of n

.special nature. 'l'ho governwont· rouffJ:rmoct' that'in
~ .

t~rms' of, 1 ts po.~i.c.v each pOIJula titon e-roup· Nhould have "

its .own schools and each population' grO\[p Rhould. have
, ... ... .

its . own educ~tlon ~~thor~ty or dO~Jrlmont. The

pr inciple 'of 'f readom of· choice Ior th~ indi vidual and. - .
for' parents in"educationnl mn~tora and In Lho Choice' of. .'

. a careur was agreed to. but wt thin the f r lillluwork of the
~...- ~. ~;Jj~i, •

policy tha~. sach populatIon group J.8 Lo ~uvc 1ts own

schools.

..

'Ono of the IRnjo-r" recotllmentlatlons of thl) De Lango

.Commission was thAt at tho lovel o~ Contlnt Oovornment

"dlere should be u· s.1.111-tlo mlnl!::try rUNl1ollH.Lble -for. . .
detonninlng ml1cropol1r:y tu r Lhu l' r ovl!.' IOlJ ,,1' uduou t ion.. .
T.he ,Go.vornmont did ·tloL '!iUNI(Jf L this. I1 IlulIldud that

. "there- -should b~ supLiru tu OdtWll ticn (.Iopur IllIun 1a headod.
, "

bY" their own minlslurll,l'ur .whiles, Co!nurod!i, Ind.lans.. - ... ... " ...
and .blacks Tospect.1voly.. In· urlc11tlon, n Ilfth min.L.stor . '.

\'/111 be appo~nted': to'doal WIth' tho 1.l~1!1I~1l1:iL.rllt.lon of' ~

gendr~l effairs with regard to od~catlori, nQmoly. norms.. ... .
and ~tandards for 'financing aducatton. sYllabus~s;

, .
e~am{nations,'c~rrif!cation of quull{lcat~ons. salaries

and coriditlons of bmploymont oT toachOfs and their

.professional registration. Black, homolands huve their

. own education rninlstrtes•. Debate i is s~111 hot on this

. is·sue of segTcg"a tod educu tion sYoS toms and many

educationists on both sIdes· of the' colour line still

feel strongly that thore should ~p ono contral
...

~ducatlon department. Thoy arguo that only In that way

can the principle of equal education opportunities for

all be realised.

Thel ••.

•
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The Influence of tho opur"thold lc:1oo1o:rr, un odlwatJon Is- .. ~... . .
questioned on all front~: In ~ parltulIltlllltuy dobate of

9 J~ne 198"3 van L~ons.bur 1i,' Pr oln eSft 1vu FodtJl ul Par ty .

membe( of, Pariinmont' fCH DrYlinston, l'plnlut.! out that'
•• • r

PQ"rcentages of underqUlllJfj.od Loucho'rw woru Ho porc'ent..' . .
for' blacks, 19.7 porcolIL' ofo tho li"ldlnDH, 'fiGd4 porcont,

oL'tt~e .Colourods 'nildolti,~fj }Jof(J;Jnt of 'It;., t/ltf In".. 1hls. .
meant: that th~ Oo\'.urfllll,ollt tWli ,.fnUml tn Lorms cH

, ' ,
numbe r s and In tu nlls nOt' flU!'o] Lt YI • fn 1". \.lw °pUOII! e 0 f

South Africa. It
O

fu119d,

"b~cause the Govornmont clung to its ~olJcy
of apaFtheld ~hlch r~qulrod of ·It to
segregato poop!() '1'n etJucutlon U)ld to provido
education of 1111 Inferior qun1ity for tho other
race group~ in our soclol~."

(Hansard Col. 9048 No. IS 6-10 Juno 1983). ' ..
In the fie!d of sl<1llod inu::lpowor tl10 pollc]os of ~he

Government in regu rcl °lo tho 9duca tion und t r a In Ing of
• ."IF

.. "members of "other race gro"tlps hus hud 1ts most

deva~tat!ngly' destructive . effoct. '1'1"10 GCJVornment

refused to scrap its aparthoid pollclo~ and to launch
°

massive programme~ fo( the ed~cation nnd training of

skilled manpowe~'pn a non-racial basis.. . .
"The full potontial of our human r'osour'ces'
cannot be unloushod unt!l such ttI!lO'UH Ltll .

,education is froed from thO' policy nnd,shackles
of apartheid." (Honsard.op. ci·t. Gol. 90·19;). " ... . ..... . ""

At' the .socleral levol.·are ·.found olso., vur 10us ·bodtes ,and 0, ,

lnd.Jyiduals·· i,n "so~io ty thu t kO~P n Wij Lc;hTu I uru. 'on wha t

goes on in the ecrucntion° SYSt'Ohi. Thoy mlll(u thoir views'. . . .
.[{nown publicly through rosoarch reports ond through tho. . '

'media of mass comm~nlcntlopr 4mongst olhora one may
° °

refer to research· at the Unlvorsl~y of Wltwatorsrand
° •

.which Is reported as' showIng that block pupils with

poor matrfc pnsseN clln scoro lis woll,ill tholr first

year B:A. 'exnmin~Jlons os llvorago whiLo ;not.rlculants
and .botter than whl tos who huvo oqually low

'lP!a'trlcu1atlon eX'~mPtion ra.tings. (Sunduy Tribune,

October 23,1983 p.19i.

titwatersrand iesearchors noto that tho mntrlculation

examlna tion~/•••
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of outstanding cusu~ of
abysmal .mnlrfc: UmnuITutos who'"

subJocts in the-lr flrst YOllr."

. -

both In

their

The.r
. .

"

examinaJion written by blacks li tr~stworthY and pupils
~are in ~ t.he 0' s a~d • E' El 'bec8~se of .. 1>00 r toucho r sand

•
facrli tiGs. But thoy feel toe .Depar {men t 0 fEduca tion

and ':Traln1ng- matrid Is not n'rolinbl~ lndlcntor, in
~

tha t black. pUP.1ls n re po r formlnl; mu~lr be t lor

.pre-matric and In" Ilrs~-yoQr B.A than.. ... .
matr iculatlon- resul ts would load l)s to uxpyct..
poln t -eut that:

"We had a couple
studen'ts wi th
who pullod four

. .

These rese.arch ropor ts' "Ejxpross ~ feur thnt If ('n tranco

propo,Sals are rigidly ,stuck t.o· by "\mlvor!;l tloR 'then
~ .

.' of..·
there will be fewor blll(;ks to cons J.(~or-.. ! f II f 11 ter

has t9 be applied hy unlvorsltios- to control ovorall

growth 1 t should not ho ..8ppJled In 11 WHY tha t. .. .
'disadvantages blacks.

.
:..•./' :John HartleY, a former Konya and Ztrnbnllwo schools

. inspector has also cornu liP \'IJ Lh inlil~hlfltl Vlows on"
".

'. black. edu.catlon In Soulh 'AJllca. ui; but Juvus black.
children should ba taught"frOlU 1,he sturt through tho

medium of English and that thoro should bo n groater

emphasis upon creativity and 'pupil pirtlcipotion In

lessons. (Daily News, Soptomber 28 i980.) Hurtley"'

bases his claims upon exper ,lonce, pa r t 1c;u Lllr 1.y in' tho
.. ... . ..

.Bindur a r eg Ion 'of Z lmunbwQ, whe r e· ·t~l.O (JPl}-llcn~ ion of.
. .

".his· methods between 1970· "Clnd .-1:97·9 rOoWuJ led .in the. ., .. .-
• <

~'ritten ~ork.of avorage. black puplb:·ln 103 schools
. .

.soon outs.tflpping compur able work "bY-- chll c!run of tho- .
same age In England.

The debate over. mother tonguo Jnst.r~{}tl.()n .In primary

schQo-!s is probably uno () f thu 'Wl !ollU I y cmll Lr ovor sial

issues. Th! s subjec t hn H ho.un ob-scur ud".bY JltllJ t, J CB an9

the belief that it WUIi purt of U dolHlUlut.u (Juvoinment

. policy to I1mi t blocl<. .ochlovolllun I... Obviously. .,. .
vernacular instructIon In the primary achool level

poses ser ious "probloms for indIvidual pup L16 who have

a t/ ...

-"
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at present- to _cop~ with "0 chllnu-u of t.hulr lunC"tluJ~o.qf

illstr~tlon whon thoy movo In i.o high HGJllm.l. This j s

~the sta.ge· at wh.l.ch tho)" hfiVU subs;tanllul (;urrlculum.- .
changes).n a strango now. environmont.· /fhu l 1..'» why' niany

'educ1ltionl'sts- of. slivornl 'TI~\~(J~'i suppnr t" lht,.) Engll'sh

th!oughout .vlewRolnt.

However. the Duily Nows It)lld-or (Huptomhur.2H, .198[) p.6)

~oints out that it would be wrong to dlctuto what Is

ge'~t. Blacks have all too of toil had"cu!l~~ to protest

about such.decisions being takon on tnefr bohalf. What,

. has b~en clear ly su~gos tod though Is the nt)cd for a

~areful stvdy.
J

Stude~t organ~sat,~{)n!i hnve, a.lso .tr14H:! to l.nfluonce

education system docJslons. An" oxam~lu of ~uch an

organisation is tho nDW 'bannod "CC)n"r().~u of South

Arrica.n Studonts. (CQtla~)." 'fhisoqtnn'lsH-llon was

started in 1979 •• Sludo'nts "mot at Wlll~UNprlllt. Just'

.outside -Johannesburg. Two YO/l~S. lUlor -thuro were

branches in many schonJ&l nil U\'tJt tl10 oullnlty,
~

• A~cording' to Jl.lbu l<umnln ~t.JlIlln UI\d 'J'()/Illh NJJ,fJ 1985

pp.13-l4) Cosas fOCJlHlUd (in liloblul\lu Hllll~ulllH had at

~chool. The big problulII was 13antu education, hut there

are also many sffil.llloi prob]~"s that ~8ku up the big·. :. - . "

probl'em. One of thoso problmlls wus lhp u~o-liIl11i

regulation., 'Th"a ~o.vernmont s.u1.d .that }'lO01' 10. over

."twen t)--one yoar s . mu.s t l0!lve -schooL·' Cosus melllbl~rs fel t

: tha~ this was unfaIr. Many'~oQPl~ miss-u your or more

at school because of m?nby problefu~ At homo. After

-vigorous .p~otests ovor this Jogulatlo~. tho government. .-... . .
has since rescindod it. Another pfoblom was the way.. .
teachers treated. fO'male pupils ut sOllle school~.. They

were-'in the habit of falling in love with them and

sexual harassmont was in evldoncQ.

Coses members saw a nood to fi~ht thoIr ptobtom~. They

,wanted S.R.C.'s· at schooi.s so thut sludont ... could
'1

have a voico at school. Aftar much «rgumont tho

government has accoedod to thIs domand of studonts, but

they/ .••
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they h~ve stlpula1.ou l:u.l~rGllm\1\ Ofl thl;) (orllllllllL1on Bnd

f~nctlonlng ,of thoso bod.1ott. Sl'lIrhmtu hr.J Hot pro/>nr:d

to fall in line with' t.hc:so . '~'U ldfJ fl1lUN. Hu oon fIle t

still continues. . .
•• • r

~h~re are also orgotllNIl~luliJi {If lJ.ro(i.NtillJliIlIH elJtoctly

involved, in the oduoflllon !i;.'(j LtHU; ,An (\~ItIll,,1 It ot" such

all. ,oc.ganlslltlon . l'u thu afjO··~troflL~ HlJ\vul.'J Sr;hool

Pr in~,lpnls' Council. 'FP1l11 LJ WJ to t.l.lIIll, thoy take

decisions which thu)· PU!-iS on toO-- .tlm udllcution

department for cohsldotn~lon.

The latest entrants' In this arona of oduc~tlonal

decision-making at f;oc'iotal level EHH th.) PEH~nts in

various regIons. Ono sU~h p~r~nt 6odY.Which has proved

very' influential durlnl~ tho 19S4-85 .~ch(){)l.s unrost Is

the Soweto .Parents~ Crisis CommIt too. Undor its

. auspi~es . was a two. day education SlIlllllll t b t tho. , .
. ·Un·ivecsity of Wlt\\'lltorscllnd that mol tll Jonllary 1985. '. .
~he maln.obJo~ti~e was to decide whethor studunts would

return to the classroom .~nd stay ~he[o. It was

attended by'over ono thousand poople und 312 rogistered. .
delegates rOR~~sontln" 'ond hundred nod sIxty. '

'organisations, 501\10 as far as Cape Town L1llil Ne>"r thern

~ransvaal.

At a press conf~ronco·Qrt.er tho conl'uronoo, cunvonor
Ntatho. M~tlallU said' stucdonts.wu~ntoc\..UlO. .ru~torl1don af·.-.. - .. "

damaJ~'od or destroyod school builc!ing:s, at tnmporury. ... ..

structures c.focted. D"Jsmls'sGc:l, forf-1.blY tron~ferrod

and slispended teachers hud to bo l"elnstotoc!. Students

'also \fanted the arm}'· put of thu. lownshIps,

democra ~lcallY' elo{~ It,ej H,J~. C. 8, tho 11 f t1H~ of the
• &

state of emargoncy llnd rhe unocnnln~ of lhu GOl1",ress of

South African Students.

.'

Three .other

education of

decided:

far-ronchJ.ng rosolutIons cnneorning

blacks were adoptod unanimously- It wa~.
"

All parents wilj-rofuse to pa~ school fOOH In 1986

and tho S ta to wou id bl) call ed upon tu f1U,V fo r boo{(s

and/ •.•
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and other wrltjng matarlals.
• • I!'...

• 0 Parents 'wIll pull' 9ut of all. sthtutory parents
co.mmlttoes In schoolsi' sctioo.t·boarc.J!!, C'uvornlng'

. eou'nells and an ill tiHn/itlvo por.en ts cvmilll t too be se L
" r. , ..

'.' up .to work WIth e~ery 8ch-uol Ht the country •.
~each~rs' a~soclntluns ~o .meet Wl~hln'R runnth to.
e9tabllsh a prol~r e.!islv~ tonchlnl~ body In South

Africa f.md. teachers' to work with' .lit\J[h'n~H nnd tho.. . '

communi ty towa rcJs a bo t te r '.'poopJ.o· S ul.!llCII t ion" and,

facilItios for ehildron. (City Pt\.lNw.' JlInulHj' O.

1986 p. 2)
I

The es tabllshmen t CJ f sud. lJodt6s' l' r (}~l 1.11110 to timo.. '

£learly demonstlbtos. that ~t ~he sootutul loval there

i~ a groat oonflict betwuen l~O view~ of lhu -statutory.
bodies~ and those of socloty at largo. as tu tho alms of

. education' of bla~lo;,' tllo t1tructlon .,tllJ,~ orJucatioll

. shou~d tako an? tho \'Iny toward~ tlw, IOlll1'iat.ton of

societal· aim~ of nducatio~. Triero IH a nuud for In
depth research, on thoSe issuos and a great

communicat16n gap·among all sodietal institutions with. .
vested.lnterests ,In eauca.tion of bloclo.: ..

2.5.4.2 ~ In?titutlgUftl J~YUIL

The institutional lovol of.declslol1 101l1~Il\lt rufors to'. .,. .
scnool dopar.tments, subJect <:onrllIlttuus, [lold of'f.icoI:s

.- ..... . ... . ....
and educa tlon -duj>nr tmen t ' pe r sonnuJ. .uurr iculUIlJ \ .

comnii t toes, 'slitl: 0 thH r s, in. t ha sctif>U 1 s.Y HI.OIn wo rk~ng_

" t9gether within th.u frulllowork prov'ldod by socletul

'declsi~ns to work ·out 1II01oconoroll) """Id'unce to,
teachers and p·upl1s.• , lilH·1.1l\l'tloJi/il ,du,·IHJrJll:!nulr.lllC' and

cU'rrtcuium planning 111 lIr ltl(:o] to' Ltao ~WhIHJJ bocauso

I t lends .cohlH encu uurl HY si: 011111 t1 C (J r du r I I fiftH H la tho. .
institution,. OatH, frum u wido varl..,Ly D'f uuur<:os la

gleaned' and inforlllut.tol\ gathored is trnn:~.luto<l In ways
that shall help l'mprovfJ thoso doCisJOllfoi thnl shope tho, ,

institution. The practls1rll~ toachor (lJHJ tho pupil

pehind the desl<. are 'also aidod 1n 1mprovlnlt thu quall ty

of the decisions they mnka at the instructl.on&l level.

Education/ •.•
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·Educat~on .depor tmon ts huve a ,P.lo.n~.I.nU" un t l. lhll t look's
more closely into, provl~lons' that JIIust. LJ'J IJI/ldo for

eduq,a t.lon - - to' be rHt) LrUJ., nllcJ • n1QlIllllllf fU J to. its
, ,

cons'!men.. Those b,t>dJ.os hu\'u, the Po\V(,H t.o look In to

the deplGyme~t of humun and 1I1n to r inl t_US(~UI COH. They

are also boncotnod with reform add ctavotoprnont in tho. .
pr imary a:nd secondary' (lot/or und highor >. l~\'el. They.
keep under review curricula, t~abhlng methods and. . ...
e.xamlnations in schools: It is"uraforrun'u-te that up to

now these 0 bodies do no t as ye t ' UUV13 thoir work·
'documented In any extensivoly Pl;bl1stmd lH{llnutQlIlU.. ..

. -

There·, are also in-sorv'!ce ins t.tt.utiO!lS thn.l aro mean t

to help teachers In tho oillc!"nt dultvory of subject

ma t ter making par t tcu] a r 0111[11\115 is Oil ll~o(i(J r [1 toaching
or

method'S. Cane (l96~):X) c!oflnou In";sol v!(;O-uc;!lloul1on in. .
these fiords: .

"In-service truluJulJ lH Lnlwn tu Jtllllltdu ull
those coursos und lIclJv.ll1oji In wltl ClII °u
se r v!n go teac 110 t III Cl Y Pn r tIc1pn I. It ,. 0 r I. h(J

-,,;. purpOijo of ox: LtHHHIll\· 1I1~ l;rl)fo~nllunlll

_, .~",-, . . - knowlodgo. In Loro" t . nnd skIll. 'I ?

'''-;"~;:r ' ....

According to Morant ([981) iR-SO{V1..co educntlon

Is helping toache~s to oxumlno tholr oxlsting

practices In school in a'crLt1cllJ" lIIunnur - they

ovaluate .their own work and attitudos=Jri conJuction-·

vl th their, profossional cQllogues in 0 lh~H par ts of

the ed"uca.tlon survJce. 'J'hl~-.wJ:l1 OIHl~llo Uiem to.

-lden tify the! r !nimodia te. -pr of-o-ssiona 1 pr obloIIIs and..
needs;-

as El i~sult of thts preliminary wOrk, thoy should

then be in a posltlo~ 'to ~ako. nction'in lIIoeting- .
their - neetls 1.0. dovoloplng thoir profe~slonal

cOJnpetence, con f.l dOTlco 111}d r olevon i know] edgo j

this should load to un idontlflcitlun of further. , -
professional noods springing from new porcoptions

co·ncornlng the rela tionslllp of the I.r school and.
changing· soc1a'ly for which tha Nchoo 1 mus t oquip

thei r pupils';

running parallal With thIs ~ruouijs of noed

Idantlfica~ion/•••
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, ident'l!lcation onu Jiood r\Ju!lsollull Inlontlod to

ho1p b~th the, .!whq(lJ. u'jd its i)!lpll~t ls tho

sapa r a to ondoa VrHH' .u f . non.t1 ftlllll!.l f I Cln LI 01\ nnti

~oallsa tioll 10llC" t ng' 'Lu lnrJlY I duu J. t,ul(}IIfH.!i' c:a (eo r
renewal and ndvarwu/IIolll. ,-

•-Though in - ser v lce cour IH)!i !lU~U lJoon l!old- pu r lodically

from time to t'inw, thoro is clourth of' Jnformotlon on

frequency of attendunc'o o't uctlvltJos t)r~unlfied by
• '1". •

those instItutions, uso bf the'fu~llJlJos by mule and

female teachers '1n primary and secondary ~chools, use- , .
of the institution by teachers, 'r,olison~ that deter

teachers from u.sJnU-··,tho lnstJ.tut"l<;,n, to~chers'..
perceived need for in:asarvlco. oducatlon. nnd similar

pert~nent questions.

Departmentally organised In-~ervlce oducuLLon hus its
!" .. •

own ~nnu~l programmo pi short cuursos, usually of two

""weeks', duration. These course~" which ~'ro tllrocted and'.
staffed by specially rocru,ilod· In-slJrvluo oducation

staff aim to bring togetho~'group~ of subJuct touchers

t~ discuss teaching tochnlqu6s, frosh ond latest

approaches to ~ubJocts taught In schools nnd new. ,
mattor as bonta1nod In rrivl~od NyJlubuses.

It is .hopod that·on rcturnln~ t.o lholr own
~ . ,

localIties, the teachers ~hnll bo able to duvulop thoir. '

wOJ::k. even moro nnd .lo,nd semInurs uuu worJ~sh()ps 1!l
their npighboUrhood for (ha bonoflt"of i.ilo c:oJ.lnoguas~·'... , ..\
At "c'olleges' pre.~EmtlY. not, much "l!l d~mn tn this

'.direction, owin&, to lho ltonorul Jnortli\ 'uf lhu tonchin{~. ... ..
-force and organlsatiollul probJolIIs~

Apart from 'this .typo of In.-sorvlco .oducation'

universIties and Coll().gas. of educatJ.on frolll timo to

time become venues for in-serVice ~qucutlon. For

example the University of Zululand has held a science

course for physical science teachers" for toachers

employed by the Doportmont of Bducatlou und CuLture,
"' ,has held clinics fQr choir conductor!i 'uncl sports

coaching clinics. • I ,upumu lung-ll C'ollol~O u f EtluCEl tion

hosted an in-servico course for lt3cturors III Golloges

of i ...
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of Education. A course for std. 6 Accounting teachers.,.
organised by the' Account'ing: S!-lbject Commi ttee was

conducted at Amanzimtoti 'College of Education. Eshpwe

"

colleges with materials and for running in-

courses ~n ·the 'closed £ircuit television.

Coilege

other

service

of Educat'ion' is still a ce.ntre for assisting

TJ:1e r e is. however. an urgent need to introduce

,. '

computer-assisted_edu~arion p~ograromes. ,
. ..

Education departments fund and run jointly wi 1;h

university institut~s and schools' of ed~cation a number

of regionally located course. Various other outsjde

organisations. for example, Urban Foundation. National

Chemical Products. Sh~ll Chemicals. A.E.C.I
-

(Umbongin~wini) have given financial support in some

courses that have ,been fun. Sinc~.release {or teachers

during working. hoyrs caq ~bvlou~~y be arranged more

easily when the emploYing'authorit~ happens to be the

in-s~rvice education ·prov1der. such activities

frequently occur when schools are in'- session.

Teachers' organisations have always claimed to exercise.. .
a profession~l an~ educational rolq~ di,charging that

responsibili ty by organi.sing confer,en.ces and cour ses.
fo.r members. The Natal African Te'achers' Un.ion (NATU-)

, poin t~ out t-ha 1= a teacher s' society is the o,nlY mean,s

teachers' have of makin~ thei~ 'v1ews clear ' t~ ~he.
Ruthor i tl,?s.., For that reason', this organisation is

represented i~ the Depart~ent of Edu~aiion and Tr~ining

through the African Teache~s' Association of South

Africa (ATASA). Education CO~1cil of the Department of
,.

Depa;rtmental

pension etc.

EdtlGa tion

committes.

Guide For

and Culture, has v~Lious subject. ~

This organisation has also prepared A
Teachers that gives explanation of all

regUlations regarding leave. transfer •.

Foundations of the Teaching Profession

gives information about how to - organise subject

societi~s. the idea of a teachers' centre. the idea of

a profession and the Teacher's code of ethics.

At/ ...
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'. At this po'int it
,organisations .have

is 'notewor'thy that· Teacher s'
structured their o~n subject'

depar tmen tal.

consisting' of.
the Head of" Language Services in Kwa-Zulu." They held

. -
meetings in 1~84, one an ordinary meeting and alsotwo

societies. NATU li~ts seventeen such subject soc~eties

inclUding- Infant ,Teachers' Society, Pre-primary,

Teachers' Society, Prxmary. Teachers' Sqciety,

P~incipals .Teachers' So~iety and Teacner Librarian. . .
Society. . Yet there .ar-e subjec t socie ties S1: r uc tured

and otganised oy the educat.ion departmellts. The'se two
" " .

groups of ~ubject soc1eties seem not to be co-ordinated

'at present. 'This lack of co-ordfnation 1s a potential.
s~urce of conflict in terms of spheres of interests and

devolutioQ. of powe~. . .FO.T example, there is a

.Zulu "~ubjAct Commitiee presently

eigh t member s unde! thEJ cllairmanshl.p of

" .

themeetingan . ordinary
.

a sp~cial. meeting. At

Cp~mittee . dealt, amongst other 1:hings, with problems
,

experienced In ~he teaching and learning process of

Zulu as well as in the examination of this sUbjec~ and

recummendatJons in connection with the teaching· and.
. examina t ion . 0 f . this subject. However, from the

thi~ subject·

from S ..S.A. to.

tliscussion this re$earcher had with quite a few Zulu

- r teache,r s in the se'Condary and· high schools, this
.

information' did not (ilter ,to them: Incidentally,

according ·to "the 1984 Kwa-2~IU"Department of Educ~ti6n.. ...
and Culture Report (pate 23) members of this committew

are. mo~tly p'r incipals of junior' secondary schools and

high· schools. 'Since the, scope of work falling under'. .
committee comprises the teacping' of Zulu

stand~rd ten. it would be commendable to

include teac.hers directly involved in the subject in

such committees. Mention is made of Dr. Green's (an

international literacy expert from the University of

Durham. (England') "New Pr imary Zulu' Language Project,"

yet many teachers in the field have not even heard of

that.

AnI· •.
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An important innovation In black education is the

provision made for. Jhe astablishment of a Teachers'

Council; This counc~l should uphold and promote esteem

for education and the teaching profession and the
- ,

prestige of those engaged in the professiori. The.
Teache.r s' . -Council shall keep II registe'r and shall upon. '

applicaLion, accompani~d by ~he prescrib~d fee anq

particulars, enter therein the name ~f every black

·teacher holdLng a professional teacher's.qualification

cl.etermined by ~he Minister, and eve~y ..other black
.

person who is employed in terms of the-provisions of.
the Act in a full-time permanent teaching post at a

school.

This

shall

Coupcil shall draw up a code of conduct, which

apply to all persons on the.reglii~r, and shall

" / ~. (~,:~b~ empowered· to take such action as it deems fit in
:::;,.:

respect of those cont~avening the code of conduct.

In order to' ensure that teachers register wi th the

Teachers' Council, provisi6n is made ifi cection 31 (b)

cif the ,-Act that from a certain date determined by the.
Minister and published in the Goyernment Gazette no

black person not regist~red or prOVisionallY registered

as i' teacher .by the Teachers~ Council, shall be

appointed to a full-ti~e. p~rmanent teaching post. at a

St~te school) 'community sch~ol: or State aided school: .

(Why

In this

Educ.a tion

act· provision is made f~r··a Council for'

and Training consisting of not fewer than
'. .

twenty.members to be appointed by tne·Minister... .
the Minister and not teachers themselves? 'Whom do they.
represent?) This Council is to advise the Minister in

regard to the general policy to be pursued in black

schools and teacher training instituti9ns.

Act no. 52 of 19~O makes prOVision for t~e remuneration

of the members of committee of the Council for

Education and Training. It also defines more fully

circumstances under which certain teachers shall be

guilty of misconduct. and other conditions of service.

At/· ..
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At the institutional level are also such bodies as

Regional and Tribal Authorities, ~~chool committees,

parent$ 'committees: and "governing'couhcils. To ensure

that parents and the community at large are actively
, .

involved ir educ~tion, "the Minister is empowered to.

establish.· local coun.c!ls,· cemm.i t tees', boards or other

bodie~ to advise him on m~tters aff~cting the control

and man::tgemen·t of State and communi ty schools, and 1.:0

. perform certain functions in connection therewith. The

gepa'r tmen t of ,~ducation and Training has 'provided for

Schcol Liaison Committees instituted -for secondary

schools with a view to· effecting a closer relationship

and better 'communicat,ion. between students! staff,

governing bodies; parentst t1)e .community and the·

Department. . For this purpo,Se each of~the follcwing

groups is fftRresented in the school liaison committees:.
Students • Council, staff, Governing Bodies snd Parent-

Teacher' Associa t·ions. Under the chai rmanship of
,

specially trained officers, appointe~ by the regional

.'directorfi, these School liaison Committees liaise even

with the MinistEH (Annual Report 1984 p. 4'4).

Thi~ ,is a commenaable provision, but in schools ior
blacK£ this body 1s'nol at all visible and many scho~l

principals interviewed. by.the present researcher were

not of mucp' help in clarif1ipg the' active decision-·

making of this" body. Pupi.rs have clamoured for"

students' rep~esentative ~ouncil~. The Department made.

proVisions for these. However in many schools teachers'

·hav.e' been :less' eager to establ.ish these. 'They are

afraid that. th£se will be highjacked by organisations

whose views' and outlooks are contrary to government
. -

policy and schoo~. practice. The Department of
-

Educatio~ and ~raining of 1984 report'blames the media

of mass communication in these words:

"Continuous negative reporting has a definite
detrimental influence on the pupils' attitudes
and self-image and cr~ate a climate for
misuse of scholars for political purposes
which have no connection with education."(p.46)

Student Councils. elected democratically are meant to

act as a link between the students and their teachers.

They / ...
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They further have the task 01'motivaiing their fellow
studen ts. These councils. in their" turn. are expected

t'o act as liaison bodies between students and staff " .
, "

and through the pr incipa-l. bet\lfeeri .studen ts and

governing bodies,

In the exposition given above it may be appreciated

that at the institutional"leve} there are many bodies

created to see to it that the task of.edvcaing the noi

yet-adults is carried out with the greatest efficacy.

But the problem comas in with th~ definition of

"greatest efficacy" that is espoused by a particular

body or group of individuals within"a particular body.

Arguments and conflict arise when th~"different bodies

have different connotations of this operative concept,

and also the manner af how this "greatest effi~acy" can

" be at tain'ed .

2.5.4.3 Thf3 InstnrcU_onal Jevel.

· According to Griffin (in Goodland et ~l 1979: 78) the

instructional level of decision-making refers to

individual tea6hers, or feamk of teachers responsible

· f~r identifiable students, deciding alone or with

students what shall occur !n specific educative

s~t.tings.

To" realise' "conflict:. in. this area 1-t ,is important to-"

focu~ first on how schools are concePtualised. Illich

(1973:32) and Reiner (1972:35) view schools as

· ~nstitutions that-require full-time attendance by

pupils who study obligatory. curJicula in age-specific

teacher~supervisd relationships.

Blacks have, for many years now, clamoured for

compulsory education, and they s~ill do. This

attendance is monitored by the State which can invoke

legal - penalties should rampant truancY occur· The

necessity for certificates indicating scholastic

attainment of level of competency in one or the other

~irection extends the impact of legal compulsion.

Compulsory/ ...
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Compulsory schoo~ing is not only a provision of a set
of· experiences deemed desirable by 'the State. but also

1s a very poient-mode bf control. It subjects children

to follow closely what has been ordained for them 

they must be where they' have bsen toid"so to be, and

theY,have no choice or control in the matter.

The curriculum followed in schooli is )0 a very larg~ ~

exten t f ised fo r the ch:Lld, - usual I}' di rected from.
somewhere far_above in the stru~tural 'hierachy. Again

the pup!l has neither choice nor control in the matter.

All learnin&" being: .'.'tJfficial tl there is need for

I~eachers-who~e activity is in accordance with the state

policy. So, the child has not much control ovor the
...

learnin~ Gi tua tion. The· lesson of t-he '·Hidden

curr~culum' for the child in this context is that there

~s alw~ys someone else who knows best what is to be

learnt and th~re should always "be someone physically'

present if anything worthy is to take place.

The question
school. rt

of the age limit also has its impact in

is a divisive form of categorisatIon th~t

- places age as the-key"criterion of what a child mayor

may not do. ~he de~artment stipulates the age at which

a child should enter s~hoo+ for the first time, the age

at t:hich a pupil can start traininG' say as a "teacher',

the age beyond"which a pupil can no ,longer be a full~

time pupil in a day-school etc. When the Education and

Training Act -came in 1979, it lowered the age of

, admission "to six year s. When regulation Rl143 came

In to ' for ce ," it laid down age liml ts, namel)', 16 }"ear s

for primary schools, IS years for stds. 6,7 and S, and

20 years for std. 9 and 10. The argument according to

-Educamus, (Apr 11, 19S2 p. 2 ) is tha t textboo!{s and

teachin~ metho~s take into account the ages of pupils

in classes. Wide age differences in the same class

have a definite retarding effect on the normal progress

of pupils. The older a pupil Is. the faster he will

progross.

in / ...

Because older pupils are without exception
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. "in the minority in anY'partlcul~r class. the tempo is
naturally determined by th~' younger pupIls to the

dotrim~nt of the olser ones. The same Educamus

points out that E"ui.delil1-9.s for' ;the cautious
implementation of the regulation have b~eo laid down. so

. that the greatest measure of sound judgement and

sympathetic understanding' can be shown and the merits

of e~ch application tho~oughli taken Into account.

This ap!.>lies parti'cular ly to the small percentage ,of

pupl1s who already exceed the age limits and who are

currontly at school." Black children haye challenged

the latter stipulation and the Depaitment of EducatIon

and T (ain lng has agreed to relax .( and" no t to revoke)

that. As Har~ls (1982) 'sees it this is little more

than an idea of their worthlessness"and powerlessness .

.HIt is in this.sense'that schooling serves
the political function of 'promotIng the
go~ernabllity and LontrO! of the population •
and of lestricting the ability of most people
to develop skills and ,under;st'andt'ng" required
to govern and control. their own lives."
(p.S3) (emphasis in original.)

The Go~ernmen~!s' White Paper
education in the Republic of

on the
South

pIovision of

Af r ica is ,,'ery
"pertinent on this point. The Natiopal Policy for

"General Education AffaIrs Acr (Act No. 76 of 1984)

embodies the po~icy contain~d in the White Paper and

creates the struct~re for. the implementation of the.
- .

policy. A new Ministry was established to serve !:Lll-.
education departments \dUi regard" to the following

. cardinal-matters as' set cut in Section 2 of the Act:

norms and standards for the financing of. running and

capita.l

groups;

costs of education for all populati6n

. salaries and conditions of emp1oymen~ of staff;

the. professional registration of ,teachers; and

norms and
examination.

standards
and

for
for

syllabuses and for
certification of

qualifications.

The autonomy of a teacher is also limited. A doctor or

lawyeri·~·
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reject clients, but a teacher has children
him. The official curriculum he should

concent!a~e on, is to a very large extent determined by

those in the higher echelon~ of the educational system.

It is chosen and developed by them in consonance with

State PQlicy.

h~admasters and

(1980) mentiqn

.
Teachers' are supervised by their. ,

'departmental heads. Fran and ~ooper

som~ of the factors ~imiting the

,autonomy and 'qecision-making powe~ of the. teacher:

Teacners are the second ru~g fr9m .. the bottom

(superior only to 3tudents) of -the hierachy..
commanded by the ed~cati9n system. ~ .

.
They 'teach wfiom they are tolel, wITat they are told

. and When .they are told. '. .
If their supervisors do not like- - the results,

t~achefs are only rarely protected by their. ~

profe~sional group from being fIred or not being

hired. Black.teachers·have very often had to find

recourse in courts of law "at considerable financial

. are made by-non-teachers.

Teachers 'do not formaiiy evaluate other teachers.. . .
Headmaster~ and education fi~ld officers do that .

. Teaphers .~o not have much to d6 ~ith preservice

-training of. t~achers,. unless they are ill colleges,

of.their own profession.
--

..

expe1'!se.

Most of.

teachers'

directly. .

the important

daily lives,

on the ~tandards

decisions 'that

even' -those that
affect

bear

i,'

. .
of eduea tion ..

As for the

their own.

action.

professional

ranks, there

o~ganisations policing

Is much rhetoric but no

,

For teachers to-be able to make decisicins that shall be

effective in promoting the education activity with the

greatest efficacy they must be academically qualified

. and· be professional in their approach. According to

Silberman (1970) teachers need more than a knowledge of

subject matter.

thel···

They must know the r~mifications of
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the subject or subjects they teach. aod how those

subjec'ts'relate" 'to the other ·subjects. and to knowledge

and .life - in ganeral~ -Insights into their purposes

as teachers should be well developed .. They should have

a clear. percep tion i·n to their purposes as teacher s -
, -

why ~heY,·are teaching ~hat they ere teiching. and how

these. purposes. ~elate to the ins~itutional setting of

the school' and to the values. needs~ aspirations.

expectations. anxieties and pressures. of . the local

community and society at large. A :O~Dd and lucid'

understanding

developmen t.

"
of the processes o~ growth and

and the nature of mind as .well as thought

are imperat.i.ve..

In order tha~ teachers may be able to respond to the

immediacy of situations before them ~i a particular

·point in xime as well as appreciating tho s~riousness

of the work they are doing in terms of propriety and

norms every ~eac~er must be guided' by his own personal

. well thought-out philosophy of lIfe. 1n the words of..., ;'-,

- Brameld (1~50:31)

"however i~pllcit. unexpressed in de~inite
terms. our par ticular philosuphy may be. it .is
always in the lYackground helping to shape. and
,being shaped by. the tangible means through
whIch we carry on our day-ta-day ~esponsibilitie~..
In every phase of~lif~.. : .... we believe cer~ain

things about the actIvities we perform. And
these beliefs. u:".ua.llY to a. far greater extent. ..
•••. in turn mold and dirl3ct these actiVities."

A teacher' s.
developed when

what education

.personal philosophy ~f life may be

he'clarifies and develops his views on

should be and could be. ~rant (1982)

suggests that'a teacher should consider a definition of

the good life. a definition of human nature. and the

implications of the type of society he lives in. in

relation to his personal philosophy and the importance

of a knOWledge of the social sciences in developing his

philosophy. As a teacher develops his philosophy of

life he sh6uld be aware that it relates not only to the

subject matter and institutions above him. but also to

his/ •..
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. .

his· charges. namely children. These children are

immatvre- - small, weak, sODlehm.... ignorant, incapable as

welf ~s lacking power. They aie-dependent 6n adult

guidance and tutelage. Even their home "backgrounds and

family circumstances differ among chil~ren themselves

and from that of their teach~r.

"-

The teach~r is the key figure in guiding a child

"towards adulthood. His role is pre-em~nent in moulding

the school child's character anq developing his

intellect. His task is two-fold: educating and
. .

instructing. As educato~ he aims at cuildlng character.
and fostering a sound attitude -towards life; as

instructor his obJective is xo aug~ent the child's

knowledge and stimulate independent thinking.
~

According to Educamus (1980: 2) a competen~ teacher is

distinguished by an effective classroo~ practice. This

. is, in turn, largely dep~ndent" upon his ability to

control a class. He insists that everything should be
- F..._,-". •__ ~._~~_., •

---~~-~~ done in an orderly matiner. His discipline is firm,
~ ... ~~_ ~ ~r

fair _but not unduly harsh. A business-liki yet

favourable atmosphere is creat~d in class. A teacher

.should know his pupils by name; tre~t them all alike.
and keep. his promises. He shOUld be capable of

controlling pupils outside the classroom effectively as

well. He must be adept at giving assist~nce even with

cultural and youth movewents outside'the classroom.

To maintain ~is expertise a teache~ should remain a

student all his life. He -should improv~ his

qualifications and should be cognisant of the fact that

he has to keep abreast of modern trends in education

and l~test developments in his field of specialisation.

He attends courses to refresh his knOWledge of

syllabuses. subject matter, m~thods and teaching aids.

He joins study groups and teachers' organisations. He
participates in discussions. conferences. congresses,

seminars and projects.

In summary a competent teacher considers teaching not

merely:' ...
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merely as a profession. but as .a vocation. As he

passes over to tha qot-yet-adults the wisdom of society

he' wBlcomes a diversity of viewpoints - he is not

·expected to expoulld a £ingle vi~wpoint wi thout being

knowledgeable about alternative viewpoints. He should. .

use a iariety of mateiials to expose children to

numerous perspectives. He must· ascertain that

perspectives· represent a diversity "of ethnic and

cultural gLOUpS and that they include both sexes.

handicapped in~ividuals. and ~embers ·of various age

groups. A teacher should bo good at examip-ing and

questioning his philosophy and testing it against

competing ideas. In that way he shall be able to help

school children ciarifY their. own beliefs and values.

to affirm them. and to act up-on them.

In carrying out his task the teacher often runs into

0""""'. conflict with a number of involved people. A teacher
:~.

following school policy endorsed by the staff and the·

.. "i"!" school commi ttee may demand that children wear their

hair short. Such hair should be tidy. Some children

may rebel' to such a rule. and fight back when their'

hair is forcibly cut short. This shows that these

children do not accept the teacher's directive and

eq~ate the cutting o~·the~r "hair with body mutil~tion.

How far- should the teacher. go in upholding school"·

policy. becomes a problematic issue. Even the use of
corpo;al punishment, particularly in secondary school

pupils has 'lead into' a !;our ing. of teacher-child

relationships ..

The issue of the school uniform has also put a question

on the teachers' decisions. If the school policy

demands school uniforms, should the teacher punish or

expel a pupil without it? In the section on the

letters to the editor of the Ilanga (Weekend 27

FebruarY-2 March 1986) the reader asked if education is

for the rich. those who can afford school uniforms or

for e\'erybody? Consider ing hom~ circumstances -of

certain pupils. the question of school uniforms still

remains.

Somei· ..
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Some teachers bring th~mselves lrito conflict with the

public by not' paying close attention to Departmental

regulations. For example. a pupil from one high school

in Umlazi lodged :a supreme court application to have

his expulsion" 'declared unlawful- and seeking

reinstatement as a standard ten pupil at the school.

In most cases he~~masters.simply·write"do not return

to this school n'ext year t" \'1i thout giving reasons for

the expulsion. This was the case 'with this student.

Hi~ affidavit points out that regulation RI.1755 dated

September. 1968 ~ontained in the Government Gazette

2175 does not provide for the expulsion of a'pupil in

the manner used by his principal. ~nly the s6hool

committee has the power to expel ~ny pupil from the

community school on grounds of im~orality. continual

misconduct. lack of cleanliness or any other reason

which the school, committee m~y regard of sufficient

-·importance to the school.

One or the m~in functions of th~ school is to transmit

~o the not-yet-adults norms. skills. attitudes and

character traits that have been validated by society.

It devol.ves on the teacher to do that. But in doing

'that the teacher is often guided by documents

desc!ibing what schools should teach. Authors of these

documents are usually whites and documents are usually

written as if they speak to the ne~ds of all social

groups. when in fact they may be accurately

representing concerns and perspectives of whites. When

the beliefs and values of the whites do not embrace and

affirm the beliefs and. values of South Africa's

raciallY and culturally diverse population. the teacher

is in a quandary. Should he remain merely a trasmitter

or conduit of knowledge or is he expe~ted to become an

analyser and interpreter of the cultural events as well

as experiences of .the past and present so that school

children may understand these through a different

perspective. For blacks in particular' the latter

position is imperative. Education should help black

school children to appreciate and remain sensitive to

the/ ..•
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the societal pressures ana anxieties. There is also a

pressing need foi -educational reconstruction. For

example the. sub-leader in the Star (July 23. 1985 p.

20) poInts out that history is a version of events as

seen througl1 the: eyes -of observer s.: In South Afr lea.

observer s who - wrote- school ~ooks: were whi te. Tlley

focused too heavily on Afrikaner history. too lightly

on black viewpoint's. History as a school subject

really needs rewriting. Children learn and develop

-p~ ejudices _ f rOlE. learning history. whethe-r it is a bias

agalns t . Lord Milner or against Zulus or agains t Beer s.

(The Star. July 2;3 •. 1·985 p. 20)

Du Preez (undated)' argues that there is no educational

system in existence that does not transmit values. The

question is what values are in fact brought home to the

child? She continues that it is the role of the school

-·to a6quaint pupils with their culture and their

society's philo~ophY and view of life. By acquainting

~bem with what the society to which they belong esteems

and reveres one helps children develop a sense of

belonging and loyalty. School ed~cation not only. .
determines the crlt~rion on which judgements are based.

but also-those elements whlc~ make up ideals, ideology

~nd goal~. Black society ~t ~resent 1s faced with m3ny

problems. Solutions. will be found when the school

actively engages in solving socia1 problems. Childs

. (l~74) observes that to say a school is 3n agent of

society is not the same as saying that it is the agent

of the state. The teacher should be free to examine a

broad range of beliefs, to express criticism and to

offer suggestions _to society's problems.

Counts (1969) has argued that teachers should give up

-their comfortable" role of being supporters of the

present social- system. They should take on the more

difficult task of social reformers. The teacher in

black schools finds himself in an invidious position in

this regard. Some people believe he Sh0Uld concentrate

on Inkatha values to the complete exclusion of the

discussion! .•.
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discussion of other org~nisations like the United

Democratic Front, ~ Cosas, Azaso, or African Na~ional

Con'grsss. l,t : is the task of the' black teacher to hp-lp

children achieve, ,a deepening awareness both of the

sociocultural reality as well as ,of ~heir capacity to

transform reality. A teacher should determine what

approach might help children learn to deal effectively.. . -' .... . .

with social problems and create a better'soci~ty. L.

Conflict at the instructional level concerns also the

child in ·his role as a customer choosing or rejecting

benefits' offered by- the school. B~nefits take many

forms including knowledge, skills. experience, years of

schoolihg seen as an asset in the search for a job that

will guarantee a fat pay pocket. A pupil who does not

like school may stay away. Continued absenteeism and

truancy may reflect the failure of the school to offer

~,boys and girls something for which they crave. Some

pupils who are disenchanted with school may come to

school but refuse to learL. They do not attend to

their ·work and Gisregard demands of their teachers.

Lack of commitment to the learning goals of the school

may characterise 'sections of school classes or whole
, ..

clas~es. ~~

:' .
. .

Children who are dissatisfied wi·th the education·

offered at schocl may harass the school, or the

authority responsible for the schoo'l. They may write

letters to th~ local press or they may enco.Jr age other

children to oppose their teachers. They may ''lage their

private battles against the establishment, or band

together to pres£ disagreement demanding some part in
.. .

the making of i the decisions which affect them. For

eXainpie. the,.issue of the Students Representative

Councils in schools for blacks has become a burning

·issue-. The 80weto. Paren ts' Comm! t tee is making a Join t

effort with students and teachers to recommend the

immediate. implementation of S.R.C.s in Soweto schools.

Parents and teachers believe SRCs will communicate

students/ .•. . '
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students· problems and frustrations to school

authorities. Leadership will address itself to

problems at the' schools and p~ovlde a degree of

contro~ and direction. (City Press, Mai 26 1985p. 2)

'With the present,chaos reigning in schools for ,black

children the choice" of children getting "better"

education is open only to thos~ ~arent~ who can afford

to opt out of the state schocl system and send their

children to private schools and the so-called

multiracial schools. These schools boast of Christian

values, smaller classes, ca,reful supervision, sound

study habits. examination successes, cultural

,activities, speech training, high grade accomodation

and many other considerations s~en as valuable. Some

families, unable to afford fee~,may still be able to

arrange to shift from one educational circuit to

~ another, thus choosing within th~ state'system. Once

again it is the monied parents who can manoeuvre in

t~is way to get a'better deal for their children.

A study by Gilbert (1982) on unrest in schools for
blacks revealed that complaints ·about the schools and

education system were much more widespre~d. The major

source of complaint was that punishmen~ i~ schools ~as

too ~evere OT inappropriate. The- respondents

complained about too many regula~Ions, 'and length of

school hours. Other com~laints'related to consequences

of "Bantu Edycation," namely that their education is

only for "Bantus." that the choice of subjects was not

related to careers, that- one cannot find work after

leaving school despite having some qualification and

that examination results are always late. Other'

responses referred to lack of claSsrooms or size of

classes. Poor physical facilities for example lack of

halls or laboratories or the bad physicl conditions such

as broken windows, no lights or lack of water were also

voiced out. Gilbert observes that a large number of

these complaints could be overcome by a more equitable

expenditure/ .•.
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expenditure on education in Bouth Africa. ne says
improving both physical facilities. to be equal to those

of white schools would go a long way to (emoving

. dissatlsfaction. - The I1anga (Y.arch 6-8.

report on the happenings at Phezulu High

reveal!ng on ~hes~ i~sues.· On Monday

3 .0£ March children. suddenly became violent

and shattered all school windows, and set ~lre in the

headmaster's office. Damage ~as estimeted at thousancs

of rands. The .)langa report points Ollt thet the

complaints of the children were that:

pupils complaln of the school buildink - t~ey are

too old and should be built anew.

theY should not .be punished corporally.

there should be a Students Reprosentative Council

formed in the school.

~'These children :unsuccessfullY attempted inviting

ch~ldren of the nelghbourir.g school to join in.

It is noteworthy that. according to the subl~adcr in

Dally· ·~e~s (March 7. 1956 p. 14), about s@venty-five

percent of the pupiLs in the new non-racial private
-

school Uthongathi are to be black. However, the school

1s to reg lster as a "whi te t
!" school. The commen t in the

leader is

"This represen ts no· prOOl.em -to the
edu~atlon authorities since the buildings
and facilities are planned to 'comply with
The regulations.' What better illustration
can there be of the dis~arity between black
cducation and white?~

T!lele is also a section of the black community

espousing the need for assurance of being able to

compete on equal terms with other race groups once
.

black pU~ils are through with their schooling. In

order to do this they are looking beyond equality of

facilities to an education philosophy that ensures that

the nature of teaching practice edticate~ one in a whole
sense of the word.

In the black system of education there is an escalation

of / ... "
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of violence. Causes of

school related, and. touch

chiidr·en-.

this violence are societal.

on personal backgro~nd of

Societal causes pertai~ ffiainly to the politicisation of

children ~ . by var 10us ·organisations.' I t should be

pointed out tha~ school going children have membe~ship. -
status in various organisations ,that" challenge the very

basis of today's education system for blacks. And w~

also note that education for blacks is criticised by . ",

'mc,.ny

who

point

organisataons for not turning out plack employees

are- in a position to compete a.t the employmen t

with· members' of othet racial groups. Black

cl1ildreh are poor at communication An English and

Afrikaans. a bad problem if it is recognised that most

employers belong to those 'language groups. Black

children tio not have a background strong enough in

. Mathematics and Physical Sciences. This gives them

difficulty in getting into technical colleges that

,shall open more employment"opportunities for them.

-
Present-day b!ack society is caught up in a time when

. violence seems to be a norm. Many blacks. and some

close' relatives of black children in schools have been.
involved ,in political violence. Violence is also

iinked with. power sports like so~cer, boxing and

karate. The competitive nature of today's black

society which pressures on peop.le to outdo each other is'

'also linked with hostility and violence. Th~ spirit of

co-operation, a value esteemed by blacks of yesteryear.

has given ground to competition. This is a value

,blacks have learnt from Westerners. It is an unhappy

fact that black children grow up in a situation and

environment with many models of a violont society.

They emulate these models to which, they are repeatedly

exposed through no choice of theirs.

School-related' violence is closely tied up with

administrative leadership. Often teachers in class may

take decisions which. in one way or another. conflict

with student interests and the headmaster is unaware of

th~m./...
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them. e.g. sending pupils ~o shops. Teachers may
unknowingly promote disruptive behaviour by respo~dtng

inappropriately to their students. For example, a

response such· as' ttyou imbecile" is bound 'to evoke

~ostility in a child. POOl or ineffective teaching

techniques and inadequate instructional materials may

lead to boredom and humiliation. That may foster

student violence.

The choice of school actr;i'ties within a school also
,.

poses problems. If meaningful choices to pupils are

not available children may rebel. Conditions that

provide

a child

for the

blacks

.' singing

a variety of alternative activities from which

is free to select what appeals to him or her

time being are impor tan t. In schools for

extramural . activities include soccer, netball.

and sco~ting. There is no attempt at I
ij

or follow a commercial stream. Without

hobbies

in pupils.

depend on

A· child

.. ' cultivating

originality

cur r iculUI!i

. p·ersonnel."

Mathematics.

that challenge creativity and

Subjects offered in the school

the availaoility of the teaching

may want to study Latin or

those provisions in school he may find himself having

to study AgrIculture. or Home Economics. subjects for

whfch he has no inclination. He may then canalise his

energies in disruptIve behaviour. There is a need for

a child to choose what he wants. What he needs is

n9arly in harmony with his choices and that is in

consonance with his development. Calvert (1976: 57)

righ~ly points out that

"a young <;hild cannot at all easily be induced
to do what he does not want to do anyway,
however much we are convinc~d it is what he
'needs' to do."

Calvert points out further that in the role of customer

the customer is, always right. Children have a right to

choose for themselves. and so in a measure to dictate

to the school. However. as a guide who Is leading the

not-yet-adult to adulthood. the teacher has a duty to

direct the ~hild's choices so that these choices will

help/ ...
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help the child. . There is sense in saying that every
teacher is a counselor. Chu~nyane (1983) recommends a

teacher-adviser syste~. In this system every classroom

teacher is assigned a number of pupils who are his or

her advisces. Pupils are drawn from different classes

and they meet their advisor for fifteen minutes every

morning before lessons commence. The purpose of this

system is to deliver guidance serviceR to all children

in the least costly manner and effectivelY. Teachers

are able to recognise student needs'and'provide most

forms of assistance because of their day-to-day contact

with students. This is especially true in schools for

black children where there are no guidance teachers or

school counselors. But for teachers to do this task

effectively guidance in-service plogrammes should be

organised. Teacher training colleges should expose

aspirant teachers to counselling techniques.

,,-, .:- -,;Focus on the per sonal! ty' of childr.en rests on the',. ~....

offenders .being viewed as having major mental and

emotional disorders that leave them unable to control

t~eir aggressive drives and antisocIal impulses. These
, "

are closely related to experiences in fh~familY that

go back to early childhood or that have persisted in,

the homa throughout the child-rearing years. Par~ntal

abuse. rejection.' neglect. and lack of affection

towards the child'seem to be more clearly part of the

destructive process:

A connection between a typi~[-l.l brainwave pa t tentS and

aggressive behaviour has been investigated. Children

with some neurological problems have been found more

susceptible

Graham aud

to aggressive or disru~tive behaviour.

Rutler (1968) found some evidence of I, ,

behaviour disturbance in thirty-four percent of

epileptic children. They also fcund that" chIldren with

lesions above the brainstem were significantly more

likely to show signs of behaviour disturbance in the

classroom than children whose lesions lay below the

brainstem.

Safer! ..•
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Sayer (1982) mentions lack. of academic success as a
factor. He argues that continued lack of success

academically leads to demoralisation. impaired

motivation. the aggravation' of existing behaviour

problems. and an increased likelihood of drop-out.

In many urban schoolsr the carrying of knives is

commonplace. The ~ajor problem with the ready

availability of weapons is that is increases !he

likelihood that they will be used. For example. in1985

a lot of weapons were found when the belongings of Kwa

Dlangezwa High School children were inspected. And it

is these children who murdered a night-watchman in that

year and seriously injured one another. The chaos in

school and the rate of vandalism was so high that

eventually the school had to be ~losed down for the

rest of the academic year.

J. Conclusion.

In ~thls chapter it is establIshed tha 1;. the school falls

within a widar social sys~em. This social system has

particular expectations about the role the school should

perform. However, there 1s no agreemsnt among those

directly involved with the task of schools:and how schools

should ·be effectively managed and wh~t areas of knowledge

. should be emphasised above others. It is reasonable then to

expect black society to analyse their goals for education

and 1ndicate the direction that they would like their

schools to take. Lt is only then that educational planners

will be able to plan education that responds to the needs

and goals. aspirations and expectations of students and

black society. Planners of education for blacks need

information on the state of black society, where it wants to

go, what it will require educationally to get there. They

mus~- examine cri~ically their education 'system and take

intelligent actions to improve its performance.

. ,
.,

'!
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CHAPTER li1

SOME ASPECTS DETERMINING THE NATuRE OF THE CURRICULUM FOR

BLACKS.

3.1 Introduction.

In this chapter it is argued that such educational

concerns as relating as they do to issues of authority

structures. social hierarchy and unequal resource

distribution are respon3es to the conditions of the

social existence of blacks. Educational ideologies

and public attitudes expressed in different media are

indicative of the potentials for both reactionary and

genuinely progressive educational crises. Concern of

this chapter relates to shared and lived principles of

the South African way of life characteristic of social

grou~s and social milieu. It aims at concentrating on

forms of consciousness as collectiveness and unity of

lived beliefs and their modes of expression: As Holly

(1977) points out:

"In the process of education. learning is
systematized. given a social organization which
reflects epistemologlcally the social relations
of the general society, but it is also made
subject to specific. personalized social
relations. The social organization lepresents
the social relations of education." (p.l81)

In its social organization South Africa is both

multicultural and multiethnic. In provision for

education cognisance has been taken by education

authorities that blacks form a category of their own

and education should cater for black interests and

promotion of black identity. But blacks themselves

have not appreciated this fact in the same way as

state authorities have done. Blacks demand education
.

that will make them socially competent in the greater

South African society. Vilakazi (1983) refers to a

"socio-cultural jacket." He argues that

Education/ ...
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"Education f0r the Afrir.an child must help him
to resist the oppressor's ideological
orientation." (p.13)

and that:

"African education, for its part must reject
all attempts to develop away from that common
destiny into small ethnic enclaves which will
have neither meaning nor relevance for the
future lives of ou: children." (p.16)

3.2 Power relations.

In South Africa white authority is dominanL and

tnterests of whites ar9 to a large degree promoted to

,their satisfaction. Coherence and order in this

society are fou~ded on force and constraint, on the

domination of whites and the subjection of blacks.
~

Christie (lS85) mentions that in l884·the control

and organisation of schools for blacks became the

res~onsibility nf the Government Council of Education.

Separate curricula were drawn up for African schools

and a system of inspection was introduced. She points

out that if we look generally at education in the

Transvaal, Orange Free State and Natal, we see that

these provinces set up education systems which

reflected their needs in those days. Certainly,

they met the needs of the ruling groups;

patterns of segregation along colour "lines were set

up early on. Almost always, black people and white

people went to different schools.

The implication of this segregation in education is

aptly captured by Nkomo (1981) who argues that the

actual goal of education of blacks was to turn out

a semiliterate industrial force to meet the needs

of an expanding economy. In a racially defined

society such as South Africa. he adds. the

stratification of labour along racial lines is

institutionalised.

Whites/ ••.
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Whites get stable jobs with higher wages and a

future. while blacks get high-turnover. dead-end,

. low-wage jobs. Education of blacks was designed

to ensure the subordinate position of blacks in the

South African social and political hierarchy.

Nkomo (1981) also refers to Murphy's (1973) doctoral

dissertation which reflects the way in which the

official curriculum contains elements that might

serve to reinforce the idea that Africans are of

inferior status

The geography syllabi stress the uniqueness of the

various homelands within 'an interdependent economy.

and portray the role of blacks as junior rather

than equal partners.

History syllabi. ira focusing'on the building of a

modern republic.emphasise white development and

denigrate values. customs. institutions and

historical events in th9 life of blacks.

Religion classes mandatory in lower classes in

schools for blacks, emphasise love. joy. peace,

long suffering. kindness. faithfulness.

gentleness. justness. truth. inner compassion.

humility and thankfulness. charity and love.

Separation of nations and races in South African

theology is presented as divinely ordained and any

atte~pt to alter the status quo is to defy God

apd His will.

Citizenship and good conduct emphasize

submissiveness to employers. territorial

authorities. central government institutions

and respect for the influx control ~ystem and

the value of the reference book.' (At present

the latter two aspects have been scrapped by the

central government with a view to ameliorating

the effects of their enforcement to ~lacks).

The/ •.•
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The white-dominated government through its educa~ional

agencies

Content

rigorously guard what is taught in schools.

of textbooks, examinations and detailed lesson

which described the content of a typical

plans

J)anaher

report

are rigidly controlled

(1984) observes. He

by the. government as

cites a New York Times

textbook used in black education. This reader seemed.
to define a rural habitat as Lhe natural one for black

children.

"Thus these urban children read about black
children of t~eir age who hunt ra~bits with
bows and arrows when they 8r~ not weaving
baskets." (quoted in p.169)

From the discussion above it follows that the dominant

whites have produced for black schools curricula that

attempt to indicate economic and political

relationships in the society. These schools are

colonialist. Schools are big farms where submission to

authority is the watchword. In these farms inferiority

is planted but different defiant plants are now coming

. up. These schools further the cause of intellectual

colonisation of black children. Freire is cited by

Carnoy (1974) as regarding the colonial situation as

the culture of silence. Carnoy adds that:

"The colonial element in 3chooling is its
attempt to silence, to rationalize the
irrational, and to gain acceptance for
structures which are oppressive A
nation or a people will not choose to be
economically exploited or culturally
do~inated. They must be colonized to
accept that role." (p.19)

Viewing this discussion from the point of power·

relations in the South African society we aver that

on the whole the life of blacks is dominated by the

control whites have over them economically, socially

and politically. This control filters through to the

educational structures. Who a black is and how
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much he gets of the resources available in society

is a function of the decisions of whites. As

Carnoy ~(1974) points out:

"a school that colonizes students and is rooted
. In inequality has its counterpart in a school
system that provides one type of schooling for the
wealthy and another for the poor." (emphasis in
original) (p. 27).

The depiction of societal ne&ds in South Africa as

congruent with the fullest development of individual

ability of blacks is clearly at odds with the current

functioning of thG education system for blacks. The

private sector has begun to highlight two major issues,

namely:

the failure of education system for bl~cks to

provide an effective educational base for

education.and training; and

the overall need to create vastly increased

opportunities and facilities for vocRtional

and technical education.

The private sectors

private organisations

.example, the Career

have stepped in by supporting

rendering a useful service, for

Information Centre in Durban

assisting in the provision of career guidance in soge

schools for blacks; the Urban Foundation that builds

schools and other comunity centres; the Learn Fund

which assists in the provision of classro~ms,end many

others. Mobil educational programmes and its social

bursary schemes granting bUfsaries without financial

constraints are some of the piojects aiming at helping

black children acquire better education.

Koenderman (1983) in his article "On thd way to Social

Justice" quotes O'Malley who argues that

"From a business point of view, an illiterate
person will he an inefficient one and therefore
always poor.
"So the provision of education is also an

Attack/ ..•
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attack on poverty and inequality. A sound
educational POI1CY, combined with equality of
opportunity is an important step on the way to
social justice." (p.12)

3.3 Historical development of black schooling.

Before blacks were subjugated and colonised by whites

education was informal. A ~hild acquired and

accumulated knowledge, skills, attitudes and insights

from his daily experiences and exposure to the

traditio11al environment. The home. significant adults

around him and peers exerted the educative influences

that would help him on his way to adulthood. There

were initiation ceremonies and rituals as part of the

educative experience. History and past traditions

were transmitted to the not-yet-adults orally through

the songs,poems, legends and stories ..

When

with

the Dutch settlers came to the Cape they brought

them a tradition of religious education. The

first school was for slaves to stimulate them to

attention while at school. anG to induce them to learn

the Christian prayers. In 1815 the British occupied

t-he Cape. During the first quarter of the 19th

. century missionaries who had arrived set up mission

stations in many parts of the country.

Evangelising

themselves in education of blacks.

positions

involving

in

blacks so that they would take up

the church was one of their motives in

In 1841

the Cape government began to give financial assistance

to these mission schools and that was the step of the

government putting its foot into the education of

blacks. Molteno in Kallaway (1984) observes that the

character of white supremacy is seen even in these

early educational attempts. He cites the views of the

Cape Superintepdent-General of Education who

maintained in 1889

government
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of the European color.ists as holding the
influence. social and political. Sons and

daughters of color.ists had to have at least such an

education as their peers in Europe enjoy. with such

local modifications as will fit them to maintain their

unquestioned superiority and supre~acy. Blacks on the

other hand were mainly seen .as hewers of ~ood and

drawers of water. Langham Dale wrote in a report in

1868 that:

"For the educated African tbere is no
opening. He may be qualified to fill the
post of a clerk. but either there is no
dem&nd for such persons." (quoted by
Christie p. 38) "

There was also fear that was continually haunting the
colonialists. namely that doctrines that were inimical

to the established order might "be disseminated. So at

"this early date st~ps were taken to establish state

control over who shall be permitted to teach and what

should be taught. Christie (1985) refers to a

statement "made in 1881 to the Natal Native Commission.

It points out that if the blacks are to be taught at

all. they should be taught industry. The great bulk of

blacks must work with their hands in order to gain an

honest living. To teach them to read and write.

without industrial education is not doing them any

good.

After the Anglo-Boer War the British concentrated on

developing a system of free. compulsory education for

whites between the ages of seven and sixteen. Black

children were left out in the cold. For blacks.

education remained in the hands of missionaries. There

were continual shortages of money. While a few blacks

achieved high levels of education. most received

virtually no schooling .

Up until 1910 mission schools throughout the country

Were! ...
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were generally uncoordinated. offering for the most

part a European classical curriculum. After the Act

of the Union in 1910. education for blacks remained

primarily a missionary undertaking. Subsidisation by

the government was grossly inadequate~ During the

years 1925 to 1935. the number of black children

increased by nearly sevent-five percent· while

expenditures over the same period rose by only fifty

percent· Conditions in most schools were appalling.

Children were congested and when education

departments did not provide sufficient teachers

missionary societies. rather than turn aw&y children,.

resorted to unqualified tutors whom they paid a

·minimal wage.

In 1949 the Nationalist government set up a

commission under the chairman of Dr W.W.M. Eiselen.

This commission was asked, among other things, to

formulate plans designed to provide education for

blacks as an independent race, in ~hich their past

and present, their racial qualities, their

distinctive ~haracteristics and aptitudes, and their

~eeds under ever-changing social conditions were

taken into consideration. The Commission brought out,..
its report in 1911. The general conclusion was that

education for blacks needed statewide planning and

control that would develop schools the functions of

which were closely related to an overall government

programme. for social and economic development of the

black community. The fun~tional value of the school

of transmitting black cultural heritage was

highlighted. Eaucation of blacks was geareu to what

the dominant whites saw as important to maintaining

the cultural identity of blacks. Control had to be

centralised, syllabi were to be adapted to the way of

life of blacks and vernaculars of Blacks had to be

enforced in all schools.

The/· ••
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The Eiselen Commission also emphasised the impoltance·

of vocational training, geared to the needs of the

economy. A suggestion was made that vocational schools

be established for a range of training. depending on

actual and potential avenues of training. Vocational

schools had to be created in order to train black

children

commerce

for occupations in the public services.

and industry. Agricultural schools were

proposed in order to train blacks as demonstrators.

supervisors. or handymen on farms belonging to reserves

for blacks and to trusts.

The appointment of bl~cks to senior posts in the

teaching service was recommended.

The establishment of private schools for blacks was

deemed unnecessary. Where such schools existed. they

had to be registered and comply with regulations laid

down by the state. They would.be subject to state

inspection. On the basis of the Eiselen Commission

Report. the Bantu Education Act (Act 47 of 1953) was

drawn up and passed. This Act gave wide powers to the

Minister of Native affairs, such as from time to time.

by regulation prescribe courses of instruction to be

given to schools; decide upon the medium of

instruction. lay down conditions of service ef

teachers. conditions of admission and exclusion of

pupils, provide for religious irrstructlons in schools;

as weil as ensure that advisory boards on edllcation of

blacks were established. (Benr. 1984)

This Act demonst~ate3 clearly the stance adopted by the

government vis-a-vis blacks. It views education of

blacks within the context of social segregation of

blacks from whites. To them a black child should also

be educated for life in a separated community. Dr H.F.

Verwoea. then Minister of Native Affairs is quoted by

Jones in Rose (1970) as saying before the

Senate/ ...
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Senate in 1954

""It is the policy of my department that (Bantu)
education should have its roots entirely in
the Native argas and in the Native
environment and Native community ... There is

"no place for him in the European community

~. above the level of certain forms of labour.
Within his community all doors are open." (p.68)

The then Minister of Native ~ffairs pointed !hat the
erstwhile school system practically misled the black
man by pointing-out to him the grGe~ pastures of the
European.

In their analysis of Bantu Education Christie and

Collins in Kallaway (1984) view it as geared towards

the reproduction of labour so vital for the needs of

capitalist accumulation in general. It was formulated

in the inter~sts of the socio-economic needs.

"The historically changing reproduction of labour
is the thread which holds together all African
schooling policies in South Africa where from
the beginning the early White settlers set up
a labour exploitativ~ state." (p.131)

The period 1976 onwards ha~ beAn characterised by a

series of events which demand a closer look into the

education of blacks. Riots erupted in various parts

of the country. These riots involved to a major

",

extent school children who boycotted classes, "\ ~

committed acts of vandalism in schools and thereafter

took to the s~reets. The government appointed

Mr. Justice P.M. Cillie to investIgate the causes of

the unrest. The Report of this Commission was tabled

in Pailiamen: on 29 February 1980.

The Commission found that there was considerable

dissatisfa~tion with education for blacks. There was

~issatisfaction with the standard of education, the

quality of teaching, school buildings and equipment.

Pupils also voiced their opposition to the enforcement

Of / •••
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of Afrikaans as medium of instruction. They viewed

that &s calculated to make them submissive to the

whites that they would ever remain 'the slave of the

oppressor' (Behr. 1984: 197)this statement:

With the 1980 schools boycott which started in the Cape

and rapidly spread throughout the country. causes

started as school-based. but issues of a wider nature

were fmmediately drawn in a statement quoted by

Christie (1985: 245) on this issue i~ indicative. She

attributes to a student in 1980

" ••..•We. the students. cannot shake the
government ..... We have got to link up our
struggle with the struggle of the black workers.
Our parents have got to understand that we will
not be 'educated' and 'trained' to become slaves
in apartheid-capitalist society. Together with
our parents we must try to' work out a new
future."

The unrest of 1976 and 1980 resulted in action by the

. government. The government requested the Human

Sciences Research Council to conduct an in-depth

investigation into all facet~ of education. embracing

all population groups in the country. Prof. J.P. de

Lange. Rector of the Rand Afrikaans University was
, ,

appointed chairman. The investigation covering all

levels of edlIcation had to be conducted in the light of

the present educational situation. the population

composition in South African society and the means that

can be made available for education in th6 national

economy. The committee's report recognised that black

education was indeed in a perilous state.

The final report was tabled in Parliament in October.

1981. It enunciated eleven principles. SOille of which

are the following:

1. Equal opportunities for education. including equal

standards in education: for every inhabitant.

irrespective of race. colour. creed or sex.

2. Positive/ ..•
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2. Positive recognition of ~hat is common as well as

diverse in the religious and cultural way of lif~

and the languages of the inhabitants.

3. Education to meet the needs of the individual

as well .as those of society and economic

development taking into acccunt maupowar needs.

The De Lange Report recommended a stngle department of

education for all.

In 1983 the Government. in its White Paper. accepted

the major guiding principles, bUt did not to acceed to

the recommendation of a single education department

for all. Education is considered an "own affair" S0,

each national group will decide on its own education

policy, the so-called independent states will control

·their education and the blacks will be given special

~ . consideration by the minister of general affairs.

The White Paper emphasised that education should

comply with the aims of self-determination for each

population group. Education would be administered as

an "own affair" in separate departments for whites.

Coloureds and Indians. and education for blacks would

be ~ubject to general policy in a fourth department.

The administration of general affairs and co6rdi~ation

would be delegated to a fifth cabinet minister. who

would nave the same status as the Ministers

responsible for own educational matters. The creation

of five Ministers of Education means that "greater"

South Africa, including the ten national and

independent states will have fifteen Ministers of

Education and nineteen education departments. There

will be a Minister for Macro-policy and General

Affai~s. a Minister for the education of blacks

outside the "homelands" and three own affair s

Ministers dealing with education in white, coloured,

and Indian communities.

The/ .•.
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The report also proposed the establishment of a range

of new bodies, councils and committees to implement

and coordinate various functions of education at each

level in .the f 1ve depar tmen ts.

At the central governmont level, a single ministry

will be responsible for determining ~acro-policy and

for monitoring and coordinating the implementation of

this policy.

In the White Paper, the government distinguiahed

between macro-policy which tncl~des all financing

guidelines and standards for syllabuses, and executive

policy that applied to education by executive bodies

in the line with the approved macro-policy.

An advisory council, known as the South African

"Council for Education, would advise the Minister

responsible for general educational matters.

Provision was made for separate advisory councils for

'each race- group at school lev~l (including teacher

training), and for tertiary education.

A Committee on Education Structures, with a Research

Committee on Education" Structures would advise the

Minister responsible for general educational matters

on issues such as conditions of service.

councils

The Government would

registering body for

teachers'professional

divided.

also e"stabllsh

all race

would

one central

groups, but

be racially

Each education department would also have a Committee

of Heads of Education for school and teacher training.

r-t would be drawn from a, provincial education

department, the "own" education department and the

"general" education department to advise and

coordinate various departments.

The White Paper

undertakes to provide equal opportunities in
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education for each child. irrespective of race;

emphasises the importance of technical education

to meet manpower needs of commerce and industry;

accepts that the medium of instruction of all

pupils until standard nine is vernacular. but

appreciates Lhat in the case of certain population

groups the question of the language medium in

teaching may give rise to particular problems of a

special nature;

stands by the principle of Christian national

education;

stands oy each race group having its own schools

and own education authority;..'

accepts that parents should choose their children's

schools "within the framework of the policy that

each race group is to have its o~n schools."

The Government agreed to a compensatory educational

programme to eliminate the backlog in education of

blacks and to provide equal opportunities and

standards.

Parents from each population group would now have a

say in the educational endeavour at local level

t~rough their participation in advisory committees.

They would be expected to contri6ute more to the

financing of education through levies. and it will

depend on the community concerned to what extent

education of an equal quality does in fact develop.

The government also accepted the recommendation that

children should have nine years of compulsory

education and six years of compulsory school

attendance an education up to standard four.

subject to consultation with the communities.

Thel· ..
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The Government also agreed to establish a central

statutory certifying council to set standards for

syllabuses and examinations.

The De Lange Commission Report should be read with n

view to understanding the circumstances that plague the

education of blacks. The quality of education is so

low that blacks who have completed all or part of
-."

their schooling suffer from g8neral inadequacy: large

weaknesses in their backgrounti knowledge. a la~k of

confidence and independence and an inability to

cope with the demands of modern society. Blacks in

commerce. industry and the universities find that

their schooling certificates have not prepared them

adequately for positions they held or gave them

sufficient background to tackle advanced studies in

technikons.

The financial Mail (May 22. 1981) sees the major

cause· of· failure as the consistent and deliberate

lack of financial commitment to education of blacks.

it quotes Peter Nixon. PFP spokesman on education in

the Transvaal Provincial Council who notes that real

expenditure on education as a percentage of the

national budget has decreased from nineteen percent

to fifteen percent over the period 1970 to 1980. And

blacks have been the losers. The amount spent on

White education in 1978-79 WaS RI 009 million. while

only R258 million (includiug non-independent

homelands) 'was spent on blacks. At the same time.

the black pupil intake shot up fifty-one percent in

that year.

Another problem that plagues the education of blacks

is the high rate of dropouts. They drop out at

school levels that are too low to enable them to be

good market value in places of employmen t. Elliot

(1985) notes that. of those pupils who began

Schooling/ •..
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schooling in 1963 only 1,9~ percent completed twelve

years of schooling. He continues that if one estimates

the total number of blacks in South Africa who have

completed twelve years on schooling and compares this

with age education profiles from France. it is

significant that a higher ~ercentage of the French

population had twelve years of 'schooling in 1850 than

blacks in South Africa today. 135 years later. In 1850

five percent of the population in France had twelve

years' education as against 0.8 percent of blacks in

South Africa in 1980. It is therefore important that

top priority be given to increasing the number of

adolescents in secondary education if blacks are ~o

enter skilled occupations in any significant number.

Education of blacks has become a mass system of

education and it is plagued by quantitative expansion

at the expenso of qualitative impr0vement. As the

number of secondary schools entrants escalates, the

proportion of pupils of average and below average

ability increases. This factor depressed success rates

in eAternal examinations. It is ther6fore imperative

that a number of support programmes should be

initiated. Pedagogic implications of soci6ties, games

and sports should be looked into and their comparative

efficacy as educational ventures should be assessed.

Media of mass communications sho~ld also be used for

this purpose.

Another consequence of quantitative expansion in the

education of blacks is lack of enough competent

teachers. This factor contributes to a lowering of the

quality of education and a drop in standards. Elliot

(1985) notes that only about twenty percent of the

teaching staff in schools for blacks have academic and

professional qualifications that are in all respects

similar to those of teachers in white

Schools/ ...
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schools. In 1982 sixteen perc_~.mt of secondary school

teachers in schools for blacks did not themselves have

senior certificate/matriculation and only thirty~six

p~!cent had a qualification to teach in secondary

schools. Black teachers are. accordingly compelled to

engage in rigid and defensive teaching

-
"because they have lost self'-respect. feel
vulnerable and insecure. and cannot cope with
tr.e new generation of socially and politically
aware pupils who question established values."

(Financial Mail May 29.1981 p.~OOl).

Traditional teaching methods ~ith an emphasis on

.textbook learning discourage question and discussion.

However the pedagogic principle is that the subject

must be adapted to the consciousness of the pupil. and

here order of procedure and the exposition depend upon

-the stage which he has reached intellectually. for the

special manner of the instruction must be conditioned

by this.

In an atteillpt to upgrade the qualifications of

teachers the government has decided to phase out all

tiaining courses with an entrance requirement below

standard ten. However. the great majority of the

lntake at colleges for blecks. who have only minimum

entrance qualifications and serious gaps in their

knowledge. are the products of an inferior education

system into which they are being rechanl1elled. The

situation is being exacerbated by the fact that not

enough people are graduating to fill the teaching

posts that are being generated by the rapid expansion

of secondary schools. Education. in contrast to other

industries, is both a pr0ducer and consumer of high

level manpower and competes with the private sector.

which _keeps ahead of the government by offering more

attractive salaries.

Teachers also complain of low salaries. poor working

conditions and poor treatment meted out to them. It

is. for example quite indifensible that in many
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instances teachers work for six months before

receiving their first salaries. How does one teach in

an empty stomach? The Financial Ma~l (May 29, 1981)

mentions that in the view of black, Coloured and

Indian teachers its approach i~ that the education

system is not designed for the benefit of those who

receive it, b~t to implement government policy,

teachers are pressured by inspe~tors to complete the

syllabus whether the child understands or not. There

is a crippling emphasis on written work. Principals

appointed by the department allegedly monitor

political behaviour with assistance from inspectors.

One other problem in education is the limitation ef

consumer choice. Parents and pupils have to consider

schools in their immediate environment. If these

schools offer weak tuition or a limitec range of

subjects pupils will suffer, but' do almost nothing

with that unless their parents are of a fairly sound

economic ~tanding to send them to boarding schools or

private institutions. Pupils who attend schools in

d~prived areas are unlikely to receive the same

stim~lating experiences as those from wealthy areas.

In thiS 'way Marais (19.83) contends, societal

stratification is reinf6rcea by a system that does not

permit individuals the right to exercise free choice

in their own best interests.

Schoeman (1981) mentions, amongst other things,

unrealistic attitudes towards education leading in the

first instance!o a confusion of equating certificates

with competence. An obtained senior secondary

certificates is regarded as a status symbol entitling

the holder to membership to an elite class. Its

: attainment becomes a short- term ambition unrelated to

the true relationship between qualifications,

experience and productivity.

Holders of such certificates seldom pause to reflect

Upon! ...
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upon the marketability of the skills they have

acquired. When these school-leavers find themselves

within the pool of the unemployed they become

frustrated and find fault in the system of education.

The need to earn cash arad a gnawing desire to enjoy

"comfortable" life tends to divert from school man)

pupils who might otherwise have continued on more

"advanced levels of schooling. SchoGm3n notes that too

many blacks in South Africa interpret educational

attainments in socia-political rather than realistic

eco~omic terms.

There is also a linguistic problem to be contended

with. Black children in the lower levels of schooling

are taught to read and write in the vernacular. In

later years tuition is given in one of the official

languages, because of the increasingly technical

nature of education. Black children at this point

suffer from a natural and inescapable disadvantage.

Christie (i985) quotes a Soweto Primary School teacher

who complain~ about difficulties with the language

switch from vernacular to English. She points out

that Standard Three pupils can hardly speak a word in

English which is supposed to become the medium of

instruction. These pupils eventually show evidence of

a lack of a basic tool they need, namely, competence

in the language of instruction. They then :esort to
rote learning. swallowing notes wholesale. If

anything is framed in a different form so that they

are forced to think the problem through, they have

enormous problems. The Financial Mail (May 22,1981)

cites Hartshorne. consultant at Wi~s University's

Centre for Continuing Education, who pointed out that

the issue is not primarily one of racial

discrimination in syllabuses on the matriculation

examination. The problems are under-achievement, poor

preparation. an excess of formal textbook learning.

Limited/ ...
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limited background knowledge and an iilsdequate command

of English. the prime medium of instructio~.

Textbook writers and chief examiners in the upper

levels of education in the system of blacks are whites.

There is then a dilution of traditions and values held

in esteem by blacks. Cognizance has to be taken of the

"hidden curriculum" inherent in subjects like histOlY.

literaturp. and religious studies. where subtle and

insidious influences can be exerted for the purposes of

indoctrination. All forms of negative indoctrination

are abhorred. A textbook writer cr teacher should not

use his influence to manipulate pupils in manner likely to

distort the pupil's ability to assess evidence

critically on his own.

Black parents in som~ cases. in their desperation and

concern. are prepared to pay high private school fees

for the sake of their children's educatio~. The Natal

Mercury (April 17. 1986) quotes Jardine. the Rector of

Micheal House. who praises private schools for a

liberal tradition. free and open relationship between

pupil and. teacher. These schools produce·

thinking people who can contribute to society. Private

schools provide more individual education with smaller

classes and enriched curricula. and were largely

.religious based. They also offered a measure of choice

for pupils within a framework of compulsory activities.

Jardine. in the same report. quoted a 1978 Human

Sciences Research Council report on private schools.

This report found that private school pupils appeared

to be better educated; spent more time on homework;

attended smaller classes; received more attention from

teachers; had a more positive attitude towards their

work; spent more time on cultural activities and were
...... ".

more inclined towards religion than pupils at

provincial schools. It is this type of education that

isle ..
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is envied by blacks. but unfortunately, financial

constraints make it a plivilege of only a few. The

education system of blacks is not near making such

provision available to the black masses. Hence

sporadic riots and acts of vandaltsm and arsor..

In South Africa education is an "own" affair. hence

fifteen education departments ~f the homelands are

considered. But the government keeps rigid control

over the education system. Teachers have to be

regibtered. The government sets out codes of behavi0ur

for te~ch~rs. They cannot teach what they like - the

government has brought forward Cl "core" syllabus.

Homelands may be said to be responsible for their own

budgets and spending on education, but the central

governmen t gives them the money. I t also gives

professional and technical help. In 1984 pupils

demanded democratically elected student Representative

Councils. -The government responded by offering to set

up SRC's along certain lines .
.

The point at issue here is why is there such a rigid

structure of education in a situation where blacks

themselves are under-represented. Curriculum planne!s.

currIculum designers and Regiohal directors of

Education are all white. Will these alien officers be

sufficiently sensitive to aspirations and expActations

of blacks and theIr societal pressures? No.

Education departments lay down syllabuses for school

subjects. Material included here has been carefully

selected from a wide array ef knowledge areas. What is

their basis for curricular emphasis? Why is it that

legal studies are not included in the secondary school

syllabus when blacks often find themselves in conflict

with the law to a point that they form the majority of

the prison population? Social workers often complain

of the high rate of family disorganisation and
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breakdown in urban black families. What contribution

can the school syllabus make to alleviate this

situation?, In urban slums where blacks reside one is

greeted by a putrid stench of r0t and heaps of rubbish

in every street corner? Why is garbology not taught in

schools so that blacks are made dirt and rubbish

conscious? Through their belief in witchcraft and

their penchant for using traditional cures blacks are

very much prone to poisoning. They are also not

soph~sticated enough to understand the reason for

following the physiciails directions in the use of

prescriptions. Why is toxicology not taught in the

educational system for blacks? These examples

highlight the fact that schools teach only a small part

of the collective knowledge of society. Societies have

to select what their schools should teach frcm a whole

ranga- of knowledge. However, Young (1971) argues that

these choices reflect the values and beliefs of

Qominant groups in the society at a particular time.

In the South African scene the dominant groups are

whites, so they choose what they want blacks to learn .

. Young relates people who have power to the decision of

knowledge that schools shou)d teach. The school

curriculum itself reflects'what people in power thinx

is important.

There 1s a general feeling of distrust between the

government and the community of blacks when it comes to

educational matters. Whatever step is taken it is

looked at with a critical eye. For example, the

government has accomodated in its policy compulsory

education. This implie~ that parents who send their

children to school must sign an undertaking to keep

their children in these schools for a set period of

time. . According to a Ci~y Press report quoted by

Christie (1985) two years after the Government

introduced this scheme ,a mere six percent of those

PUPils/ •.•
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pupils eligibl.e are takii1g liart. This report points

out that top educationists viGW the failure of the

scheme implemented in areas where school committees opt

for it. as caused by parents' distrust of the system.

It means that it is up to ~he parents to make certain

that children don't boycett or miss school. If they do

then they have broken a contract and can be justifiably

expelled. This is just another way ,to force childrerl

to attend school without changing the content of the

schooling against which chil~ren h~~e .been protesting.

The Conference on National Education Crisis Committee

in Durban during the Easter weekend of 1985 decided

that pupils should return to school and call off their

boycott. This call demonstrated black leaders'

determination and concern. D~spite the call the

Department of Education and Training suspended classes

at Lamontville High School. The Government does not

trust the genuineness of the call.A Natal Mercury r?port

(April 9. -1986) notes that education officials have

hinted that the Government would not like classrooms

used for alternative education or for· political

mobilisation. hence the potential for fUTther clashes.
.'

The New Nation (April 10-23. 19861 says that Pretoria

has attacked the resolution as a strategy to instigate

student action within school p:emises more easily.

Scepticism

parents and

see their

resolution

system is

over this call i~ also in the minds of some

children. Although parents would like to

children educated. some feel that the

might imply that the current education

"normal". Reverend Tsele of the Soweto

Parents' Crisis Committee is quoted in the New Nation

report as saying that despite the misunderstanding,

there is a great awareness among people that children

do-not have to boycott schools to fight the system.

Black paJents are so concerned with the education of

their children that they even have to have a say

In/ ...
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in curricular matters. Tsele speaks of a system wher~

parents have the right to veto specific textbooks or

recommend prescribed books. Should par~nts and pupils

b~ suspicious of a book they must have the right to

reject it. N~ted also are examples from bantustan

schools, where pupils are being taught the kind of

history that projects the chi~fs as heroic achievers.

Tsele as quoted in the New Nation report concludes

"So long as we have this type of thing in our
schools. students will always fight for justice."

In the light of observations about the education of

blacks and amidst resolutions tabled by parents of

black children and black children themselves and noting

the reactions of education depar tmen ts in this regard it

is still to be seen what shape the aftermath of the De

Lange Commission Report will take. At present the

crisis in the education sys~em of blacks is still with

us for the forseeable future. In circles of blacks

there is a spirited talk of formulating a replacement

for the present 'gutter eGucation'. The Natal Mercury

report quotes a pupil who argues that education in this

country as it was formulated by Dr. Verwoed, then

Minister of Bantu Education, is meant to subjugate

blacks, keep them hewers of wood and drawers of water.

Blacks have been protesting vahemently about this, but

hitherto, Go~einMent ha~ done n6thing. This pupil then

concludes

"Now it is up to us to take the initiative, to
change this piosonous education we are being fed
and to make something fruitful. Governruent has
failed us and it is up to the black man to fight
his way through." (p. 6)

3.4 The ~ocio-economic Qontext.

South ~frica emerged from the second world war with a

more powerful industrial base.

Commercial Union under the

Kadalie had noted

Recognition/ ...
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When the economic depression came to an end the way was

clear for the economy to expand rapidly over the next

decade. This it did on the basis of the massivs

increases in the gold price that fuelled accumulation

in agriculture and secondary industry as well as

directly in mining. It also strengthened the alliance

between sections' of capital and white workers through

which racial oppression was increased. by the franchise

and land legislation of 1936. and' the black urban

legislation of 1937. During this period the Afrlkaner

nationalist movement secured its social base.

- ~rganisations were founded. and these were opposed to

British ~conomic and political power. These

-organisations deliberately set about establishing a

ba~e for Afrikaner capital that was built upon steadily

in the decades that followed.

Harsh conditions imposed on the labour of blacks during

preceding years created a potentially explosive

situation. A high inflation rate during the war.

- combined with the deterioration of subsistence

agriculture in the reserves as well as a more stringent

application of racist legislation to the detriment of

blacks, led to a massive resurgence of opposition to

employers and the state. In 1946 the m03t serious

resistance yet occured when 76 000 black mineworkers

came out on a strike that was eventually broken by

police repression. During this period South Africa's

industries were still relatively weak. To remain

competitive South African capital could not afford

reform that would encourage an upward drift in wage.

Rising militancy amongst blacks was met with an

Intensification/ .••
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of the oppressive apparatus

destruction of organisations

expression to the demands

South Africa was badly hit by the recession of the late

1960s and the early 1970s as· tha growth rate in

industry plu~meted and unemployment levels of blacks

soared. In 1973 black workders' resistance erupted in

a huge strike wave that swept throu~h Natal and later

other areas of the country. In 1974 viclence broke out

in the mines as black work~rs revolted against

conditions of employment. These strikes heralded on

emerging wave of workers' struggle that was to fuel the

riots that erupted in Soweto in 1976.

Conditions of blacks in South Africa today emerge from

the history of expoitation of natural resources.

Capitalist development and industrialisation owed the

speed of their advancement to the ultra exploitation of

the black labour force.

Capitalist relations of

domiuate and determine

South African society.

production quickly began to

the development of the whole

Blacks, driven from the land

they once occupied, restricted to reserves later known

as Bantustans found it impossible to. meet their needs

through subsistence economy on the available land.

They then resorted to se~ling their labour power on the

expanding capitalist ma.rket. The ruling class of

whites then· established an elaborate system of

institutions to ensure maintenance of cheap labour

supply, namely the reserves. the compound system, the

colour bar and influx control, the latter only now

being on its way out.

Blacks find themselves at the lowest socio-economic

rung. According to the New African Yearbook (1981-2)

child labour is reported to be practiced on a large

scale, often as a family's only means of survival.

Thel· ..
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Consumption expenditure is the most important item in

the averagB South African's budget. The 1975 results

of quintennial survey by the Bureau of Market Research

of the University of South Africa showed that about

l5.1percent ~ of the total consumption expenditure by
..... -- - -"~.- ,

whites in the main metroplitan areas is allocated to

food. In the case of Asian. black and Coloured

population groups it is 30,0; 34.6 and 31.7 percent

respectively. (Official Yearbook of the Republic of

South Africa 1983 p. 342.) It is.noteworthyin this

regard that blacks. who generally are paid less than

any other population group spend more on food that the

than the rest of the eroups.

Marais (1985) observes that the nominal average monthly

,earnings of employees in the various'population groups
.",

grew between 1971 and 1981. But the absolute earnings·

gap between blacks and whites in real 'terms increased

marginally. Real earnings were consid~rably lower for

blacks and. there was also th~ greater probabili ty of

being unemployed in the case of blacks.

Lobking at the relationship between ihe e~ono~ically

activo members of each racial group and ave!age 'annual

earnings ~arais (ibid) notes that whereas 87.4 percen~ .

of economically active blacks earne~ less than Ri 4~q.

per annum. only 10.4 per cent of whites were in this

position in 19S0. SImilarly. while 2~2 percent. o~

economically active blacks earned over R8 400 per

annum. 37.7 percent of whites r~ce1ved incomes in this

category and' over .half of thi's ~roup earn~d at least

Rl2 000 per annum. . 23 per-cent of the economically

active population of blacks earned less than RI 200 a

year. while only 4.5 percent of economically active

whites were in this position.

Individual earnings are a function of many variables

.'

',1
I

including. amongst other thing,s. na tur al abil! ty.

socto-economic background. geographical place of employment. ,

iThe/ .••
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The overworked soil in the homelands in unable to

support masses of people living in rural areas. and
~ .

eighty-five percent of families live below the poverty

datum line. regarded as a minimal subsistence level.

One third of childr6n die before they are fiveyear~

old.

Unemployment and inflation have seriously attacked
.>--

living standards of black wor~ers. As a-result there

is a rising spate of agitation around wages. work

conditions. rising prices and ~he need for

organisations through which ~o take up struggle around

these issues. While strike action has been spreading

throughout the country. most strikes have remained

isolated and are not generalised or coordinated.

As militan~y emerged on the shop floor increasing

numbers of· employers began to call for a strictly

limited and controlled. but legally-recognised. trade

union structure to be extended to black workers. The

report of the Wiehan Parliamentary Commission published

in 1979 contained major proposals for reforms. It

proposed amongst. other things. that black trade unions

be brought under a system of registration and granted

stat 1ltofY recognition. and that statutory job

reservation be scrapped. with th~ opening of

apprenticeships to black workers.

In 1981 South Africans spent 93.6 per cent of their

total disposable income on consumer goods and services.

(South Africa. 1983). Coupled with the. relatively fast

growth in the real income per capita during the 1960s.

total private consumption expenditure grew at a rate of

5.3 percent a year over the period 1967-74. But

during years 1974-1981 this fell to 3.2,percent_ a

year. owing largely to the recessionary conditions that

are prevailing. Relative share of food in total

Consumption/ ...
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employment, market luck and education. Education is

without doubt a very important variable to consider.

Just over thirty percent. of the white population had

received education no further th&n up to Standard five

in 1980 compared to almost 86,1 per cent of blacks in

the same position.

Quality of education of blacks is very low. Consider

the high pupil-teacher ratios in tne education system

of blacks, low qu~lifications of teachers, low spending

per pupil et cetera. This definitely calls for increased

and improved education for blacks. If one looks at the

1980 figures one find that 15,7, percent· of whites had

no education at all whereas there were 48,2 percent of

blacks in that category. So without doubt this 48,2

percent of blacks will swell the ranks of the poorly

paid unskilled labourers or be throw~ into the limbo of

the unemployed, hence a lowered socio-economic level.

The piti~ble socio-economic circumstances of blacks is

also in evidence when one looks at the issue of black

housing. After Soweto 1976 and recommendations of the

Urban Foundation, Parliament approved legislation for

home ownership on a 99-year leasehold basis. Freehold

is to follow. In 1983 Government announced that it

would sell off 500 000 state-owned houses at discount

prices. Few blacks have responded by buying houses or

bUilding their own. Most blacks simply cannot afford

to provide their own housing. The 1980 census

estimated that two-thirds of black breadwinners earned

less than R120 a month. There are blacks who earn

more, however. According to Human Awareness Programme

cited by Financial Mail (May 31, 1985) an average

of 96 percent of urban residents cannot afford to

participate in the cheaper self-help schemes in white

areas.

Keenan (1983) points out that the number of households

below the poverty level increased progressively in each

Year/ ...
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over the period 1978-1983. The upswing period

1978 to mid 1981 was characterised by an extremely

rise in the rate of inflation, with the result

aggregate wages fell in real terms. He concludes

I

the economic position of the African working
class over the last few years is very much
worse than generally potrayed," (p. 191)

It should also be mentioned that taxation is taking a

heavy bite from the black's pocket. The subleader in

the Daily News of April 7th 1984 p.4 states that

according to the Association of Chambers of Commerce

South Africans are today paying twenty-four times the

amount they paid just ten years ago. It is a situation

partly explained by inflation.

This pitiable state of affairs on the South African

economy level of blacks in general was at the root of

the launching of the Congress of South African Trade

Unions on the w6ekend of November 29th to December 1st
}

1985. The three day congress began with a mass rally

of ten thousand workers at the King~ Park Stadium in

Durban. Amongst other things, they highlighted four

points on the national minimum living wage, namely that

the majori~y of workers in South Africa are earning

starvation wages because of the present economic

system and constantly rising prices make what

little mon~y workers haVG worth less and less every

day;

employers in South Africa co~tinue to make massive

and completely unrealistic profits ¥hen compared

with employers in other capitallst countries;

many millions of workers d0 not have any minimum

wage protection whatsoever;

the living wage issue is one of the strongest

points for organising the unorganised.

The/···
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The New Nation (May 9-21, 1986 p.14) report points out

that the Congress of South African Trade Unions

(Cosatu) has resolved to increase the number of

"organised~' workers from four hundred and fifty

thousand to more than a million before tr.e end of 1986.

A member of its Central ·Executive Committee, Dani81

Siphiwo is cited in the same report as saying his

organisation was concentrating on organising workers

who are black into a powerful force that could wrest

control of the country's economy. One may comment at

this point that South Africa has a very strong police

force and a well organised army that will see to it

that wresting control of the country's economy will take

place over their dead bodies.

Cosatu also concentrated on education noting that

the present education

designed to maintain

ideo~ogical bondage;

systom . in South Africa is

the working class in

the present education system is aimed &t fostering

divisions and anti-democratic values within the

the working class;

tha present education system is designed to continue

and reinforc~ values, ideas, and practices·of the

ruling classes;

education 1S vital in ~he liberation struggle of the

working class;

education· must serve the interests of the vast

majority of the people of the country.

On the basis of these observations ~he organisation

resolved to establish a national, regional and
- .

local educaLion programme to ensure. among other things,

that this educaticn programme politicises, mobilises and

organises the working class so that they play the

leading role in

"the/···
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"the liberation of our society and its
tran~formation into an economic, social and
political systero that will serve the needs of
those who are now oppressed and exp·loi ted" .
(Cosatu Launch. South African Labour Bulletin.
p. 54)

ThA pathic cry of the black worker sounds loud and clear

when one hears Hlatshwayo and Qabula (1986) crying

"Worker
your rulgrs have dumped you
away from the cities,
Now all the misfits and orphans
of other nations
can suck you dry

Your sin:
can it ba your power?
can it be your blood?
can it be your sweat?"

But these poets are aware of tho co-existant force and

pressure South Africa uses against their mobilisation

~"They scatter you about
with their hippos
with tpeir vans
and kwela-kwelas
with their teargas
you are butchered
by the products of your labour
the labour of your hands
these are the cries of the creator of all this
Cosatu.

- .
(The authors are members of Metal and Allied Workers

Unions in Durban).

The discussion above shows that the blacks' struggle for

survival in their chilling penury has bent its head

towards education. It has called for reflections

concerning its fundamental issues, its means and ends,

and all that is inherent in education.

3.5 Ideologies.

3.5.0 The importance of directing to ideological viewpoints

in the education of blacks lies in the fact that the

society of blacks is emerging from a perIod of

In tense/ ...
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intense in~ellectual and ethical preoccupation ~ith

what education of blacks ought to be in terms of ita

underlying principles. what its objectives ought to

.be and also its ends. Ideologies are people-rooted

and people-oriented. as such they are accessible to

most people. As a result people apply them to

pertinent concrete educational problems. Reitman

(1981) argues that most ~ educational policy and

practice today is determined by 1deological pressures

rather than philosophical wi3dom.

Meighan (1981) defines ideology as a broad

for social

conceptualisation

education because

interlocked set of ideas and beliefs about the world

by a group of people that they demonstrate in bbLh

:'., behaviour and conver sa tions to var ious audiences.

Beliefs and ideas of these groups·espousing them are

accepted without any qualms or twinge of conscience.

Bcrnier and Will.iams (1913) go to the extent of

viewing the components of an ideological system.

1\-fter noting that ideology refers to an intergrated

pattern of ideas. systems or belief or a group

consciousness characterising a particular social

group. they add that this system may include

doctrines. ideals. slogans. symbols and directions

and political acti0n. This

is. meaningful when thinking about

it is at the basis of the different

ideologies. Ideologists have first had to give

answers to questions such as the following: Who is

the black man? What ~osition does he occupy in the

universe? What should he eventually become? If he

is to be educated what tenor should his educati<m

take? How developed are his faculties. singly and

collectively? and a number of such questions.

Ideologies also include objectives. demands. norms.

judgements and justifications.

Ideology / ..•
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ideology ffiUSt behave and act in ways that are in

consonance with the prevailing ideology. What if the

person does not believe in a particular ideology, but

if he acts he should act within its confines? Should

he bow down and conform, or blowout of that field of

operation? This is the inv1dious and unenviable

position the teacher faces fo~ in the words of Reitman

(1981: 292)

n the teacher must work within the giver.s
of the ideological climate, carrying out the
ideological mandates of the time and locale
while not offending stude~ts and adults
who possess a different perspective o~ life
and education.~·

In terms of the South African situation it becomes

necessary for the purposes of this thesis to analyse

ideology in terms of how far it functions to advance

or defend the interests of the particular groups, and

the consequences of actions derived from that

ideology.' In South Africa the dominant ideology is

that the major or influential cultural group should

Impose his ideology on the l~s~ dominant group. They

have perpetuated their ideology through cultural

domination. The ruling g.r<?up ',has presented itself

as the natural, obvious, superior group in terms of

their culture. To achieve accepta~ce of their

ideology by all under their sphere of ififluence

repressive measures have been used. Armies,

police, secret police and informers have been used.

Over and above centralisation of educational matters

and institutions under the government in power,.the

government also through its bodies wants schools

registered, teachers registered and l00ks into school

curricular and textbooks used in classes. Nothing

that is contrary to the ideology of the ruling power

is tolerated. Christie (1985) quotes a Soweto high

school teacher who in 1953 said that syllabuses are

Very/ ..•
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full. They have so much in them that they cannot be

finished. The Department makes sure of that.

According to this teacher

"Packing the syllabus is one way of controlling
what we can teach in schools" (p.149)

A study of the" ideological stances adopted by parties

interested in the education of Blacks becomes relevant

·at this juncture.

3.5.1 "Missionary ideology.

When ffiission societies were formed in various

countries of Europe with the set task of bringing the

Biblical message to theuncoverted lands. it ~as in

response to the Biblical injunction of going to all

nations to preach the Word. and to baptising those who

believed. Strayer (1978) argues that at the centre of

the complex motives impelling mission expansion lay a

dynamic ideology. particularly compatible with the

energetic, self-confident. even arrogant dimensions of

European consciousness. The Biblical command and

demand to make disciples in all nations found

widespread reception perhaps best reflected in the

slogan of the late nineteenth c'entury student

Volunteer Movement for Foreign Mission "proclaiming as

its goal 'the evangelisation of the world in this

generatjon. This ideolog~ was absorbed by individual

missionaries and used to justify mission expansion.

Each mission intended to secure an adequate recruiting

"base for its church. To many societies black Africa

proved a challenging target. -It was to a large extent

a closed beok to greater Europe. People there still

led a traditional life untarnished by western culture

and ethics. It had not been explored to any greater

extent. It still had to be colonised.

Expansion/ ...
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Expansion into the African intejior was th~s

facilitated by mission societies through association

with the official agencies of Eur9pean colonial

policy and missionaries were integral in the opening

up of Afric~ and any ne~ mission station was

generally officacious for the extension of European

influence. But cooperating with agencies of colonial

policy did not guarantee mission societies a carte

blanche to settle when and where they pleased. Local

tribal leaders with a strong power base were

sometimes reluctant to permit the creation of a

mission station. For; example. Grout did not

iwmediately become accepted by Dingane. Dhlomo

(1975) ~uotes their discussion which ended up with

Dingane granting them permission to build their home

.about one hundred and fifty miles away from him. The

site was not suitable and missionari&s had to leave.

Champion established a station at Dlangezwa and

Dingane c~nsured him for building at the site without his

permission. Champion had to appease Dingane by

giviilg him all the blankets which h~ had. blankets

which were accepted after all.

The ideology of the missionaries towards their

educational task is slIccinctl:-i expressed by Mrs Shaw.

the ~if€ of Barnabas Shaw who was .being canvassed by

Schmellen of the London Missionary Society to join

them in Namaqualand. Mrs Shaw is ~uoted by Groves

(1948: 244) as replying:

"We will go with you. the Lord is opening
our way to the heathen."

I

. j

If blacks

completely

christian

christian

christian

themselves

were heathens their way Of life had to be

changed so that they eventually espouse

religion and lead a way of life that was

in outlook. To get to the grips of the

message blacks had to read the Bible

and hence the necessity for basic

Educa tion/ ...
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education. Those who achieved had to become teachers

and/or catechists to bring in more convert3. In the

mission schools converts were ta~ght christian

.living. It is in this in~tance that boarding schools

emerged. Missionaries felt that temporary immersion

in the Christian atmosphere of such an institution

wo~ld give young converts something to take home into

their village lives. Missionaries condemned and

rejected large areas of black culture such as social

functions of enjoying intoxicating beverages. family

organisation involving polygyny, inheritance of ~ives

(ukungena) and sexual morality, and traditional

religion of blacks. For example Schimlek (1950) of

Mariannhill quotes Father A who observed that blacks

are animists. and their religion, which is emminently

a family affair, is nothing more than spirit control.

Blacks" were observed as superstitious, which

superstition

~depresses the soul with its eternal fear ...
it leads to suspicion and hatred, nay. to
mutilation and ~urder, which to the Bantu i~ a
a service which demands it.'!(p.l5)

This missionary ends up his v~ew by maint3ining that

their intensive missionary method must set about the

destruction of superstition, and

"if we fail in this, we have failed in
elements of Christian teaching."

Alas! they have failed.

The black "has been seen as somebody who is still in

abysmal darkness, a person who has to be rescued:

from eternal perdition and damnation by being made

Christian. Education must be geared towards an

almost complete

view with the

Christian living
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into the main ~tream of the so-called civilised

humanity. There is no gre~ter arrogance of

missionaries than this. This arrogance is further

illustrated when the missicnary in question wants to

"invite to our missions the two daughters of
Aesculapius. Hygeia and Panacea. Let them be
equally honoured on our mission stations."

Panacea is expected to minister to the sick in

hospitals. clinics and first aid stations connected

with dispensaries and restore patients to health.

True. Panacea has a great task to do here because of

the afflictions. illnesses and diseases like

migraine. venerial diseases. cancer. tuberculosis.

Pthisis; asbestosis and many others. all of which do

not spring from the African soil. Traditional

diseases like isifuba somoya. iqondo. ukuhlanya and

many others have been with blacks from time

immemorial and medical oxperts of the traditional

school successfully dealt with these and they are

still doing so. and shall continue doing that as long

as the black man is still part of thi~ cosmos.

3.5.2 EducatiQnal ideology of early ~Qvernors.

On cQming to settle into South Africa colonists found

a number Qf grQUps of blacks. These black grQUps

did not have formal education as we have it tQday.

The young were tutQred about their society and its

way/ ...
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way of life by the elder community members. They .~

learned by experience. from doing tasks. Oral

tradition through myths. legends. proverbs and songs

were sometimes used to imbue the young with knowledge

·of societal values. Initiation ceremonies and

rituals were also part of educatio~. History and

past traditions were also taught orally.

Settlers established themselves as farmers and

tradors. They came from Holland. France. Germany and

England. Settlers ne~ded a cheap labour supply. Not

enough local people were willin~ to serve them. It

was then necessary that slaves be imported from other

parts of Africa. and the East. to do ufiskilled work.

These slaves would be better able to labour for their

masters if they understood their languag~. These

slaves. had·been s~bjugated physlc~lli and mentally.·

hence the need for indoctrinating them with the

master's religion. Thus the first school in the Cape

was for slaves. It was opened on 17 April 1658. less

than a month after the arrival of the first shipment

of 170 slaves. This school took them in irrespective

of their ages. To stimulate their attendance at

school and to induce them to learn the Christian

. prayers. they were promised each a glass of brandy

and two inchas of tobacco. when they finished their

task. (Horrell. 1970). In 1663 a second school was

opened to provide primarily fo! children of

colonists.

The first -schools were not segregated along the

colour lines. Molteno, in Kallaway (1984~ mentions

that segregation came quite soon. in terms of

desirability of having a separate school for slaves.

In 1685 a separate school was established exclusively

for slave children below age twelve. Children were

further separated according to sex. In addition to

what they learned at school fem~les were instructed

in domestic duties and males were taught trades.

Schooling / ...
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Schooling for supremacy was now set. Tha Cape
Superintendent-General of Education is quoted by

Molteno (op cit) as saying that the government

assumed its first duty to be the recognition of the

'position of the European as holding the paramount

influence. Sons and daughters of colonists had to

have such an education as their peers in Europe.

That education would help them maintain their

unquestioned superiority and supremacy in the land.

As a result of wars Nguni and Sotho-speakir.g

people of South Africa were dispossed of their lands

and coerced into Lhe colonia] order. In 1799 the

first school for blacks in the Cape was established .

.. ; . Mis:;.ion schools star ted on the fringes of se t t] er
if:"~ ~{,

penetration. The first school in the Orange Free

State was founded in 1823. and the fir Et ones in
-.;;~-.~: ...-

Natal and the Transvaal came up in 1835 and 1842

respectivelY·

The master-servant relationship was clearly reflected

in the provision of schooling. Schooling of blacks

was not going to be a priority of settlers and later

colonial. governments. With creation of Departments

of Education mission schools came under the control

of these departments. State control was exercised

through funding. Dr. Langham Dale. Superintendent
,General in the Cape 1s quoted by Molteno in. Kallaway

~l984: 50) as explaining that the public school:

system was subsidised by the Department

"with ~ view of bringing elementary
instruction within the reach of the mass
of the labouring poor. especially those of
of the coloured races."

Dale considered schooling as an attempt of spreading

civilisation and encouraging industrial habits among

blacks. This was very necessary to ensure political

security and social progress.

Sir / ...
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Sir George Grey, then Governor of the Cape is quoted

by Rose and Tunmer (1915:205) as saying that leaving

natives beyond the border as ignorant barbarians

would cause these black& to remain troublesome

'marauder s. So his proposition was that of raIsing

blacks in Christianity and civilisation. Among them

would be established missions connected with

industrial schools. This conception of the aim of

education of those days tallies wiLh that of Dale.

The idea of differsntial schooling for the different

race groups forms the underlying trend even in the

other provinces. Almost. always, blacks and whites

went to different schools and were following

different curricula. Rose and Tunmer (1915) gives a

It recommends an emphasis on industrial

stal:ement:

Commission.

made in 1881 to the Natal Native

training. Those who would not. be involved in

industrial education would be trained to become

cle~gymen and teachers. A few would be considered

for' being interpreters in magistrates' offices. One

statement to the same Commission is to the effect

that boys who are black should be taught every job
.

that a servant is required to do. The author of this

statement continues

Why is it that I employ the Red Kaffir boy
as my groom and gardner? Simply because he
demands half the amount that the educatGd boy
does; he does his work as well, if not
better, and is more amenable to discipline
(Rose and Tunmer 197~: .215)

From the fore-going discussion ,it may be.

concluded that in the mind of the whites of the early

days a black should not be educated like his white

counterpart. The reason for this is that he is a

barbarian, a status much lower than that of whites.

whites then be made civilised enough to

masters, whites. For example, black

He should

religion of

work for

first

his

be indoctrinated with Christian

Schooling/ ...
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schooling in Natal was made the responsibility of the

Council for Education established in 1877. It was

established under separate and specialist officers.

In their first syllabuses for elementary black

'schGols hygiene and traditional crafts were

omphasised and a fifth of school time was to be spent

in manual work that included carpentry for boys,

dressmaking, cooking and laundering fOl girls, and

gardening for the boys and girls. Christianising

and civilising the black would make him crave for

those things for which he had to work such as

clothes, well-furnished illodern houses, education for

his children and many more. This craving would make

him tied to working for white masters even more for

an extended period.

The ideology of the time was to use education to tame

blacks and at the same time keep them as hewers of

wood and drawers of water, to borrow a biblical

concept. Under the Transvaal Education Act of 1907,

a Council of Education was established which was

charged, amongst other things, with elaborating

the work to be done under the scheme for "Native

Education;'. The Council considered fo~r areas as

given in Rose and TunmGr (1975: 224)

religious and moral training with the cultivation

of such habits as cleanliness, obedience,

punctuality,tidiness, orderliness generally,

self-restraint, temperance, cpastity;

physical training, inclUding questions of hygiene

and the prevention and cure of such disease as

Natives are especially liable to;

social training, inclUding ideas of civic duty and

acquaintence with the laws especially affecting

Natives;

industr ial

environment.

Aspects/ ...

training to be adapted to the
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Aspects consider~d in this section warrant a
J

criticism that the systc~ of education existing at

the time led to the unsatisfactory way of

educational provisions for blacks who are viewed as

a distinct identifiabl~ group who would not. even in
, ,

the distant future, be ~xpected to play a meaningful

role in the greater South African society. Blacks

were prepared for a subservient status throughout.

Educational ideology of the early Nationalist

_ Qovernmen t .

Prior to direct involve~ent by the central

nationalist government in the education of blacks.

schooling was run by missionary societies and

provincial governments. Mission schools qualified

for state financial aid if they registered with

the pro~incial education department. Registration

required conforming to syllabuses laid down by the

department. In the case of community ,schools

built· from funds supplied by the local community

and matching government grants control was in the

hands of a superintendent employed by the

province. School syllabuses between provinces

varied, but were all especially written for black

primary school-children. Secondary school

children followed the same curriculum as their

white peers.

When the Nationalist government intervened in the

education of blacks the~ did so with the express

purpose of attempting to cOuteol the social

consequences of educational expansion. Observed

was an increasing pool of li t'era te. job-seeker s wi th

basic clerical skill~ who found difficulty in

getting thecselves employed. Lodge (1983) quotes.

Verwoerd. the Minister of Nativ~ Affairs who

pointed out that good racia! relations are spoiled

when the correct education if not given.

Educa t ion/ ...
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Education should not be put under the con~rol of

people who create wrong expectations on the part

of the blacks. r

The Sauer Commission which reported on Nationalist

Party policy early in 1948. recommended that

~ducation of blacks had to be on a firm Christian

National basis. and must take account of the needs

and level of developmept of the mass of blacks.

It must build character and anchor the black to

his national characteristics.

In 1949 the Nationalist government set up a

Commission on Native Education under the

chairmanship of Dr. W.W.M. Eiselen. The Main

terms of reference regarded formulation of

principles and aims of education for blacks as an
~ independent race, in which their past and present,

their inherent racial qualities, their distinctive

characteristics and aptl!udes. and Hleir needs

under . . ever-changing social conditions . This

Commission reported in 1951. It considered that

education of blacks should be an intergral part of

a - carefully planned policy of segregated socio

economic development for blacks. It emphasised

the functional value of the school as an

institution for the transmission and development

of black cultural heritage.

This Commission recommended that all education.

for the first eight years. which

excepting

vernacular

foreign languages should be in

vernacular use should be extended upwards to

secondary schools and training institutions.
'j,

Official languages had to be taught in such a way

that the black child becomes able to find his way

in European communities; to follow oral or written

ins truction£;

conversatiQn

Other/ ...

and to carry on

with Europeans ab0ut

a simple

his work and
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other subjects of common interest. (Troup. 1976)

Th~ educational ideology of this sra was that the

task of education of blacks was for preparing

blacks to lead a full and active life in their own

homelands. In the whit~ world their participation

was only as servants. There was a limit of the

ceiling in regard to study direction~ for blacks.

In a Senate speech on June 7 1954 Verwoed had

expressed himself against education for blacks

blindly based on European models and which would

create the idle expectations that they could fill

posts within the white community. This resulted

in the unhealthy creation of white-collar ideals

and widespread frustrations among the so-called

educated blacks. He claimed that European-style

. education created a class of black who learned to

believe that he is above his own people and that

his spiritual, economic and political home is

among the white community of South Africa.

3.5.4 Educational Ide910~ of the modern Nationalist

Government.

The ideology of education of the Verwoed era was

attacked from a number of angles, as shown by

boycotts and sporadic incidents of school unrest

from time to time. The Central government has had

to look for a different set of tenets on which to

base their conception as to tne direction that

should be taken by education of blacks. At the

same time the country needs more manpower trained

in such a way that the country s economy is

boosted.

The Government requested the Human Sciences

Research Council to investigate education in South

Africa so that educational principles would be

formulated leading to a feasible educational

policy to

allow for the realisation of the inhabitants'

potential I ...
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potential

promote economi~ growth in the country. and

improve the quality of life of all the

inhabitants in the country.

"For the first time in the hist0ry of South
Africa the ~oint of departure was not the
separated population gr0ups as such. but
what is common to all the inhabitants of the
the R.S.A."(Report, 198i: 1)

Amon~st other things the De Lange Commission of

the HSRC emphasised equal opportunities for access

to. and provision of, education. According to

them

All children who have reached the school 

going age must have access to suitable

schools.

Equal basic facilities should be available and

should satisfy the minimum standards in

. respect of: buildings, facilities, minimum

stand~rds of teacher training; curriculum

content; evaluation.

A spectrum of educational facilities should be

made available, taking into account the

development of children's potential and the

variety of needs of the community.

Access to general education should not be

coupled with minimum standards;

The -threshold between general and vocational

education must be investigated.

The child who cannot progre~s in a specific

stream or course snould be accomodated through

special facilities.

Access to the labour market originates from the

education system. There should be ~qual

opportunities for every ~hild to enter the

labour market after completing his education.

Such en t ry should be based on -.. a final

evaluation of the child's academic record.
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To enable children to benefit to the fulles~

extent from the provision of education,

supplementary education . programmes should be

divised. These programmes should, above all,

take into account the background, the school •

. the family and the community.

Educational expenditure must not be determined

by colour.

T~is . ideology of equal educational cpportunities

for all opens up for blacks many more avenues for

certification in areas.hitherto blocked for them.

This is shown by provision of education to the

highest level through technical colleges, colleges

of education, technikons and universities. There

is no more talk of education ~hich avoids the

sophistication of modern civilisation or which is

limited to preparation for inferior and semi

educated wo~k opportunities.

The ~inister of Education and Development Aid.

Dr. Gerrit Viljoen pointed out in the House of

Representatives on May 2, 1986 that

"education for black people, as for
all groups in South Africa, must be based
on the reality of the modern industrialised
and urbanised way of life with its strong
Western influence." (S.A. Digest May
9. 1986)

~hat is presently envisaged is education that will

provide work opportunities for all in the large

inter-dependent economy and labour market of the

country. A base is also created for assimilation

of all in a civilised society- - a modern and

sophisticated South Africa· in which all

population groups have a share. This is indeed a

positive and commendable step in the education of

blacks.

Educational/ .•.
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3.5.5 Educational ideology of the People's Education

Movement.

Frustrated with the Bantu Education system of the

Verwoed era and spurned by the desire for a more

meaningful education system that answers to the

anxieties and pressures of black~ black movements

have thought of an alternative fo.m of education.

And they have come up with the idea of People's

Education. Its goal is meeting the needs of the

majority of the people, which would lead to the

breaking of the shackles of apartheid education

and the imple~entation of a new curriculum.

Ashley (1986) observes that there has never been a

truly distinctive indigenous and developed black

educational viewpoint, but this is emerging from

the efforts to define a "People's Education".

This is essentially a working out of the

implications of the Freedom Charter. The

ideological stance of this education lies in the

fundamental critique of the existing South African

social order. This education is geared to equip

black pupils to liberate themselves.

Mental and intellectual liberation of black minds

will occur if a number of strategies geared

towards that end are gotten into. Some of them

are the following:

Teachers and pupils must be made critically

aware of their oppressed condition. According

to Luthuli (1985) children must be made aware

not only of the effects of oppression on the

oppressed, but also on· the persons who

manipulate this oppressive system. It is

necessary to pinpoint to children past wrongs

~nd the struggle to correct these.

School/ ...
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School organisation must be such that the

hierarchical nature of the capitalist societ~

as between powerful maliagement and subservient

workers is not to be reproduced. Pupils must

be involved in decision making and teachers

must see themselves as an extension of the

parent community.

Democratic admission policies should not foster

the development of elitis~ in children. In

that way they will stifle the reproduction of

class divisions in society. They must not

create conditions that allow the distinction

between mental work and manual work e.g. an A

stream for the intallectually gifted who will

study Mathematics. Physical sciences and Latin

for "children who shall eventually be doctors.

lawyers and university professors and the C

stream for the mentally obtuse to be taught

carpentry. domestic science and agriculture

who will eventually be relegated to the limbo

of second class citizens. All productive

activities should be linked to education.

Children need to become involved in productive

labour at all levels. working shoulder to

shoulder with their unskilled and semiskilled

counterpa!"ts.

Teachers should be actively involved in
commuQity affairs and be active agents in

community upliftment. But their entry into

this area should be in a spirit of humility and

self-sacrifice. They should not be enshrouded

by their aura of pedantry and erudition which

-makes them impenetrable.

The problem faced by' People's Education

ideologists is that the centr&l government is not

Gi ving/ ...
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giving an ear to them. Thd state .i.s closely

guarding the school premises that they should not

be used for the propagation of ·these ideas. The

problem is further compounded by the fact that

even extramural gatherings propagating ideas that

will give the government a running stomach are

sorely disbanded by a teargas spr9.Y. But if this

is what the blacks want there is no ethically 

acceptable way of preventing them getting it.

Pressures, anxieties, expectations and aspirations

of blacks are preponent, and blacks will only

think seriously about their status in the broader

South African society tn terms of what their

education promises and offer.

3.6 ConclusioTJ.

'The historical development of the schooling of

blacks shows that power relations in South African

soclet~ have played a domlnant r61e. Blacks have

always be2n considered as subservient to whites.

These whites have placed all types of barriers at

keeping a black at bay. Educational provision has

been such a barrier. From time immemorial a black

has been conside{ed a person who because of the

accident of his birth cannot rise above his white

counterpart. The ideology of !he De Lange

Commission espousing a view of equal educational

opportunities for all has come in very late

because, . before the black man can star t competing

with his counterp3rts he should first fill in the

ideologies. meantime members of other

chasm left gaping

In the

by earlier educational

groups are forging ahead. To be considered also

Is the socio-economic context in which a black

finds himself. His home environment and his

existential situatedness in the South AfrIcan

society is pitiable. in his penurious state.

Emotional/ ..•
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Emotional and physical conditions -important for

his ur.bridled open competition in the educational

arena with his co~nterparts in other racial groups

make lag behind. So all talk about equal

educational opportunities for all is an idle dream.

However the ideology of People's Education

designed by blacks for blacks taking into account·

the black's existential p0sition seems to hold

promise. Through it a black will come to terms

wit~ himself. His mental liberation will make him

able to take a critical look at himself. From

there he will be able to set for himself valid and

valu&ble goals. He shall be able to chart for

himself the best,economic and effective strategies

~owards attaining those goals.
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CHAPTER lV

SOCIETAL PRESSURES OF BLAGKS A~D CURRICULUM RELEVANCE.

4.1 Introduction

Education is as old as humanity, So humanity and the

world are interrelated. For stabilitY,security and

order human beings realised the need to guide their

offspring so ttat they lead 'a life that is fully

actualised. :Education has made human beings to take

their pl&ce in societal life and make an active and

fruitful contribution in the societal ventures.

escapades. probleffis and successes~ As Farrant (1964)

puts it

"Educa~ion is not something different from
life and society but is in feet the process
of learning to live as a useful and acceptable
member of the community.", (p.369)

,This realisation made

purposefully educate

society to

its chi!.dren

consciously and

in the mores.

. values. customs, behavioral patterns, attitudes •

.' rituals, practices. and traditions held sacred by

society. When life was still simple and tradition

~ound informal education did not pose a problem.

However as a result of forces of change in the way of

life of a people there has been a need for formal

education that is school based. For blacks in South

Africa these forces included Christianisation.

. Urbanisa tion.

multilingualism.

industrialisation. acculturation and

Urbanisation and industrialisation

beliefs up to

trends emerged

counterparts who

There is much

compatriots and

brought

standard

together people with different world views,

of conduct, values. norms. interests and

a point that anyone involved in these

as a person different from his

lead a traditiona~ way of life.

to be internalised from his new

much that must first be doubted and

eventually be thrown overboard from his earlier life

patterns and the world-view unveiled to him when he

Was/ ••.
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was still under parental tutelage.

Through the ,involvemen t of "missionar ies of foreigr.

origin. settlers and their governers and government

bodies in the education of blacks. blacks have

~ealised that they have been dispossed of many of the

sacred life as~ects and life support system£.

Blacks' placed great value in their group spirit.

The clan names widened the scope of their blood

relatedness. Geographical home proximity cemented

their friendship. Ancestor worship rituals bound

together the sib. Economic pressures of the time

caused by the west-oriented profit economy and

emphasis on individualism has washed away a value

that supported a black in case of physical.

material. social and psychological need.

Consider that blacks have never considered land a

private ownership but everybody had a right to

settle on it and use it according to rules that

were in accordance with local social and political

arrangements. The traditional leaders monitored

its use for the tribe. Today's leaders feel the

pinch of being a people dispossed of their land

because no arrangement can satify societal needs

in the light of ever-increasing families.

With the indu&trialisation of the country the

governments have explored successfully very many

avenues of drawing blacks into employment centres.

In these areas they have been left to live in

squalid conditions away from their families and

loved ones for extended periods. Because of their

job unpreparedness they never went beyond menial

jobs and their masters paid tnem a pittance.

There was an aim in all this. namely economic

exploitation which underlies capitalism.

Social dispossession may be exemplified by bundling

everybody/ ...
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everybody into barracks in places of work, influx

control, not allowing the aged and indigent to

live with their familles in urban locations on the

argument that they a~e. economically inactive.

Massive hostels in urban frinbes dre still living

evidence of this practice.

Education systems that have developed in South

Africa have been transported from European

motherlands, modelled on the pattern of education

in the motherland concerned. Literature books

us€d in schools were English oriented, values

imparted to the young ate middle-class western

values and anything from tho soil of black Africa

was looked at askance as barbarian, heatheh-or

~ot useful to a "product~ of wast-oriented

education. Blacks were dispossed of their ethos.

In education of blacks there was insufficient

realisation of the interwoven nature of education

and the environment. Stone (1981: 104) points

out that educational systems in Africa were

accepted as gifts from other people and that an

educational system in Africa is often a scene of

conflicting ground motives. He refers to

Badenhorst's (1972) study that concludes that the

short ciruit between the Zulu community and the

Zulu educational system is the

"hiatus between the receiv3r and the
giver - a hiatus due essentially to the
presence of different ground motives 
despite the considerable degree of
acculturation which has taken place over
the years."

To add to that. one may point out ~hat this hiatus

has always been there in the education of blacks

because community leaders of blacks have never

been taken seriously by the 'givers

administering education of blacks.

These/ ...
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These 'givers'have a!ways had their own axe to

grind and have always sought ways and means of

u~ing blacks to serve their interests and

motives.

The most severe and painful of all aspects of

dispossession of blacks is in the politiGal

sphere. Black political heads were given a new

status, once blacks were military subjugated by

whites. These black political heads were called

paramount chiefs, 'kapteins' and indunas all

subservient to white rulers. be they governors.

governor generals or state presidents. They were

installed by whites and paid by ~hites to show

that their first allegiance is to the white~ in

power.

When blacks tried to stand up for their rights in

their places of employment, that exercise was crushed

to smitherings by the police and soldiers. In urban

areas blacks were considered sojourners and were

thereoniy to sell their labour. They could not

demand any political rights. Blacks were so

politically emasculated that they could not even

seriously reject aspects they considered inimical to

their cause in education. Political emasculation

coupled with demonstration of military prowess

p08sessed by whites reduced blacks to what Friere

(1972) calls the culture of silence.

At present media of mass communication, particularly

books written by the so-called liberals and

newspapers and periodicals geared at black audiences

have opehed the way to an acute awareness of this

bondage creating a 'culture of silence". Public

speakers at a number of black organisations.

political and non-political, have raised their

fingers against old concepts of authority which

emphasise allegiance to authoritative structures.

Youth of this day have been made awale of their right

Of I .. ·
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of saying a word about w~at has been stolen from

them. ,They have been a~akened into appreciating the

fact that the present system of education is their

enemy. Experiences of schocl-Ieavers attempting to

sell their labour in the job market have been

fr~strating enough to sensitise them to problems

caused by the education they receive. The results

are a move towards what they call "People"s

Education". Mohajane, (1986) a director of Punda

Careers Centre, points out that the 1976 students

revolt marked .the beginning of a new phase in the

education situation. Bantu Education as a policy had

failed. In response to .students' needs for a more

meaningful and relevant education a number of

organisations have taken it up to themselves to

answer that call in whatever modest way. Amongst

others has been:

The Sached Trust. One of its projects is the

Khanya College that is involved in academic

matters relating to the develop@ent of innovative

teaching strategies and the ~ontinuing evaluation

of courses. They also plan and coordinate the

development of further formal and informal

courses. Khanya College, according to The New

Nation (August 13-27, 1986 p.2), is an

independent initiative to provide quality

tertiary-level education to meet the needs of

academi~ally talented South Africans with limited

options for university study.

"The college aims to develop an
educational model informed by the ideal
of a unitary, democratic Soutn Africa.
(p.2)

The Teachers English Language Improvement

Programme (Telip) aimed at improvIng the

language ability of primary s~hool teachers.

Its services include a series of eight complete

courses answering different language needs. It

Also/· .•
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also provides training for tutors and sets up

field units in different parts of the country to

run Telip programmes.

Using Spoken and Written English (Uswe). a
Witwatersrand-based organisation aimed at

fostering the .development of self-directed

learning in workers. leading to greater control

over their lives in a literate society. The

organisation also encourages teachers to co-

'operate with another and ¥.ith Uswe to share

skills and experiences. It runs training

courses to increase the efficiency of teachers.

This is done by way of seminars and visits.

These are examples of organisations ai~ed at helping

students become more marketable. Industrial

establishments are also involved in this exercise.

In this thesis cognisance is ~aken of the fact that

education does not take place mainly in schools

during "the period of childhood. Important in

present-day life is that people must be enabled to

adjust effectively to rapid and pervasive change.

Needed is a perspective towards providing systematic

and purposeful learning in a variety of settings.

However. education is not a panacea for all societal

challenges. problems and anxieties. It is just one

part of the many inLricate and complex economic.

societal and political influences operating in a

society.

changes

argument

It has societal relevance if progressive

in society go hand in hand with it. The

Bestor (1955 : 7) makes for sound and good

education has relevance in this case. He argues

that a good education should provide"

»
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So one of the reasons children are turning away from

the present education system may be the frustrations

experienced by school-leavers when they are looking

for jobs. Then they look back to the efforts they

expended during theil long years at school. The

conclusion they come to is that. unlike their

counterparts of other racial groups. their education

robbed them of useable knowledge and intellectual

power. They conclude, that is Lhe reason why most

of them are left out in the cold. Their education

has not imbued them with the nost reliable aids to

help them face requiremen~s and necessities of both

personal and social life.

The interest in the so-called "People's Education"

is designed to awaken the students' consciousness

about social proble~s and to engage them in the

solving of problems. To awaken social

consciousness, they want to be encouraged to

question the status quo and to investigate

.. controversial issues in religion, economics.

politics, and education. According to The New

Nation report (March 26. 1986 p.7) workshops are

organised from time to time by certain youth

organisations to enhance the political understanding

of t~e youth on

"how to wage the struggle without
loss of direction"

~he New Nation (August 13-17, 1986 p. 2) reports a

case of classes suspended at the Sobantu Secondary

School in Pietermaritzburg after more than five

hundred pupils burned their identity documents that

the _ Department of Education and Training forced on

them. They have to wear them at all times when they

are in the school premises. Other school children

in certain areas also burned them.

It is by examining controversial issues that the

Child/ ...
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child will develop alternatives to the conventional

wisdom. The school is viewed as an instituiion

where new suggestions for changing society are to b~

emphasised and encouragod. The school. being on the

cutting edge of change, is in the centre of

controversy. It should sensitise learners towards

the creation of alternative,political, social and

economic forms, institutions and processes. However

educar.ion authorities do not agree with this

vieWpolnt as far as black children are concerned.

School curricula are dictated from their offices,

administrative organs that a~e involved in schools

for blacks are watched very closely by them, lest

they chart a path that leads children away from

government policy. Hence education of black

children bein~ in the doldrums.

4.2 Theoretical Model that Forms the Basis Relating School
curriculum Relevance to Education of Blacks.

The theoretical model used in this thesis derives

from the Cosmonomic Idea and the aspect of reality

first expounded by Dooyeweerd. Schoeman (1980)

argues that education is part of the Cosmic dimension

of things. Education is undoubtedly part of the

total and all embracing temporal reality of things.

It is a cosmic reality. is knowable and can be

objectified. Education can be identified and is

distinguishable from non-educational events.

Therefore a researcher:

"can set him~elf the goal of investigating
this pedagogical reality along theoretical
(i.e. scientific) lines," (p.2)

The epistemological position adopted in this thesis

is that we create knowledge by interacting with our

environment. Therefore blacks 'need to look at

themselves in relation to ~heir existential

situatednes and explore areas of knowledge that would

be beneficent to their lot. South African society

has moved from the rural societal structure to an

"Urban/ •..
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urban, technocratic and information era but education

of blacks shows a hiatus in adjustment to most of the

important rearities of modern society. For instance

black children are behind of their counterparts of

other racial groups in foreign language competence,

mathamatical acuity and scientific proficiency. Most

black teachers have never seen a computet. Use of

slide rulers is still a closed book to many when

children of other ra~e groups ~are already playing

computer games. Formal education for blacks has a

major role to play in bridging the gap between the

society of blacks and the demands of th~ modern

technological and information age.

It is the contention of this thesis that black~

should seek to identify the major areas of

controversj, conflict and inconsistency arid ferret

out ways of exploring and resolving them. In

contrast to other racial groups 'on the same soil

blacks are greater victims of starvation and

undernourishment diseases like kwashiokor and

marasmus. Education' is one way of directing blacks

tpwards their social ~pliftment.

A pressing. though belated, yet promising challenge to

South African blacks at present is an educational

endeavour that:

critically examines the cultural ,heritage with'~

view of preserving the- sacred values. beliefs ~n~

traditions yet exploring new ones that w~ll lead.. .
them to cultural and socJetal advancement;

does not shy 'away from using a magnifying glass

to look closely and attentively at the most

controversial social issues that militate against

social, economic, political, and educational

progress with a view to infusing the not-yet

adults with the conscientious dogged

determination towards self-upliftm~ni;

is conscientiously and purposefully directed at

effecting meaningful chan~e so that blacks can

hold their own if they have to share a staircase
with/ ...
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with their counterparts from other racial groups;

will evoke a resourceful planning attitude in

bLacks once they have clarified their minds as to

who they are. where they want to go and decided

on the shortest. economic and effective way of

getting there;

will enlist s0ciety leaders, scholars from schools

of higher learning and the youth in goal-directed

projects of social. educational. political. and

personal or individual change as a means of a

total cultural renewal.

Schoeman (1980) believes 'that to arrive at a valid

concept of the true nature of the phenomenon education

it is necessary to arrivd at & valid concept of the

true nature of the phenomenon education. For that it

·is necessary to consider

Plastic dimension;

Modal dimension;

Dimension of cosEic time; and

Religious dimension.

The plastic dimension

This dimension refels to individual things.

relationships and events thet are encountered by a

person in his everyday existence. These should be

universal. and non-arbitrary. These would include a

philosophy of life. cons~nguinity. religion. language.

material culture. and education. among others,

Modal dimenslon

A dimension of universal modes of existence where

entities manifest a subjective or obj~ctive function.

According to Schoeman (1980). to the q~estion relating

as to how things exist. the answer would lead to

direction. So! in the case of educati0n the inquirer

is led directly to avenues of access to a true'

? understanding of the actual nature of €ducation.

Without an authentic appreciation of the true nature

Of I ...
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of education the researcher

education. spurned by his own

biases will be derailed.

Dimension of cosmic time

in the field

idiosyncrasies

of

and

This dimension connotes that tce reality experienced

at a given point in time is not eternal. God only is.

Cosmic time is mate~ial for all of creation.

Religious dimension.

This dimension is described by pye (1982) as referring

to patterns of

more or less normative beliefs. symbols, images and

various other representaticns. and

ritual practices and various other forms of

connected behaviour. which

may combine to produce a strong social sense. such

as cohesion. renewal and many other s connoted by the

concept social sense. and

may also be individually focussed in a distinctive

awareness of power, otherness. holiness. depth,

love. tranquility. release and many others.

These patterns are such that they can be cloarly

observed and be distinctly recorded -in various

cultures. They may be seen to have been passed on to

posterity or to have been suppressed or promoted.
I

They display both signs of mutual influence and of

other similarities apparantly related to the recurrent

features of human experience: Prominent examples of

religion are the cosmo-pQlitical systems of the

ancient world many of which persist in some form today

and furthermore systems of salvation or rGlease such

as in Christianity. In this dimension focus is on

sets of circumstances which are part of human culture

in the sense of tradition. modes of human behaviour

and ideas subsumed under the concept of religion.

Some of its characteristic feat~res are: belief in

supernatural beings or Beings or power s. cuI tic

celebra~ions/...
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celebrations. doctrinal tladitions or ctterances.

beliefs generated by religious traditions with :espect

to practice and doctrine. These serve to situate

members of the religious tradition. -in the world 

around them and to make intelligible this world in

relation to the 'holy, :ituals and liturgy. These

take the form of sacrifice or sacrament. passage rites

or invocation of God or gods, ethical co~es incumbent

upon the members of the community and many other

behaviour patterns. Some religions frequently claim

to have their origin in REVELATIONS i.e. distinctive

experiences of the holy' coming into hGman life. Such

revelations may take. the form of visions (e.g. Moses

in the desert) inner voices (~ohamed outside Mecca) or

events (e.g. death and resurrection of Christ~

Religious response may take the form of participation

in and acquiscence to the customs and rituals of a

. religious cpmmunity or a commitment of faith.

Macquarrie (1982) vie~s faith not merely as a belief

but an attitude of persons in which they commit

themselves' to the holy and acknowledge its claim upon

them.

Religious commital of man arises from the innate

impulse of human selfhood to direct itself Iowards the
j

true. or towards a pretended ,absolute OrIgin of all

temporal diversity of meaning. As Schoeman (1980) says'

religion is defined as

"the total commitment of human selfhood
or an idol. in literally all avenues ,of
enterprise and endeavour, and
excePt~on." (p. 7)

to God
human
without

Schoeman further adds that religion is radical because

it _is related to the deepest root of man's 9xistence,

namely his selfhood. and because by its embracing the

entire- spectrum of man's modes of existence it is

integral. meaning all-inclusive.

At this point we apply the cosmonomic idea to the

areas of concern in looking at societal pressures and

Aspects! ...
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aspects that should be of concern to the curricularist -~

workine on the education system of blacks. According

to Stone (1974) an educational system is an interwined

structure forming an integral part of the cultural

~attern of a country and is totally involved with the

society concerned. Consirtered in this way the

education system is an integral part of all the

societal life aspects. So the philosophy of the

lcosmonomic idea allows for a comprehensive coverage of'

the millieu in which the education system operates.

According to Schoeman (1980) fifteen spheres can be

distinguished in reality and they can be actually

experienced by man in his pretheoretical encounter

with reality. ~

4.3 Application of the Cosmonomic Idea to the Societal

Pressures Affecting the Educational System of Blacks.,

4.3.i The numerical aspect.

The meaning-nucleus of this sphere is discrete

quantity. Educational provisions in the society of

blacks must meet the demand by the numbers of black

children. The Education and Manpower Production

Report of 1985 places the enrolment as percentage of

possible schoolgoing population (age group 5-19

years) at 68.3. This figure includes the

independent homelands. Total pupil enrolment of

blacks in the SSA to Std 5 is 80,2 percent as

against 19.8 percent in the standard six to standard

ten range. This immediatelY poses the problem of a

high drop-out rate. Schools-for blacks have scarce

financial resources and there is difficulty in the

provision of an adequate learnini environment.

Since 1982 more than eighty-nine. new primary and

fourty-five new secondary schocls ware completed by

the Departfuent of Education and Training. In the

same period nine thousand classroom~ were added to

existing schools.

Over and above the poor financial resources of

schools for blacks and a high drop-ou~ rate in the

Lower/ ..•
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lower school levels which have still to be addressed
is the high birthrate amongst blacks. The

Population Development Programme. recognising that

poverty begets children and the desire for birth

control following on the heels of improvement in

living standards aims to bring the population growth

under control by 2010. The Financial Mail (March 7,

1986 p. 36) puts the target at two children for each

woman regardless of race. The Natal Mercury (June

21. 1986 p. 6) points out that if things go on the

way they are the population of blacks alone will

have reached one hundred and twenty-one million by

2040. Reducing the black birth rate has become an

extremely delicate issue. as it is coloured by

'cultural traditions and. more particularly.

political suspicions.

Anoth~r problem in the life of blacks that has some

relationship with the high' birth-rate is

availability of jobs. .Klerck. a past president of

the Afr~kaanse Handelinstituut is quoted by the

Financial Mail (March 7, 1986 p. 36) as saying that

South Africa needs three hundred thousand new jobs a

year and even with an economic growth rate of five

percent the country is moving into a totally

unmanageable situation. Bl~cks with their inferior

education suffer the greatest brunt of unemployment.

The numerical strength of blacks is problematic on a

number of fronts:

The educational system· must be able to supply

sufficient facilities for pupils in schools.

The community should be made aware of the need

for contributing for some schooL requirements if

state fur.ds are found inadequate. There should

be more fund-raising projects for the benefit of

schools for blacks.

The high drop out rate may be checked to some

extent by a more concerted effort towards a

Bridging/ ...
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enhan~e

bridging

suggested

shall

period

by the

for pre-school

De Lange Report.

school readiness

children as

This period

and ensure

successful progress in the formal school.

More guidance teachers, school psychologists and

school social workers need to emerge from

colleges of education to deal with the social

and emotional problems experienced by children,

whilst at school.

For a considerable peric.d education of blacks

has been academic in orientation. There needs

to be a greater effort in career-oriented

education to ensure greater diversificatior.,

more ~eaningfulsubjectsgreater career choices

and menpower orientation so that ~hildren are

equipped for meeting the challenges of a highly

competitive techno-culture. This may contribute

ensuring that those who go through out of the

scho~l system are absorbed in the economy of the

country.

\. The Education and Manpower Production Report of

1986 points out that from 1974 to 1985 the total

enrolment or pupils in schools for blacks

increased by more than 2,5 million which

represents an average annual growth of 3,06

percen t. A future increase of almost one

million is forecast fc.re the np,xt five years.

The forecasting method that was used is based on

a cohort ffiodel that takes into consideration the

flow of pupils into and through the education

system. This means that the upgrading of

teachers in service is a top priority in

addition to the output from colleges of

education. Cognisance should be taken of

lowering the pupil-teacher ratio to 1:30 in

junior and senior secondary schools.

The/ • ••
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-The estimated pupi~ oU~flow at tlifferent levels

is given by the . Education and Manpower

Production ReP9rt of 1985 as ~2,17 percent of".

those withoutth~.r suti-st~ndar~ A le~~l

(considered illiterate), 22,28 percent of those.' . ~

who have g~>ne up 'to 'and _iriciud~ng standard two,·

. 19,27 percent from. the "senior primary, 18,80
. .

percent from junio'r, seconfiary ahd 12 ;48 from th~

senior secondary school level:' This shows a"

high early scho~l-leaving phe~omepon, These

estima!9S were ~reached by m~ans of thi.cohort

model which takes both pupil, enrolment and the

number of repeatersri~to account. To ensure ~
.

decre~se in the school drop out rate a.concerted-

effor t. shoul9 pe' made towards compulsory

ed~cation. To. show the' seriousness of the

venture-parents should undertake a commitment of .
,

t!ying by all means at their disposal to keep

their pU~ils at school, say up to' age sixteen or

standard ei~ht, ~hichever'comes first. Should a

parent {qil to keep his pr her child at ·scho.ol.
for a long enough per iod then 'the s'choo'l will

"take tha t paren t to a' COUT t of. law for a breach

of contract. I!} a. cour t of law he will show,
.'

caus.~. as 'to ·what milttatesagainst. the c·hil"~.

attending school until School-Ieaying 3.ge.
'.

The relevance of age sixteen or standard eight-

• lies in the f-act that it is at that poin.t that a

child can be .tr'aine.d, in, basic skil~s tha"t can
~ .

~nsure him' some form of semiskilled employment

or it is that paint where he can be trained for

being self-employed." It should b~ noted further

that" the main function of primary s'chools is to

provide a catchment for secondary schools. Its

curriculum is designed as"the initial part of a

longer programme. It does not· at all cater.
specifically for the needs of the great majority

for whom it isterminal. It becomes necessary,

therefore, to increase considerably the number

Of / •••
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. comprehensive schools and offering secondary

school pupils a curriculum that is half academic

- and half technical.

The half academic and half technical curriculum

will also water down the momentum that classroom

and academic work have on the attitudes of

children. The academically oriented in most

cases tends always to have ,a, reason why he

should not engage in labour and productive work.

,Teaching practical skills will help make

-lessons about production more meaningful. It

shall also reduce student elitist attitudes.

Blacks at present have a poor. undeveloped

agricultural economy. They have little capital

to. invest in big factories or modern machines;

'they are short of people . with skill and
.-" ~ ...

experience. Needed are people willing to work

hard for their own· improvement. The

comprehensive schools programme should be so

. organised that it functions" in an existing

socio-economic set-up. The schoo~ 'needs to

inculcate in children ideals of service and need

for productive work. It is in thi~ light that

the aim of secondary education as given in

Educamus '(198~: 2) can be realised. namely:

"In its variegat"ion secondary education ...
presents the pupil with th~ opportunity for
intellectual growth, academic and technical
grounding - the basis on which he can build
his own future."

Saddled with the problem of large numbers' of
~ .

children in the education of blacks the following

major tenets must always be kept in view and

keep guiding any educational endeavour:-
.

No bchool, or alternative arrangement should

exclude a child because of race, colour.

creed, financial status or the nature of

."

previous educational background.- Schools

must be truly open. able to survive on the

Basis/ ~ ..
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basis of their educational merits and th~ir

ability· to meet needs of students and the

~ society of blacks. This calls for academic
,

support programmes for mediocre children

which will be built into the school system.

comprehensive

towards a. . Each school has

set

to

of

work

objectives or

educational goals ~ithin the' system of

choice. These educational goals will

include mastery of basic sk'ills, nur tur ing

'- of physical, emotional and intellectual

development, and vocational and avocational

preparation. The .child must be equipped

with a broad range of skills so that he will,

~: have as many alternatives and"~pportunities

as possible for' so'cial and' educational.
mobility. Needed for blacks is an education

system that seeks. out new means of

increasing the chances for the child to
" ".. mature as a maker of choices rather than to..

be a victim of circumstances.

No person

educational

or g~oup' shoVld impose an

plan or design. Luthuli (1~81:

."

31) succinctly avers that

~'A cl1ild"s under'siand"ing must never
be l~mLtAd' by ani human b~ing and one
f!nds a discrepancy be~ween what the

. child must. learn "an~. w~at he actually
learns. This is an imp~rtant source
of conflict and must be viewed with
great conceTn. ft

To em~hasise his point Luthuli ci~es the

case of an au~horita~ian society that is

breeding rebellious ~pirits~ in children who
, .

later reform the educational system that

offended them.

Teachers should also be free to choose the

al ternatives that best· silPpor t . their

teaching styles. No one alternative should

be. imposed on the teacher. Of course new

approaches/ ...
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approaches such as peer tutoring to cope,

amongst other things, with an unwieldly

teacher-pupil ratio necessitate retraining;
-----

of teachers. This, however, can become an

intergral part of the staff development

programme.

Each, alternative chqsen must ~llow for

assessment so that evaluation information as

a basis for continuing to improve the option

can be gathered. This data may also help

dtermine the relative effectiveness of each

option.

The importance of these tenets is borne out by

Schoeman (1980) who puts high store on orderly

progress within the various school subjects, as

well as among all aspects of school-education in

general. He specifies that pedagogical order

presupposes a firm coherence' and solidarity

among all aspects of the educational enterprise;

treven among the vari.ous forms of education
as undertaken by different societal
relationships where ,education has to
conform to typical structures of these;
societal spheres." (p. 45)

-
4.3.2 The spatia~ aspect.

for Schoeman (1980) this mcdali1:Y has the.

meaning-nucleus of continuous extension. Primary

nOJms considered here are pedagogical ~oherence

and pedagogic contextuality.

4.3.2.1 Pedagogic coherence and·contextuality.

This norm is in evidence when the teacher makes

it a point constantly to emphasise the mutual

connection between parts and their relation to

the al~-inclusive whole. Luthuli (1982) argues

that it is essential that the pupil"s current

school life should be viewed laterally.

Relationships between the ~earning ~xperiences

in various areas should be organised so as to

reinf9fce and illuminate one another. In the

primary school,
there should
Relationship! ••.

Luthuli (1982)
be readily

points out,.
discernible
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relationship between social studies. reading
and natural sciences. Such an arrangement

would provide a powerful and reinforcing

pedagogic action in education of blacks and

school practice.

Akinpelu (1981) also emphasises this point when

he discus~es educati0nal views 0f Comenius.

Akinpelu. like Luthuli. also emphasises that

since there is an organic unity of knowledge.

that is. a unity in which all parts are cl08ely

interrelated and reinforc~ each other. great

attention must be paid to the drawing up of the

syllabus of study. All subjects arranged for

teaching in one class should be interrelated

and form a whole bodY of know~edge.· In this

way.pupils will aquire a ~eneral idea of the

scope of each special subject,with'its typical

syllabus. and the place of the various syllabI

in the encompassing totality of the curriculum .

The prjnciple of pedagogic coherence also finds

expression in the pedagogic ·situ?tion. In this

~situation the teacher and child are involved.

Interaction is blaintained on a particip~tory

and co-operative basis. The function of this

interaction mainly involves· ' guiding. leading'

and directing the not-yet-adult to mature

adulthood. Both the teacher and child must

recognise that growth and developmen~ that are
desirable and towards which they interact· go

beyond the walls of the classroom. The educand

should open h~mself up and be activated so that

he can benefit from school experience. The

educat~r in a pedagogic situation is

pedagogically active so that he becomes able

to introduce the child to the various aspects

of cosmic reality. .

Some of the pre-requisites ofa sound pedagogic

Situation/ ...

."
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situation are pedagogic love, openness,
pedagogic trust, knowing and understanding.

Pedagogic love is love for· a person as a

person, with no expectation. of a material

return from the loved one. It is a condition

of the possibility for genuine encounter. It

contributes to the. welfare of the loved person.

It forms the substratum of all pedagogic

support. Since this love envisages support to

the child it has as its aim mak~ng him self

reliant and resourceful. It, therefore, does

not exclude reprimand. du Plooy, Griesel and

Oberholzer, (1982) . aver that research has

revealed that pupils who do not experience the

feeling of being safe-guarded which initially

is based on a loving relation between the

teacher and the child, try to compensate for

the deficit of love in other ways. These

pupils. denied pedagogic love. may totally

withdraw themselves and reveal all kinds of

~;bad·social behaviours, such as being aggressive,

telling lies, being morose all the time and

giving vent to their inadequacies in negative

ways.

Openness according tu. Viljoen and Piennar

(1911) implies that the child is open towards·

the world and consequently open to the world of

.the educator himself. He makes the educator an

associate in this situation. The ~hild can be

open .to the teacher's influence if the teacher

is also open towards the child. In this way

the opportunity for addressing and hearing is

created through the educatio~ situation. The

silence of the child's situatedness is thereby

broken and an open dialogue with the world 

including his teacher - is instigated.

The child's

prompts him

Adul t/ ...

need for

to reach

guidance and direction

out for an adult. An
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adult whom
relationship

he

of
shail onfy~

mutual trust.
accept in a

Kgorane (1976)

ensures
.

that < the two parties are

bound ·together, thus influenci~g

Genuine educntive trust takes int0

conceives of t~us~ as a ~ay of being that makes

him who lives it to have a good grip on his

world and life. Trus~ between the teacher and

child

confidently

each other. . ...

account the incomplete self-realisation of"

being a child

lim{ta tions.

security in

defensiveness.

as well a~ human frailty and

Pedagogic trust increases

the relation~hip' and reduces

" .

interpretes, desi~ns and unfolds his positive

poten tia1i ties '0 'and als'o what .sign~fic~nce .as

well as meaningfulness the chi~d. atta~hes to

these potentialities. The teacher gets ~o know

to what 'extent "he should intervene educat~velY

wi t"h each. par ticul?-r chtld 0 to help 0 0 hinr· 0

understand what the demands cl pro~ri~ty are;

The· child al£o needs gUida~ce as to the

understanding of the ~uture which is .already

making demands 'on him."
,"

Pedagogic coherenca also encompasses the

uninterrupted continuat~on of education in the

hoee by education as it is undertaken at

school. Schoeman (1980)" regards

pedagogically anti-norma~ive to

it as

.
"disconnect the spirit in whicn children
are edbcated at school from that in which
they are educated within the intimate
circles of the family." (p. 48)

Such/ ...
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Such an endeavour is likely to cause spiritual

tension in the child, a condi tion that- i~

inimical to aducational progress. This is the

type of education missionaries gave to blacks.

According to Thembela (1983) this education is

often condemned

"on the grounds that it was Western,
bookish and unpractical and did not take
into account the institutional life of
the Black people." (p. 57.)

Ripinga (1979) on this issue quotes Chukwuke who

wrote:

"The attitude of .... missionaries .•...
was one of almost complete repugnance for'
African forms of artistic and cultural
life." (p. 97) .

Ripinga (1979) argues for . a harmonious

relationship between the fa~ily and school.

However, he observes that~ .

. "the tug-of-war seems to exist between
the Black family and agents of Western
ed~cation. Children are divorced from
their parents" (p. 168)'

He recommends education that wil~ take into

account the spiritual root of commun~ty life of

blacks. This spiritual root-is-important in that

it determines the expressions of feeling,

thinking, social aspects, moral criteria,

judicial forms of law and many other aspects that

relate to the institutionalised mode of living of

blacks. It undeflies the cultural ideals in a

particular society and places on indelib~e mark

on the social structure. In this way may

pedagogic coherence be' maintained in the

education of blacks. Pedagogic consensus between

home and school regarding thetr distinctive

educational ideas and objectives is one of the

prerequisites for the

guidance of the child.

·4.3.3 The/ ...

successful' normative
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4.3.3 The kinematic aspect.

The pedagogic norms are not rigid. Man is free to

use nis discretion in actualising them. They are

functional at all times. which presupposes that

they should be adapted to the conditions of the

time. The educator wi~l be guided by the concerns

of the pupils concerns of the institutions closely

linked with the educational system and the.

community as a whole.

Schools can contribute to child disruptive

behaviour if. for example. teachers pursue rigid

and rigoristic methods according to predetermined

patterns. Children who get bored with this

stereotyped approach will run foul with school
",<.;;

authorities and eventually drop out. Teachers in

schools for blacks may not be resourceful and
0'

innovative enough owing. amongst other things. to

their inadequate professional education. The high

incidence of hooliganism. delinquent behaviour.

high drop-out rate in education is one likely

pointer to this direction. These are children who

most often sink finally into aiml~ssneis and

apathy. and who take out their frustrations op'

the insti tutions' tila t have failed them. This they

do through acts of Violence. hostility anG school

vandalism. The society of blacks at the present

time can ill afford the number of such frustrated

youths. - So it is impera~ive that there should be

buil t .... iri projects in the edu~ation of blacks that

will focus on the dropout. the pre-dropout and the

delinquent. Such a project may be built. for

example around the following components:

_A number of "ignition" activities of an

nature rock climbing. bicyle

canoeing. "high-risk

supervised by community members.

These should be designed to involve young men

In/ ...
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in a dramatic and compelling way, to give

them experiences of success. kicks that are

legitimate. to establish warm relations with

peers. rival gangs and their teachers.

A programme to offel remedial work in key

subjects, thus stamping ie on children basic

skills. particularly. in languages,

mathematics and science. These should be

taught by teachers ?n an individual basis by

teachers. who over and above their

professional education. have specialised in

remedial education.

A programme of an experience-based curriculum

~'around courses in the history of blacks,

legal aspects having a direct bearing of the

lives of blacks. creative arts of blacks and

field trips related to culture and civic life.
Job searching skills should also be given

particular attention.

Group counseling sessions should be held on a

regular basis. by professionally trained

people.

Service trainin~ for example. building'up

emergency room teams, holding planned

excursions with members of· other national

groups to explore each oth~r's stereotypes.

More than anyone else in the community of black~

alienated youths need experiences that' will bring

to them the sense of their own competence and

capacity. that what they have to offer is sorely

needed. They need experiments. that will show

them that they are not so limited as they think,

experiences that will give them confidence and

enthusiasm for the business of facing life.

experiences that will assure them they can make

it.

Apart/ ..•
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Apart from innovative teaching methods needed for

the present-day black children cognisance should

be taken of the capability of children at certain

developmental levels to comprehend subject

matter, pupil insight into subject matter. level

of intelligence and may other areas. For this to

be made possible school psychological services

become an urgent necesnlty. Unfortunately the

education system of blacks does not as yet,

provide for the education of these profession21s.

As an interim measure psychological facilities

and resources of other race groups should be made

available to blacks and universities for blacks

should institute such training. This is not to

underplay the work of guidance teachers who are

only now being trained but their education is not

deep enough to help deal with intricate school

problems of the modern black child.

The pedagogic encounter between the teacher and

the child is also coloured by cultural, social

and economic background. The principle of

pedagogic flexibility demands that this'aspect

should be taken account of if educative action of

the teacher is to become meaningful to the' chil~..

However. teacher3 in schools for blacks find

themselves having to grapple with material that

is antinormative. ,It is such because the

curriculum is drawn up by curricularists who are

not black and working from their perspective.

They are not guided by the ground motive of

blacks. They have never lived amongst blacks to

appreciate the inner ethos that the black feels.

Look~ng at a black child as a member of an out

group as compared to his group he will not fully

appreciate the world view of blacks. Even when

it comes to textbooks and other teaching

materials, it is found that very few authors

are of the same social, political, cultural and

economic/ •..
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economic perspective as the black person. Ideas

expres~ed in th~se study materials, therefore.

are not likely, in all instances, to answer to

the demands, aspirations, anxieties and pressures

of the society of blacks. There should be as few

people of colour as possible in boards and

agencies a~d institutions that are directly

involved with the educational system of blacks.

However, blacks have a problem of adequately

trained staff. this is so because there was not

enough motivation for blacks to follow this line

of academic education'a£ educational bodies were

monopolised by people of colour. Time has now come

for a spirited recruiting drive for blacks to make

themselves available for education in these areas.

Universities that accept blacks as students have

now instituted departments in school management

and administration as well as in curriculum

studi~s. Educational Departments should now

provide scholarships for promising students and

offer positions to these graduates.

Schoeman (1981) further demands that educational

occurrence shOUld remain in motion, thus allowing

for the continued progress of educational matters

and events. In the practical teaching situation

this will be realised by periodic and regular

repetition of important facts and principles.

This may involve psriodic testing, working on

individual or group projects by pupils based on

in-class work that has be~n done, homework

exercises and many other relevant methods.

However, in education of blacks this has been

routinised in such a way that it end~ up not

being effective enough.

In some instances the education administrators

demand weekly tests or monthly tests. It is the

Classroom/ ...
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classroom teacher who needs to define when it is

appropriate to give a test. Once testing beccmes

routinised a teacher is likely to run ove;

subject matter as fast as he can to meet test

schedules. This leads to ineffective teaching, a

Sometime~.

department

This is

very common practice in the ed~cation of blacks. ~

tests are set by the headmaster or the

head or by the Education Department.

done to ensure that all class sections

are assessed on the same work. However, this m~y

run counter to the aims of the test. At one time

the subject-teacher may want to test concept

acquisition and something else the next time. If

somebody else sets the test he may not have .the
,T-

subject teacher~s aim in view.

"'. Some subject teachers do not mark the exercise

books in time to give feedback 'at the right time

for children. Some" do not mark at all and

children
,
s work remain in staffrooms.

In the education system of blacks there seems to

be no clear testing policy. Such a policy needs

to be worked out and gUidelines for supervision

of testing have to be mapped out. Flexibility

and local arrangements should be made within a

clearly s~ated policy.

Another of Schoeman's (1981) characteristics is
pedagogic tempo, i.e. the rate of which learning

may be - progressing. It may be too slow or too

fast, and depending on the pupil tempo that is

inappropriate may lead to boredom and

frustration. The problem is not so bad if the

class is made up of mediocre children. The

problem becomes very serious if there are slow

learners and rapid learners all in the same"

class. or if there are midly intellectually

handicapped children in the classroom.

In/ •••
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In the system of education for blacks. at
present. one does no~ find provision for special

children. except for the seriously handicapped.

So this is an educational system that does not

recognise some tenets of the general philosophy

of education. Some of them are:

that each child is a unique individual with

his own needs. goals. and individual .

learning style; :

learning experiences should be developed by

teachers and children;

a sense

element

of

of

fellow-feeling is an essential

a succesful sducational.

expp,rience;

the educational experience of eacn individual

should be relevant to the time and place in

which he finds himself and to his future

goals.

within the right structure and with guidance.

every child can enjoy a degree of academic

achievement.

This means that those bodies and institutions

intimately involved in planning and implementing

educational structures for blacks sho~ld take a

serious view towards providing fa~ilities for

black children who need specialised teaching.

This refers to both rapid learners and gifted

children as well as slow learners. Such

facilities should be as flexible as possible in

providing children with the occupational skills.

general education courses. and attitudes that are

necessary in tOday's world for a person to be

competitive in finding and holding a well-paying

job. These children. in their own right should

be enabled to

successfully/ ...
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successfully develop their communication skills.

be sensitive to and re~pectful to the feelings of

others;

develop meaningful skills of social interaction

d9velop a sense of humanity and social values.

In the words of Schoeman (1981: 52)

"The energy-output should be directed at
the establishment of norres, principles and
dispositions in the educand; and the mastering
by the latter of subject-matter; the
acquisition of insight, skills, etc as the
result of particular pedagogical activities
which were originally initiated by the
educator." (Emphasis in original)

All pedagogic performance effected by the teacher

incorporates the basic pedagogic principles of

induction and deduction. This calls upon the

teacher to assist children to develop their

insights. In this way children will be able to work

'through their lessons without having to resort to

rote memory, when they are called upon to behave in

a particular manner they shall understand the reason

for demand. In that way co-operation between

teacher and child is assured. This also fosters

intrinsic motivation in the learner. To foster

insight into learning material teaching itself

should not promote rote memory, but a problem

solving ability. Greater use should be made ef

question-and-answer, projects and experiments.

Teachers in black education h~ve been found to lack

language skills necessary for them to understand

what they are teaching, hence heavy use of notes.

(Energos: 1985)

SUbject/ ...
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Subject matter content draws on many source

materials. In any sch0cl therefore there is a

need of well stocked banks of materials using

various approaches to content organisation. These

data banks are nece£sary for ~se'by students as

they deal with problems posed to them by teachers.

This approach, the inquiry method suggested by

Postman and Weingartner (1969), is to help

learners increase their competence as learners.

The aim is to encourage good learning. According

to these two authors, good learners

Have confider.ce in their ability to learn 

they have a profound faith that they are

capable of sGlving problems;

Tend to enjoy solving problems,

Seem to know what is relevant to their

survival and what is not; are apt to resent

being told that something is good for them to

know;

Prefer to rely on their own Judgement; are

suspicious of any authority who discourages

others from relying on their owr.- judgement;

Are usually nut afraid of being wrong; they

recognise their limitations and are not gnawed

by any m&ntal anguish in finding out that what

they believe is actually not so;

Tend to delaY their judgem&nts until they have

access to as much information as they imagine

will be available;

Seem to understandthatanswer~are relative;

Have a high degree of respect for facts; are

persistent in examining their own assumptions,

and tend to be cautious of making wide

generalisations.

It follows then that the teacher should provide an

Environment/ ...
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or should constitute a

which t~e full spectrum

attitudes as well as

employed all the times.

tell the child what he

know. Telling. when

The teacher should rarely

thinks the child ought to

used as a basic teaching

strategy. deprives children the excitement of

doing their own finding and of the opportunity for

increasing their power as learners. In classrooms

of black children teachers rely heavilY on the use

of textbooks mainly becauEe of inappropriately

stocked libraries and inadequate facilities. In

a study on teaching. ecol0gy to senior Biology

pupils in Kwa-Zulu Vaknlisa (1984) found that In

the schools she visited laboratory facilities ~ere

inadequate in most schools to a point of being

non-existent in others. Library facilities in

most schools ~ere grossly inadequate. Most of the

library books were .old and outdated. Other

teaching and learning media desirable in the

teaching of ecology were either absent in most

schools or inadequate where they were found'.

Classroom observations revealed that teachers

employed mostly one teaching method - the lecture

method. Where questionlng was attempted questions

asked could be answered in monosyllables or single

sentences which often invited chorus responses

from pupil s. In cases where discuss: ions were

attempted pupil performance was poor. This is a

far cry from the inquiry method that should

encourage mea~ingful learning. The mode of

questioning.

convergent and

should be seen

divergent questions. Questions

as instruments to open engaged

discourse \"i th

The

children

teacher

in this

should

mode is

use both

minds to unsuspected possibilities.

Postman and Weingartner (1969) suggest that

lessons should develop from the responses of

students and not from a previously determined

Logical/ ...
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logical structure. Each lesson should pose a

proble~ for childlen. Almost all of the

questions, proposed activities dnd assignments are

aimed at having children clarify a problem, make

observations relevan~ to the solution of a

problem, and make generalisations based on their

observations.

The. biotic aspect.

The biotic aspect reveals a fundamental norm in

the form of pedagogic viability. According to

this norm, the teacher should, at all times

consider carefully the actual pedagogic viability'

of whatever is attempted in class for the

maintenance of pedagogic growth. This will

include effective organisation of all pedagogic

activities. This will lead to the child's

acceptance of pedagogic norms. He will thus be

aided to adapt himself properly with regard to his

own abilities and shortcomings; his peers, his

teachers, his work in general. th~ demands of the

various subjects in the curriculum, the curriculum

itself in fact to the entire pedagogic

situation.

Considered in this aspect. are issues that relate

To/·.·
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to the organisation, policy and practices in

individual schools. The nature of school rules.

the s}stem of sanctions and punishments, the

accessibility or otherwise of key members of

staff, the pastoral care network, the leadership

styles adopted by the haadmaster, senior members

of 'staff (heads of departments), teachers in

general, the attitude towards children's academic

and social problems, and the general philosophy

and ethos of the school all play an important part

in influencing children's reactions. The school

that shows a sensitive awareness of the needs of

its individual pupils, Fontana (1985) observes,

is less likely to have problems of antisocial

behaviour from children. than is the s~hool that

adopts a more punitive and less pupil-oriented

role. A school should operate in a caring,

constructive and positive atmosphere.

School rules should be few in number, clear, well

. publicised and be c-onsistently. applied. They

should be seen by the caildren as being fair and

representatives in drawj~g them up and

. ~ppropr iate.

wIth their

It is good practice to cooperate

they must be reviewed from time to time. They,

shOUld be geared towards the needs of the school

communJty and be developed in . response to the

changing and evolving needs of children and of

society generally.

Clear and efficier.t lines of communication between

pupils and teachers at all levels should be set up.

Decisions taken by the headmaster and staff should

reflect procedures, standards and values in which the

school is seen by all its members to be operating.

The -school needs provide occasions for democratic

debate between staff and pupils on important

issues. Both pupils and staff should feel that

there are opportunities to air the views and

observations will receive sympathetic attention in

an unbiased atmosphere.

The/ • ••
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The school should dem0nstrate that it exists in
order to help children with both their personal and

their academic achievement problems. There should

be effective classroom teaching, related

successfully to the children's academic and social

goals.

There should be stimulating and adequate prOV1Sl0n

for cultural, sporting. and leisure pursuits and

thes3 should be an integral part of school life.

The school should be seen by pupils of all abili~y

groups to Qe preparing them for the realistic

opportunities and challenges of the Wider world,

and be a source of i~formation and guidance in

relation to this world. Workable procedures for

assessing children with special needs should be

established. Children should receive clear

guidance at points of academic and vocatior.al

decision. such as when deciding on options between

available subjects. making vocational choices, and

preparing for interviews and job applications .

. Close and sympathetic links should be maintained

with the local community, including parents, and

full participation by the community in the life of

the school should be encouraged. Jones and Jones

(1981) observe that children's attitudes about

schaol are influenced by their parents. Parents'

positive views about the school are passed on to the

child who is more likely to receive e~couragement

and reinforcemellt for desirable school behaviour.

As parents are legally responsible for their

children, they should be kept informed about their

children's behaviour and academic performance.

Further, parents can be valuable resources for

teachers. They can volunteer time to tutor

children, assist teachers in preparing study aids,

share their expertise on special topics with

children. School personnel way even involve

parents in developing a ber.aviour change programme

for disruptive children. Parents .as· volunteers

who/ .•.
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who are treated with respect by teachers almost

alw3Ys become strong supporters to the teachers.

Schools should de-emphasi8e comparisons between

children and their peers and marks as feedback on

children's work. Though it is helpful for children

to know' how they stand in relativnship to grade

level norms. they should not" be evaluated in terms

of how well they perform in relationship to their

peers. In addition to placing some children in a

no-win situation. comparative evaluations suggest

that the goal of learning is to uutperform one's

peers rather than master the material. The same

applies to emphasising marks. Marks obtained by a

child in a task by themselvGs provide almost no

useful information. What is better is to have a

~,teacher-child discussion and outline specific

skills the child will need to improve. Detailed

teacher comments and supportive statements are much

more effective than marks in Dotivating child

performance. Covington and Berry (1976: 117)

observe that

"When it comes to motivating s"chool
achievement. it appears that tfie type of
learning structure is by far the more
important factor. with grades plaYing a
secondary, even a negligible, role."

In a well-run school te3chers are deeply involved

in the process of making new policies and

procedures. Effective teachers also include their

students in building a set of effective rules for

the classroom. Glaser (1969) even suggests

periodic room meetings in which social problems of

the class are discussed and solved-

Over and above general facts. the school curriculum

has been a source of dissatifaction in the

education of blacks. When a curriculum is

perceived by children as being of interest and

relevant to their needs long-term feelings of

reseatment and hostility towards the school are

less / •..
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less likely to develop. Children want a ~urriculum

that is of value to them in helping them live their

. lives effectively and meaningfully. Fontana (1985)

describes such a curriculum as one that provides

them with information and skills that shall help

them understand themselves and to relate to others.

It should help prepare them for a vocation and

also enrich their leisure~ime.

According to Schoeman (1980) the normative life of

the educand should flourish. gro~ and develop in

the dir&ction of normative maturity. which can be

understood as the outcome of fruitful normative

intervention by the teacher in the normative
.'
? conduct of the child. Hook (1975) argues for

general

specific

education based on its ability to meet six

needs of today's child. and by extension.

of the society to which the student will become a

productive citizen. Hook 3xpresses these needs as

follows:

Every student has an objective need to be able
. to communicate clearly and effectively and
accUrately the meaning of different types of
Ldiscourse, and to express himself in a literate
way.

Every student needs to have at least some

rudimentary knowledge about ~is own body and

mind. about the world of nature and iLS forc~s.

Every student has a
intelligently aware of

need to become

how his society

functions, and of Lhe great historical.

economic' and social forces shaRing its future.

Every student needs to be informed of the

conflict of values and ideals in our time. of

the great maps of life. the paths to salvation

or damnation, under which human beings are

enrolled.

Every student needs to acquire some

.methodological/ .•.
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sophistication
sense for evidence.

canons of validity.

that should
relevance and

Every student has

the cultural legacy

art, literature and

a need to be inducted into

of his civilisation in its

music.

By meeting these six needs. Hook sees general

'~ducation as providing the child with the knowledge

and methodological tools which will permit the

children "to cope successfully with the complexities

of modern life and to contribute positively to

society. Flowing from the above discussion is the

realisation that educatjon that is relevant to the

needs. aspirations and pressures of blacks must

include elements designed to achieve the following

at some level for each child.

4.3.4.1 Self knowledge.

As the child grows he develops a self-concept based

on his knowledge of himself and what significant
.

people are

approach a

always be

saying

teacher

positive.

to him or about him.· The

takes towards him then should

The child's progress and

success counts. This means that there should be

many opportunities for ea~h child to succeed in'

some way. There should also be occasions for every

child to learn to take responsibility and to

contribute to the class community.

A child should also be aware of his' potentialities

and weakne~ses. Opportunities of trying out new

things and solutions should be provided.

Encouragement. help and support should be given in

case of difficulties and impediments.

Each child needs to be confident in himself as a

person. in his ability to learn and tackle tasks

successfully

So tasks set

intellectual

·Tries/ •..

and in his relationship with others.

and problems posed should match the

level at which a child succeeds if he
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tries hard enough. Teacffers' reactions and
feedback to the children's ideas and contributions

will also be crucial.

4.3.4.2 Ability to live and worl, with others.

This involves social competence by which we mean an

ability. situationally or eXistentially. to react

to social demands and pressures. It also involves

being sensitive and responsive to one's needs and

feelings and those of community members. A

socially competent person lives by values which are

in agreement with those of others and those based

on his own feelings. So·there is a case for seeing

to it that all children learn the conventions of

normal social behaviour, such as greeting people.

making a complaint politely, thanking someone.

making an enqu1ry. and so on.

Children should be able to get on with other people

(peers. and people in authority). They should not

see other people as enemies or impediments to their

progress. The teacher should foster team spirit

and nurture the comradeship that groups promote.

He should enlist group participation and protect

the image of children.

Children should ce sellsitive to others. If a child

has hurt someone the teacher should hold a

discussion with the two to get them to think

through how things looked from other viewpoints.

Children need to be helped to become tolerant and

tolerant of other ways of living and other groups

of people noting that South Africa is multi-ethnic.

religious,

multilingual and 'aas

different groups

is a society in which the

of people can enjoy the richness

people of

and socialpolitical

This

multicultural.

different

persuasions.

of the different cultures which now make up our

population. Such learning can spread right across

the curriculum.

Social/ ...
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Social education w111 'include moral education.

Luthuli (1985) argues that the approach to morality

and education should help pupils to, discover and

evaluate their values according 'to the generally

accepted standard. In so doing they achieve a more

purposeful and secure sense of selt as persons in

society. As ctildren. they will be bound by the

ethics of adults in their world. But they should

gradually acquire the ability of weighing up the

facts in a moral situation and thinking deeply

about how to deal with the moral situations in

their own lives.

Children should be imbued with facts and aspects

that relate to the black people's history and that

of other na tions and become acq!Iain ted \'/i th their

cultural" backgrounds. They should know much about

the way society functions,' including its

institutions and practices. the way they are

governed. the need to generate wealth and the way

the present day's way of life differs from that of

the days of yore.

4.3.4.3 Communication skills.

E~ch group of people, the family. t~e clique. the

class. the professional work group. the school, the

nation and so on uses language in a way that is

particular to it. The child should be taught to

r communicate and receive communication in an

appropriate manner. Language is a major

commuuication medium. Language should be matched

to relevant circumstances. However movement.

mathematics and graphics are· also used for

different people. situations and topics. Body

language is also important since it communicates to

other people the kind of person one 1s. the mood in

which one is. the kind of relationship a person

sees himself having with others and many other

messages. Because South Africa is a land of many

Na tionsl . ..
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nations and cultures. it is imperative that black

children should have many language electives to

choose from in their schools. But there is no need

to force down children's throats particular

languages. for this bre~ds confrontation .

.4. 3.4. 4 Learning skills.

in society generally there are innovations and new

knowl~dge cropping up constantly and children will

when they become

that they acquire

at school. They

having to learn even

So it becomes necessary

be trained into effective study skills.

of i'emembering information and be given a

practice in work that asks them to put

in sets or oider of priotity with one

learning skills while

lot of

strong

should

methods

keep on

adults.

things

another. all work iilvolving sets and putting things

in differ6nt groups. work which looks for patterns

in numbers or spelling or involves the use of flow

charts and other forms of graphic layout. All this

contributes to the ability to learn -to understand,

and will improve the child's ability to leai'n

. independently later on. Creative skills and

planning skills should also feature prominently in

the child's education.

-4.3.4.5 A framework of unde.standing in major areas of

!<nowledge.

Children should be able to understand and

appreciate such aspects as symbols in mathematics

and science, the language of movement in dance and

drama. the language of shapes and forms and colours

in art, . sounds in music and many other knowledge

areas.

4.3.4.6 Ability to cope with adult life as parents, workers

and citizens.

Children should acquire, while at school.

strategies, approaches and skills that will help

them as adults to recognise and satisfy .their basis

Jndividual/ ...
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individual needs as person.:;; to be aware of their
responsibilities and duties to the institutions to

which they shall be attached, to their community,

their state, their nation and the world; to be

able to adjust to the problems ofhoille and family

life; to be able to follow job opportunities and

to have the basic skills required for success in

any field of human endeavour. They should have

acquired appreciable knowledge about their own

bodies and minds, about how society has developed
.,

and how it functions, about the physical world iu

which they live, about the other forms of life with

which they share that world, and about cultural

endeavours and legacies of their civilisation.

They should have come to ah understanding and

appreciation of the principles Bmployed in human

enquiry.o

,4. 3. 4.'7, A framework of meaning for liie arid value system.

As a child develops he must lear~ how to develop

his 'own frames of reference for making judgements,

adjustments and taking effective decisions. A

persons reference frame co~stitutes·his world-view

and life-view.

Pedagogic viability of the biotic aspac!s gives the

teacher the task of mediating the curriculum for

each child. However, any school or teacher

. atte~pting something differing widely from the

expectations of the society the school serves will

be made aware of this very quickly. Members of the

community immediately step in to reinforce the

principle of remit to the education authorities.

They remind the education authoriti~s that they are

not free agents, but serve society, in this case,

the society of South African blacks.

4.3.5 The psychial aspect.

Considered in this

intentionality! ...

modalt'ty are . pedagogic
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intentionality. pedagogic purposefulness. pedagogic

sensitivity and pedagogIc solidarity.

4.3.5.1 pedagogic intentionality.

According to this norm it is the task of the

l teacher to be constantly aware of the nature of

educational aims. These aims form a guiding light

for the educational endeavour. The educational

aim guides the teacher on deciding on the method.

content and teaching materials that will

facilitate teaching practice. These aims consider

interests of the individual and those of society.

Societal aims should reflect the point at which

society is at a given point in time. indicate

where it wants to go. and throw light as how it

will get to that destination within the shortes~

period and using the most the economic effort.

Educational aims serve as r~ference points for

making decisions. organising school improvement

projects and guiding day-to-day operations.

Pedagogic aims are also subject based. that is.

each subject that is in the time table has its

aims. These are the aims that will be broken down

into particular objectives. Objectives relate to the

pedagogic changes that will be undergone by the

child after he has been. taught particular facts.

Pedagogic aims enable the teacher to constitute

teaching-learning strategies and environments that

will help the child .accept the well-meant

educative assistance of the educator. and apply

such help to improve his conduct. his way of

living. his attitude towards himself, his fellow

men. things and his Creator.

4.3.5.2 Pedagogic purposefulness.

This mode is evidenced by rigorous orderLiness and

precision in the pedagogic activities of the

educator. Lesson content should be geared to the

Levels/ .••
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levels of ability. of children. It should be

presented in a stimulating manner. The way in

which lessons are planned and organised has

considerable bearing upon pedagogic

purposefulness. Ill-prepared lessons that leave

the teacher floundering for material before the

lesson is half over are non-normative. So is a

lesson that contains too much material. with the

teacher struggling to get through. The class is.
left confused and frustrated at hurried attempts

to explain difficult areas. and work is left half

finished When the bell goes. The lesson that is

made up of insufficient practical work where it is

necessary or a lesson which allows children

insufficient scope to express and develop their

own particular areas of interest within ~he

SUbjects concerned violates pedagogic

purposefulness. In the same strain. so is a lesson

that is planned. by the teacher who does no know

the subject well or fails to keep up to date with

the latest trends.

Fontana (1985) recommends precision teaching for

this modality. This approach involves organising

and planning the lesson around five key teaching

questions. namely:

Is the pupil on the right task in terms of

abilitie~ and interests?

Is the pupil learning?

Is the pupil learning quickly enough?

What should be done if the pupil is not

learning or not learning quickly enough?

What level of performance should be expected?

Schoeman (1980) points out that without adequate

and proper preparation and planning of. every

aspect of the work. the norm of pedagogic

purposefulness can never be realised properly. If

a teacher is not capable of handling his subject

Properly/ ...
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properly, either on account ~iI insufficient
clarity of educational objectives, or on account

of deficient knowledge or poor preparation on his

part, he will most certainly forfeit nIl

legitimate educational credibility.

Pedagogic sensitivity.

This norm demands that the teacher should be

extremely sensitive regarding the quality and

degree of normative disclosure that exists in ~he

case of pupils. A teacher who stands too much on

dignity. who is habitually cold and remote, is

uninspiring. Should he be the type of personality

that reacts with outright loss of temper and ·over

reacts to petty misdemenours he may anger the

child in turn and make the situation very

volatile. A teacher should be interested in the

child's world. He must be prepared to spend time

talking to children and in actually listening to

what they have to say. Children want to be helped

to feel that their affairs matter enough for

teacher to want to attend to them. The teacher

should allow children to air their feelings in an

understanding and constructive way.

It is essential also that the teacher becomes

sensitive to personality traits of individual

pupils their character traits, dispositions.

temperaments, originality creativity and other

related aspects. This knowledge will help him

adopt a strategy that -is appropriate for a

particular child. He should be sensitive to

individual differences in children.

4.3.5.4 pedagogic solidarity

Solidarity in this case connotes involvement in

whatever is undertaken in the pedagogic situation

and aligning oneself with goals, policies. and

activities of the school. This quality is measured

by the person's feeling towards the school. A

Child/ ..•
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child should feel a part of the school. They

should want to stay with it. and have a chance to

exert their influence in it in collaboration with

others. Norms pursued at school should be in

accord with the nature of life-principles that are

valid with the cultural and religious environment

from which the child comes.

The child should also experience a feeling of

solidarity with and involvement in what is

undertaken in the classroom. This will become so

if the children find classroom experience

relevant. In the pedagogic sense work that is

relevant is work that children view as helping them

in obvious ways to make a success of their lives.

It helps them variously to make a success of

relating to the people who are rm~ortant to them.

in understandin~ and using skills that help them

gain mastery over the physical environment. in

identifying what it is they want to do with their

lives 1n career and vocational terms. in helping

them recognise their own abilities and strengths

and further develop them. in helping them accept

and value themselves as individuals. and ultimately.

in helping them see meaning and purpose in their

own and in other people's eXistence. A fp.p.lin~ of

~olid~ritv ~nd commitment with the school and its

endeavour facilitates the appeal for normative

~uidance of the teacher that leads finallY on his

.part to allowin~ personal conduct to pro~ress from

a normative basis. He will also accept full

responsibility for his activities in the light of a

chosen set of norms.

The next nine modalities constitute the world of

culture. They are prescriptions for man's cultural

activity. Whatever norms are found they are made

valid bv man in actual life situations.

4.3.6 The/ •••
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4.3.6 The logical aspect.

Emphasised in this aspect is the ability to think
rationally in a logical and analytical manner.

Analytical thinking helps the child to clarify his
ideas and statements. It helps him to arrive at

better formUlated and constructed conclusions. He

will be able to judge nonsensical and unworkable

projects or schemes. The intellectual activity

covered by this aspect will involve analysis of terms.

phrases. statements and propositions. The aim is to

arrive at clear. certain and specifiable ways of doing

things. Peters (1973) sees one justification for

education as developing one's capacity to reason.

,- justifying beliefs and conduct. knowing the "tlhy" as

":'c.';;"· well as the "what" of things. and organising exper ience

in terms of systematic conceptions. This can only be

-done after painstaking analysis has been done.

4.3.7 The historical aspect.

The meaning nucleus of this modality is the free

formative power of man. Man is presented as forming

and developing culture. and possessing legitimate

authority to exercise his formative power. The formal

school came into being when man exercised his

pedagogic power. which is power to educate. It is

exercised by competent educators when they positivise

universal pedagogic norms. These will include

pedagogic categories and pedagogic criteria.

By its nature education is directly related to the

cultural setting in which it takes place. It

originates on the basis of the demands of historical

situations. and grows from a definite tradition that

encompasses the sum-total of the pedagogic assets of °a

certain community (Schoeman 1980).

In South Africa's case a number of national groups

came together in search of wealth and comfortable

living. These people found one another and they all

helped building the modern South Africa. Apart from

blacks who settled in the country earlier than most

other/ ...
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other. national groups the later groups arrived singly

or in small numbers as traders. adventurers. tourists.

explorers. missionaries and inquisitive scholars.,

fortune hunters and many ot~ers. When these groups

encountered blacks they introduced elements of their

home culture. both through intent in most cases as

discussed in chapter three and in certain cases.

incidentally. It was incidental when blacks observed

their behaviour and got interested in the objects and

artifacts the strangers possessed. In a few instances

the wave of strangers was fairly big as in the case of

British settlers. the French wine growers, the Indian

cane growers. the Chinese mine recruits and migrant
labourers from outside South Africa's borders.

Over the decades South Africa has witnessed a lo~ of

cultural exchange amongst its many people. Apart from

the peoples themselves, books. magazines. films. radio

and television broadcasts, increase of facilities and

occasions of travel have all promoted the rate of

cultural interchange. Occasions of social intercourse

amongst the different national groups have played an

important role in rostering cultural interchange. and

have provided settings in which political-social'

research concerned with solving cultural conflicts

have been conducted.

Such type of research have been a pilot study into the

racial attitudes of people in grey residential areas.

The chairman of the Department of Development at the

Rand Afrikaans University. Fick. and researchers

Oliver and de Coning completed the pilot study into

the socio-political perceptions in Johannesburg's grey

or racially mixed flatland areas of Hillbrow, Joubel't

Park and Berea.

Pockets of inter grated residential settlement have

become characteristic of most of the larger cities.

for example, Salt River. Landsdowne. Wynberg,

Observatory and Woodstock in Cape Town. In Durban

Such/·.·
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such areas are Clairwood and Greyville.

This report, according to The Daily News of November

14, 1986. the experience of interracial contact

promotes greater willingness to share amenities and

service. The survey showed majority suppot for

sharing a wide variety of public and private amenities

with other races· Amenities included sporting

facilities, libraries. churches, supermarkets. parks,

cinemas. restaurants, tertiary education, discotheques

and the same flat or bUilding. The majority of all

races in the three suburbs - black, coloured and white

- was in favour of allowing all to participate in city

council elections. From the pilot study -it became

clear that blacks and coloureds saw the sharing of

amenities as more important than power sharing.

-It is also noteworthy that major South African soccer

clubs which are mainly based in townships for blacks.

like Kaizer Chiefs. Bush Bucks. Moroka Swallows and

others have serious registered players who are white.

Private schools for children of white parents and

~oloured parents have opened their doors to children

of blacks.

children.

Even schools for Indians do admit black

This shows there are more inst1t10ns that

are intent on fostering cultural exchange. However at

the present time childre~ of black parents have not

invaded institutions of other national groups en

masse, but the direction points to greater social

intercourse if one takes. as indicators, the scrapping
.

of the Mixed Marriages Act. having all South Africans

carrying identical identification documents. the

modification of the Influx Control legislation and the

_Group Areas Act which is on the point of being scrapped.

the years gone by

Thomas (1985)

inhaveAfricaSouthin

dominated other national groups.

definei domination in these terms:

"One culture overshadows the other, as the
two advance in a sort of uneven parallel
accomodation." (p. 3442)

Whites

Thomas! •..
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Thomas considers domination as one sort of adjustment

possible when two or more cultures meet and mingle.

This domination has been diluted by parallel

accommodation. In keeping with government policy.

each national group retained much of its original

identity and

Instructional

advanced alongside other cultures.

languages and schooling facilities were

. Italians. and

~ group is that

, another group.

groups such

particular for each race group. Though there was, and

at present there still is. a so-called core curriculum

based on the national educational policy. the syllabus was

geared to particular national groups. Whites were

taken as a group of their own. the major divisions

being English-speaking and Afrikaans speaking. In

actuality there are a number of language groups within

the white camp, such as. Germans. French. Portuguese,

~any other smaller groups. Another

one of Indians. Then Coloureds form

and in this camp there are many sub

as Malay descendants. coloureds of

Afrikaner descent, those of English descent, and those

with a strong influence of the way of life of blacks.

such as the descendants of the Dunn family at

kwaMangethe. in Zululand. But when it came to the

blacks they were divided into language groups such as

Zulus. Xhosas, Sothos, Tsongas, Tswanas, Vendas, and

Swazis. This separation of blacks according to

languages. a division not found in other national

groups is a curious phenomenon. Even the homelands

that are st~adilY being given" independence within the

South African structure are based on these language

differences.

The syllabi that were geared to the different

national groups were in keeping with the apartheid

philosophy. This philosophy has made South Africa the

polecat of many countries in the world. These nations

have even decided on sanctions for South Africa. Some

multi-national companies have been forced oy their

mother/ ...
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mother countries to pull

does not take positive

bastions of apartheid.

Thomas (1985) observes that;

"Often the type of adjustment seen during a
particular historical period is not a
set condition that will last a long time,
but rather is a transitional condition through
which the society is moving on its way to some
different type of adjustment." (p.34443.)

"

This is the case with South Africa. A number of
influencies, such as manpower needs of the country,
riots, pressure from outside countries, and many others

have forced it to abandon the apartheid strategies,

Kane-Berman, addressing the Institute of Personnel

Management in Durban on November 13. 1986 pointed out

that apartheid may not be dead, but it certainly has

'become unenforceable. Moral attitudes had also

"drastically changed and the Government had conceded

that racial domination was morally indefensible.

The steps towards dismantling the apartheid edifice are

seen when one looks at parliamentary acts that are

being repealed. The first tentative step in

acknowledging the unenforceability of apartheid was

scrapping job reservation and allowing black trade

unions. Then came the abolishment of pass laws. Now

there are moves to scrap the Group Areas Act. At this

point Kane-Berman. observes:

"Once this Act has been repealed, may be within
three years, the desegregation of schools will
move up the agenda - not "because the Government
wants it but because segregated education is
more difficult to enforce if living areas become
racially mixed."
(The Daily News, Friday, Novembe( 14. 1986. p. 2)

So

The

the stage

National

in now set for multicultural education.

Council for Accreditation of Teacher

Education (NCATE) in 1976 defined multicultural

education as

"preparation for the social, political and

Economic/ .•.
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economic realities that individuals experience
in culturally diverse and complex human
encounters. ..... This preparation provides a
process by which an individual develops
competencies for perceiving, believing.
evaluating and behaving in differential cultural
settings."
(Baptiste, Baptiste and Gollnick, 1980 p. 2)

Viewed from this perspective multicultural education

has as its main goal sensitising children to the human

condition, individual cultural intergrity, and cultural

pluralism in society. It should evoke in children an

ethos of cultural tolerance, that it, children should

respect and appreciate qualities as well as

characteristics of other cultural groups as being

equally desirable to their own.

With mUlticulturaL education children will be made

aware of the history, achievements and uniqueness of

'their own culture; the beliefs, customs and values of

other cultures represented in the country; and the

basic facts of culture and cultural differences.

Children snaIl then be able to accept the uniqueness of

each individual human being; our common humanity;

concepts of justice and equal rights; positive

contributions of other cultures to the richness of the

present South African society; that cultures are

dynamic and involve mutual assimilation and acceptance;

that discrimination and prejudice is destructive as

well as humiliating to rejected groups; that we can

have loyalty to more than one group; and children

should at the end accept differences without feelings

of insecurity. Multicultural education recognises and

enhances cultural pluralism. It recognises individual

and cultural differences. Howev~r, children of

different cultural groups interacting with each other

in a positive atmosphere shall come to know ~nd

appreciate each other's human qualities. This is the

type of education that will set the tone for peaceful

co-existence amongst people of different cultural and

linguistic backgrounds in the post-apartheid era

towards which the present South Africa is'fast moving.

Cognisance/ ...
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Cognisance must be taken to Count's central message as

given by Ozmon and Craver, .(1981: 125) that

"while education had been historically used as
a means of introducing people to their cultural
traditions, social and cultural conditions were
so altered by modern science, technology, and
industrialization that education must now be used
as a positive force for establishing new cultural
patterns and eliminating social evils."

The discussion of the historical aspect and its bearing

on the South African scenario highlights the importance

of the educational tradition. This tradition is rooted

deeply in the demands, expectations and visions of the

community.

In the historically founded pedagogic structure the

aspect of pedagogic power and authority shoUld be

recognised. This is vested in the competent educator .

.Therefore if new pedagogic thought and new pedagogic

principles have to be instilled in the not-yet-adults,

the competence of the teacher can be assured if he

himself has been attuned to these through in-service

training, symposia and seminars as well as workshops.

So before multicultural education can be gotten into,

there should be an intensive staff development

programme. Since the teacher force will have to

spearhead the awareness in children for a culturally

pluralist society that shall promote educational equity

. they should undergo intensive courses. These will be

aimed at awakening in them a commitment towards

multicultural education.
... ! "

"4.3.8 The linguistic aspect.

This aspect relates directly to symbolic meaning. It

is man only, as compared to other living beings, who is

able to form spoken and written language, as well as

other symbols. to communicate ideas, states of mind and

feelings. This aspect is aimed at facilitating

dialogue between the educator and educand. The mutual

understanding between teacher and child as regards

pedagogic norms and pedagogic principles.necessary for

pedagogic/ .••
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pedagogic involvement of the two in the endeavour

demands that each one gets at the context of language

usage. This demands understanding the pedagogic idion

that· carries an effective meaning to both the

communicator and the communicant and vice versa.

Pedagogic dialogue. facilitated by mutual understanding

of messages between teacher and child shall help

contribute to a wholesome. stimulating and. productive

environment. This is the environment that is salutary

for sound academic child attainment and personal growth

on his way to adulthood.

To help facilitate pedagogic dialogue a teacher should

have achieved communicative competence. According to

Cazden (1972) such competence has two aspects; namely;

knowledge of language in the more usual and narrow

sense of syntax. phonology. and semantics; and

knowledge of social world and of rules for using

language in that world so that speech is

appropriate as well as grammatical. and is ·creative

within both linguistic and sociolinguistic rules.

So a
"lell.

teacher should know the language of instruction

use the subject vocabulary with expertise and be

knowledgeable of the vernaculars of the children he is

teaching.

In their teaching activity teachers should pay

particular attention to the content of communications

(subject matter). the mode -of communications (how

information is transferred) and the structure of

communication (who is talking. who is listening).

Vakalisa~s (1984) observations in a.sample of senior

biology lessons in some Kwa-Zulu schools are pertinent

in this regard. The major interest of the teachers

observed looked as if they were trYlng to cover given

material. not as though they were working towards clear

objectives. Teachers were not diverse in their

activities- textbook and chalkboard used most of the

time/ ••.
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the extent to which children are grasping

material or whether any learning goes on

Student

againstmilitates

were not

and child

teacher's

feedback

the

involvement

of

feedback and

lower levelThe

time.

encouraged.

involvement

ascertaining

the learning

at all.

The instructional environment involved a great deal of

one-way traffic teaching from the teacher's side.

Instructional materials like wall charts and library

reference works including sUbject-related periodicals

were sparse if any. Despite the wide availability of

diverse materials, the primary means of instruction

continued to be textbooks, chalkboards and note-books.

Laboratory apparatus were seldom in use and in short

supply.

This shows that in schools for blacks one cannot

seriously speak of a pedagogic dialogue. Yet there is

a. pedagogic principle calling for provision to be made

for assessing each student's status and progress,

gearing instruction to that assessment, and recording

bbth the results of the asseSSl!1en t and the nature of

instruction. The use of tests should not almost

entirely be restricted to group tests, with little

diagnostic testing.

Another area that can promote pedagogic dialogue is

non-verbal communication. It is important for a

appreciate

accurately.

teacher to understand the body language so as to

what is going on, and be able to respond

There is evidence that children's

comprehension, real or simulated (Breed and Coliute,

1976; ALIen and Atkinson, 1978) can be detected from

non-verbal signals. Children (Feldman and Proshanska,

1979) and students (Klein, 1971) can influence their

teachers by non-verbal signals. Effective experienced

teacher si . ..
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teachers have been found by Moskowitz and Hayman(1976)

to use"non-verbal signals as one tactic in establishing

a satisfactory relationship with their classes. Case

studies of experienced secondary teachers, using video

t~pe by Wyatt (1982) suggest that they are capable of

using non-verbal communication to reinforce their

verbal methods of classroon organisation and control.

They are aware of, and respond to children's use of

non-verbal communication.

Carrol (1964) explains that language is any human

devised symbol system representative of the objects and

events of reality as well as the feelings and ideas

resulting from real experiences. The effect of such

symbol systems is

-.
;

to serve

storage

subsequent

as an internalised short cut for ~he

and recall of experiences and the

planning of action; and to allow for

to allow for the sharing of those experiences with

others through some form of overt expression.

Language, therefore, is conceived as a tool of thought

and a tool of intrapersonal correspondence. Pictures,

are symbolic in nature as they are representations of

reality. Similarly, movements of the face, hands and

other parts of the body in gestural production are also

representations of an internal or external state of

affairs. Consequently it is imperative that over and

above language competency courses offered in colleges

of education, a course in -Communication Science be

introduced for teacher trainees. In this way aspirant

teachers will be sensitised to the important role of

communication in the classroom. Being aware of what

children are communicating will enhance interpersonal

relationships among and between teachers and students

as· well as with paren~s, rather than causing alienation,

isolationJ misundersta~ding, fear and frustration.

Pedagogic dialogue is enhanced with the emphasis on

,sharing of ideas and problem solving in addition to a

concern for purposeful listening.

Another/ •..
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Another issue in the linguistic aspect is the child's

response to teacher language usage. Classes in schools

for . blacks are large and do not allow for great

flexibility of organisation. as well as intimacy and

g~neral ease of communication. The medium of

instruction is almost foreign to most pupils. The

English or Afrikaans idiom does not run in the course

of their veins. That creates an understanding gap

between them and their teacher. Classroom language is

very rigid and inflexible. This means that there is a

dire need for paying closer attention to the aspirant

teacher's language usage during practice-teaching

periods. Equally important is a course in

understanding and practice in the type of language used

during the teaching endeavour. since many black

children are bewildered by it. Any secondary-school

language curriculum, Gammage (1982) observes, might be

to sensitise children to the concepts and language

usage of the different areas of study. For example the

meaning a q:ached to the word "cuI ture" is differen t

when used in biology from that used in social studies.

4.3.9 THe social aspect.

Schoeman (1980) avers that the pedagogic structure

presupposes a social aspect. This aspect encompasses

all the different types of pedagogic associations and

intercourse. In this aspect the rallying point is

intercourse between teacher and child. The child,

feeling helpless and in need of guidance so that he may

have a grip ~n reality accosts the teacher. Being so

encountered the teacher responds to the call, to the

deep emotional cry the child makes to him.

According to Oberholzer as cited by du Plooy and Kilian

(1980) the relation in the eduaction situation is one

of a dialogue. One person, the helpless child. calls

for assistance. This appeal is to the adult. The

adult as a responder is raised to the status of

educator. Friere (1976) argues that as men relate to

The/ • ••
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.the world by responding to the challenges of the

environment. they begin to dynamise. to master. and to

humanise reality. They add to it something of their

own making by giving temporal meaning to geographic

space. by creating culture. Guidance by the teacher

then is very necessary to help children relate

themselves to the world. Dialogue then between teacher

and child becomes very pertinent. Writing an

introduction to Friere's book mentioned above Goulet

says that

"the mark of a successful educator is not skill
in persuasion ..... but the ability to dialogue
with educatees in a mode of reciprocity. (p.xiii)

What goes on inside a school is the result of teachers

and pupils acting towards one another in ways

determined by the perception of the situation by each

one. Society and its sub-systems look up to the

schools to instil into its not-yet adults social

behaviour and cultural patterns considered essential

for satisfactory adjustment and self-fulfillment within

the collective whole. Schools need to help children

form personal identities and to contribute to group

life. This is accomplished by processes of

socialisation. enculturation and acculturation.

According to Wilson as quoted by Shipman (1978) should

a teacher be prepared to be a positively socialising

agent. remedying the omissions of home. he must be in a

position to foster a sustained relationship with the

child. He must occupy a place in the child's scheme of

things that makes the transmission of values. standards

and attitudes of mind conducive to development of

personal authenticity. Sensitive imagination. the

appreciation of societal and cultura~ values and the

well-rounded sensible good citizen are strongly

demanded in modern society of blacks more than ever

before.

To substantiate the statement mentioned above one needs

To/ •••
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to read letters to the editor in'the 11anga where

members of the community of blacks voice their

dissatisfactions with how the school leavers deport

themselves in public. behave towards their superiors in

places of employment and their general attitude towards

their occupations. The indigend. the aged. the

handicapped and many other p~ople who need special

attention do sometimes become victims of maltreatment.

What is needed in schools for blacks are subjects.

conditions in schools and the learning environments

that shall promote social competence. Dobie (1981)

maintains that increased responsibilities of teachers

imply the need on their part for greater expertise.

flexibility and understanding. If teachers fall short

.'~n these aspects society should lend their support to

teacher upgrading and teacher enrichment courses that

need to be provided from time to timo.

South African society is made up of many cultural.

racial and. national groups. Ground has to provide for

developing social understanding of these groups. Real

multiracial schools should be promoted. The

multiracial schools that blacks have looked up to have

been predominantly white with a token number of black
.children. Thompson. the principal of the Uthongathi

School that has a fair distribution of children of a

most racial groups In Januari 1986 considered his school

as completely multiracial. Colour means nothing. Their

objective is to create a new order. NEW ara in

education from which Uthongathi springs believes

effective communication between the races can be

achieved best by children of different cultural

backgrounds attending school togethe~. According to

Thompson quoted in the City Press (January 18. 1987

p. 1) non-racial education is

"without question the answer in this country
and should be developed if we are to cope
with the needs of the future."

. Education of blacks should get children committed to

Worthwhile/ ...
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.worthwhile activities for their own sake. This shall

hel~ develop in them self-actualisation. Maslow (1968:

97) defines self-actualisation as

"a spirit in which the powers of the person
come together in a particular efficient
and intensely enjoyable way, and in which
he is more integrated and less split, more
open for experience. fully functioning,
more creative, more humorous, more ego
transcending, more independent of·his lower
needs, etc."

This calls for the opening up of more creative arts and

hobbies in schools for blacks. At present these

schools have a very narrow range of recreational and

sporting activities. The main sports are netball and

soccer. Cricket is just starting to be introduced in

certain schools.

area of concern.

School singing is another popular

If teachers are not available to

facilitate the expansion of more hobbies and creative

arts volunteers from the community can be canvassed.

These activities will make children capable both of

participating as part of a group and retaining special

individuality.

Education should enable children to understand their

own lives and the world about them. so as to be able to

make their life-choices rationally. This calls for a

greater emphasis on effective counseling and guidance.

Mosimeki (undated) in an address before the Association

of Inspectors of Education cites a definition of

counseling in education that is given by Chester and

others. namely

"a learning process in which individuals learn
about themselves, their interpersonal
relationships and behaviors in a way which
advances their personal development." (p.S). .

From definition given above one notes that

counseling does help the individual in self

actualisation. As the child grows up and blooms out he

needs steadily to realise who he is, wherefrom he

comes, where he is in relation to the universe of which

He/ •••
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he is part and what his end is.

In this way children shall acquire an ability to

express ideas, values. temperament and personality in a

manner that will distinguish one child from another.

This shall represent a child's striving for personal

competence as well as personal choice in a variety of

issues. from work and political matters to intimate

relationships. This also requires intergrating oneself

with others, with ideas and with social institutions.

Social arrangements in school should foster the

spirit of community defined by Newmann (1981) as the

tendency to affiliate with others. to identify oneself

with human groups, organisations and causes. One thing

to note here is the size of the school. Newmann(19S1)

argues that the larger school militates against

achieving clear consensual goals, promoting student

participation in school management) and in creating

positive pe!sonal relations amongst students and staff.

For example if school authorities have no way of

getting feedback from children they shall be in the

dark completely about changing conditions and new

problems. It becomes difficult to gauge policy effects

or the underground reaction. In schools for blacks

communication between teacher and child. apart from

subject-matter is passing down policy information.

Prefects also pass on the headmaster's instructions and

rarely are serious meetings held with pupils to work on

policy issues. It seems the ideology espoused in the

education of blacks is that a school is an organisation

for adults to influence the young. However, the
pupils' plea for student representative. councils proves

that children need more avenues for dialogue.

To open up wider avenues for communication channels the

teaching staff and the Students Representative Council

must wield more power to get their way. The teaching

staff is included here because it may happen that an

autocratic! ...
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autocratic headmaster may not allow direct liason

between the staff and pupils. without him sanctioning

it. The greater the barriers, the less will children

understand the reasoning behind certain orders and

instructions. Committees, notices, informal chats,

school councils, periods reserved for discussing mutual

problems and many other avenues.help pass information

as well as promote authority and meaningful

interpersonal relations.

Another measure that will help teachers in running

their schools in such a way that what is relayed to

pupils answers to societal pressures, aspirations and

demands is having periodic meetings with community

leaders. parent representatives and pupil

representatives. All parties mus~ be motivated to

listen to the other side and responding to questions

without being evasive as well as giving advice

confidentlY when it is sought or when felt necessary.

According to a report on papers delivered in a

conference 'of the National Students' Co-ordinating

Committee held in Johannesburg late in 1986 pupils had

some meaningful ideas to put across. An Eastern

Transvaal student leader said South Africa had no

intention of giving blacks adequate education. For

this reason education control should be transferred to

a joint association of parents, teachers and students.

They will determine a curriculum relevant to the needs

of a future South Africa.

Another student delegate suggested that student

teachers and parents will have to write more dramas and

poetry relevant to the present situation to counter the

propaganda of the present educational system.

A Cape representative suggested that student

representative councils should be the nerve centre of

the school struggle by co-ordinating activities in

schools, regional and provincial bodies. and should

Work/ •..
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work hand in hand with parents and teachers'

associations.

A Natal student called for sub-committees that will be

delegated duties to make the new educational structure.

(Report in The New Nation January 15-21 1987 p. 29)

In all these excerpts the message is one- a -call by

pupils to be involved in defining what is taugh t, by

whom, why and to what end. Even parents must be

brought in when these issues are discussed. However.

the man who pays the piper calls the tune, as the old

saying goes. The State provides funds for the

education of all children. under its wings. State

officials then must be involved in this dialogue.

Whatever party notes a case of a difference of opinion.

the ultimate objective shall be decided by what is best

for the child. Consensus has to be reached on that

point. After all. the tendency of all those involved

"to share some common definitions of what is
going on is the basis for the predictability
of behaviour. The customs and rituals of a
school are the result of these
common definitions.

} (Shipman. 1975: 102)

All will affect teachers and pupils as pupils (not-yet

adults) accost pathically the teacher (an adult). The
teacher will respond normatively to this call and
meaningful dialogue will be initiated.

Pedagogic economy refers to the essential balance that

should exist between a great variety of pedagogic

interests and functions. Excessive emphasis on a

particular experience or treatment or function is

avoided.

On the issue of interests and functions of education

brought to mind are various societal agencies that are

side-tracked by their particular views as to what type of

school-leaver should emerge from a school system.

A set of views shall be given to illustrate how a
- .. - .

belief s~ructure may be a basis of a lopsided education.
Philosophy/ .•.
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philosophy.

Education may be viewed as a means of meeting manpower

demands of a country. Manpower planners make forecasts

as to the manpower needs at short term (ten years or

less) medium term (ten to twenty years) or long term.

On the basis of these forecasts economists shall put

pressure on the education system in terms of their

demands. Education then is viewed as a utility aimed

at ensuring that school-leavers at various levels are

made fit for obtaining jobs in the existing economic

structure. An effort is then made to make schools as

efficient as modern business and industrial

corporations are conventionally believed to be.

Necessary in this case will be school administrators

who are trained specialists in organisational

management. Sophisticated technologies of organising

and managing schools as agencies of human product

development become desirable. Vocational guidance,

career development and career education, emp~asis on

time management, behavioural objectives came·

from this approach.

At the present time this education is good for blacks

who have still to be introduced into the intricacies of

the modern technocratic way of life. This shall enable

them to choose their occupations or way of life within

the range of options made available to them by the

existing social and occupational structure.

This education is

into thinking in

developing sensitive

social competence.

if overstressed.

lopsided because it leads a child

terms of working and not of

humanness or on the other hand

It makes a robot of a human being,

Another set of beliefs may be that the quality of

individual and social life depends on the qualities of

mind cultural, intellectual, and mora! - that we

achieve. The stress here is on education as a means

humanising the child or fostering mental discipline.

Subjects/ ...
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Subjects of choice will be classics, languages and

anthropological sciences.

Such .an educational approach is too elitist for the

black man at present. A black man who has done major

subjects in Latin or Greek or Sytematic Philosophy is

inviting starvation. Unless he proceeds to qualify

otherwise, say as a teacher, his chances of finding

em910yment are few. He may dream of being a university

professor in his speciality, but that is a far cry

under the present circumstances .

. , Education is viewed by others as an aid to the

perpetuation and reinforcement of existing patterns of

economic and social arrangement. In this case there

shall be greater emphasis on examinations and marks

obtained. Admission into schools shall depend on that.

This practice immediately jeopardises working class

children who come from broken down areas, children from

an unstimulating environment in the urban fringes.

Even those from locations are no better. If one moves from

a shack slum" to a township in areas for blacks he is

actually moving from a smaller slum to a bigger slum.

These children have not had conditions of learning

comparable to those of their counterparts. The 1986

examination results for standard ten prove the case.

Pass rate in black matriculation results was thirty

eight percent: it was eight-siX percent for Indians

and ninety-sIx percent for Whites. Blaming

disruptions, intimidation and stayaways is part of the

story, as ~atal which was fairly calm had results just

as bad.

(Daily News December 21. 1986 p. 4)

In the article on the National Students' Co-ordinating

Committee meeting (The New Nation, January 15-21 1987

p. 19) the Eastern Transvaal student leader said blacks

were regarded and made inferior in status. This was so,

because most blacks who are workers are either

illiterate or semiliterate. They are employed in large

numbers/ ••.
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numbers at starvation wages. If most blacks pass at

least a standard ten, more avenues would be open for

them for some kind of high level training. Then blacks

would sell their labour at a higher price. This will

mean an end to exploitation in the labour field. To

redeem the situation. the speaker suggested. doors of

learning and culture should be compulsorily open to

all; not depending on the parent's banking account.

From the foregoing one concludes that this is a model

that is an anathema in the education of blacks. This

is so because blacks are to a large extent in the

lowest rung of the socio-economic ladder. They want an
education that will lift them from this rung. Hence

the call for equal education for all. syllabuses and

facilities as well as examinations controlled by the

same ministry of education.

One other

vehicle for

~hanges in

view is that education may be seen as a

modifying. developing. or responding to

the established socio-economic system. and

" "'

as a means of self-development, This would be a good

view if balanced with or dovetailed to the view of

seeing education as a means of promoting manpower

demands. Here reconciled are societal aims and

individual needs.

.One view would be considering education as a
revolutionary agency involvad in preparing and/ or

encouraging the re-organisation of the society in a way

different fr6m the present. This view sees people who

s!ill maintain equanimity of their spirit in an;

oppressive political and economIc system as peaceful

sufferers. This is a philosophIcally acceptable view of

education if it shall instil in children a critical look

at their condition on a continuous basis. At no point

in time may a society be considered perfect. But
emphasis in this approach glosse~ over the aspect that

only if the

Philosophy/ ...
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philosophy of the revolution is in line with the

government In power. But philosophers of revolutionary

education, education that is geared at unsettling the

status quo. may have as slogan "Government in

government out I oppose."

The flaw

moral~, To

defenceless

in this approach is that it is against good

lead emotionally immature children, who are

and have not clarified their minds as to

the alternative education they want is dangerous. In a

country like South Africa it has led to a tremendous

loss of life and misery in the bereaved families.

Since the 1976 riots to .date the military and the

police have quelled eruptions with brutal force. Why

make canon-fodder of immature not-yet-adults? This

approach cannot be balanced with anyone when it comes

to the education of blacks.

There is a point, a strong one at that, in the idea of

.Itzhoff (1976: 271) that·· '.-' . _ .

"What is needed is a move a~ay from the
domination of schooling by the stagnant,
politicised and bureaucratized state system
of education. Education must be given over
to those who will be the ultimate beneficiaries
of this social service and who are paying for
it in the first place.

In a country like South Africa centralisation of power

is so strong that black parents and pupils have called

for People
,

Education. Pretoria has stepped itsa s

foot down against that.

From the discussion above the balance we can aim at

pedagogically is balancing the interest~ of the student

with the economic interests of manpower planners .

.
In daily educational activity, considered Is the effort
and energy needed for mastery of relevant subject

matter. Having subjects that lay great emphasis on the

cognitive domain in the early hours of the morning is

pedagogically defensible. These are taxing on the

cerebral functions as compared to subjects of the

Affective/ ...
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affective domain where the emphasis on the lighter side

of life - enjoyment and happiness. Music and Art are

such subjects that may be presented in the afternoon.

However. some teachers are in the habit of emphasising the

importance of their subjects. If they cannot have

their pupils before school hours or after school hours

they make use of periods allotted to other subjects.

This suggests that this subject is more important than

other subjects. Is is actually so? Allocation of

periods in the curriculum does not show that. So, this

teacher violates the principle of pedagogic balance.

Subjects like the vernaculars and practical subjects

may run the risk of being thrown into the limbo of the

less important.

There should be pedagogical balance in all aspects of

education. There should be a balance between actual

imparting of knowledge and revisional questioning,

between oral and delivery of subject matter and

textbook use. between in-class activity and actual

observation outside the classroom in subjects like

Zoology and Botany; between auditory demands on

children and practical applioation of principles learned

and many other such teaching facets. In her research

on the teaching of Ecology in Senior Biology in Kwa

Zulu schools Vakalisa (1984) did not find this balance.

Most teachers concentrated on chalkboard work and

laboratory work was minimal and very few classes in her

sample had gone to the game reserves.

The principle of pedagogic economy demands setting

boundaries so that every aspect is in its place but

does not extend beyond where it should be. In the

pedagogic endeavour this becomes problematic if pupils

as well as their parents want to sit down around the

same table with teachers and officers of the education

department. Issues that should be thrashed here

pertain directly to the education of blacks. The idea

is a commendable one. But the .problematic issue in

this case is on the spheres of influence .. With whom are

. they/ ...
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they going to discuss what for what'purpose? 'If lhe
outcome does not yield a result that is of interest to

one party so what? It means at this point in time when

the situation that was volatile 1s seemingly latent.

wqrking guidelines should be worked out in consultation

with all interested parties. With the principle of

pedagogic economy looming before everybody else these

working principles mapped out in a spirit of bon accord

can be a foundation stone. The exercise will not be

without its hurdles and the time of smoothing out

relations' and lines of communication will not be as

near as tomorrow.

This aspect makes a demand on the teacher to instil in

the child the importance of the application of and

respect for economic norms generally. Whatever· the

child' is ip control of must not be dissipated without

thought as what may obtain during the next day. But at

the same time the principle of balance should be kept

in mind. The child need not over learn being

economically conscious up to the point of starving

himself. Or he may become so stingy that he will be

unable to judge a good cause that calls for his

magnanimity.

In order to develop economic sophistication many topics

that touch on commercial problems blacks encounter in

theIr day-to-day lives are relevant. There sh0uld be

more in-depth study of such issues as profit-and-loss.

banking, insurance contracting, hou~ing loans and bonds.

consumerism. inflation and such topics. On the whole

blacks have been victims of undisguised exploitation by

the soft-tongued, _ witty as well as unscrupulous

businesspeople and their agents. .At the start.

realising that they have. been conned into getting into

contracts and/ or letters of intent. it is usually too

late as they shall by that' time have parted with their

hard-earned fortune. Blacks in both urban and rural

areas today, more than ever before. just have to master

the art of decision-making when it comes to selecting

intelligently what to consume. They must refrain from

relying/~..
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relying uncritically upon commercial propaganda

continuou~lY spewed from media of mass communication

like the radio and television. Advertisements are

couched in a language and presented in an atmosphere

that makes them appeal to the vanity of the gullible.

According to Reitman (19S1: 129) the changing economy

deserves attention in modern schools. but

"the kind of attention that may best serve
children may be helping them to choose
their occupation. lifestyle, and what they
will consume freely and uncritically."

4.3.11 The aethetic aspect.

This aspect

appreciation

essence of

balance.

emphasises harmony. which on its

makes a person to realise the meaning and

beauty. Harmony goes hand in hand with

In a school situation this harmony will be evidenced by

-an espirit de corps among members of staff themselves

on the one hand. among children themselves on the

other. and between teachers and children. This spirit

of good will eventually shows itself in interpersonal

contacts between school personnel and the community.

Moos (1979) has identified three domains of the

classroom environment, namely:

Relationship dimensions. including student involvement,

student affiliation. and teacher support;

Personal growth or goal orientation dimensions.

including task orientation and competition; and

System

order

maintenance and change dimensions, including

and_ organisation. rule clarity. teacher

control, and innovation.

In an ideal situation that will promote effective

learning in schools for blacks there should be harmony

in all these dimensions. At present this harmony is

lacking to a major degree. School vandalism and school

violence is escalating.

poorlY/ .. ·
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poorly attended. Parents and community members who

have expertise in certain important areas do not

volunteer their services to schools in their area; to

mention a few areas that need to be looked into more

closely.

Aesthetic appreciation in children can be fostered

amongst other things by lessons in critical

appreciation of various art forms. If this is not

done. children will most likely stick to·banal art

forms without being aware of the banalities. As a

result their scholastic attainment remains low and

their view of the world remains distorted. A child

should be able to differentiate between a serious

message and propaganda aimed at befUddling their minds,

for instance. Art appreciation is a far cry in the

schools for blacks. The major area of activity is

swotting up as many facts as possible no matter how

jumbled they are. Some so-called facts may not even

stand up when tested against prevailing reality. They.

are uncritically memorised to be regurgitated unseived

by children. It is for this reason that in certain

quarters there is now a talk of rewriting history

textbooks from a perspective of blacks.

4.3.12 Iha juridlca.l. A.spect.

This aspect takes into consideration the recognition,

consideration and maintenance of the rights of all

people involved in the rights of all people involved in

the pedagogic enterprise. Educational practice is

affected by innumerable social, historical. and

organisational factors. The most conspicuous of these

is the multitude of legal, ethical, and professional

regulations. Teaching has become inextricably immersed

in a complex array of laws, regulations and guidelines

bearin~ on the daily practices of professional

teachers. As a result a number of teachers have, of

late. become involved in legal disputes and court cases

in the honest discharge of their professIonal duties.

Everybody who is involved, directly or indirectly, with

The/· •.
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the pedagogic endeavour should

understand his particular

responsibilities and obligation.

of possible forms of liability in

Dotentially dangerous activities.

be aware of and
powers. rights.

He should be charry

education as well as

The particuIUl r~levance of this aspect is that it

gives orderliness in a web of overlapping and

intertwined relationships. As Van Wyk (1983) sees itJ
this issue is particularly pertinent because the

teacher has to deal with children. colleagues. the

headmaster. the department of education with its

.~ officers. parents. the school committee. the organised

teaching profession and other bodies. Only through a

knowledge of the societal. professional. ethical and

legal constraints ~an the teacher function in a

reasoned. competent ~anner.

Multifarious factors are at the base of this onslaught

of legal regulations. For example, the government has

felt a need to provide educational services for

children. State funding of education necessitates

regulations limiting how these funds are used in

education.

·The Department of Education according to its judgement,

has found mounting evidence that there are instances

when schools are not acting in the best interests of

the children they were serving. Law suites conducted

independently around the country and inspection reports

as well as reports of commissions of inquiry highlight

the abuse of rights both children and parents were

suffering at the hands of school systems.

Both teachers and pupils have at certain-times been on

the receiving end of abuse from the departmental

officials. They also want their rights defended. The

legal resources centres have in certain cases

successfully intervened and the afflicted have been

redressed.

Intimate/ ...
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Intimate involvement of teachers with children and

their .society makes them amenable to frequent and

strong legal regulation. However the legislation and

litigation on behalf of children and their parents has

been a two-edged sword. No party has been left to

abuse the other.

These views lead one to the conclusion that leaving out

the laws of education from the "curriculum package of

aspirant teachers is professionally indefenSible.

Things being what they are at present education legal

studies is an urgent and pressing need in colleges of

higher education. For teachers in the field of

teachers organisations have to conduct for their

members workshops and seminars on legal issues and

legal problems. Pleading ignorance does not exculpate

the offender from litigation.

Children at school cannot be left out of consideration

on this issue. They should also receive guidance and

be given necessary instruction so that they become

aware and understand the possible outcomes of their

acts. The curriculum should be expanded to include

aspects such as those touched on by the "Str~et Law"

project. On an experimental basis. this project was

introduced at two schools for blacks. Isibonelo High

School at Kwa-Mashu and Oakford Priory School at

Verulam. and in two schools for whites. and one school

for Indian children.

This project was launched by the Association of Law

Societies of South Africa with the co-operation of the

University of Natal. Lecturing pupils at the

association's expense is Mandla Mchunu LLB .• LLM. The

course is a grass-roots scheme to let the community

know what- their rights are and to help change their

perception of the law. The Association hopes school

teachers will be trained to teach street law.

According to the newspaper report (Natal Mercury. April

17, 1986 p. 4) in the United States of America where

street law courses were first introduced in 1972, an

important achievement had been an eight percent

reduction/ ...
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reduction in juvenile delinquency in many ghetto areas.
This shows that there are positive outcomes that may

be expected from a course of this type. It is relevant

for blacks since most of their residential areas can be

equated to ghettoes.

Dixon (1985) quotes Kant's observation that man never

consents to the evil in him which means that he is not

by nature evil. The evilness of man results from his

not taking into account the right principle of conduct

reason is capable of formulating. This suggests that

though man wants to be good and act accordingly, he

shall at times act irrationally, when he has abandoned

reasoning. However he is conscious of a greater inner

worth. of his own person. This is exemplified by guilt

feelings that gnaw him after responding to passions.

Recognising examples of honesty

faithfulness to good maxims, sympathy

evokes in him feelings of admiration.

in purpose,

and kindness

"Because of the consciousness of worthiness.
the will must be presumed to be capable of
becoming good. If this were not so. man would
be entirely dependent on inclination." (Dixon
1985: 56)

develop prudence. humility. courage and

constitutes a cultivation of his moral

This connotes

according to

encouraged to

honesty, that

that man is able

ethical dictates.

and willing to act

So, if a child is

-disposi tion.

not-yet-adult

The ethical aspect, therefore. allows the

to mature up to a point of being able to

decide on his own ways of living that are determinate

and take into account others. Educators. extending the

intellectual aptitudes of children ~hrough ethical

education, put in the path of the not-yet-adults a

chance ·of guidance towards greater personal guidance

and self-understanding. This knowledge is very

important given the conflict of their inclinations.

The/· ..
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The intervention of the teacher in the life of the child

is guided by pedagogic love. Schoeman (1980) stresses

that the meaning-nucleus of this aspect is moral love.

So as he responds to the appeal of the child who accosts

him. the teacher avails himself to the child. opens

himself to the child's needs. He is prepared to listen

to the child so that he may get to know. understand and

appreciate positively his needs. problems. troubles. and

Viewpoint. The teacher accepts the responsibility of

helping the child to the best of his ability gently to

bridge the gap between what he is now as a child and

what he ought to be in the future as an adult. The

teacher should also demonstrate respect for the child 

for his subjectivity. freedom. dignity and status. He

must also show unconditional trust that the child before

he can become a worthy adult he ought to become.

Gunter (1980) argues that love. respect and trust shown

by teachers give a child a feeling of support as well as

security thus developing the child's self-confidence.

The child reciprocates this love. respect and trust

towards the teacher. This induces him to respond

positively to his learning task. and surrenders himself

to the teacher's intervention voluntarily. In this

atmosphere the honesty and sincerity of all pedagogic

intentions shall under no circumstances be questioned or

doubted by the educand. As Schoeman (1980: 81) puts it

"Everything the educato~ undertakes in pedagogic
regard must reveal the fact that the welfare
of the educand is his first consideration."

Schoeman (1980) argues further that theeth~cal aspect can

never be viewed outside of the context of its own sub

and super-structures. As such it also includes love of

God's creation His animals. plants ?nd objects. On

this line ·of thought ~oore (1982) points out that to

initiate a child into mathematics, science and history

is to bring him into contact with the Divine Purpose as

revealed in the world.

Education/ ...
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"Education is. as it were. religious in essence.
Its subject matter is the Divine Order and
Providence. as revealed in various ways."
(Moore 1982: 108).

A conclusion that fiows from this line of reasoning is

that since the religious dimension constitutes one of

the forms of knowledge by means of which men come to

make sense of their world and their experience, religion

should be held essential or necessary to education.

Those people who have not been initiated into religious

knowledge can be said to be incompletely educated at

worst. as Moore (1982) observes.

'The religious aspect brings in a problem, if one thinks

of a school system that caters for different cultural

groups with religious concepts and ideas based on their

backgrounds. The way out here is to introduce into the

curriculum Comparativ~ Religions as a subject. This

subject would open up a broad understanding of relig~ons•.

and children of one religious persuasion. say Christians.

will come to appreciate the religious thinking and

religious stance of other cultural gro~ps in their

midst. A Christian needs not look askance at and

denigrade a Moslem or a person who still holds fast at

traditional religion. Religion is at the heart of a

.life of people and it demonstrates how a particular

people looks at the world and relate to reality.

Every person must come to terms with himself. Being

reflective. he should work out his relationship with

reality. Religious education then will have to examine

ultimate questions and a variety of answers given to

them. These may be atheistic or theistic. There should

also be an effort to probe to the core topical and

perennial relationship issues such as peace. race.

friendship and many others. Personal issues as those

manifested in drugs, youth cults and others. are

all - related even tangentially to a search for

identity meaning and coherence. Seen in this light Cole

(1978) points out that the work of the religious studies

Teacher/ ...
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teacher is wide ranging, serious and challenging.

"He is ccincerned with enabling the pupil, by the time

he leaves school. to be aware of something of the

place and function of religion in human experience.

It involves knowing what it means to be a Christian

or a Hindu in terms of pract.ice and belief." (Cole

1978: 17)

Schoeman (1980) argues that every human being searches

for security. This is obtainable only via faith

described by Dooyeweerd as' the certainty that lies

beyond the sphere of experience. It explains matter and

the universe as products of mental conception. It is

abstruse. speculative and vague. It cannot be produced

by the fundamental operations. This certainly gives us

an understanding of how things are. This aspect is

dendted by the pedagogic credo espoused by the educators

and cements. the relationship and intercourse amongst

participants in the pedagogic dialogue.

The" pedagogic credo of lhe educator is rooted in the

teacher's philosophy of life as it is related to his

intervention in the life of the child. It reflects the

commitment of the teacher. It Is a personal declaration

or manifesto. The best example is "My Pedagogic Creed"

of Dewey (1891). He starts each statement with the

clause "I believe". from the teacher's credo flows the

obligation of controlling and directing the child's

progress to maturity. The task of guiding the not-yet

adult to adulthood is directed primarily to the

individual child through a systematic endeavour to bring

out all that is best in him.

The educational institution also has a credo. It is a

pithy concise statement of the essence of a particular

life- and world-view that results in the specific

approach on education. I t is only by a fr ank

declaration of commitment and an open recognition of

Continuing/ ...
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continuing educational and philosophical differences
that people can aspire to the kind of tolerance and

understanding of a particular approach which is the

hall-mark of an open society. If school activities and

teaching are in consonance with the credo of the

institution the child feels safe and secure. Ambiguity

on norms and values is both disturbing as well as

disheartening. All doubt as to the goals pursued by the

school must be cast aside. Goals of the school should

show a continuation of norms and values held in the

child's home. In this case the child will find no

difficulty in making himself accessible to the normative

influences he encounters at school.

A feeLing of safety and security will not be generated

if the child does see himself as being manipulated by the

teacher. This would be the case if teaching relies

h~avilY on authoritarian methods. Such practice seeks

to establish in the child beliefs· and attitudes that

subsequent experiences will not change easily. The

teacher should be willing to submit to rational

criticism from the pupil. "If certain idea~ have to be

accepted without question either because it is thought

that they are not only important, but unquestionably

true. or because, for various reasons, it is thought

important that they should not be questioned, children

shall lose their trust and confidence in their teacher.

At all times, and under all circumstances the child

should be initiated into practices involving rational

procedures. No conclusions need be put beyond the scope

of enquiry.

Pedagogic trust between teacher and pupil promotes

effective learning in that the child finds it

easy to identify himself with pedagogic objectives.

Should the schooling enterprise not appeal to the child

as a learner. in that he may either not appreciate the

fact that what is undertaken is aimed at his personal

welfare and interest, he becomes unc06perative. This

often leads to a rejection of authority, which is seen

To/ ••.
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to be failing in its task or acting as a hindrance to

ambitions or life goals. Children become more likely to

question and challenge the authority and to express

their dislike of it and of the things for which it

stands. The teacher and the school may often be seen as

prime representatives of an authoritarian repressive

government and shall be treated accordingly;

particularly so by children who have apparently gained

little from their education. have little prospect of

being entered fer the examination. Even if they would

be entered they would not succeed. They will be those

who stand ,little chance of finding themselves

carving for a comfortable niche' in the job market and

enjoying consumer luxuries to which they are constantly

exposed by the media .of mass communication.

Children who lack the necessary pedagogic trust of the

whole enterprise will perceive school much more

negatively. They view many of the activities carried on

there as a waste of time. In turn. they focus attention

on issues and aspects that have relevance to their lives

outside school. By "relevance" is meant that issues and

aspects considered seem to the pupil to help with the

endeavour of successfully running one's life. whether in

the vocational. social or leisure sense. Children need

to see and appreciate that what they are learning in

school will help them understand and use skills that

shall aid them gain mastery over the physical

environment. They identify what it is that they want to

do with their lives in career and vocational terms.

Knowledge gained at school should help them do that.

In-class activities are undertaken with the hope that

they shall enlighten children into recognising their own

abilities and strengths. as well as aiding them accept

and value themselves as individuals. If children do not

see school learning as a path towards grasping a meaning

and purpose in their own lives and in other people's

existence they drop out.

At/ •••
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it seems there is a
trust between teacher

complete
and child

lack
in

of

the

education of blacks. There are so many happenings in

schools attended by blacks that one only prays that a

year will end and children will write examinations, but

that always remains a faint hope till the end. That

schools have continued functioning till the end of the

year does not assure one that what has been going on, on

a day-to-day basis in blacks schools woulq be called

effective learning. Hence poor matriculation results

"reflect the actual state of affairs. In schools for

blacks there is an escalation of boycotts. police action.

expulsions. closure of sc~ools, protests and general
unruliness by children. This shows that all is not well.-

Blacks are of the idea that People's Education will make

a contribution into the blacks'" positive attitude

towards education. But the Department of Education and

Training has put its foot down on that issue. This

response makes people like De Jonge (1987: 19) to judge

the issue in terms of the Government sinister

intentions. To him the education system serves the aims

of apartheid and the survival of white power.

"It is intended to produce a docile. controllable.
poorly educated and cheap workforce. (De Jonge as
quoted by The New Nation January 22-28 p. 19)

De Jonge sees education and liberation as going hand in
han~. However what he does not say is liberation from
what? Is it from poverty and being destitute. or from
intellectual obtuseness. or from diseases. or from want
or from political oppression. or from slave mentality or
other forms. Is it from one of these or some of them or
from all of them? He should have been more articulate,
as this is the thrust of his article. He points out

that children should get some form of education related

to the transformation process in South Africa. Pupils

must be made aware of the structures of dependence and

exploitation.

4.4 Conclusion~

tied up

prevailing

In this chapter a

should be closely

aspirations and the

School! ...

view is taken that the curriculum

with societal values.

social forces. The
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school curriculum should not be limited only to academic

studies. The school should play a mediative role in

connection with the influences of other social

institutions on the child - hence the emphasis on the

i~culcating in the child critical thinking and problem

solving ability. Knowledge sources outside the school

should be related to curriculum content.

Highlighted also in this chapter Is the idea that

society's idealisation of the good person leading the

good life in society has a direct bearing on the

formulation of educational aims and curriculum

structuring.

Since education is a social enterprise the school

curriculum should be determined by the needs of the

society to be served and the individuals to be educated.

The cosmonomic model is used to analyse societal

pressures and map out the nature of the curriculum to

fit into that pattern. Looking at a number of press

statements on the state of education of blacks a bleak

picture emerges. The education system as it is at

present fails to deliver the goods. It does not satisfy

the society of blacks. Drastic improvements are needed.

However. these should link up with the aims and

objectives of the parties concerned. Unfortunately the

party that controls the purse strings espouses aims that

lie outside the ambit of children in schools and parents

who have sent children to school. This then calls for a

dire need of consultation. discussion and decision

making by representatives of-all the involved parties.

Only in that'way can one hope for a spirit of trust and

confidence in schools, which aspects are at the foot of

effective educative learning.
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CHAPTER Y:
.

THE PLACE AND TASK OF A BLACK CURRICULARIST.

5.1 Introduction.

At present the area of curriculum work is very fuzzy in

the education system of blacks. This is so mainly

because with the Department of Education and Training

control is in the hands of whites. All the pertinent

questions about the education of blacks are answered

from the perspective of whites. These questions relate

to the whole gamut of issues. Some of them are the

following:

Who should be educated?

What areas of education should get top priority?

What types of education experiences that need to be

provided to given groups of learners?

How much can the State afford for education of

blacks?

What are the major virtues and vices presently

found in schools attended by blacks as a group?

'. Should there be an organising centre for

curricular issues?

To what extent can the curriculum be made similar

.for all national groups in South Africa?

What should be the identifiable minimum essentials

to be mastered by all children at school at given

stages of their development?

What are the needs of individual children at

school to be met?

5.2 Dissatisfaction with the Present Conditions.

This control

found favour

education of

Clear ly / •..

of education of blacks by whites has not

with people concerned with the state of

blacks. Nel (1984: 27) points this very
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clearly when he writes:-

"There is no doubt in anyone's mind that Black
Education has failed to deliver the goods - at
all levels and in all fields of learning.
Judging by reports and pronouncements on
education there is every indication that the
situation is worsening."
(emphasis in original).

He further quotes the president
Education Union (of white teachers)

the Pretoria News (06.01.84) that

of the National
who pointed out in

ever ~ince the

introduction of black education and the division of

schools. on racial grounds, black children have suffered

inferior education. Mashitisho of Pretoria is quoted

by Nel as stating in the Sowetan (26.04.84) that the

< '" • Department of Education and Training is a curse to a

black student and therefore calls upon black teachers

to unite and condemn this department and its strategies

with the contempt it deserves.

Vilakazi (1981) sees aims and purposes of the education

of blacks as essentially' foreign to world-views and

self-perceptions of blacks. They were meant to satisfy

non-Black populations with non-Black philosophical and

~olitical assumptions. He further argues that:-

"Education was an instrument for the
distabilisation of Black societies and for
the destruction of Black personalities and
self-images. "(p.: x).

Several educationists, Luthuli (1985) holds. have

pointed out that the education of blacks must take into

account the following:

Teaching ~~st take place from a perspective of

blacks;

Material

be based

in regular history and literature should

on experiences of blacks and reflect the

contribution that blacks have made to the
-

development of South Africa.

The vital role that blacks have played in the

development of human civilisation should be
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pointed out;

Literature at the disposal of black pupils has to· be

chosen by blacks; if possible it should be written

by them or in collaboration with them.

~ The school curriculum must be Black-oriented, yet

remain within the confines of South Africa in

general.

From the above discussion it follows that the system of

education whites have designed and forced down the

throats of blacks has not been in keeping with the

aspirations. expectations and anxieties of blacks. As

such it is not relevant to the needs and pressures of

blacks. For the aspirations, anxieties and

expectations of blacks to be actualised. blacks should

be directly involved in all aspects of educational

decision-making. the curricular involvement is one such

aspect. Luthuli (1985) states this point succinctly

when he points out that blacks have centred their

energies around the demand for human rights and equal
-

opportunities in education,

"but neglected to point out that the design
of their education should be in their hands
in order that such education should reflect
who they are." (p.5)

The idea that teaching should be from a black

perspective springs from the observations of many

blacks that the black man is caught up in a

psychological bondage. This is where, according to

Thembela as quoted by Ndlovu (1979).

"the Black man begins to despise himself.
look down upon his heritage and develops a
negative attitude towards himself and his
fellowmen." (p.2).

Ndlovu points out that the school inadvertently serves

to perpetuate this mental bondage by teaching. for

instance, history that constitutes an account of the

white settlement in the subcontinent. with a- little

more than a cursory glance at the role of the black
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man. The black man is only remembered when his

activities impinge on the consciousness of material

welfare of white rulers. Teachers themselves

inadvertently pass on or even maintain this mental

bondage to children by preparing them for domestication

rather than for liberation. This statement is strongly

worded if we concede that blacks are on the lowest rung

of the socio-economic ladder.' If education is for

domestication it means children should accept their lot

and not appeal strongly to the top of their voices for

equal distribution of wealth. They are led to accept

their society as it is.

Teaching from a black perspective is one solution to

providing South Africa with blacks of which it is in

dire need. namely. blacks who are proud of being black.

According to Ngcobo' (1976) these are blacks who:-

do not apologise for their existence;

accept no inferiority and can face any person;

., are proud of thei r br'other s and sister s;

can think for themselve~;

are prepared to spend and be spent in God's service

and the service of their fellowmen.

On the same vein Nxumalo (1981) quotes M'Timkulu who

argues that meaningful Africanisation of the curriculum

means that all subjects can and should be taught with

an African bias by the injection of the African

viewpoint. African material should be incorporated

into the curriculum.

If one is disheartened by the educational strategies of

the Department of Education and Training he expects the

homeland departments of education to make an earnest

attempt to redress the situation. This hope is

grounded on the realisation that these departments have

a leeway in making the necessary improvements in

education provisions in their homelands. But at

present that hope is dashed to the ground. Looking for
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the professional division of Curriculum Development and

Implementation amongst professional departments, one

draws a blank.

With the Department of Education and Culture the

situation is no better. They only have The Planning

Division, Psychological and Guidance Services, Subject

Advisors, Language Services, Cultural Service, and

Adult Education. Most of these are involved in some

form of curriculum work, but there is a need for a

special division to integrate activities.

5.3 The Black Curricularist or Curriculum Specialist.

The study of curriculum as~an academic specialisation,

Cremin (1971) says, began initially as a subfield of

educational administration. Emerging as a field of

professional activitYJ work on the curriculum in the

·United States is traceable to the involvement of

classroom teachers in system-wide curriculum reform.

,Curriculum specialists were needed as consultants in

the preparation of new courses of study and to direct

the process itself. Eventually the interrelationships

.of the various subjects and learning activities that

comprise the total school curriculum demanded

attention.

A curriculum should be understood as the formal and

informal engagements of children under the auspices of

the school for the learner's continuous and willful

growth in personal social competence in that they

gain knowledge and understanding, develop skills and

alter attitudes, appreciations and .values. Seen in

this light, the task of a curricularist is a demanding

one, but more demanding to a black who has to get into

an erstwhile neglected area of specialisation.

A curricularist who is black needs to heed. Orlosky and

Smith's (197S) contention that ideas that are important

to curriculum development, desi~1. evaluation and

improvement originate within school system and from

sources outside them. Ideas that genuinely succeed are
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those which are held in esteem by elements of the
cultural· and societal groups. When he works with

blacks he is in an environment of people who often feel

rejected by the dominant white society, people who are

gnawed by dejection, self-pity and being unappreciated.

They feel alienated. Meaningful communication and a

spirit of camaderie with members of other racial groups

is at it shallowest ebb. So particular competencies

have to be reflected in the black curricularist's

execution of his task.

A black· curricularist should be sensitive to the

influences that affect schools for blacks. These are

both positi~e and negative. A positive influence for

example could be the input that the community wants to

have on the running of s~hools. Community leaders may

want to be informed directly as to what goes on in

school, what problems the schools are faced with, what

is required of them to help schools run smoothly to

ensure effective learning of children, what is the

nature of good that will come from involving society

leaders in educational decision making. This influence

is positive. thinking of the function of the school and the

model of curriculum embraced at a particular time,

Tanner and Tanner (1980) say the school should draw

from the social environment the best elements to make

the young' good members of the community. Hutchins

(19G8) argues that there is no educational system that

can escape from the political community in which it

operates. So the system should reflect what the

political community wants to do.

Parsons, according to Cuff and Payne (1981) gives four

,basic conditions that have to be met if it Is to operate

at all. Important ones for this· study are goal

attainment as well as pattern maintenance and tension

management. With reference to the former it is noted

that any society shall have some common agreement among
its members about societal priorities and aims. This then
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requires the curricularist from the society of blacks
to set up necessary arrangements to identify, select

and define collective aims or goals. This shall

enable him to. provide the required structural

strategies and arrangements for their attainment.

-Secondly, any society, amongst other things, has to

ascertain that its members are in a position to and

are committed to play the necessary roles that are

held in esteem by society. The societal members

should exhibit consciousness of society values and

aspirations in their endeavours, That this is not so

in the case of blacks is reflected by complaints of

the public through the public press. Sometimes one

finds letters to the press complaining about the

headmasters in schooldictatoral

committee

stance adopted by

meetings, about teachers that are

lackadaisical in their work performance, who demand

sexual favours from their pupils, who smoke and drink

from their male pupils, about hospital staff who, in

their professional interaction with patients, forget

that these are people in pains and thus particular

care should be exercised, about the clerical staff in

·public offices who ride roughshod over the members of

the general public even though they are frail with

age, sickly or indigent thus entitled to state welfare

aid, about blacks in some positions of control in the

private sector who unflin~hlngly practise nepotism or

accept bribes from people who had to go without food.

~or quite some time in order to find themselves in the

queue of expectant work seekers with beady eyes. To a

curricularist who springs from such a community one

reason may be the early school curriculum that failed

to instil in the not-yet-adult societally-appraised

values. He can then initiate projects to enrich the

curriculum of black children as he sees fit. To do

that he shall have to enroll the services, expertise

and experience of community leaders and parents of

children.
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Cuff and Payne (1981) posit that the political sub

system and institutions serve the functions of

selecting the collective goals of a society and of

motivating members to achieve these goals. Newspaper

reports always reflect a low opinion poll of voters

for civic elections. One can perhaps argue that the

civic bodies are imposed on blacks by an alien central

government in which blacks have no representation.

Hence-the apathy. Howeve~ even ~ith school matters the

story is the same. Discussions this researcher had

with some school headmasters emphasise the point that

the same faces show up in school functions and the

same faces appear in school committee meetings. When

it comes to elections for parent organisation and

school committees the same names are voted in year-in

and year-out. This is a curriculum matter as

decisions undertaken by these bodies shall relate to

the smooth running of the school. Fresh and

innovative ideas would help if the public would take

school issues with determination and clarity of

purpose. This means that the task of setting up

gUidelines to be followed. by school administrators in

the area of school consultation rests squarely on the

'shoulders of the curricularists and his staff. A

curricularist must show the way as to how social

influences can be best used for a smooth tone of the

school and promoting an effective learning

situation. As he welcomes ~deas outside of himself he

must also help the teaching force to square ideas with

theory and practice.

For the community of blacks needed is a curricularist

who is an expert diagnostician of the pulse of the

people when it comes to the touchy and controversial

matters. Education of children is such an issue

today. On the whole blacks appear apathetic and

complacent about what is taking place behind the

school fence. However, during times of crisis blacks

become concerned. worried and anxious. When school

riots broke out in'various areas crises committees were

formed. As discussed in earlier chapters, both

parents and teachers were involved in an attempt to
discuss/ •..
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discuss the situation in schools for blacks. Those
discussions did not lead to any' solution up to a point

that the Department of Education and Training decided

to close down some schools for the rest of 1986.

Blacks did not take this lying down. A number of

community organisations and parents committees kept

knocking at the door of the Department of Education

and Training up to these bodies making certain

assurances that they'll see to it that effective

teaching goes on. Schools were then opened and

teaching is going on. Certain issues still have to be

ironed out. Legum (1987) points out that the

Department has not ensured that all conditions of the

smooth running of the education of blacks have been

met. He even goes on to say that although children

have gone back. to class the si tuation is so

unsatisfactory that in places like Soweto an idea has

been mooted that school control must be brought into

the hands of the churches.

The Depar~ment of Education and Culture of Kwa-Zulu is

itself not immune from any volatile eruption.

According to the City Press report (February 15, 1987.

p. 1) a feud is brewing over the payment of fees and

lack of placement of thousands of pupils at some

schools. In two schools in Kwa-Mashu and Ntuzuma

children demanded a refund of their school and

enrolment fees. This ignored. other schools

unaffected by the two issues joined the two schools in

a solidarity march to the local KwaZulu Department of

Education and Culture office. In 1986 five thousand

pupils marched to the inspector's office demanding the

immediate delivery of stationery and a refunding of

school fees.

The major cause of the protest is said to be that.

while children at some schools did not pay any fees.

others had to pay fees ranging from twenty-six rands

to fifty rands per year.· This was contrary to

Department of Education and Culture's recommended

forty cents per year for lower primary children. one

rand and twenty cents for higher primary children and
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four rands for high· school. The problem with this
issue is lack of effective communication between the

Department concerned and the public, as this

researcher sees it. The Department stipulates the

.minimum payment required by them for their needs.

Local school committees then agree on particular

payments so that immediate specific school needs may

be satisfied. This is a curricular matter. and the

curricularist needs to be a troubleshooter of

dissatisfactions. In that case he, in most cases. needs

to be involved in meeting organised groups "to explore

ways and means of redressing the situation. The

curricularist should indicate to the school

authorities and administrative officials the effective

avenues to be used in cases of strain and strife.

The education system, as a community institution

should reflect societal endeavours, expectations.

aspirations and anxieties. In that way if needs be,

should open itself up to cross-fertilisation of ideas

with members of other organisations and societies.

These members should be competent and adequately

motivated as well as being committed to values of

society. The curricularist should promote this cross

fertilisation of ideas by encouraging teachers to

share their ideas, skill and expertise with people

from other organisations with similar interests.

People from such organisations and associations will

be in a better position to appreciate the nature and

task facing." teachers. In that way these people shall

best be able to throw in their energies behind the

teaching fraternity.

A curricularist is a professional who is in the

forefront in educational matters. Unfortunately,

black teachers, mostly lowly qualified. have not been

steeped in courses that relate to cur~iculum

development in theory and practice, curriculum design

and curriculum evaluation and improvement. To help
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practising teachers acquire basic aspects in this area

the 'curricularist and his staff should arrange and

direct workshops. lectures. symposia and many such

upgrading schemes. This Is important because it is the

teacher who. in responding to the child's call for

help. direction and guidance. commits himself to take

pains to see that the knowledge is acquired. He need£

to vary his methods whenever he finds it convenient

for bringing learning about. It is the t~acher who

assumes a responsibility towards the pupil an

essential aspect to the existence of a teaching

situation.

As it is. schools attended by black children seem very

uninviting. Most teachers still follow traditional

teaching methods leaving children passive for the greater

part of the day. Extramural activities are for those

who are interested in them and there are innovative

games. pastimes and recreational facilities.

Libraries are stocked with outmoded books not in line

with new approaches to the syllabus. Groups for in-class

activities and individual help to pupils having

.difficulty are not engaged in. The curricularist

should be involved in helping teachers to be

innovative in making the school a less dismal.

uninspiring place in which to learn and work.

Emphasis should be on alternatives to traditional

education. The curricularist and his team should give

careful thought as to the meaning of a particular

characteristic. need or task for a school programme.

Growth and .. development of children should be related

to the objectives to which the society. teachers and

children subscribe. The actual teaching activity should

be such that it is in line with the n~eds. abilities.

interests. and developmental level 'of children.

Ways should be explored as to indicate improvements
"

that are necessary to make the school a personal and

social institution that will help children develop

morallY/···
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morally. intellectually. affectively. and physically.

At present schools concentrate mainly on intellectual

attainment because of the high cognitive content of

syllabuses and examinations. Efforts must be made as

.to the strategies that can be undertaken to inculcate

in learners roles associated with achieving adulthood.

practicing good citizenship. taking responsibility and

making thoughtful decisions.

The modern child is at a time when the ethically

accepted tenets of living in the community are being

influenced by information from various media of mass

communication. At the same time standards of morality

in the community are slowly moving from uncertainty to

deterioration. This is exemplified by an escalation

of drug abuse and legally punishable crimes like

theft. arson. rape and in some cases even murder.

Doll (1982) observes that when· moral and ethical

standards are largely missing both at home and at

school. the young generation is confused about what is

acceptable. When parents shirk their responsibility

of child upbringing. what results is children roaming

'streets. and leisure time spent away from the parents'

eyes which leads to behaviour that ends up with

destructiveness. vandalism. and violence. The

curriculum of today must be geared towards giving the

child a societally sanctioned view of how to live a

life that is purposeful and be in line with dictates

of adulthood.

The curriculum is a selection from culture. Culture

in this study connotes the social structure of

knowledge. skills. customs and beliefs. The

curricularist should understand how'they came about.

how they relate to society and how society handles

them at a given point in time. that is at a particular

period in history. Parsons (1952) gives three

attributes of culture. namely that. culture is

transmitted it consitutes a heritage or a social

tradition; that it is learned - it is .not inborn or

genetically inherited; and finally. that it is

shared/ ...
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terms of curriculum construction and

the content of education is transmitted.

shared.

The society of blacks is made up of a number of ethnic

groups such as Zulus, Suthus, Xhosas, Pondos and many

others. All these have their own traditions and

mores. However, they have all come to constitute a

cUltural unit in that each of these groups are not

confined neatly to any particular geographical area;

these groups intermarry and even in day-to-day

communication they do not need any interpreter. As

a result the culture of blacks is composed of many

interrelated and intertwined traditions. As Parsons

(1952: 15) observes

"Culture .... is on the one hand the product of,
on the other hand a determination of, systems
of social interaction.

This social interaction does not end up only with

blacks as defined in this study, but extends to other

national groups who can trace their origions in Eastern

and Western lands. The process of acculturation has

made its mark on the cUlture of blacks in that they

have internalised some of the norms and values of the

alien national groups. Time consciousness and

individualism are examples of such values. So culture

in this context should be related to social

interaction of a fluid kind, as Stenhouse (1975)

observes. Culture is a product of social interaction

in that each person learned each of the cultures to

which he has access and is in contact with a social group.

Stenhouse argues that culture is a medium through

which human minds interact in communication,

interaction underlined by a consensus of meanings

manifested in linguistic usage, and dependent upon

consensus of values and understandings. In this

context, therefore, the culture of blacks should be

viewed against the background of the multicultural.

IDultiethnic. and multireligious South African society.
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In mapping out cultural selections for curriculum

construction and development the curricularist must be

patiently aware that the child in school will function

in a community that is predominantly western oriented

.and that he should be guided and led to be an adult

:!and tha~ he should be guided and led to be an adult in
modern technocratic society. If group identity is

over-emphasised black children will· end up being

alienated. Alienation is defined by Bronfenbrenner

(1974: 279) as:

"a"state of feeling. a feeling of not belonging.
of rejection of and by the people, the
community. and the society in which we live.
along with a disinterest and distate for
association with those groups and involvement in
in the kinds of activities in which they
engage."

To avoid having alienated children taught about the

glorious past and the good that was yesteryear. yet

having to face the rigours and complexities of the

modern society with its confusing value patterns and

personally' distancing way of life, there should be a

close look at educative programmes. Such programmes

$hould. according to Ripinga (1979: 113) aim to "

"bring Black people and their children back
into a modern Black society and consequently
confer an accountable mode of being-an-adult
to its offsprings."

Ripinga (1979)

technological
emphasises that

movement ought to
a scientific

receive careful

attention in the education of blacks. He refers to re

education that:

"will be in Cultural subjects, Mathematics
and Science the core of the entire education
system." (p. 156) (Emphasis in the original) .

Implicit in

contention

.
the whole of this discussion is the

that the curricularist "in the education of

blacks should be consciously aware that education does

not take

practices
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social context in which they operate~ For this reason

Badenhorst (1972: 176) sees the task of the teacher of

black children:

"om die nodige sosiopedagogiese vormingswerk
in sy milieu te doen. Hy is die enigste per soon
wat in 'nmeerdere of mindere mate onderH~ is in
die westers-georienteerde waardes, norme,
gebruike, gewoontes, kultuur (leersto£), asook
in die pedagogiese eise en perspektiewe, wat
maklik toegang het tot en vertrou word deur sy
mede lots- en kultuurgenote."

This . discussion
should be held

has focused on some aspects that
in view by a curricularist in the

education system of

socio-cultural life

blacks. Emphasis has been the

of blacks that explains their

expectations. and aspirations. pressures and

anxieties, as well as their yearnings. These should

form the basis on which the curricular specialist

functions. This area has not been tapped to a

sufficient degree in the life of blacks. This calls

for the curriculum office to be involved intensively

in both basic research and applied research. To carry

out this research with the greatest efficiency the

will have to make use of data from many.cur r icular ist

disciplines. amongst them systematic philosophy,

anthropological sciences like sociology, history.

psychology. antropology, economics and political

sciences as well as specialised areas in the pure

sciences.

Educational research which the curricularist shall be

directing is on the educational endeavour stUdied in

its different stages, the goals and systems set by

society and input characteristics of children.

proceeding to the teaching-learning situation right up

to the evaluation of outcomes. The'different stages

shall have to be approached at different levels and

from different perspective. At a macro-level. the

stress is laid upon education's role in society and

upon the structure and functioning of the educational

system in relation to the goals set for it and the

resources allocated to it. At a micro level. research
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will deal with the development and characteristics of

the 'individual child as well as the basic conditions

of learning. At an immediate level , the teaching

situation is emphasised; curriculum, methods of

.instruction, social interaction in the teaching

learning situation, methods of instruction and many

related issues. Research in the field of curriculum

studies ranges from pre-school education right up to

adult education and life-long education. I~ will also

extend to aspects such as career education

vocational education, non-formal education and such

other educationally related issues. In his task the

curricularist lays bare the structure of the learner's

being-in-the-world.

5.4 The Training of Curricularists.

The head of the division should hold a doctorate in

any field of education, preferably in curriculum

oriented studies. He will be assisted by officers

holding at least Master~s degrees in Education and

doctrates' will be a recommendation. All of them

should demonstrate an understanding of the educational

~ctivity and of educational issues, based on

historical, philosophical, and comparative

considerations. They should demonstrate an

understanding of social goals of education, the

historical development o{ the curriculum and related

aspects. They are expected to have participated in

research, to have mastered technical research skills

of relevance to education as well as demonstrate

skills in ·communicating with specialists in other

disciplines and with educational practitioners.

5.5 Organisational Arrangements.

The head of the curriculum studies division will

report directly to the Secretary of the Education

Department. He must liase with other sections of the

Department such as the Department of Educational
Planning. However Curriculum Studies Department should

be independent.
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This department needs to be run as a separate and

independent department. but work from this office must

be co-ordinated with work done in other departments.

hence the need for constant consultation. co-

"operation. co-ordination and collaboration with them.

Within the curriculum a number of committees will be

set· up from time to time to deal wi th par ticular as

well as specialised facets of curriculum work.

5.6 Some Duties of the Curricularist.

He must conduct research into the various aspects of

curriculum design. construction. implementation and

evaluation.

He shall be involved in making decisions that require

organisational efficiency of his department and

decisions involving co-operation with others, "say

other people involved in work related to curriculum

studies. teachers. administrators and others. The

effort to help teachers improve their skills is a

major goal. However, inspectors, school committees

and community leaders cannot be left out of the

.picture.

He must supervise

various locales.

these projects

staff development activities in

Information should be collected on

He should run minicourses and seminars for both

teachers and community leaders. These shall vary in

length as circumstances demand. Teachers should be

afforded a chance to make significant and sound

curriculum "decisions. So these minicourses and

seminars must be targeted to teacher participation in

decision making both at the classroom and local school

levels.

He must involve teachers in studies that test

curriculum principles and comparing the effectiveness

of various curriculum designs for meeting educational

goals. It is the task of the curricularist to help

crystallise! ...
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crystallise system-wide interest
problems to the point of action.

in curriculum

"

The curricularists should act as a resource guide to

people interested in conducting curricular research

~nto solving practical problems, evaluating curricular

proposals and acquiring research skills necessary to

solve classroom problems.

From the above, it follows that the curricularist

should give guidelines to local teachers' centres on

how curricular issues may be tackled. This can be

done through conferences, work sessions and workshops.

These often include speakers on their programmes and

permit small group discussion of varied topics

relating to a single theme. They include planning

sessions, work sessions, and sessions for summarising

and evaluating (Kelly 1951). Varied activities are

permitted which wIll include listening to consultants,

discussing common problems, reading professional

literature, assembling materials, watching film

presentations and playing roles.

A curricularist may also be involved in extension

'teaching as guest lecturer to a college of education

or a department of education in a university.

He will also be involved in professional writing of

scientific articles in scholarly journals. or to work

on textbooks in field of educational interest.

He will also represent his department at conventions,

conferences and meetings outside his school system.

The foregoing shows that the work done by the

curricularist is a demanding one. His task is of a

helping nature. He is necessary as he knows the

general professional problems that teachers encounter

and -is' particularly equipped with expertise of

helping the practitioners forge ahead. Teachers are

given guidance with the most significant, pervasive

aspects of their total task. such as classroom

management and climate. methods and materials.

Conclusion/ ...
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5.7 Conclusion.

Tillich (1952) maintains that man must continually

protest against existing form lest it becomes an idol.

that new form might emerge. The present state of

education of blacks is in the doldrums to show that the

system of education erstwhile mapped out for blacks has

not helped improve their market value in the employment

arena and has not yielded the person who is respected

and appreciated in the black community. This has

resulted in blacks being frustrated and alienated by

the education they are receiving.. This frustration has

wreaked the whole fabric of effective teaching in these

schools. The black curricularist is then at the moment

a specialist who is very much needed. It is not that

he has the panacea to problems in the education of

blacks. but can direct the thinking of both

·professionals and practitioners to look closer to the

challenges a black is confronted with as a-being-in

the-world.
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CHAPTER VI

A REVIEW OF THIS STUDY. CONCLUSIONS. RECOMMENDATIONS AND

EDUCATIONAL IMPLICATIO~S.

6.1 Introduction

A society, primitive or complex, has an education

system. From society to society objectives, methods and

contents differ because each society will devise

education systems that should meet their needs, goals.

expectations. anxieties and aspirations. This study has

considered academic performance and curriculum issues

against the background of socio-economic influence and

the sociopolitical ideologies prevalent in the country.

This was done in the light of the argument made by Du

Bey. Edem and Thakur (1972). Their argument is that

education ~as often been seen as one of the keys fOf

development. So many developing countries have placed

special emphasis on formulating educational policies to

suit their socio-economic and political aims in

development. It is through the educational system that.
young members of society are taught the expected

beJ1aviour they learn the rules of the polity.

However. factors of the social environment may affect a

child. The factors include the occupational status of

his parents. the parents' attitudes towards their

children's schooling. and expectations they have for

their children. Schlemmer and Bot (1987) point out that

in their research study of 1980 among 2 300 blacks in

the Witwatersrand and in Natal KwaZulu most interviewees

mentioned equal education when asked'~lf the government

would ask somebody like you what should be done to make

better life of black South Africans. what would you

,suggest." Even the poor parents gave.high priority to

education for their children. In Kwa-Mashu 67 percent

of the sample of black parents wished for university and

professional education for their children.

"Meningsopnames/ .'..
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"Meningsopnames wat onderliggende waardes en
prioriteite probeer bepaal, toon dan ook
duidelik dat swartes deur die bank onderwys
as 'n saak van kritieke belang beskou."
(Schlemmer and ~ot, 1987: 20)

have become a strongly articulated

education which students say is designed

blacks' inability to compete on an equal

footing with whites.

The Report of the Study Commission on United States

Policy Towards Southern Africa (1981) points out that

students have demanded:

provision of free and compulsory education for every

school age black child up to and including high

school;

one national education department for all races and

equal expenditures on all racial groups;

equali ty in teacher·-pupil rat ios;

parity in salaries for white and black teachers;

improved Colleges of Education for aspirant black

teachers;

equal job

instance,

opportunities

students at

for black graduates: for

the Medical University of

Southern Africa staged a one-day stayaway from

classes in February 1987, asking the administration

to scrap the Bachelor of Science in Medic ine degree

(B.Sc. Med.) offered at the University because it

was not career-orientated and failed to open up job

opportunities. Students alleged that graduates in

this degree had difficulties in the job market

because preference was given to those who had

studied medical technology, which was not included

in the degree offered by their University. (The

Nation February 19-25, 1987 p. 4)

Revision of textbooks; students say reflect white,

not black history, culture, and achievements;

Curriculum/ ...
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Curriculum changes, charging that not enough

attention is given in black schools to Mathematics

and Science. Without these subjects. they say.

blacks will remain in a position of inferiority,

unable to make progress within the society or to

improve their standards of living.

6.2 Questions This Thesis Attempted Addressi~

The main question is what societal pressures are felt

most by the society of blacks. and does the present

school curriculum address itself to these? A good

system ,of' education both formal and informal. is one

that ~ reaches every individual in the society

irrespective of age, sex, 'religion, ethnic origin,

language, economic and social status. (Bhengu 19(8).
;

However, the ~ystem of education for blacks does not

reach every individual to a sufficient degree. Ndaba

(1974) complains of an 'alarming wastaga

dropouts in the lower primary classes.

by way of

The socio-

regard. At present

addressing this issue

sta~ionery in black

right direction, but

problems that should be

not requisition these

economic factors make a, major contribution in this

the Education Departments are

by supplying free books and

schools. This is a step in the

there are still administrative

ironed out. Some headmasters do

in good time. There are still

problems of too few classrooms for the number of

children who have to be educated. For instance, the

editorial in 11anga January 5-7 1987 p. 4 points out

this issue. Many would be school pupils who have been

turned away from schools because of shortage of

classroom space.

"Akudingekile nokuba umuntu azibuze 'ukuthi .
singanqandwa kanjani (lesisimo) ngooa impendulo
ukuba kwakhiwe izikole eziningi ezanele ubuningi
bezingane zabaMnYama ezilangazela imfundo. tt
~ . - - - - . - ~. - --..... .

The editorial blames the government for not seeing to it

that Colleges of Education are built in big locations

like/ ..•
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like Umlazi. Umlazi location community leaders
complained on the same issue in EzaseMlazi of March 1987

p. 1-2.

Authorities at Appelsbosch College of Education had to

send a delegation to the Department of Education and

Culture in KwaZulu. They were appreciative of the fact

that they had to turn away hundreds of applicants

(Ilanga February 16-18 1987 p. 3)

Blacks want an education that is value-based. This is

the education that is rooted in societal norms that

emphasise humanness. Children from black schools should

be truly human. For example a black person religiously

are now in communication with

dead can be called upon to

the living. If tribulations

the dead may be atoned by

So which black child can enjoy

a dead man's grave shouting

Such behaviour shows that the child has

received miseducation.

Blacks set

authority

well-brought

Children who

a high store on respect for people in

relatives or not. One would not expect

up children to kiss and love in public.

espouse black values do not look an

authority in the face. let alone to argue with him and

talk back to him. Present young men and women employed

.in public offices are sometimes found guilty of hurling

insults at the elderly. infirm and indigent. Children

at school do not only hurl insults at teachers and

school administrators but may beat them up at the

slighted provocation. At one school in which this

researcher taught. the hostel matron was nicknamed

"Gwivana" meaning "the Ugly One." Some headmasters have

experienced the humiliation of being called to the phone

only to hear a tirade of insults flung at them by a

child. Such are children who still need pedagic care in

the tradition of blacks.

Blacks/ ...
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Blacks respect a person. who is clean personally, clean

in th6ught and in deeds. These self-styled "hippies"

and "gringoes" who move about in unkempt hair, who are

dagga smokers and addicted to intoxicating beverages are

not in the style of self-respecting blacks proud of their

traditions. Blacks who are still living according to

traditional ways will not jump over a stream or rivulet

without bathing some part of their antomy. A child's act

had to be proof of being brought up in c~eanliness.

Vulgar language was not for everyday use. Some family

parlance was used in a situation where a vulgar term

would have to be used.

Magnanimity is the hallmark of a black. If people came

to a home they would be treated with respect, given

shelter and food and would be taken halfway through

their journey. Capitalism with its individual effort

did away with all that. Even aged family members

may find themselves' despised by their own children.

This is bad for a child who does not show that he is

thankful for the nurturance, succour and security given

to him by parents in the early years of life.

Loyalty to the political body and the clan was a virtue

with blacks. That this is no longer the case appears when

children are prepared to loot not only in the schools in

which they are pupils, but also in their own homes.

There is no humanness in. that endeavour. The Chief

Minister of KwaZulu has enforced such loyalty in his

homeland by demanding students receiving bursaries from

Kwa-ZUlu and those adults employed in the homeland to

sign a pledge of loyalty to the Zulu King, Kwa-Zulu

Cabinet and the Chief Minister himself. If loyalty to
Kwa-Zulu, by Zulus came naturally on its own there would

be no need for this pledge. One can only hope that the

introduction of the Inkatha syllabus in the Kwa-Zulu

school curriculum will foster this loyalty and other

prized values.

The I ...
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The argument in the previous paragraph is for a child
who shall be educated in the tenets that are ip

consonance with values that are still prised by blacks.

Burglars, murderers, rapists, arsonists, wizards.

rogues, charlatans and satyars will have no place in the

black South Africa of the near future. So it devolves

on schools and parents' committees to make a concerted

effort of exterminating this vermin in schools.

Some educational thinkers view the present education

system as turning out colonised minds (Mpahlele, 1981;

Baartman,. 1973; Bhengu, 1978; among others.) They view

this system of education as domesticity education which

turns children into

"unthinking creatures who can be manoeuvred,
manipulated and control1ed'"(Bhengu 1978 p.5)

Baartman (1973) argues that those who teach for

liberation must reject in their entirely the present

methods used in our system of education. Studying these

methods one finds that they are prevalent in school<for

blacks where there is a dire shortage of adequately

qualified teachers, where there is no properly equipped

li~rary or laboratory. To illustrate his contention he

highlights the role of a teacher as depositing knowledge

into the mind of the student. Educating is so conducted

that children are trained into accepting authority

without ever questioning it. This also reflects

oppressive society.

In education for domestication the teacher tells and the

child accepts; the teacher knows everything, cogitates.

lectures. exercises discipline, makes whatever choices

need to be made. without consulting chiidren. decides on

what is to be taught and how. In short the learner has

to wait on the teacher. Therafter "he memorises and

regurgitates in the examinations. Education for

liberation is problem-centred

This/ ...
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"This problem-posing concept of education mus~
be the aim of every educator of any oppressed
people." (Baartman. 1973: 276)

For Baartman problem-posing education leads children to

questions like. what is being transmitted by teacher?

This is the type of education recommended for blacks in

previous chapters.

Another question raised is whether the present

curriculum as it is, meets the active and creative needs

of the children. This question flows from Goodland's

(1966: 156) dictum that:

'·Optimum. human achievement appears to be the
product of blending intelligence. motivation.
energy and creativity. Educational institutions
can create the climate wherein optimum blending
of these human characteristics can occur."

To a very great extent this appears not to be so in the

education of blac~s. Poorly equipped classes and lowly

qualified teachers militate against this. Therefore.

the textbook is used as the only source of facts in the

subject. Teachers use the traditional approach in

teaching" where they stand in front of the class

dictacting what is to be learnt. how, and design test

questions. Most of the time pupils are passive. So the

chalkboard and the textbook are teaching aids of choice.

It is recommended therefore. that in-service courses

arranged for ~each8rs and should concentrate on the latest

approaches in the teaching field.

The private sector has shown that it appreciates

difficulties saddling the education of blacks. They

have adopted. schools. built classrooms and contributed

to the provision of equipment. According to Koenderman

in Energos (1983) the Mobil Company runs a tuition

programme in Soweto. where children are being coached

every week-end throughout the academic year. Injection

of funds from Mobil has made possible a number of new

directions to the programme. It has been possible to

purchase equipment such as overhead projectors. mobile

laboratories/ ...
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laboratories. science equipment and teaching aids- The

problem here is that most of these private companies

operate mostly in schools in the urban-rural fringe like

Umlazi. Kwa-Mashu and others. It is recommended then

that headmasters and inspectors in the deep-lying rural

areas be given g direction Qy the- Department as to how

they can solicit help of the private sector. Rural

children do need this help, more so because their

environment is simple and limited only to basic survival

aspects. Without this help they are less likely to

effectively carve for themselves a niche in the modern

technocratic way of life.

A study by the Umlazi College of Further Education Staff

(1984) on the three high schools in the Umlazi Township

found that amongst other things more than fifty percent

of the sample stated that pupils were forced to take

subjects they did not like or towards which they had no

inclination. Thirty-one percent considered this to be a

serious problem. especially at Junior Secondary level.

If children are forced into subjects which do not

interest them. they are likely to have great

difficulties. That may eventually lead them to turn

their backs against the education system.

In his study on Pupil Wastage and Drop-out Rate in

KwaZulu schools. Mncwabe (1985) asked the views of

headmasters and teachers on the black school curriculum.

Of the fifty-six teachers. 61.5 percent pointed out

that pupils do not view their school curriculum as

relevant. When they were ~urther asked if they

themselves viewed the curriculum as relevant 46.3

percent felt it was not. Some of the members of the

group of teachers who felt it was not relevant gave the

following reasons:

The differentiated curriculum is introduced very late

e.g. science and commerce start only in standard

seven;

Violence/ .•.
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Violence in schools proves:~~: Among other things

there is academic frustration among pupils;

In educational systems of races other than blacks the

curriculum is calculated to prepare students for

tertiary education.

It is recommended therefore that there is a pressing need

for the broadening of the present school curriculum in

terms of providing more diverse subjects to meet the

students' needs and interests.

Viewing extra-mural activities in black schools one finds

that even these activities are not diversified enough.

One shall find mostly choral ·singing. scouting. soccer.

netball. Inkatha activities and the Students' Christian

Movement. It is recommended that schools explore other

activities that may be recreationally satisfying to other

children, say floriculture. photography. philately.

numismatism. cricket. rugby. and many others. These will

be decided on in terms of the availability of training

personnel and local conditions. At this point local

community members may be approached by school authorities

to v01unteer their services for the benefit of children.

The next problem touches on knowledge gained at school .as

constructed in such a way that subjects reflect social

behaviour and ethically accepted norms. Dubey. Edem. and

Thakur (1972) argue that the education system of any

country must reflect the philosophy of the society in

which it is operating. The system must be based upon the

needs and demands of society. and' a system that fails to

fulfil the needs. aspirations and ambitions of the

society is not a properly functioning system. In the

case of the society of blacks it seem~ that knowledge

gained at school does not reflect social 'behaviour and.

ethically accepted norms. In the public press letters to

the editor complain now and gain about the behaviour of

school-going children and school leavers. These ate more

susceptible to alien ideas. the personal behaviour shows

a lack of concern for societal norms. they are not

respectful/ ...
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respectful enough. are prone to violence and an immoral

way of life. they lack diligence and a spirit of industry

and many other such complaints. This touches directly at

the heart of the teaching itself. It points out to the

fact that teachers. in their day-to-day activity. are not

conscious of the fact that they are servants of society.

This society expects children to be 'guided into what they

ought to become. It is recommended that sociology of

education and social anthropology be fused into one

subject and be one of the subjects to pe emphasised in

College of Education.

The next question raised relates to knowledge that can be

used by children to improve their lives. According to Du

Bey, et al (1979) a good educational system, in all its

full substance and ramifications. is related to the level

of ,culture, industrial development. rate of urbanisation.

political organisation. religious climate. family

structures. ,stratification and other institutions of the

total system: Looking at the life of blacks, it is

obvious that these aspects are tied up with their

educption. For example, school-leavers leave school

without having been introduced into job-seeking skills.

The study by the Umlazi College for Further Education

Staff (1984) found amongst other things that almost

seventy percent of pupils in their sample felt that their

maticulation certificate was of little use as

matriculants find it difficult to find employment. It is

thus recommended that job-seeking skills be worked into

the standard ten syllabus to help the possible school

leavers explore ways of finding employment for

themselves. There should be greater emphasis also at

this point for career guidance. This calls for an urgent

necessity of guidance teachers. At ,this late hour the

Education Departments should look into the possibility of

crash courses for guidance teachers since the output form

University filters through too slowly.

In/ ...
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In his study Mncwabe (1985) found that 66,7 percent of
principals he interviewed held the view that pupils do

not see their school curriculum as relevant to modern

needs as future members of the scientific-technological

South African society. When the views of the principals

themselves were asked for 66,7 percent (same as for

pupils) criticised its relevancy. Some of their comments

ran thus:

Practical education 1S needed which can help the

children who leave school earlier;

This curriculum

problems. That

bore.

does not address itself to current

is why some pupils find education a

The curriculum includes subjects which are of no

practical use to them.

The Department of Education and Culture has taken a step

in the right direction by introducing comprehensive high

schools. This commendable venture must be gotten into

with dogged determination to enable children to
.

concentrate on subjects which they see as leading to

upliftment of their quality of life. At this point

emphasis is on human resource development.

CurIe (1969) views human resource development planning as

including planning of the improvement and employment of

the strength and skill of human beings. Needed therefore

is a programme of education that will, amongst other

things. highlight the following aspects.

Civic effectiveness. Owing to ,the rapid shifts in the

social patterns. with many civic organisations

(regional and local) demanding attention of all

blacks. children look up to schools for direction.

Privately. supported programmes of one sort or another

contribute to the bulk of the offerings in the field

of civic consciousness. So powerful are programmes of

certain groups that a child wishing for an impartial.

accurate account of daily events of social importance

in order to act more effectively as citizen scarcely

knows/ ...
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knows where to turn.

Home life and Family Relations. The child must be

provided with education for adjustment in home life

and family relationships.

~ Health and Safety. The Rama project has employed

dieticians who visit schools to teach children about

good dietary habits. They also run courses for

teachers who will then pass the knowledge on to their

children. However, not much is done in making

children aware of unsafe acts and unsafe conditions.

One area of pressing relevance is one of poisining.

This whole area needs to be emphasised since. when the

mother is away, is in a place of employment, infants

. and pre-school going age children are often left in

the care of other ~hildren.

Plastic bags have also been a cause of many home

accidents. Schools should have taught children the

dangers of playing with these things. The same

applies to discarded old refrigerators and empty cans

of aerosol sprays.

Recreation and Self-Expression. More opportunities

along these lines should be opened up. Children must

be afforded a greater chance of participating

effectively in debates, drama, graphic art, poetry

writing, and short-story writing. These activities

start of as hobbies, but may eventually lead to make a

living out of them in adulthood.

Consumer Education. The individual consumer is faced

not only with the problem of what he can afford to

buy, but also with that of getting the best for the

amount expended. Home economics should be seriously

taught on this aspect. What the individual wishes

most to know are answers to immediate problems, such

as, "Is t~i~ product better than that? What is give~ cih

labels is general information. It is true that without
the establishment of general principles the child wIll

be as helpless tomorrow (as an adult) as he is today.

Suggested/ ...
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Suggested in this study is a curriculum that aims at

social competence development in black youths. This is.a

competence to apply the best available knowledge and

skills, to evolve survival strategies in a world filled

with·. unprecedented troubles, ambiguities, uncertainties

and opportunities.

One other issue raises concerns is the curriculum that offers
pupils systematic citizenship education. including the

analysis of issues and societal problems. This question

stems from an awareness that involvement and participation

in a democracy requires a certain level of political

knowledge and skill among the populace. Hence Lister's

(1982: 246) views that:

"a democracy which is founded on the ignorance and
the importance of the majority is precarious, and it
may ultimately not be a democracy at all."

The- behaviour of present-day youths towards government

agents (neck-lacing policeman,) and government property

(burning government offices) shows widespread alienation.

ignorance and. cynicism. ("Necklacing" is a popular term

for filling a tyre with petrol, putting it around the Victim's

neckqand setting it alight so that he burns until he dies).

The attitude of youths to urban councils in townships has

also been very negative up to the point of hatred. Many

young people feel powerless and inadequate against the

mighty South African Police Force and Army. Such youths

should be critic~!_Qf the s~nool or their parents who failed to

provide them with sufficient political education. As a

result these black youths show a loss of confidence in

political institutions, even at the most local level.

It is recommended that political education should be

introduced and be taken seriously in the light of the

present climate. The school is the one institution common

to most members of society at a time in their lives when

political attitudes are forming. This is a matter of

urgent priority and a concern for justice. The question

is what type of political education? For one thing it

should/ .•.
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should not be education that will generate a wave of

politIcal activism which when it meets with counteraction

from the powers that be. will leave children as piles of

corpses. In the South African situation policeman and the

army shoot to kill at the slightest provocation. and

'vigilantes use weapons without any twinge of conscience._

irrespective of the age of the child. Recommended is

political education that will teach the skills. knowledge

and attitudes that shall enable people to participate in

the political system. should they choose to do so. This

may involve

A discriminating well thought-out understanding of the

political endeavour. -This will involve an

appreciation of the political facets of day-to-day

life of blacks and the possibilities of participating

in political decision making. Fostered also shall-be

an understanding of the concept democracy,

theoretically and practically. and the democratic

machinery in the community of blacks.

Children ~hould evince an informed awareness of major

political issues.

Relevant skills of political participation, defined as

behaviour that influences or is aimed at influencing

the distribution of public goods. Streets. national

security, monetary systems, the educational systems

are some examples of public goods. Participatory

skills will enable children to decide after careful thought

whether or not to participate in political endeavours

at various levels of societal and communal life.

A-child must be imbued with attitudes that are expedient
for society. He should be tolerant of views contrary

to his own, be honest in the ideas he puts across and

be empathic of the feeling of those who think

differently from him. His judgements on political

issues should be fair and balanced. and not be clouded

by bias.

A pedagogy in line with aspects given above shall be

demonstrated/ ...
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demonstrated by a teacher in the in-class activities.

He should be a facilitator of learning, and not the

source of all truth. In the classroom activities

children should be-given a voice and an ear as to how

they expect things to run and how they see what

can be done to ensure effective learning.

The next question hinges on developing social competence

by affording children occasion for gioup participation and

intergroup relations even with other racial groups. As

children of a school many occasions are available through

sporting activities, religious ceremonies and choral

singing. They compete with other schools of their own

race as often as it is deemed necessary. No problem.

When it comes to social interaction with members of other

racial groups problem arise. South Africa has instilled

inthe minds of its people cultural diversity and racial

exclusiveness. This has been so ingrained into the skins

of most South African that it is only the brave who would

dare arrange a debating session or a soccer match with say

a white school and a black school. Attempts initiated by

authorities higher that the local schools have ended up in

shambles. For this to happen as a matter of course, will

have to wait for a post-apartheid South Africa. Be that

as it may, i1 is worth trying constantly that neighbouring

school~ of different racial groups invite one another for

one or the other occasion.

The last issue addressed is on general soctal issues and

environmental awareness. These issues are covered in

various topics in the subjects taught in school. However,

most of them are at the periphery of the topics - A teacher

can move into them as he expands on topic material in a

subject. However, the teacher who shall move into these

areas is one who is conscious of the fact that education,

amongst other things. aims at initiating the child not

merely into the cultural capital of his own community, but

of the entire mankind in so far as this is possible, and

thus to humanise rather than only to socialise him. Issues

In/ ...
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in· this area deal with the essential aspects of human

existence as well as the tragic side of human life. Man

should be seen as a totality - the perverted as well as

the exalted~ the despairing as well as the hopeful. If an

all-rounded picture of human reality is presented to the

.< child then school knowledge would lend credence to Dewey's

ides that:

"the school must represent present life - life
as real and vital to the child." (1959: 22)

Teachers in black schools rely mainly on the textbooks.

Past examination papers guide them as to what is likely to

appear in the examination papers. If examiners do not set

any questions that touch on these issues they are apt to

be left out~ important and relevant though they may be in

the conduct of human affairs and in the way of life of the

community. So it is re~ommened that examiners should find

a place for these issues in examination papers. In that

way' shall teachers be made aware that they are after-all

important~ and need not be glossed over.

"

A matter that came

People's Education.

up in this thesis is the issue of

Ashley (1986) argues that it geared

black pupils to liberate themselves by making them aware

of their oppression and past injustices. Luthuli (1985)

is more specific on this point when he considered

education of blacks. He stipulates that the education of

blacks must document social. race and class analysis and

the plight of blacks as victims of an oppressive system.
-",: In that way it will highlight the problems of the

oppressed~ oppressor and oppression in general. The aim

of such content will be for blacks to learn from the

beginning

now regard

that the condition of the oppressor whom they

as privileged is unenviable~ he being a slave

of his own making.

In its Durban Conference in March i986 the National

Education Crisis Committee called on children to return to

school after di sruptions .. They called on children to

re-occupy schools that had been closed and to demand the

right to education. The agreement to return to school

also depended on a crucial condition: that the NECC make

active! .••
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active and rapid progress towards giving content to
People's Education in the school. The task was delegated

to a five-man NECC commission. This has proved too

formidable a task. It is recommended that the education

authorities create local curriculum bOdies or bureaux

involving educationalists, educators, parents, elected

community members and seniors students that would

constantly monitor the curriculum content from time to

time. This body would ascertain as to whether the wishes

of the people, their expectations and aspirations of the

community. Their views will be fed to the central

curriculum office.

In the education system of blacks there has always been

heard a voice of dissatisfaction, particularly after Bantu

Education was introduced. Seemingly the education

authorities did not appreciate the seriousness of the

dissatisfaction as the manner in which the dissatisfaction

was addressed did not answer to the demands. It was only

the 1976 disruptions that highlighted the seriousness of

the issue. However, these disturbances kept on erupting

intermittently up to the point where Education Crisis

Commitees were formed in various regions. This happened

during 1986.

Education Crisis Committees involving representatives of
the concerned community members marshalled in a new force

in the educational system of blacks. The community

demanded to be involved in decision-making and to be
~

heard. They demanded active participation. Participation

and non-participation in politics (this is a political

issue) is a response of the individuals' calculations of

the potential costs and rewards of particular actions

directed towards desired ends. In this 9ase blacks have

calculated the potential rewards of them being involved

in the matter as those of yielding the desired end.

namely, lifting up the education system that has

collapsed. For blacks education is still viewed as a

meal-ticket, and an assurance for a higher quality of

life. That the black community was reasoning along

positive lines is reflected by the fact that when the

Education/ ..•
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Education Cr isis Commi. t tee-s talked to their children about
returning to schools, children did.

It is logical for an individual to expend some effort to

influence the turn of political events if. but only if,

the potential rewards to him in terms of private

utilities. material, social, or psychic exceed his

potential losses in effort, time. cash or psychic costs.

Seeing young black children going back into classrooms for

effective learning gives both social and psychic security

to parents.

The springing up Education Crisis Committees in various

areas that are hard-hit by school disruptions are evidence

of rational patterns of behaviour. School boycotts and

school violence have helped transform masses of blacks

from a state of low awareness of what happens in the

education system of blacks and activity.called for. They

have become more conscious and active would be

participants. "Would-be" if 'officially called upon to

serve in bodie-s concerned wi th effective decision-making.

They argue for the interests, desires, and demands of the

black man-in-the-street being communicated to the education

authorities. They hope that these communications shall

more or less directly influence the selection of

departmental personnel and/ or the decision they take. In

this explosive climate, for inst~nce, departmental offices

should be manned by people who are not authoritarians or

dictactors. By nature they should be tolerant and be of a

sympathetic attitude. Decisions .taken should be after

consultation with ·representatives of influential concerned

community members.

This becomes important when one notes Polsby's (1959: 235)

view that :

"people participate in those areas they care
about mostly. Their values, eloquently expressed by
by their participation. cannot, it seems to me,
be more effectively objectified."

Noting that

collaboration'

extended/ ..•

the

with

'politics of

state-created

refusal' and

instit~tions

'non-
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extended rapidly from the political arena to education,

the potential germ of a solution has emerged from the

community itself. The government and the black community

agree on the major parameters: not only should education

continue, but it should continue within the institutional

base of the school. Now the next step is clearly to

negotiate conditions that will prevent further education

disruption. A meanigful school' curriculum that is

relevant to the needs, values, expectations, aspirations

and anxieties and the black community is the answer. It

is only in this light that the injunction in the Educamus

(January, 1987 p. 3) editorial can be appreciated. The

injuction says:

"It is the bounden duty of each teacher and parent
together to accept responsibility for the
discipline, nurture and education of pupils in
the interest of the pupil, his parents, the
community and all the country's inhabitants.
For this. parental involvement is imperative."

6.3 General Conclusion of Study.

This study has looked into the present school curriculum

in the light of satisfying the yearnings of the black

child and meeting the demands of the black society in the

light of their present day pressures. The conclusion is

that the curriculum does not fully answer to these

because it is based on

life led by blacks and

demands.

over and

There

other

are

are

a number of areas that are glossed

not touched upon. This has been so

a ideological position alien to the

their outlook.

It is conceded that the curriculum ,therefore needs a major

reworking. This. reworking must be based on an agreement

among those directly involved with the task of schools.

There should be consensus as how schools schould~be

effectively managed and the areas of knowledge that need

emphasised. This thesis argues that blacks should be

involved directly in the analysis of goals for education.

They must indicate the direction that they would like

their schools to take. It is only then that the

curriculum/ ..•
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curriculum can be mapped out that which will not stunt the
growth of the critical faculty in children. This is a

curriculum that will not develop a sense of inferiority

and worthlessness. Lacking a sense of worth, leads to the

development of self-pity and self-hatred. The present

school curriculum has made blacks to suffer a sense of

worthlessness, confusion of identify, self-alienation, a

self-divided and schizophrenic consciousness and a

haunting fear of losing their roots. Hence the escalating

school violence. vandalism and eventually boycotts and

disruption.

For structuring a curriculum. that meets the demands of

blacks, blacks should not only be consulted but should be

actively involved. Black educationalists should spearhead

the 1!lovemen t towards' developing ~ ..t:!!lli cur r iculum. This

calls for training black curricularists who shall be the

central curriculum body. There should also be local

curriculum bodies to monitor the effectiveness of the

curriculum and conduct research on curricular issues.

After all, "the kind of education we need is a m~tter of

judgement and its provision a matter of political will."

(Musgrave 1919: 182).

6.4 Recommendations for Further Research.

Continuous research and study with regard to the

curriculum is needed in the following areas:-

What improvements are necessary to the curriculum to

cultivate in children such basic capacities as critical

reflection, imagination, self-criticism. the ability to

reason, argue, weigh up evidence and to form an

independent judgement of one's own.

How can the curriculum be improved to facilitate the

systematic rebuilding of the shattered self-image of

blacks a curriculum that shall revitalise the sense of

dignity and worth in the black child (man).

There is an urgent and pressing need for researching a

philosophy and a strategy that will create a positive

attitude conducive to the education of pupils~ Innovative

models/ ...
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models in education related to socially deprived children

will enable the young to benefit fully from their

educational and social development opportunities.

Ways and means should be explored to make children to

understand their strengths and weaknesses whilst

participating in the educational endeavour. They should

be motivated to be willing to exert considerable effort to

improve skills in the light of impediments and barriers.

There should be an identification of academic support

needs of black secondary school pupils in a multicultural

society. Supportive socialisation will enable the child

to make the best use of his schooling.

There needs to be an in-depth study of serious management

problems in urban schools as compared to rural schools in

order to give clear guidelines to headmast~rs.

6.5 EPILOGUE.

The central idea in the thesis as a whole is the notion of

bringing out the child's best potential. This may be done

by educating him, in such a way that he develops a sense

of oeing consciously aware of who he is, what he wants to
- .

achieve in the world and how best he can achieve that. He

must be able to establish constructive relations with

others. He must acquire a sense of control over

significant events in his life. The school curriculum

should be modelled in such a way that social realities are

dealt with. The school must acknowledge social realities

and they should be examined' and analysed in the

skills and subject matter achievement such as

technical prof iciency t . information and

from various disciplines. modes of inquiry and

In addition some new areas such as future

perspective inwhlch they present themselves.

The school curriculum will have to include traditional

school

symbolic

concepts

content.

studies .

. A well/ ••.
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A well-rounded curriculum will also lead to the
development of skills for constructive social action.

learning to identify 'the power sources in the community

and acquiring skills needed to negotiate with authority

figur-es.

In sum. needed is a curriculum that will contribute into

making children more effective adults by providing them

. with knowledge of what it is to be human-in-the-world.

A good education system that is organised with prudent

reasoning and judgement. taking into account the demands

of time and space. is a potent force for social. economic

and political development of a people. The major

component is a curriculum that can operate efficaciously

in the context of a given social political and economic

environment. Consideration of the curriculum then, shall

have to be evaluated in terms of what Js taught and why;

by whom it is taught and under what circumstances; what

is the spirit in which what is taught is taught. Since

the curriculum has to respond to needs. expectactions and

aspirations of a people consideration of who prescribes

what -. is taught and the attitude of those taught is

relevant. It now remains the task of each community

member. lettered or not, individually and collectively. to

help towards the realisation of the self-actualised

educand in the education system.of blacks.
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SU~MARY OF THE STUDY.

Education is important for a child because. as a not-yet~

adult he should be initiated into the inheritance of

human achievements of understanding, conviction, belief

and 'attitude. Education demands that the child acquires

abilities of looking. listening, thlnking, feeling,

imagining, believing, understanding, deciding. What is

necessary therefore is a school curriculum that shall

serve as a medium of intervention through which rapid

societal changes can be taken account of in a school

system.

Questions. raised in this study relate to how successful

the present school curriculum meets active and creative

needs of black children, help children develop broadening

insights and deepening generalisations ~bout problems of

significance to them and their society, 'gives children

knowledge that will help them improve their quality of

life. Does the current curriculum infuse into pupils

knowledge about problems associated with population

explosion. environmental awareness,family

disorganisation and similar issues. In a nutshell, is

the curriculum focused on aspirations, expectation and
~

anxieties of blacks?

For a method of study a close study of literatule was

undertaken (with a view of extracting a conceptual

framework and a theoratical background) within which the

problem is undertaken. The model used for analysis of

data is the cosmonological model described by Dooyeweerd

and explained ·~n the perspec~ive of Philosophy of

'Education by Schoeman (1980). A careful study was also

undertaken of the public press in order to extract ideas

and sensitive areas in education of blacks. This

information was weighed up against comprehensive

scientific theory given by philosophers and thinkers of

education. Informal discussions were held; some with

school inspectors, parents of school-going children and

teachers to supplement views in the public press.

The/···
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The conclusion arrived at is that the curriculum does not
fully satisfy the yearning of the black children and does

not meet the demands of black society in the light of

pres~nt-day pressures. It is conceded therefore that it

needs a major reworking based on an agreement with black

curricularists. black community leaders and black

parents. There should be consensus on how schools should

be effectively managed and areas of knowledge to be

emphasised. What is needed is a curriculum that will not

develop in children a sense of inferiority and

worthlessness leading to alienation.

It is recommended that a reworked curriculum must

cultivate in children such basic capacities such as critical

reflection, imagination, self-criticism. the ability to

reason. and argue, weighing up evidence and forming

independent judgement.

There needs to be an in-depth study of serious school

management problems in urban schools as compared to rural

schools. Greater effort .should be undertaken by

education authorities to arrange in-service courses for

teachers in school management.

In-service courses should be arranged for teachers to

give them guidance into using the latest teaching methods

and approaches.

Headmasters of rural school should be helped into asking

for financial support for their schools from the private

sector.

The present school curriculum should be made broader to

include more elective subjects.

More and diverse recreational activities should be

introduced in black schools. Parents should be motivated

to volunteer their services in this regard.

Scope should be opened up for a subject combining

Sociology/ ...
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Sociology and Anthropology for aspirant teacher in

Colleges of Education.

School leavers should be trained in job-seeking skills

and there should be more emphasis on career guidance.

, ,
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OPSOMMING

Opvoeding is belangrik vir 'n kind want as 'n nog nie

volwassene behoort by blootgestel te word aan die

nalatenskap van menslike prestasie van begrip. oortuiging.

geloop en geesteshoudings. Opvoeding vereis dat die kind

sekere vermoens moet verwerf : waarneming, luister. denke,

gevoelens, insig, geloof, begrip en besIuitneming. Wat

derhalwo nodig is. is t n skoolleerplan wat sal dien as 'n

middel tot ingryping waardeur sneIle veranderende

maatskaplike toestande in die skoolsituasie ondervang kan

word.

Vrae wat in hierdie studie aandag geniet. het betrekking op

die sukses waarmee die huidige skoolleerplanne voldoen aan

die aktiewe en kreatiewe behoeftes van swart kinders, hoe

·die kinders gehelp kan 'word om hul insigte te verbreed wat

sal lei tot veralgemenings ton aansien van probleme wat vir

hulle en die samelewing betekenisvol is. en toegerus word

met die nodige kundigheid om,hul lewensgehalte te verbeter.

Die volgende ~wessies rakende die huidige skoolleerplanne

moes ondersoek word word 'die kind blootgested aan

inlig~ing oor probleme wat verbrand hou met die

bevolkingsontploffings. omgewingsbewustheid,

gesinsdisorganisasie en verwante aangeleenthede. Om saam

te vat is die leerplan gerig op die aspirasies,

verwagtings en angste van swartes.

As metode van ondersoek is 'n literatuurstudie onderneem

ten einde n begripsraamwerk en toeretiese agtergrond,

waarbinne die probleem ondersoek· is daar te ste1. Die

model wat gebruik is vir die ontleding van data is die

kosmonologiese model deur Dooyeweerd omskryf en deur

Schoeman (1980) gelnterpreteer in die per~pektief van die

filosofie van die opvoeding. 'n Noukeurige studio van die

.openbare media is ook onderneem ten einde idees en

sensitiewe areas in die opvoeding van swartes te

ekstraheer. Hierdie inligting is opgeweeg teen omvattende

wetenskaplike toeriee van fllosowe en denkors op die

terrein van die opvoeding. Informele samesprekings is

gehou met skoolinspekteurs, ouers met skoolgaande kinders

asook/ .. ·
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asook hurle onderwysers ter' aanvulling van die menings

,geopenbaar in die openbare media.

Die bevinding van die ondersoek was dat die leerplanne nie

ten volle die aspirasies van swart kinders bevredig nie en

nie voldoen aan die eise van die swart gemeenskappe in die

lig van hedendaagse druk nie. Daar is derhalwe tot die

slotsom geraak dat 'n omvattende heroorweging nodig is.

gebaseer op konsensus deur swart-Ieergangbeplanners t

gemeenskapsleiers en ·ouers. Daar moet eenstemmigheid

wees oor hoe die skole doeltreffend bestuur moet word en

watter kennisvlakke beklemtoon moet word. Daar is 'n

behoofte aan t n leerplan wat nie 'n gevoel van

minderwaardigheid en waardeloosheid by kinders sal kweek

wat tot yervreemding sal lei nie.

Op grond van die bevindigs van die ondersoek. is die

volgende aanbevelings gemaak:

t n Hersiene leerplan moet by kinders basiese vermoens

soos kritfese refleksie, vindingryheid, selfkritiek,

redevoering. redenasievermoe. oorweging van

alternatiewe en die

besluitneming kweek

vorming van onafhanklike

Daar moet 'n indiepte studie gemaak word van ernstige

skoolbestuursprobleme in stedelike skole vergeleke met

plattelandse skole. Opvoedkundige owerheidsinstansies

moet pogings aanwend om doelt.effender

indiensopleidingskursusse vir onderwysers in

skoolbestuur aan te bied

!ndiensopleidingskursusse vir

word om hulle vertroud te

onderwysmeLodes en - benaderings

onderwysers moet gereel

maak met die jongste

plattelandse

van vertroe

Hoofde van

die rig

finansiele

Die/ ...

skole moet bygestaan word in

aan die ~rivate sektor vir

hulp vir hul skole
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Die huidige skoolleerplanne moet uitgebrei word om ·'n

groter vakkeuse te bied

'n Grater verskeidenheid ontspanningsaktiwiteite moet

vir swaTt skole daargestel ~ord en ouers moet

aangemoedig word om hul dienste in hierdie verband

vrywilliglik aan te bied

Ruimte moet gelaat word vir 'n Yak wat Sosiologie en

Antropologie kombineer vir aspiantonderwysers by die

College of Education

Skoolverlaters moet touwys gemaak word in

werksoekersvaardighede en grater klem moet geplaas word

op beroepsvoorligtings.
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